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Abstract 

This dissertation investigates the experiential processes in music training 

and performance techniques of solo tenor voice practitioners. It is informed 

by teaching methodologies in baroque performance practice within higher 

education and links theoretical phases of the research with functional 

aspects of music making. The dissertation also examines applied 

performance practice in music for the solo tenor voice by a pivotal composer 

of the baroque period, George Frideric Handel (1685–1759).  

Solo vocal literature of the baroque period forms a core component of 

studies in conservatoires and universities. However, empirical data compiled 

in this research indicates that emerging performers frequently experience 

only limited formal instruction that combines theoretical and practical aspects 

of baroque performance practice. Furthermore, most vocal teachers’ 

exclusive focus upon their students’ technical development often prevails to 

the detriment of interpretive considerations. Students therefore may 

commonly develop little capacity to balance the development of their 

personal vocal technique with the declamatory practices and theoretical 

awareness required in the professional performance of baroque music. 

Practitioners suggest such experiences articulate a pervasive ‘on the job’ 

training scenario in terms of baroque performance practice. 

This enquiry incorporates a multi-faceted qualitative research framework. 

Informed by documented literature cited within the investigation, the 

methodologies used include semi-structured interviews, case studies and 

reflexivity.  

The performers sampled in this research report that they generally 
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experienced little, if any thorough training in baroque performance practice 

within conservatoire or university programs. This study reveals the 

collaborative, analytical and experiential techniques within professional 

environments that create interpretive approaches relevant to the pedagogy of 

baroque performance practice. This investigation also suggests the delivery 

of affective sentiment within Handel’s solo tenor repertoire is enhanced by 

study of the theoretical philosophies encapsulated in primary sources. 

Moreover, the study proposes that structured pedagogy within higher 

education will be an effective means of assisting singers to adopt best 

practice, rather than working counter to the established theoretical baroque 

style. Such a framework proposes to amalgamate formalised academic study 

with supervised instructional modules systematically applying the practical 

and theoretical foundations of baroque performance practice.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Context 

The popularity of vocal music written in the baroque period, c. 1600–1760 

remains unabated with audiences and performers of the twenty-first century 

(Jones, 2006). Compositions by masters of the Italian, French and German 

baroque are regularly performed in concert halls and opera theatres 

throughout the world. Ready access to digital technology downloads makes 

the vast oeuvre of recorded music of the baroque period instantly available to 

a mass consumer market. Through individual lessons, coaching, recitals, 

ensemble rehearsals and performances, the operatic, oratorio and solo vocal 

literature of the baroque period forms a core component of studies for singing 

students in conservatoires and universities (Wright and Kauders, 1992).  

The mid-twentieth century saw the rise of scholarly research in the role of 

period instruments and historically informed, period-specific performing 

practices. Under the leadership of erudite directors influenced by this 

intellectual pursuit, period performing ensembles emerging in Europe and the 

United Kingdom flourished, supplementing the burgeoning demand for 

historically informed recordings of baroque music. 

  

Research problem 

The body of investigative texts evidences far-reaching musicological 

studies in baroque performing practices (Donington, 1973; Donington, 1982; 

Cyr, 1992; Neumann, 1993) and substantial advancements in vocal 

pedagogy research (Miller, 1986; Miller, 1993; Sell, 2005; Chapman, 2006). 

Through emergent high-profile ensembles, the critical and commercial 
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success of historically informed performance of baroque music is also well 

documented. A substantive corpus of recordings demonstrates the prominent 

solo roles that many British tenors have taken with such ensembles. These 

documented recordings reinforce the ascendancy of British, and some 

Australian tenors within the works of Handel and other baroque composers. 

However, the scholarly literature implies structured pedagogy in performance 

practice within higher education in the United Kingdom lags behind the 

pedagogical approach of institutional counterparts in the United States (Butt, 

2002; Taruskin, 1982).  

The empirical data contained in this study indicates performers emerging 

from higher education institutions in the United Kingdom and Australia 

experience limited academic grounding in baroque performance practice 

(Gilchrist, 2010; Massingham, 2007; Robson, 2010). Confirming themes 

within the published literature, the research reveals vocal teachers in higher 

education rarely discuss the correlation between singing technique, live 

performance of vocal music and interpretive aspects of performance practice 

(Padmore, 2010; Tucker, 2008). Moreover, singing teachers and students 

often demonstrate tenuous knowledge of the fundamentals of baroque 

performance practice (Massingham, 2007; Rangel-Ribeiro, 1981; Robson, 

2010; Partridge, 2010).   

Despite the sustained investment in the presentation of operatic, oratorio 

and choral music of the baroque period within the confines of higher 

education, the empirical data collected in this research suggest systematised 

pedagogy combining theoretical and practical aspects of performance 

practice is scant. Limited baroque performance practice teaching is 
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commonly devolved, in part, to the musicologist, or perhaps the choral 

director or specialist vocal coach.  

Furthermore, some singers find musicological discussion arid or academic, 

while choral conductors may be ill equipped in terms of the requisite 

knowledge of baroque performance practice (Partridge, 2010; Robson, 2010; 

Tucker, 2008). Additionally, Evans et al. (2011), Langlands et al. (2011) and 

Lomax-Smith et al. (2011) suggest government funding for higher education 

in Australia and England is diminishing. The resultant contraction of labour 

resources places on tenuous footing the role of the specialist baroque vocal 

coach. Given this context, students commonly develop limited capacity to 

balance the technical skills absorbed in the singing teacher’s studio with the 

declamatory vocal practices and theoretical deliberations espoused within the 

treatises of the baroque period. 

The current study notes that some North American and European 

conservatoires, such as the Schulich School of Music of McGill University in 

Montreal, the Schola Cantorum in Basel and the Royal Conservatoire in The 

Hague, offer specialised pedagogy in period performance practices. Yet the 

recording case studies will indicate that the tenor Thomas Randle presents a 

somewhat incongruous case. Born in California and trained primarily in 

America, Randle appeared extensively in baroque works within the early part 

of his career, and now performs throughout the United Kingdom and Europe 

in a broad range of nineteenth and twentieth century repertoire. Despite his 

evidently fine tenor voice and music education in the American system, the 

current research will suggest that Randle’s interpretive adherence to the 

performance practice philosophies of the baroque theorists is the most 
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variable of the singers surveyed in Chapters 4 and 5.   

Despite their established professional credentials, British practitioners 

universally reveal the challenging experience of training ‘on the job’, as a 

consequence of the dearth of systematic scholastic structure in baroque 

performance practice within their respective higher degree training. This 

phenomenon confirms the primary status of the literature. It also offers a 

stimulus for this research reflecting upon the scholastic experiences and 

occupational practices of a representative sample of eminent tenor voice 

practitioners as a means of informing pedagogy in higher music education. 

 

Aims of the research 

The investigator’s dual occupational roles contextualise the research 

undertaken in this dissertation. Duties as a singing teacher in higher 

education necessitate regular dialogue with students regarding the 

interpretation and performance of baroque music. With minimal access to 

structured, theoretical teaching of performance practice, some pupils 

encounter the variance of editorial rigor in vocal scores. Others struggle to 

grasp the principles of ornamentation in da capo arias or the speech-like 

inflections required in the declamation of recitative. Students may also be 

perplexed by some singers’ variable application of performance practice in 

recordings produced under the banner of ‘historically informed’ performance.     

As a tenor soloist singing a broad range of baroque repertoire, it is my 

experience that interpretive discussions concerning performance practice 

frequently arise within the rehearsal process. Given the scenario of ‘on the 

job’ training previously mentioned, comprehensive pedagogy within higher 
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education plays a substantial role in the pre-professional development of 

theoretical and practical skills in performance practice.  

The sparing use of indications upon performance practice within baroque 

composers’ manuscripts is one of the motivating factors of this research. The 

vocal treatises of the eighteenth century offer some interpretive guidance, 

emphasising that the primary purpose of baroque music was to move the 

passions or emotions of the listener through the performers’ affective 

delivery. Theorists including Tosi (c. 1653–1732) and Mancini (1714–1800) 

counsel the singer to perform recitative in imitation of an orator’s rhetorical 

delivery, matching the rhythm of the text to declamatory speech (Foreman, 

1996; Galliard, 2009). Tarling (2004) defines rhetoric as: 

“a particular way of speaking by an orator whose main aim is to 
persuade the listener. Persuasive speaking uses various techniques 
that influence the emotional response of the listener in order to bring 
him round to the speaker’s opinion” (i). 
    

Furthermore, Tarling suggests “the principal skill of the rhetorical performer 

lies in the identification of the emotional content represented by the musical 

text, and the communication of this to the audience” (p. 104). 

The professional practitioner of solo tenor vocal repertoire is the central 

phenomenon of the study. The purpose of this qualitative study is to explore 

the educational experiences and vocational practices of such singers, in 

order to inform teaching methodologies in baroque performance practice 

within higher education.   

Informing instructional paradigms in tertiary education, this research 

examines practitioners’ professional development pertaining to performance 

practice. By linking theoretical phases of the research with functional aspects 

of music making, the project also examines applied performance practice in 
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music for the tenor voice by a seminal baroque composer, George Frideric 

Handel (1685–1759). Baptised Georg Friederich Händel, the spelling that he 

adopted upon settling in England is applied throughout this document (Dean, 

1982; Hicks, 2007). 

 

The research questions 

Primary research question 

A conceptual framework investigating the experiences and applications of 

performance practice by professional singers informs the primary research 

question (Creswell, 2007). It can be stated as follows: 

What do the training experiences and vocational methodologies of 

professional tenor voice practitioners imply for structured pedagogy in 

baroque performance practice within higher music education? 

 

Research sub-questions 

Two research sub-questions pursue the analytical reporting upon the data 

(Creswell, 2007). They are: 

1) What methods of pedagogy, resources and experiences most effectively 

inform professional tenor voice practitioners regarding baroque performance 

practice? 

2) In applying elements of performance practice in vocal music by George 

Frideric Handel, how do the theoretical philosophies of affekt, declamation 

and ornamentation advocated within the eighteenth century sources 

influence the interpretive approach of professional tenors in the twenty-first 

century?  
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Ethics 

The human research conducted within this project has research ethics 

approval under Griffith University Ethics Protocol QCM 2107HREC. 

 

Research sample 

As a representative sample of works in Handel’s four principal vocal 

genres for the solo tenor voice, the recording case studies discussed in 

Chapters 4 and 5 examine aspects of the practical application of baroque 

performance practice. Period instrument ensembles feature in these eight 

readily available recordings. Many of the selected recordings feature British 

tenors acclaimed for their performances of Handel’s music. These resources 

also demonstrate the continuation of the long-standing tradition of British 

musicians engaging in the presentation of works by this famous composer. 

Broadening the field, the sample also includes Thomas Randle, a prominent 

recording artist born and educated in the United States of America. The 

literature previously discussed suggests that structured higher education 

pedagogy is more readily available in the United States than within the 

United Kingdom. Randle now performs extensively throughout his homeland, 

as well as undertaking numerous engagements in the United Kingdom and 

Europe. 

The seven British and Australian tenors interviewed in this study are a 

representative cross-section of practitioners who are generally considered 

eminent in their field. In accordance with well-established research 

methodology, this process is a purposive sampling that “aims to select 

information-rich cases for an in-depth study” (Liamputtong and Ezzy, 2005, p. 
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46). These accomplished professional performers evince diverse 

experiences in the pedagogical process of music training, although 

collectively they share a recognised expertise in the vocal music of Handel. 

The depth and rigour of this study is further strengthened by the inclusion of 

four of these singers who are featured soloists in several of the case study 

recordings discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. 

All interviewees have agreed to their being identified in the research 

findings contained within this dissertation. The age group of the sample 

ranges from 46 to 73, and significantly includes the late English tenor Philip 

Langridge (1939–2010). The researcher, aged 43, also reflects upon his own 

training and experience in baroque performance practice, again according to 

well-established methodologies (Ellis, 2004; Ellis & Bochner, 2000; Spry, 

2001).  

In alphabetical order, the practitioners discussed in the recording case 

studies are John Elwes, James Gilchrist, Thomas Randle, Nigel Robson, 

Anthony Rolfe-Johnson and Ian Partridge. The tenors interviewed in the 

study are James Gilchrist, Philip Langridge, Gregory Massingham, Mark 

Padmore, Ian Partridge, Nigel Robson and Mark Tucker. Appendix D 

includes brief biographical notes on these performers.   

 

Methodology, data collection and reporting 

This dissertation adheres to a qualitative research paradigm, employing 

rigorous procedures of data collection including semi-structured interviews 

(Denzin and Lincoln, 2000), case studies (Stake, 1995; Yin, 2003), reflexivity 

(Richards, 2005) and reference to documented literature (Creswell, 2007). 
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The dissertation combines consideration of primary sources, including 

baroque treatises on performance practice and Handel’s autograph 

manuscripts, with the professional practice of music in the contemporary 

context. 

Chapter 1 introduces Handel and several of the tenor soloists for whom he 

composed. This chapter also offers a brief contextual appraisal of Handel’s 

four musical genres that are represented in the recording case studies. 

Commenting upon theoretical implications, Chapter 2 explores primary and 

secondary literature relevant to elements of the research. The primary 

sources considered include pertinent vocal and instrumental treatises, 

selected compositional manuscripts and historical documents relating to 

performance practice in Handel’s vocal literature. The secondary sources 

cover topics including historical aspects of singing style, vocal pedagogy and 

elements of baroque performance practice, including ornamentation, 

declamation, affekt and rhetoric. Philosophical discussions regarding the 

performance of baroque music and studies of Handel’s works and singers 

are also included in this chapter.  

Chapter 3 investigates performance and the notion of affekt, which 

encompasses the emotive qualities within text and music. This chapter also 

explores declamatory vocal delivery and ornamental constructs as significant 

aspects of baroque performance practice emerging within the primary 

sources. Chapter 3 also contextualises the analytical case studies, self-

reflection, and critical commentary upon the practitioner interviews.   

Chapters 4 and 5 include in-depth case studies examining a cross-section 

of works by Handel through recordings, largely by British tenors. These 
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chapters critically appraise the influence of the primary sources upon the 

practices of affekt, declamation and ornamentation in a representative 

sample of tenor soloists. This component also explores the direct relationship 

between the theoretical guidelines of the baroque period and practical music 

making.  

Chapters 6 to 8 include analysis and reporting upon semi-structured 

interviews with a research sample comprising British and Australian tenors. 

These chapters also incorporate self-reflective commentary and observations 

upon documented literature. Transcripts of the interviews were coded and 

analysed according to established qualitative research procedures (Creswell, 

2003; Richards, 2005; Strauss and Corbin, 1990).  

Through organisation, coding and inductive analysis of the data, Chapters 

6 to 8 consider practitioner experiences in pedagogy, resources and 

professional development in baroque performance practice. The relationship 

of these experiences to Handel’s music is also explored. These chapters 

offer meaningful interpretation and commentary upon the categories and 

themes emerging from the data.  

The conclusion presents detailed findings deriving from the analysis of 

research data. A comprehensive bibliography and a glossary of terms are 

provided to assist the reader in navigating the research. The appendices 

contain a catalogue of Handel’s compositions that explicates the nexus 

between this composer and the solo tenor voice. Texts and translations of 

works examined within the case studies, complete transcripts of the 

interviews, biographical summaries of the practitioners under investigation 

and digital images of the relevant Handel autograph manuscripts are also 
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included.  

 

Validation of findings 

The commentary and reporting of the interview analysis in Chapters 6 to 8 

includes quotations from the research interviews. Texts of these interviews 

also enhance interpretative rigour and provide “the reader with a clearer 

sense of the evidence on which the analysis is based” (Liamputtong and 

Ezzy, 2005, p. 39). Validation of findings determines the accuracy of the 

research from the viewpoint of the researcher, the participant and the reader. 

The research design incorporates elements of validation within the qualitative 

research literature. Data source triangulation and clarification of researcher 

bias, rigorous portrayal of the research findings and presentation of themes 

that may contradict prevailing perceptions are active constituents of the 

design (Creswell, 2003; Creswell, 2007; Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; Richards, 

2005).  

In short, this research finds rigorous aptitude in the declamatory practices 

advocated by theoreticians and scholars of the baroque period are critical to 

the affective performance of Handel’s repertoire for the tenor voice, and by 

extension, to other musical output of the period. Furthermore, the analytical 

reporting proposes a pedagogical framework for baroque performance 

practice within higher education. Such a structure amalgamates the 

scholarship of formalised academic study with practical supervision from 

specialist baroque tutors, singing teachers and choral directors. Knowledge 

transfer through such a charter presents the diverse continuum of baroque 

performance practice, repertoire training, technical development and 
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theoretical study within a pedagogically balanced, vibrant and rigorous 

musical environment.       

This research presents analysis of performing and teaching practices, 

commentary on theoretical resources, and observations upon practical 

aspects of baroque performance practice, as a contribution to new 

knowledge in this field. The outcomes of this research will hopefully benefit 

music educators, professional singers, students of singing and 

instrumentalists pursuing the field of baroque performance practice. 
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PART ONE: CONTEXT AND BACKGROUND 

Part One briefly introduces George Frideric Handel, one of the foremost 

composers of vocal music in the baroque period. Setting in context the tenor 

voice as a fundamental element of discussion in the dissertation, several 

distinguished German, Italian and English tenors who performed under the 

composer’s direction will be considered. A cross-section of Handel’s 

principal vocal genres examined within this dissertation is also introduced. 

The opera seria, Italian cantata, English oratorio and English ode serve as 

conduits for the transmission of affective elements of text and music, 

declamatory vocal practices and ornamentation as discussed within Chapter 

3. These four genres underpin the examination of performance practice in 

the case studies within Chapters 4 and 5, whilst contributing to the analytical 

discussion of data in Chapters 6 to 8.  
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CHAPTER 1: HANDEL—THE TENOR VOICE AND VOCAL GENRES 

 

1.1 George Frideric Handel 

Handel’s life is the subject of many comprehensive biographical studies, 

including Mainwaring (1760), Westrup (1938), Young (1947), Deutsch 

(1955), Lang (1967), Sadie (1975), Dean (1980), Hogwood (1984), Robbins 

Landon (1984), Burrows (1994), Burrows (1997) and Hicks (2007). 

Grounded within the investigative publications by these researchers, the 

ensuing chronology in Table 1 briefly outlines some of the significant events 

in Handel’s life pertaining to the present research.  

 

1.2 Handel’s tenors 

As the catalogue in Appendix A demonstrates, Handel’s writing for the 

tenor voice primarily encompassed four genres: the Italianate opera seria 

and the English oratorio forms, several English odes and an Italian cantata 

performed in conjunction with the premiere of Alexander’s Feast (HWV 75).   

In considering several noteworthy tenors who performed under the 

composer’s direction, the following discussion places in context the 

comprehensive catalogue contained within Appendix A. 

The fixation upon the da capo aria form and the moulding of roles in opera 

seria to highlight the strengths of particular artists placed enormous influence 

in the hands of the singers. Because of their powerful agility and range, the 

castrato singers were positioned at the peak of the hierarchical scheme, 

alongside the prima donna or leading soprano. Other voice types filled the 

subsidiary roles (McClymonds and Heartz, 2007).  
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(# contains significant tenor role; * tenor voice assigned title role) 

 
Table 1. A brief time line of Handel’s life and his works for the tenor voice. 
 

Although the prima donna soprano voices took significant parts in all 

Handel’s opera seria and likewise the castrato voice in all the operas but 

Almira (HWV 1), the composer featured roles for the tenor voice in 27 of his 

Date Biographical annotation 
1685 Handel born in Halle on 23 February. 
1692 Begins music study with Zachow in Halle. 
1702 Enrols as a law student at Halle University. 
1703 Moves to Hamburg; meets tenor Mattheson; joins Hamburg opera 

orchestra. 
1704 Composes Almira, his first opera seria. # 
1705 Mattheson sings roles in Handel’s first two operas, Almira & Nero. # 
1706 Handel leaves Hamburg, bound for Italy. 
1707 Florence: Opera Rodrigo premieres. # 
1708 Rome: Oratorio La Resurrezione premieres. #  
1710 Appointed Kapellmeister to the Elector of Hanover; first visit to London. 
1711 Presents Rinaldo at Queen’s Theatre, Haymarket; returns to Hanover. 
1712 Journeys to London; premieres several operas. 
1719 
–28 

Music Director of the Royal Academy of Music. Operas staged by the 
Academy include Radamisto, Flavio, Giulio Cesare (revival), Tamerlano, 
Rodelinda, Scipione and Alessandro. # 

1729 Royal Academy of Music closes; Handel travels abroad to engage Italian 
singers for a new opera company. 

1729 
–34 

Presents operas including Lotario, Partenope, Poro & Tolomeo (revival) 
at the King’s Theatre, in partnership with John Heidegger. # 

1732 Performances in London include Ezio, Sosarme & the English oratorio 
Esther. # 

1733 Directs Acis and Galatea and Esther in Oxford. # 
1734 Operas in Covent Garden season include Arianna & Ariodante. # 
1735 Includes oratorios in his opera subscriptions; Alcina premieres. # 
1736 Alexander’s Feast and Cecilia, volgi un sguardo premiere. # 
1737 Presents Arminio, Giustino & Berenice at Covent Garden. # Handel’s 

opera company subsequently closes in June.  
1738 Stages operas at the King’s Theatre.  No tenors in Handel’s opera 

company. 
1739 Presents Saul and Israel in Egypt at Lincoln’s Inn Fields Theatre, 

London. # Significant tenor roles in most oratorios composed 1739–52. 
1741 Presents final season of opera seria in London; composes Messiah. #  
1742 Messiah premieres in Dublin. # 
1743 Samson premieres. * Messiah first performed in London. # 
1751 Deteriorating eyesight interferes with composition of Jephtha. * 
1753 Last newspaper report of Handel playing in a public performance. 
1759 14 April, Handel dies at his home in Brook St, Hanover Square.  Funeral 

held at Westminster Abbey on 20 April. 
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42 Italian operas. In the 1724 premiere of Tamerlano (HWV 18), the famous 

Italian tenor Francesco Borosini sang the opera’s dominant role, the Turkish 

emperor Bajazet. Borosini also created Grimoaldo in Rodelinda (1725) and 

sang Sesto in a revival of Giulio Cesare (Dean, 2007). The English tenor 

John Beard also created several significant roles in Handel’s operas, 

including Lurcanio in Ariodante (HWV 33), Oronte in Alcina (HWV 34) and 

Fabio in Berenice (HWV 38) (Dean and Knapp, 1995; Dean, 2006).  

Although the opera seria form was clearly dominated by the castrato and 

prima donna sopranos, the catalogue presented in Appendix A graphs the 

not insubstantial presence of the tenor voice within Handel’s operatic output. 

The decline in popularity of opera seria in London, coupled with Handel’s 

desire to engage British singers in the new English oratorio form, saw the 

power and influence of the Italian singers, and particularly that of the 

castrato voice, wane.  

With the emergence of these scenarios, the tenor voice subsequently 

became more prominent in Handel’s output. Beard sang the title roles in 

Handel’s oratorios Belshazzar (HWV 61), Samson (HWV 57), Judas 

Maccabaeus (HWV 63) and Jephtha (HWV 70). He also took principal roles 

in every oratorio and ode by Handel, excluding The Choice of Hercules 

(HWV 69), which contains no music for the solo tenor voice. Consideration of 

the noteworthy tenors who performed under the composer’s direction helps 

place the tenor voice in the context of pedagogical dialogue upon 

performance practice.  
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Germany 

Johann Mattheson  

Mattheson (1681–1764) became acquainted with Handel in 1703 and is 

one of the first tenors whose work with the composer is documented (Dean 

and Knapp, 1987). Mattheson’s wide-ranging education included tuition in 

the English, French and Italian languages, keyboard, singing and 

composition lessons and instruction on various stringed and wind 

instruments. As his voice matured, he began to take principal tenor roles 

with the Hamburg Opera, among them Fernando in Handel’s Almira (HWV 1) 

and the title role in Nero (HWV 2) (Buelow, 2007). At the Hamburg Opera, 

Handel conducted Mattheson’s opera Cleopatra, with the composer singing 

the role of Antonius.  

Later in his career, Mattheson became director of music at Hamburg 

Cathedral between 1715 and 1728, eventually being appointed secretary 

and diplomatic assistant to the English ambassador to Hamburg (Buelow, 

2007). Mattheson’s skills encompassed the composition of philosophical and 

critical reports on many aspects of music. In 1722, he launched the 

publication of the first German music periodical, Critica Musica. His articles 

for this journal often included extracts from communiqués with other well-

known musicians, including Handel, Fux (c. 1660–1741) and Telemann 

(1681–1767).  

 

Italian tenors 

Carlo Arrigoni  

A Florentine lutenist, singer and composer, Arrigoni (c. 1697–1744) was 
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active in London between 1731 and 1736 (Hill, 2007). English music 

historian Charles Burney (1726–1814) documents some of the Italian’s 

activity with Handel’s rival opera company, the Opera of the Nobility, which 

staged Arrigoni’s opera Fernando in 1734 (Mercer, 1957). Arrigoni played 

the lute in the premiere of Handel’s Alexander’s Feast at Covent Garden in 

1736. In the same concert series, he played the lute in Handel’s concerto, 

Opus 4, Number 6 (HWV 294). Ever the practical composer, Handel took 

advantage of Arrigoni’s native tongue and his evidently fine voice, engaging 

the Italian to perform as tenor soloist in the cantata Cecilia, volgi un sguardo 

(Dean, 1977). 

 

Francesco Borosini 

The Italian tenor Borosini (c. 1690–after 1747) came to prominence in 

operas and oratorios by Caldara and Fux, during his tenure at the Viennese 

imperial court from 1712 to 1731. He appeared in various operatic roles 

throughout Italy and debuted in London as Bajazet in Handel’s Tamerlano. 

Handel dated the completed Tamerlano manuscript on 23 July 1724. The 

pivotal role of Bajazet was extensively revised upon Borosini’s arrival in 

London, with the tessitura lowered in several of the arias. Dean and Knapp 

(1995) suggest that Handel may have had an intermediate working score 

that is no longer extant, as the autograph manuscript does not contain all the 

significant changes that occurred before and after the copyist completed the 

performing score (Hamburg MA/ 1056). A notable example is Bajazet’s aria 

“Ciel e terra”, composed in E major in the autograph, yet adjusted in the 

performing score to D major.  
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Borosini was also responsible for more significant structural change within 

Handel’s conception of Tamerlano. Best (2001) suggests Borosini brought 

with him the libretto and score of Gasparini’s Il Bajazet, Dramma per musica. 

These documents inspired Handel to incorporate an extensive onstage 

death scene for Bajazet, serving to concentrate the drama within the opera’s 

conclusion (Dean and Knapp, 1995). 

 

Annibale Pio Fabri  

An eminent Italian tenor and composer, Fabri (1697–1760) launched his 

singing career at Modena in 1714. He sang principal roles in all major Italian 

opera centres, and gave performances in Vienna, Madrid and Lisbon. 

Accademia Filharmonica, the music education institution established in 

Bologna in 1666, commissioned Fabri to compose several oratorios in 1719–

20 (Dean, 2007).     

Burney notes Handel’s journey to Italy in 1728 to audition singers for his 

forthcoming London season. Recording the singers who returned to London 

with Handel, Burney (Mercer, 1957) reports on “Signor Annibale Pio Fabri, a 

most excellent tenor” (p. 760). Fabri created the roles of Berengario in 

Lotario, Emilio in Partenope and Alessandro in Poro, and he sang in revivals 

of several other works by Handel (Dean, 2007).  

 

Giovanni Battista Pinacci  

Florentine tenor Pinacci (1694/5–1750) appeared in the principal centres 

of Italian operatic activity throughout his career. He performed in operas by 

noted composers, including Bononcini (1670–1747), Hasse (1699–1783) 
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and Pergolesi (1710–36). Handel engaged Pinacci for the London seasons 

in 1731–32, in which the Italian created Massimo in Ezio and Haliate in 

Sosarme. In describing the aria “La turba” from Handel’s Sosarme, Burney 

(Mercer, 1957) comments: 

“…the tenor singer, Pinacci, is excellent in the present theatrical 
style;...the agitation and passion of the singer is painted by the 
instruments in iterated notes, which neither incommode the performer, 
nor distract the attention of the hearer by complication” (p. 773).   

 

British tenors 

John Beard  

English tenor Beard (c. 1717–91) began his vocal training as a treble in 

the choir of the Chapel Royal. His Covent Garden debut in 1734 as Silvio in 

Il pastor fido (HWV 8) marked the dawn of a distinguished singing career 

and an intensive association with Handel’s music. Beard gave more 

premiere performances of Handel’s work under the composer’s direction 

than any other male singer (Dean, 2007). 

 

Alexander Gordon 	  

Following his valediction from the University of Aberdeen, the Scottish 

tenor Gordon (c. 1692–1754/55) began his career teaching languages and 

music. He lived in Italy for some years, where documentary evidence 

suggests he performed in Messina in 1716 and in Naples in 1717–18. 

Returning to Britain in 1719, Gordon became a member of the Royal 

Academy in 1720, where he sang Tiridate in Handel’s Radamisto (Dean, 

2007). 	  

After performing Ugone in Handel’s Flavio, Gordon retired from the stage 
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to commence a career researching the Roman artefacts unearthed in 

Scotland and northern England. He was secretary for the Society of 

Antiquities between 1736 and 1741. Emigrating to the American colonies 

where he lived for the remainder of his life, Gordon subsequently became 

secretary to the Governor of South Carolina (Dean and Knapp, 1987; Dean, 

2007). 	  

	  

Thomas Lowe 	  

An English tenor and actor, Lowe (d. 1783) became well known at 

Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens as a singer in light entertainments and ballads. 

He frequently interchanged with John Beard as Macheath in The Beggar’s 

Opera and performed many of the vocal works of his friend Thomas Arne 

(1710–78). Lowe appeared at Covent Garden in oratorios by Handel in 1743 

and the seasons between 1748 and 1751 (Dean, 2007). 	  

Between 1763 and 1769, Lowe leased Marylebone Gardens, mounting 

concerts and light entertainments. In comparing Lowe with John Beard, 

Burney (Mercer, 1957) described Lowe’s singing voice as:	  

“…the finest tenor voice I ever heard in my life, for want of diligence 
and cultivation, he never could safely be trusted with any thing better 
than a ballad, which he constantly learned by his ear; whereas Mr 
Beard, with an inferior voice, constantly possessed the favour of the 
public by his superior conduct, knowledge of Music, and intelligence as 
an actor” (p. 1010). 	  

 

1.3 Handel’s vocal genres 

Opera Seria 

A form of Italian opera based on a tragedy or heroic theme, the 

composition of opera seria followed a strict set of conventions. Recitativo 
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semplice, or recitative accompanied by continuo, propelled the dramatic 

narrative, while da capo arias accompanied by strings, continuo and 

occasionally obbligato instruments offered reflective commentary or 

interpretative judgments upon the unfolding plot. Chapter 3 includes 

comprehensive reporting upon these aspects of Handel’s operatic works. 

Working within the somewhat narrow conventions of opera seria, 

particularly the absence of ensembles found in operas of later periods, 

Handel gave dramatic depth to an extensive range of characters through his 

mastery of the da capo aria form. He carefully conceived his characters in a 

three-dimensional sense, and planned their development through the course 

of his operas. Dean and Knapp (1987) discuss the progression of the 

villainous, irresolute Grimoaldo in Rodelinda (HWV 19)—a role Handel wrote 

for the Italian tenor Borosini—as one of the composer’s most shrewd and 

refined portrayals.  

Dean and Knapp (1987) describe opera seria as a “synthesis of vocal and 

instrumental music, drama..., spectacle, dancing and ritual” (p. 3). All 

Handel’s operas encompass a wide spectrum of human experience, from the 

sensuality and eroticism of Il pastor fido (HWV 8), the pageantry of Rinaldo 

(HWV 7), the extramarital affairs apparent in Giulio Cesare (HWV 17) and 

the elements of human tragedy in Tamerlano (HWV 18) (Dean and Knapp, 

1987; Dean, 2006). 

Above all, the conventions of opera seria propelled it as a vehicle for the 

solo voice. The leading singers of Handel’s time were noted not only for their 

expressive interpretations, but also for their technical facility and the ability to 

control the breath (Mercer, 1957). Furthermore, these singers were expected 
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to interpret the music using embellishments such as the messa di voce, and 

through the application of essential and non-essential ornaments. These 

philosophies were recognised as paramount to the intensive portrayal of 

affective elements and to the tasteful interpretation of baroque style. Refined 

by his training in Italy, Handel’s vocal writing gave singers a subtle and 

sophisticated medium for dramatic expression.  

 

English Oratorio 

Performed in the manner of a concert, without sets, costumed attire or 

dramatic staging, the term oratorio signifies an extensive musical setting, 

normally of sacred verse, that combines elements of vivid storytelling with 

meditative segments. Handel’s English oratorios amalgamate components of 

opera seria, the German Protestant oratorio and features of the type of 

English masque and anthem written by Henry Purcell (1659–95) (Smither, 

2007). Having resided in Italy for several years in the formative part of his 

career, Handel became familiar with the Roman oratorio style through the 

works of his contemporaries, including Scarlatti (1660–1725) and Stradella 

(1639–82). Handel’s La Resurrezione  (HWV 47, 1708) is testament to the 

oratorio tradition that first developed in Rome in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries (Smither, 2007). 

Performed in theatres and concert halls, Handel’s English oratorios 

usually comprised a three-act structure on a sacred subject, with the chorus 

given a substantial and conspicuous role. The composer likely gave his first 

English oratorio, Esther (HWV 50a) in 1720 at Cannons, Edgware in a fully 

staged, theatrical format (Dean, 1990). With Handel’s permission, Bernard 
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Gates—Master of the Children at the Chapel Royal—conducted three 

performances of Esther at the Crown and Anchor Tavern in the Strand in 

February 1732.  These performances were presented for the benefit of 

private music clubs and were given theatrical staging.  

In the months that followed, Handel revised Esther for public 

performance. However, his plans to present a fully staged version were 

thwarted, when the Bishop of London objected to choristers from the Chapel 

Royal participating in a performance of a sacred subject in an opera house. 

Conceding, Handel later presented Esther (HWV 50b) as a concert version 

in the King’s Theatre in May 1732. This season of six performances set the 

precedent for the successful oratorio format that he adopted for the 

remainder of his career (Dean, 1990; Smither, 2007). 

Recitatives, arias and ensemble pieces express affekt in a similar way in 

Handel’s oratorios to those within his opera seria. The da capo aria occurred 

infrequently in Handel’s English oratorios, with greater emphasis placed 

upon through-composed aria forms, the interplay of duet and trio ensembles, 

and an expansion of the role of the chorus (Smither, 2007). Handel retained 

some elements of the opera seria, including semplice recitative as a vehicle 

driving the essentials of the plot and accompagnato recitative for dramatic 

impact and contrasts of instrumental texture.  

The English oratorios were frequently based upon adaptations of themes 

from the Old Testament. English audiences readily identified with the Old 

Testament subjects, frequently drawing connections between the struggles 

of the Israelites and altercations within their own heritage (Dean, 1990; 

Smither, 2007). Samson (HWV 57) exemplifies the topical and stylistic traits 
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within Handel’s English oratorios. The title role, originally sung by John 

Beard, is representative of the dramatic conception and musical intensity of 

Handel’s writing for the tenor voice.  

 

English Ode 

Originating from the Greek word aeido, meaning ‘I sing’ (Tilmouth and 

Mathiesen, 2007), the ode is a poem written for the purpose of song. In the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the ode became a laudatory vehicle 

in honour of the reigning monarch, and also an integral component of 

festivities held on November 22 in honour of St Cecilia, the patron saint of 

music and musicians (Tilmouth and Mathiesen, 2007).  

The development of the English ode owes much to Purcell, who 

broadened the communicative scope of musical settings of the ode “with his 

use of ritornellos, recurring grounds, motivic relationships and broader tonal 

planning” (McGuiness and Trowles, 2007). Handel’s 1713 ode for Queen 

Anne’s birthday, Eternal Source of Light Divine (HWV 74) draws upon these 

Purcellian influences. Handel’s other English odes are two settings by John 

Dryden (1631–1700) in honour of St Cecilia: Song for St Cecilia’s Day (HWV 

76), first performed at Lincoln’s Inn Fields in 1739 and Alexander’s Feast 

(HWV 75) (McGuiness and Trowles, 2007). The latter work premiered at 

Covent Garden in 1736, with John Beard as the tenor soloist (Burrows, 

1982).  

 

Italian Cantata 

A musical genre for one or more voices and instrumental accompaniment, 
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the chamber cantata, alongside opera seria and oratorio, was one of the 

significant secular vocal forms of the baroque period. The cantata grew from 

a primarily continuo-based form in the seventeenth century, to a mature 

genre in the eighteenth century that frequently incorporated orchestral 

accompaniment and obbligato instruments.  

The cantata form dominated Italian vocal chamber music during the 

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries (Timms and Fortune, 2007). 

With the financial backing of the affluent nobility, composers and performers 

cultivated the popularity of the cantata. Reaching its zenith in Rome during 

the final decade of the seventeenth century and the first quarter of the 

eighteenth century, the presence of various luminaries including Scarlatti, 

Bononcini and Handel collectively dominated the sphere of cantata activity. 

Handel’s extant Italian cantatas number approximately 100. The majority 

were composed for the Marquis Francesca Ruspoli, Handel’s patron during 

an Italian sojourn from autumn 1706 to spring 1710 (Marx, 2004). Most of 

Handel’s cantatas feature the soprano voice, although several for alto and 

bass soloists are extant (Kirkendale, 2003).  

Cecilia, volgi un sguardo (HWV 89) is the only Handel cantata 

incorporating a tenor soloist. Together with Crudel tiranno Amor of 1721 

(HWV 97), it is one of only two Italian cantatas Handel composed after 1710 

(Marx, 2004). The cantata Caro autor di mia doglia composed by Keiser in 

1713 was previously attributed to Handel. A work for two sopranos, it was 

erroneously copied for soprano and tenor soloists in some secondary 

sources (Hicks, 2007). Given the predominance of the soprano and castrato 

voices in Italy during the early eighteenth century, it is not surprising that 
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Handel’s cantatas were primarily written for these higher voice types. 

However, contemporary sources including Legrenzi (1626–90) (Seay, 1972) 

and Gaffi (1667–1744) (Borgir, 2007) suggest soprano cantatas could be 

sung by tenors an octave lower than the notated pitch (Timms and Boyd, 

2007).   

Italianate cantatas of the early eighteenth century were characterised by 

tonal unity through the commonality of key between the first and final 

movements. With the key of A major marking the opening recitative and the 

final duet movement, Cecilia, volgi un sguardo follows the established 

pattern. Set for two soloists, soprano Anna Strada del Pò (d. after 1741) and 

the Italian tenor Carlo Arrigoni, two violins, viola and basso continuo, 

Handel’s Cecilia volgi un sguardo premiered on 19 February 1736 in 

conjunction with the English ode Alexander’s Feast (HWV 75). As Handel 

determined that Alexander’s Feast was too concise to fulfil a complete 

evening’s entertainment, Cecilia, volgi un sguardo was performed at the 

commencement of the second act (Marx, 2004). 

 

Chapter 1 has presented a broad perspective upon the place of the tenor 

voice in Handel’s output. Although the soprano and castrato voices took 

pivotal roles in Handel’s opera seria, the composer engaged the highly 

regarded Italian tenors Borosini, Fabri and Pinacci to sing roles in many of 

his London operas. While the English tenor John Beard also created 

noteworthy roles in Handel’s operas, it is his contribution to the composer’s 

English language works for which he is principally recognised. Beard and 

other British tenors including Gordon and Lowe helped bring the tenor voice 
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to greater prominence with the rise in popularity of Handel’s English 

oratorios and odes. 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

This chapter comprises discussion of selected primary and secondary 

sources pertaining to this research. Primary sources incorporate vocal and 

instrumental treatises and historical documents. They include manuscripts 

comprising the four works considered within the case studies in Chapters 4 

and 5, as well as several arias containing ornamentation provided by the 

composer. Other primary sources in this investigation comprise treatises on 

singing from the baroque period, and some which focus on elements of 

instrumental performance practice that have relevance for vocal music. 

Theoretical documents from the eighteenth century discussing affekt and 

declamatory practices also contribute primary source material to this study. 

 

2.1 Handel’s autograph manuscripts 

Holographs of the following four works are included as .jpg files in 

Appendix E, with kind permission of the British Library:  

• Alexander’s Feast (HWV 75) autograph (1736): British Library, RM 

20.d.4. © British Library Board.  

• Cecilia, volgi un sguardo (HWV 89) autograph (1736): British Library, 

RM 20.e.4. © British Library Board. Folio contains several other Italian 

cantatas by Handel (Burrows and Ronish, 1994).  

• Tamerlano (HWV 18): British Library, RM 20.c.11. © British Library 

Board. Autograph includes substantial revisions and insertions made by the 

composer between the first draft and the premiere performance (Burrows 

and Ronish, 1994).  
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• Samson (HWV 57) RM 20.f.6. © British Library Board. Autograph 

draft (1741), completed and revised in 1742 (Burrows and Ronish, 1994).  

• Subsidiary manuscripts contain fragmentary excerpts from 

Tamerlano: RM 20.d.2. © British Library Board and Cecilia, volgi un sguardo: 

RM 7.g.22. published by Walsh (1738) © British Library Board.   

 
These manuscripts demonstrate the paucity of Handel’s directives 

regarding the application of performance practice (see Appendix E). Though 

he regularly notated arias, duets and trios with an Italian term indicating the 

tempo and mood of such pieces, dynamic indications for the singer appear 

infrequently. Crucially for this research, the manuscripts’ sparing 

performance directives for recitatives and arias demonstrate Handel’s 

willingness to leave aspects of articulation, syllabic inflection, ornamentation, 

rhetorical delivery and vocal character to the singers’ discretion. Such 

practices confirm these conventions of baroque performance practice as 

essential knowledge for performers of the time, despite the lack of explicit 

notation thereof.   

 

2.2 Handel manuscripts in the context of scholarly editions 

Scholar Winton Dean presents three arias with notated ornamentation 

from Handel’s opera Ottone (Dean, 1976). Premiering in 1723, the work 

enjoyed four subsequent revival seasons in the composer’s lifetime between 

1724 and 1733.  Dean’s edition is based on the source manuscript Bodleian 

MS Don.c.69, containing several arias ornamented in the composer’s hand. 

The reason why such documents exist is unclear. Dean suggests that illness 

may have caused a sudden change of cast during the 1727 revival, with 
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Handel forced to employ “an English singer not sufficiently practiced in the 

Italian style to supply her own ornaments; he would never have had to do 

this for an Italian” (ii).  

As Dean’s preface suggests, these manuscripts present a rare source of 

vocal ornamentation notated by Handel, and as such, their significance for 

performance practice research is immense. Theorists of the baroque period, 

including Tosi (Galliard, 2009) and Mancini (Foreman, 1996) considered 

embellishment as the domain of the individual singer and the manuscripts 

provide valuable clues to the composer’s taste in vocal ornamentation.  

Handel’s melodic decorations include some written variable 

appoggiaturas and turns, indications for cadential trills, as well as melismatic 

passages based upon the existing harmonic structure. These manuscripts 

also see the development of melodic fragments through arpeggiated and 

mixed passaggi, ascending and descending groppo, ornamental devices 

representing the descending half-circle, and the ascending and descending 

tirata. Handel adds very little ornamentation at final cadences, presumably 

because the singer was considered capable of adding her own. The 

ornamentation of the da capo sections is always derivative of the melody 

and does not alter the original melodic structure beyond recognition.  

Handel’s Amadigi premiered at the King’s Theatre in London’s Haymarket 

on 25 May 1715. Though the composer’s complete autograph no longer 

survives, Dean sheds light upon the only extant source materials for the 

opera. A single aria, “O caro mio tesor” written for the character Oriana 

appears in the manuscript Mus MS 256 (pp. 41–43), held by the Fitzwilliam 

Museum, Cambridge (Dean, 1990).  
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As Dean’s detailed music examples demonstrate, the manuscript contains 

ornamentation within the B and repeated A sections. The inexperienced 

soprano Anastasia Robinson (c. 1692–1755) created the role of Oriana in 

the premiere. Robinson withdrew due to illness after the first performance 

and was likely replaced by the Italian soprano Caterina Galerati (Dean and 

Knapp, 1987). Dean (1990) suggests that Handel may have written out the 

ornaments for Robinson, or for the singer that replaced her for the remainder 

of the season. However, given Galerati’s familiarity with practices in 

Italianate ornamentation through her musical training in Venice, it appears 

more likely the composer penned the ornaments for a singer to perform 

within a concert. 

Primary sources including the treatises by Tosi (Galliard, 2009) and 

Agricola (1720–1774) (Baird, 1995) suggest extempore and prepared forms 

of the cadenza were sung in this period. Burney’s remarks upon the 1738 

season of Handel’s Faramondo and the melodic decoration by the castrato 

Caffarelli (1710–1783) indicate the composer’s tolerance of the cadenza by 

singers of outstanding ability. Burney (Mercer, 1957) comments 

“Caffarelli…now has an air: Rival ti sono, which gives an idea of dignity and 

abilities…he is left ad libitum several times, a compliment Handel never paid 

to an ordinary singer” (p. 819). 

 

2.3 Eighteenth century vocal treatises 

The following discussion addresses several significant vocal treatises by 

authors contemporaneous of Handel. While no treatises relating specifically 

to Handel’s music exist, the following sources offer commentary upon 
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aspects of vocal training and performance conventions pertaining to 

Handel’s time, forming a guide to the preparation of these aspects of 

performance practice in his vocal music.  

 

Pier Francesco Tosi 

The Italian castrato, singing teacher and author Tosi was an experienced 

and well-travelled musician by the time his influential treatise Opinioni de 

cantori antichi e moderni (Sentiments on the ancient and modern singers) 

saw publication in 1723. The first English translation by Ernst Galliard 

(1687–1749) was published in 1742 under the title Observations on the florid 

song (Galliard, 2009). Though dealing chiefly with the soprano voice, this 

treatise offers a valuable primary source, as the author taught regularly in 

London in 1693 and again for several years from 1724. This period marked 

the premiere of Tamerlano, a product of Handel’s rich vein of operatic 

activity with the Royal Academy of Music (Boyd and Roselli, 2007).  

Roundly critical of many of his contemporary singers, with their fondness 

for overt and tasteless displays of ornamental virtuosity, Tosi entreats the 

student to sing, “in tune, to put forth [project] the voice, to make the words 

understood” (Galliard, 2009, p. 66). Furthermore, he requests the student 

sing what he calls ‘pathetick’ arias, or slow and tender pieces in minor keys, 

with an understated, expressive sense of affekt or passion (Baird, 1995; 

Boyd and Roselli, 2007). 

 

Johann Friedrich Agricola 

While undertaking a degree in law at the University of Leipzig, the 
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German composer, singing teacher and conductor Agricola studied the 

organ with Johann Sebastian Bach (1685–1750). He also became a pupil of 

Quantz (1697–1773) after moving to Berlin in 1741 (Helm and Berg, 2007). 

In an effort to bring what he considered the essence of Italian bel canto to 

German singers and teachers, Agricola published in 1757 his German 

translation and annotated report upon Tosi’s Opinioni de’ cantori antichi e 

moderni (Baird, 1995). Burney (Mercer, 1957) describes Agricola’s 

translation, with additions and notes upon Tosi’s vocal treatise as “the best 

book on the subject, in German, as the original is in Italian” (p. 950).  

Addressing both male and female singers, Agricola refines and updates 

Tosi’s treatise, adding his own extensive commentary on performance 

practice. His annotations cover good taste in ornamentation, particularly 

variations within the da capo aria, and the delivery of recitative. Agricola 

presents many musical examples for application in vocal training; he 

expands on the use of the trill and the messa di voce as a pedagogical aid, 

whilst reinforcing Tosi’s view regarding brevity in the cadenza. Published 

several years prior to Handel’s death, Agricola’s commentary stands as a 

critical text within the realms of baroque performance practice and vocal 

pedagogy in the baroque period.  

 

Giovanni Battista Mancini 

The Italian castrato and singing teacher Mancini was a student of Antonio 

Bernacchi (1685–1756). Bernacchi taught several singers who subsequently 

became members of Handel’s company, including the castrati Senesino and 

Carestini (c. 1704–c.1760) (Rosselli, 2001). Though written with the soprano 
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voice in mind, Mancini’s treatise Pensieri, e riflessioni pratiche sopra il canto 

figurato or Thoughts, and practical reflections upon singing commends 

knowledge of ornamentation and the cadenza as crucial skills for all singers 

(Foreman, 1996). The author endorses the recitation of poetry for the 

development of a declamatory technique in the performance of recitative. 

Mancini considered ‘tremolo’ (vibrato) a necessary element of a well-

developed voice and like his predecessor Tosi, believed that composers 

should not notate embellishments.      

 

Johann Adam Hiller  

A proficient instrumentalist, composer and singer, Hiller (1728–1804) 

published several theoretical essays on music. He conducted a performance 

of Handel’s Messiah in Berlin in 1786 and served as Kantor at the 

Thomaskirche in Leipzig from 1789 to 1801, where he also directed 

performances of Messiah (Beicken, 2001). Well versed in the theoretical 

knowledge of singing and like Handel, influenced by the Italian style, Hiller 

published treatises on singing performance and technique in 1774 and 1780. 

The latter treatise elaborates on performance practice, presenting an 

almanac on the art of singing and ornamentation that connects vocal 

pedagogy with the musical practices extant within Handel’s vocal works. 	  

Burney (Mercer, 1957) described Hiller as “the favourite composer of 

German comic operas” (p. 961) and he commented favourably on Hiller’s 

theoretical articles and critiques of music. Musicologist Suzanne J. Beicken 

presents the first English translation and extensive commentary upon Hiller’s 

1780 treatise Anweisung zum musikalisch-zierlichen Gesange or Treatise on 
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Vocal Performance and Ornamentation (Beicken, 2001). Hiller allocates a 

complete chapter to declamatory techniques. Like Tosi and Agricola, he 

believed that skilful ornamentation was essential to the art of declamation. 

Hiller suggests singers grounded in historical, mythological and linguistic 

subjects will grasp the evocative expression of affekt within texts and 

musical syntax (Beicken, 2001).	  

	  

2.4 Theoretical documents 

An examination of the primary literature also pursues theoretical writings 

discussing performance practice, aspects of pertinent instrumental treatises 

and historical commentary upon facets of musical life in the eighteenth 

century.  

 

Johann Mattheson 

The tenor, theorist, organist and composer Mattheson produced the major 

treatise Der Vollkommene Capellmeister (1739) or The Perfect Complete 

Chapel Master (Harriss, 1981). This theoretical and philosophical epistle was 

written for musicians employed by the church, or those engaged by secular 

establishments, such as the court or town council (Buelow, 2007). It includes 

a comprehensive discussion of the relationships between music, rhetoric, 

affekt and emotion pertinent to the performance of Handel’s vocal works. 

Within the second part of the book, the author examines the art of 

ornamentation in singing and playing, and devotes a chapter to care of the 

human voice. Burney considered Der Vollkommene Capellmeister amongst 

Mattheson’s finest writing (Mercer, 1957).  
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Georg Phillip Telemann 

A composer, music theorist and teacher, Telemann also maintained a 

broad interest in music publishing and theorizing. After meeting Handel in 

Halle in 1701, the two men became frequent correspondents (Zohn, 2001). 

Telemann’s works were influenced by the French and Italian styles and 

included operas, oratorios, instrumental concerti and cantatas.  

The facsimile edition by Mohlmeier and Thouvenot (2002) presents the 

collection of cantatas entitled Harmonischer Gottes-Dienst (Harmonic Divine 

Service, 1725/26). The English translation of Telemann’s preface details the 

composer’s suggestions regarding musical practice within performance. 

Telemann’s comments upon the art of declamation, the interpretation of 

tempi, and the significance of the appoggiatura in the accentuation of the 

text in recitative assists singers formulate crucial aspects of baroque 

performance practice.  

 

2.5 Selected instrumental treatises 

Elements of the following instrumental treatises frequently discuss 

rudiments of baroque performance practice relevant to singing, vocal 

pedagogy and the art of performance. 

 

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach  

A composer, keyboard player and church musician, C. P. E. Bach (1714–

1788) trained under his father in Leipzig. His treatise Versuch über die wahre 

Art das Clavier zu spielen or Essay on the true art of playing keyboard 

instruments (Mitchell, 1949) was published in 1753.   
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Bach 1 was a regular correspondent with his godfather Telemann and an 

acquaintance of Mattheson (Leisinger, 2007). Of the Essay on the true art of 

playing keyboard instruments, Burney (Mercer, 1957) suggested, “the 

instructions and compositions given in illustration of his doctrines are truly 

worthy of this great musician” (p. 950). Bach’s deliberations upon 

embellishments and the art of high-quality music performance offer 

commentary on performance practice pertinent to vocal music of the 

baroque period.  

  

Francesco Geminiani  

The Italian violinist, composer and music theorist Geminiani (c.1687–

1762) likely studied with Scarlatti and Corelli in Rome between 1704 and 

1706. Corelli played in performances of Handel’s Il Trionfo del tempo e del 

Disinganno and led the orchestra in La Resurrezione in Rome in 1707–08 

(Talbot, 2007). Handel accompanied Geminiani on the harpsichord in a 

concert given in London in the presence of the King (Careri, 2007). Amongst 

Geminiani’s pupils was the soprano Cecilia Young, who sang in the premiere 

of Handel’s Alexander’s Feast. Burney (Mercer, 1957) considered her well 

taught by Geminiani, describing her “natural voice and fine shake…[in a] 

style of singing infinitely superior to that of any other English woman of her 

time” (p. 1000).   

Geminiani’s The art of playing on the violin (Boyden, 1952) offers detailed 

insights into aspects of baroque performance practice relevant not only to 

violinists and other instrumentalists, but also to singers and vocal teachers. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Henceforth, references to Bach indicate C. P. E. Bach.	  
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On the matter of good taste, Geminiani urges restraint in the application of 

passaggi and suggests, “[m]usick should be composed in Imitation of a 

Discourse…designed to produce the same Effects that an orator does by 

raising and falling his voice” (iv).  

 

Johann David Heinichen 

The treatise on thorough-bass accompaniment, Der General-Bass in der 

Composition by Heinichen (1683–1729) was one of the first comprehensive 

manuals addressing the complex art of figured bass (Buelow, 1986). 

Between 1710 and 1716, Heinichen studied composition in Italy, following 

closely in the footsteps of Handel and other German musicians (Buelow, 

2007).  

The author’s contemporaries, including Mattheson and Burney, gave high 

praise to Heinichen’s treatise, which offers a detailed discourse on the art of 

accompaniment and figured bass. Perhaps of greatest interest to this 

research is the chapter concerning the accompaniment of recitative. 

Heinichen’s detailed discussion of harmonic progressions built on the 

melodic line is informative and he “reiterates frequently that accompanists 

must avoid an overly florid or melodically independent style detracting 

attention from the soloist” (Buelow, 1986, p. 212).  

 

Johann Joachim Quantz 

Quantz studied counterpoint in Vienna and Rome and he also undertook 

short study tours in Paris and London, where he met Handel in 1727. In 

Dresden, Quantz became a member of the court chapel and was recognised 
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as an exceptional performer. Towards the end of his career, he moved to 

Berlin as supervisor of the King’s private concerts (Nichols and Hansell, 

2007).  

Many instructive elements of performance practice in Quantz’s 1752 

treatise Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen or 

Instruction on playing the transverse flute (Reilly, 1966) are applicable to the 

singing voice. These aspects include the analysis of notation and 

commentary upon breathing and articulation. In a chapter devoted to 

discussion of vocal performance, Quantz (Reilly, 1966) compares the 

execution of music with the rhetorical arts, in which the orator and the 

musician “make themselves masters of the hearts of their listeners, to 

arouse or still their passions, and to transport them now to this sentiment, 

now to that” (p. 119).  

	  

2.6 Other relevant vocal treatises 

Christoph Bernhard  

The German music theorist, composer and singer Bernhard (1628–92) 

was enamoured of the Italian singing style and au fait with literature by 

scholars such as Praetorius (1571–1621). He favoured use of tremolo 

(vibrato) in fervent, passionate phrases (ardire), though generally, he 

discouraged the use of vibrato in singing. Bernhard’s treatise c. 1649, Von 

der Singe-Kunst, oder Manier or The art of singing is useful as a source of 

background knowledge in the current research (Snyder, 2007).  
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Giulio Caccini  

The tenor Caccini (1551–1618) became well known in Florence as a 

singer and singing teacher. Employed as a composer, singer and lutenist 

with the Medici Court between 1560 and 1570, he was prominent in all 

musical activities there until his death. His student, the virtuoso tenor 

Francesco Rasi, sang the title role in the premiere of Monteverdi’s Orfeo in 

1607 (Potter, 2009).  

Published in 1602, the collection of twenty-two accompanied solo songs 

within Le Nuove Musiche is composed in what Caccini (Hitchcock, 1970) 

described as “the new monodic style” (p. 8). These works marked an 

approach to composition and performance style departing the polyphonic 

techniques of Renaissance vocal works, encapsulating a litheness of rhythm 

and tempi and a declamatory style of singing seizing the essence of the text.  

Caccini’s preface discusses singing style, vocal embellishment and voice 

production. The author also describes the basso continuo as a supportive 

device for the voice that allows ample vocal freedom in the performance of 

recitative (Hitchcock, 1970). Caccini underscores the necessity for good 

judgement in the singer’s choice of ornamentation, lest clear communication 

of the meaning of the text be lost. Moreover, he sought to capture the 

supreme ideal of the baroque epoch through the creation of solo vocal music 

with the affective power to move the passions of the listener (Hitchcock, 

1970).  

 

Domenico Corri  

Corri (1746–1825) was a student of the famous Neapolitan singing 
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teacher and contemporary of Handel’s, Nicola Antonio Porpora (1686–

1767). Though it reflects a nineteenth century English ideal, Corri’s vocal 

treatise The singer's preceptor (Foreman, 1968) demonstrates the author’s 

theories of pedagogy that drew upon the teaching of Porpora.  

 

2.7 Historical documents 

The following discussion examines historical and biographical accounts 

pertaining to Handel and to vocal music in the eighteenth century. 

 

Charles Burney 

The historian and composer Burney was a violinist in Handel’s orchestra 

for performances of the oratorios Hercules and Belshazzar in 1745. He also 

coached two of the composer’s leading singers, the soprano Giulia Frasi (d. 

1772) and the castrato Gaetano Guadagni (1729–1792). Burney became a 

widely travelled and well-respected scholar whose historical accounts offer 

valuable first-hand insights into musical life during Handel’s time (Mercer, 

1957). Burney was appointed official historian for the Handel 

Commemoration of 1784 (Grant, 2007). 

 

James Harris  

The letters and diaries of philosopher, politician and amateur musician 

Harris (1709–1780) provide a detailed record of contemporary musical and 

theatrical life in London during Handel’s lifetime. The correspondence 

reports on performances, in addition to individual performers, music copyists 

and instrument makers (Burrows & Dunhill, 2002).  
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John Mainwaring  

Mainwaring (1724–1807) was one of Handel’s first biographers. Kassler 

and Beeks (2010) suggest that Handel himself may have supplied 

Mainwaring detail regarding his early life, however the entire publication is 

problematic, due to the near complete lack of referencing. However, 

Mainwaring (1760) documents Handel’s early fascination with keyboards, the 

Hamburg years prior to his sojourn through Italy and the composer’s later life 

in London. The catalogue of Handel’s works within this document presents a 

cross-section, rather than a comprehensive ordering of compositions.  

 

Benedetto Giacomo Marcello  

In Il Teatro all moda (c. 1720) or The Fashionable Theatre (Pauly, 1948; 

1949) Marcello (1686–1739) presents a satirical document lampooning the 

composition, production and performance of Italian opera. He offers critical 

instruction to librettists, singers and orchestral musicians, as well as theatre 

technicians (prompters, extras, scenery painters), patrons and impresarios. 

To male singers, the author advises practicing solfeggio for assisting rhythm 

and intonation, while the importance of clear diction and pronunciation is 

stressed. 

 

Secondary sources 

Secondary sources relevant to this research include journal articles, 

books and book chapters by an extensive array of scholars, professional 

singers, conductors and teachers. The literature highlights the relationship 

between aspects of vocal pedagogy and musicology and so can be applied 
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to the music of Handel. It incorporates themes including historical aspects of 

singing and vocal style and facets of vocal pedagogy. Sources pertaining to 

baroque performance practice, including guides to interpretation, 

ornamentation, affekt and rhetorical declamation are discussed. This review 

of secondary sources also pursues philosophical discussions upon the 

performance of baroque music in general, and Handel’s vocal music in 

particular. 

 

2.8 Historical aspects of singing and vocal style 

The emergent themes include observations upon relevant treatises and 

commentary drawn from the historical developments within singing. Early 

history of singing (Henderson, 1969) reviews the progression of the vocal art 

form within early Christian liturgy through the Middle Ages to the first part of 

the eighteenth century. The book offers insights into bel canto singing and 

the ideals of the Florentine school. Throughout the latter chapters, the author 

quotes frequently Caccini’s preface to Le Nuove Musiche (1602).  

Henderson discusses the writings of Charles Burney and examines the 

performance style of several singers employed by Handel’s company, 

including the castrati Carestini and Senesino. The text also reflects upon 

Burney’s references to techniques employed by Handel’s singers, including 

the messa di voce, diminutions and methods to enhance expression 

(Henderson, 1969). 

Music education and the art of the German baroque (Butt, 1994) remarks 

on historical treatises in detail, including Syntagma musicum (c. 1619) of 

Michael Praetorius (c. 1571–1621), which was significant in introducing the 
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Italian style to Germany. Likewise, the 1678 text Musica modulatoria vocalis 

by Sorau cantor Wolfgang Caspar Printz (1641–1717) sums up much of the 

German literature on singing at that time. Butt stresses the significance of 

Tosi’s 1723 treatise Opinioni de' cantori antichi e moderni (Galliard, 2009) as 

a guide to ornamentation in specific genres, particularly Italian opera.  

Authenticity in performance: Eighteenth-century case studies (LeHuray, 

1990) also reports on the treatise by Tosi (Galliard, 2009), highlighting the 

Italian singer’s relocation to London in 1693 and his familiarity with Handel’s 

vocal music. The author suggests Tosi’s “singing method relates closely to 

styles of Italian singing that would have been known to Handel” (p. 83). 

LeHuray discusses bowing technique, orchestral slurs and continuo playing 

in Handel’s English oratorio Messiah. The commentary upon recitative offers 

useful hints to both the continuo player and the singer, particularly the 

placement of cadences in recitative performance. 

Vocal authority: Singing style and ideology (Potter, 1998) briefly mentions 

several vocal treatises that appeared during the baroque period, while 

Historical vocal pedagogy classics (Coffin, 1989) reviews a range of 

publications on singing published from the eighteenth to twentieth centuries. 

The appendix contains articles by the author on vocal techniques, including 

breath management, resonance, pitch correction and articulation. 

In Voices, the well-respected English tenor Nigel Rogers offers a short 

history of singing practices in Italy, France, Germany and England during the 

baroque period. He notes the significance of the prefatory ornamentation 

study contained within Caccini’s Le Nuove Musiche (1602), particularly 

passaggi and affective ornaments such as the esclamatione and the trill 
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(Rogers, 1990). Song into theatre: The beginnings of opera (Rosselli, 2000) 

also discusses Italian, German and French singing styles of the eighteenth 

century, while briefly touching upon relevant treatises, including Tosi 

(Galliard, 2009). This author stresses knowledge of cantabile singing, 

coloratura and affekt as crucial skills in the delivery of the baroque aria. 

 

2.9 Vocal pedagogy 

The diverse literature pertaining to vocal pedagogy demonstrates the 

emphasis placed upon the physical development of the singers’ technique. 

Such publications frequently divorce the intrinsic interpretative elements of 

baroque performance practice from the discussion of vocal technique.  

The science of vocal pedagogy: Theory and application (Appelman, 1967) 

discusses pedagogical principles and the practical solicitation of 

philosophical concepts in vocal pedagogy. The theoretical component of the 

publication offers intricately detailed explanations of anatomical systems, the 

mechanical operation of the body within the breathing process and laryngeal 

function during vocalization. Appelman’s ruminations upon the structure and 

production of vowels and consonants and the effect of linguistic stress upon 

the singer’s delivery of text are also valuable contributions to vocal 

knowledge.    

Respected expatriate Australian singing teacher Janice Chapman’s 

Singing and singing teaching: A holistic approach to classical voice 

(Chapman, 2006) contains chapters documenting the author’s pedagogical 

technique and philosophy. Chapman outlines crucial elements of vocal 

technique including posture, breathing, support and phonation. The chapter 
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examining articulation gives detailed explanations of physical structures 

within the vocal tract and various articulators, while offering samples of 

technical problems often encountered by singers.  

Although the chapter on artistry and performance touches on the physical 

side of recitative singing, Chapman directs the reader to literature devoted to 

musical interpretation, in preference to discussing period performance 

practices (Chapman, 2006). The author’s standpoint towards elements of 

music interpretation, such as performance practice, reflects views held by 

many singing teachers in higher education. Furthermore, it underlines 

research pathways allying vocal pedagogy and branches of musicology as 

the motivation for this dissertation. 

Training tenor voices (Miller, 1993) presents a guide to pedagogy devoted 

to the tenor voice. The author discusses representative categories of the 

tenor voice and repertoire generally associated with each classification. 

Miller’s commentary on breathing technique, resonance and vowel 

modification offers practical scholastic insights. Exercises assisting the 

development of agility and consistency throughout the singing range and a 

chapter devoted to vocal problems frequently encountered by tenors are 

also valuable utilities. Miller confines his tome to the physical development of 

vocal technique, with no reference to the correlation between pedagogical 

method and interpretative practices.       

Technique in singing: A program for singers and teachers (Harpster, 

1984) offers a graded program assisting singers and vocal teachers to build 

and to consolidate classical vocal technique. Many diagrams and vocal 

exercises accompany each chapter, which include discourse upon posture 
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and breathing, management of vocal registers, the production of vowels and 

consonants in foreign languages and a cursory discussion of interpretation.  

Bel canto: Principles and practices (Reid, 1974) examines the philosophy 

of tone production practiced within the bel canto tradition. Reid presents 

these principles, which include vowel purity and lucidity of tone, with scales 

and exercises for building breath control and technical expertise. Other 

pertinent chapters include the background of bel canto and the early history 

of voice training.   

The science of the singing voice (Sundberg, 1987) gives a well-defined 

analysis of anatomy and physiology pertaining to singing. Sundberg’s 

deliberations upon breathing technique for singers, vocal fold vibration and 

articulation make this publication an essential reference for the professional 

singer and teacher, as well as stimulating reading for the amateur musician 

and choral singer.      

Offering an holistic approach to classical vocal training, The disciplines of 

vocal pedagogy (Sell, 2005) proposes a multi-disciplinary formula to equip 

the classical singer and vocal teacher for professional practice. The 

publication commences with a condensed history of vocal pedagogy in 

which the author refers to the writings of pedagogues and theorists including 

Agricola (Baird, 1995), Burney (Mercer, 1957), Caccini (Hitchcock, 1970), 

Mancini (Foreman, 1996), Mattheson (Harriss, 1981), Quantz (Reilly, 1966) 

and Tosi (Galliard, 2009).  

The chapter entitled “Science and Vocal Pedagogy” emphasises 

knowledge of anatomy and physiology as requisites for the successful 

teacher of voice. The author assigns a scant two-page discussion of 
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performance practice in a chapter devoted to the preparation of operatic and 

recital performance. However, in reference to historical sources as an 

intrinsic element of preparation, Sell (2005) finds it beneficial:  

 “...when seeking to determine the expressive shape of a piece of 
music, to study the philosophy of the composer. And, of course, the 
singer’s own musicianship developed from experience and conditioning 
is layered over all. Here we may remind ourselves of the importance of 
a good standard of general education, vital for the singer” (p. 158).  
 

 The teaching (and learning) of singing (Mason, 2000) offers a synopsis of 

vocal teaching principles encompassing the seventeenth to twentieth 

centuries. Mason perhaps best sums up an approach to vocal pedagogy 

encompassing both technical instruction and reference to the interpretive 

ideals of performance practice. The author indicates: 

“…it is true that a complete technique cannot be attained without 
regard for the expression of the ideas or emotions inherent in the text. 
If the singer does not ‘say something’ with every vocal utterance, and 
allow his imagination to be stimulated beyond a mere realisation of the 
notes, then it is unlikely that he will ever activate all the colours of the 
voice (p. 205).  

 
In highlighting the vocal pedagogue’s multi-dimensional role, Mason 

suggests the “consideration of the writings of the late sixteenth and early 

seventeenth-centuries should remind any singer (and singing teacher) that 

the art of singing is not merely a question of unleashing torrents of sound” (p. 

205). Mason’s description of vocal teachers’ divergent cultural, intellectual 

and stylistic approaches to pedagogy mirrors one of the emergent themes 

within the research data, that is to say, the nature of singing teachers’ 

technical, instructional and interpretive approaches.  

Vocal pedagogues such as Massingham (2007) intertwine dialogue on 

vocal performance practice with their instruction in vocal technique. Such 

practices may be contrasted with the methodology of many other voice 
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teachers, who generally adopt a systematic avoidance of interpretative 

foundations or the expressive elements of baroque performance practice, 

per se.  

 

2.10 Baroque performance practice 

Guides to interpretation of performance practice 

Musicology and performance (Lang, 1997) muses on Handel scholarship, 

‘authenticity’ in performance, performance practice and singing, period 

instruments, ornamentation and improvisation. Though the essay entitled 

Performance Practice and the Voice is more an historical account of Italian, 

Germanic and French vocal schools than an in-depth study of vocal 

performance practice, it provides several useful references to Handel’s vocal 

repertoire.  

Lang presents informed performance practice as a pleasing balance 

between rigorous scholarship, the use of period instruments and performing 

techniques influenced by the performers’ contemporary perspective. He 

states that “historical studies are emphatically required, but what is also 

required is an acknowledgement of our own aesthetic norms and ideals of 

live sound” (p. 181). 

The English musicologist Robert Donington (1907–90) made several 

significant contributions to performance practice scholarship. The 

interpretation of early music (Donington, 1963) devotes chapters to 

‘authenticity’ in performance, the approach to early music, late baroque 

ornamentation, dance tempi, rhythmic inequality and vocal articulation.  

A performer’s guide to baroque music (Donington, 1973) presents an 
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instructional utility in baroque performance techniques for the teacher and 

performer, while Donington’s Baroque music: Style and performance (1982) 

summarises the interpretative principles considered essential for the 

informed performance of baroque music. The author discusses preparation 

of the text, shaping of tempo, articulation, dynamics, ornamentation and 

accompaniment, while incorporating many quotations from treatises by 

Handel’s contemporaries including Tosi (Galliard, 2009) and Mattheson 

(Harriss, 1981).  

Singing in style: A guide to performance practices (Elliott, 2006) offers a 

comprehensive list of primary and secondary sources. Admittedly, a book 

concerned with vocal performance practice from 1600 to the present day 

may give only limited perspectives upon such a complex and specialised 

field, while providing some clues to further reading and research. Elliott 

delivers a brief commentary on the influence of text and rhetoric upon vocal 

phrasing and articulation. The author also conveys stylistic approaches and 

ornamentation appropriate to Italian, French and German schools of 

composition.  

The French baroque specialist and performance practice scholar Mary 

Cyr presents wide-ranging perspectives in Performing baroque music 

(1992). She devotes individual chapters to subjects pertinent to this 

research, including the interpretation of tempo, dynamics, articulation and 

ornamentation. In considering the performer’s role in baroque music, Cyr 

places in context the minimal number of interpretive markings contained 

within compositional manuscripts of the baroque period. The author deems 

the “significance of the words and their expressive delivery in all types of 
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music” as one of the underlying principals of baroque music performance.  

Furthermore, Cyr advocates the composer’s autograph manuscripts and 

other primary documents related to performance, such as conducting scores, 

instrumental parts and vocal treatises contemporaneous of the composer, as 

crucial to the study of baroque performance practice. While avoiding direct 

comment upon the notion of ‘authenticity’ in baroque music performance, 

Cyr also offers a range of sources exhibiting polemical arguments on the 

philosophy of performance. The author’s reference to scholarly sources and 

concise discussions of affekt, declamation and ornamentation offers 

perspectives towards further reading and research.     

 

Ornamentation 

A lesson in operatic performance practice by Madame Faustina Bordoni 

(Buelow, 1977) makes a detailed examination of one of the few extant 

sources containing notated ornamentation within an early eighteenth century 

Italian da capo aria. The M1500 S28 G5 manuscript held within 

Washington’s Library of Congress contains an aria written for Faustina 

Bordoni (1697–1781) by the Italian composer Guiseppe Vignati (d. 1768). It 

contains a fully embellished A or da capo section and several examples of 

the cadenza, as would have been sung in performance by Bordoni.  

Maintaining the fundamental role of good taste in the harmonic structure 

of her improvisations, Buelow (1977) notes Bordoni’s interpretation reflects 

the ideals of several baroque treatises. Buelow suggests Bordoni’s 

embellishments provide support for the theory that an “improvised cadenza 

at the end of a B section of a da capo aria was appropriate to the style and 
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taste of the period” (p. 94). The author observes that embellishments in 

baroque arias should be sung lightly and quite detached, whilst reflecting the 

affekt of the musical text. 

Buelow offers a number of proposals regarding the scarcity of ornamental 

manuscripts from the baroque period. He suggests the necessary close 

relationship between the vocal teacher and student in a process of 

demonstration and imitation frequently negated the necessity for 

documentation. Likewise, the structure of the vocal mechanism remains 

unchanged, while pedagogical techniques underwent infrequent 

development up until the eighteenth century, therefore requiring little written 

explanation.  

Embellishing eighteenth century arias: On cadenzas (Brown, 1984) draws 

upon the treatises of Quantz (Reilly, 1966), Mancini (Foreman, 1996) and 

Hiller (Beicken, 2001) in his commentary upon the eighteenth century 

cadenza. While acknowledging the importance of melodic variation in the da 

capo aria, Brown reports that Tosi (Galliard, 2009) gives moderate and 

conservative opinions of the cadenza in comparison to Quantz (Reilly, 1966), 

Mancini (Foreman, 1996) and Hiller (Beicken, 2001).  

Reinforcing Tosi’s view of brevity within cadential embellishments, Brown 

suggests the cadenza ought to be performed in one breath and not extended 

over a pedal point or an orchestral tacet. To illustrate his point, Brown quotes 

several relevant music examples from Buelow (1977). In excerpts sung by 

Handel’s star soprano Faustina Bordoni, significantly Brown (1984) and 

Buelow (1977) both suggest Bordoni maintains a cadenza over the course of 

a single, albeit extensive breath.  
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Other publications, including Jumping to conclusions: The falling third 

cadences in chant, polyphony and recitative (Hudson, 2006) articulate 

cadential movement and the role of the appoggiatura in eighteenth century 

recitative. A brief discussion of appoggiatura placement by tenors in various 

recordings of Handel’s Messiah is pertinent, as are the quotations from Tosi 

(Galliard, 2009) regarding the subtle differences required for sympathetic 

ornamentation in sacred and secular music. 

In describing issues within performance, Baroque music: A practical guide 

for the performer (Rangel-Ribeiro, 1981) raises concepts such as the innate 

knowledge of ornamentation possessed by singers of the baroque period. 

Such skills allowed composers to notate a skeletal manuscript outline, 

particularly within recitatives, on the expectation that the singer would supply 

his or her own ornamentation (Rangel-Ribeiro, 1981). The author reflects the 

views of Buelow (1977) in suggesting assumed knowledge meant 

philosophers of the baroque period recorded comparatively little theoretical 

or instructional comment regarding specific ornamentation. This in turn 

makes tasteful, stylistic ornamentation a challenging issue for the twenty-first 

century singer wishing to perform baroque repertoire in an informed manner.  

Rangel-Ribeiro’s comments on contemporary performance of baroque 

vocal music underline the significance of the current research. He points to 

inadequacies in modern vocal pedagogy, shortcomings within singers’ 

theoretical knowledge and deficiencies in their familiarity with primary 

sources. In a latter-twentieth century context, the author suggests:  

“...we cannot perform Baroque vocal music in the way it should be 
performed because our singers lack...1) the breath control they need to 
spin out the long, Baroque phrases; 2) vocal flexibility; 3) the right vocal 
quality; and 4) training in the art of embellishment” (p. 177). 
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This author goes on to question the ideals of contemporary vocal 

pedagogy, in which voices are required to become ever larger at all costs. 

Tosi (Galliard, 2009), Mancini (Foreman, 1996) and other contemporary 

writers of the baroque period suggest that vocal flexibility and the ability to 

move the passions of the audience were prime considerations, with size of 

voice of secondary concern.  

 

Affekt and rhetoric 

Defining rhetoric as an oratorical technique that persuades and influences 

the emotional response of the audience, Tarling (2004) links musical 

performance with rhetorical ideologies. The author discusses methods to 

convey and transform emotions, such as the punctuation and articulation of 

music in a rhetorical sense. Tarling suggests such a process incorporates 

“clarity, a variety of tone quality and dynamic, length of note, …choice of 

tempo and subtle humour” (viii) as a means of sustaining the listener’s 

attention. Her study articulates current understanding of rhetoric applied to 

music performance, in a book widely available to performers. 

In discussing German music education and performance in the baroque 

period, Butt (1994) places rhetoric, the art of persuasion that moves affekt, 

within the context of practical music making and historical treatises. After all, 

“the performer must play the part of orator to bring out and embellish the 

affects ready-coded within the notated music” (p. 47). Delving into the 

vocabulary of rhetoric and musical performance, Musica poetica: Musical-

rhetorical figures in German baroque music (Bartel, 1997) outlines rhetorical 

structure, including the affective qualities contained within text. The author 
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advises rhetorical devices and “appropriate mode or key, time signature, 

tempo, figure, cadence” (p. 33) may stir the intended affekt within the 

listener.  

As a composer of dramatic works, Handel was cognizant of affekt and 

music’s emotive power, one of the most essential aspects of baroque music. 

However, as Bartel notes, the crucial difference between German and Italian 

musical styles was the Italian interest in oratory, rather than rhetoric. The 

Italian style seeks “to speak directly and immediately to the senses’”, rather 

than placing a “linguistic and theological significance” to the music, as was 

the case in Lutheran Germany (Bartel, p. 59). One could therefore suggest 

that Handel’s vocal music is influenced by German rhetorical doctrine, but 

dominated by the Italian oratorical manner.   

In a lecture presentation filmed before an audience of music teachers, 

critics and academics entitled Knowing the score, Bilson (2005) discusses 

ways that performers may read and interpret so-called Urtext editions. Bilson 

is a gifted performer and he offers many brief passages on both the 

fortepiano and the modern piano to highlight various interpretive points. As 

such, much of the lecture relates directly to piano music of the late 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, although Bilson’s discussion of affekt 

within music is pertinent to research within aspects of baroque music. He 

describes affekt as crucial to the interpretation of any musical phrase.  

Bilson suggests modern musical notation is an imprecise, and 

consequently suggestive medium. It is not a rigidly concrete indication; 

therefore the performer’s understanding of affekt should dictate the duration 

of a given note. For instance, a crotchet can be sung or played as either a 
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quaver or a dotted crotchet, depending on the mood or passion within the 

phrase. In similar vein, time signatures are also related to affekt and should 

be treated as indicators of weight or accentuation in music, not tempo. Bilson 

regards music as an aesthetic phenomenon, not an exact science like 

mathematics or cancer research. 

New essays on performance practice (Neumann, 1989) documents the 

rise of the early music movement in the twentieth century. The author 

assesses the pioneering contributions to scholarship in historical 

performance practice undertaken by Arnold Dolmetsch (1858–1940) and 

Thurston Dart (1921–1971) and considers several themes in the context of 

the twenty-first century performer. Such beliefs include conceptions woven 

throughout the baroque treatises and historical sources on singing, such as 

the notion of affekt. 

In examining the principles of rhetorical speech taught in the eighteenth 

century, Singing (Potter, 2002) implies pedagogy allowed performers of that 

time to fill in the blanks left by the skeletal rhythmic framework within the 

composers’ manuscripts. The singers’ understanding of “rhetoric would have 

ensured the maximum expression necessary to communicate the text” 

(Potter, p. 95).  

Historical background (Pratt, 2002) outlines key features of music in the 

baroque period, including the fundamental significance of the basso 

continuo. The author suggests awareness of the continuo line is a crucial 

skill for vocal and instrumental performers, as “…music founded on a clearly 

defined bass line puts a comparable emphasis on the melody above” (p. 4). 

Pratt briefly examines the origins of baroque music in Italy at the turn of the 
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seventeenth century, before turning to a description of the dramatic vision 

pervading Handel’s music.   

Towards an authentic vocal style and technique in late baroque 

performance (Ransome, 1978) offers pertinent remarks on several central 

stylistic aspects of vocal performance in music of the baroque period. 

Ransome highlights the application of correct musical accentuation within 

baroque recitative as crucial to moving affekt within the listener.  

Reconstructing pre-romantic singing technique (Wistreich, 2000) is a 

more recent discussion of affekt in the context of pre-nineteenth century 

vocal technique. A leading scholar, performer and teacher, Wistreich 

reminds the reader that correct pronunciation, audibility of text and musical 

interpretation informed by the affekt are essential elements in the 

performance of baroque vocal music. He also advises singers to pay close 

attention to treatises when developing historically informed awareness of 

baroque vocal style.  

 

Declamation 

In discussing practices relevant to the delivery of eighteenth century 

recitative, Declamation and expressive singing in recitative (Cyr, 1984) 

draws together commentaries from primary sources, including the treatises 

by Tosi (Galliard, 2009), Mancini (Foreman, 1996) and Quantz (Reilly, 1966) 

and the historical writings of Burney (Mercer, 1957). Cyr suggests the 

declamation of recitative should communicate the performer’s “inner 

thoughts and emotions to the audience through vivid action and expression” 

(p. 234). Echoing these sentiments, Wistreich (2000) interprets vocal 
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technique in non-ecclesiastical singing according to the eighteenth century 

treatises as the development of a light voice, with “…grace’, ‘discretion’ and 

‘sweetness’ of tone…flexibility, subtlety and expressiveness in which text 

could remain paramount” (p. 183). 

The performance of recitative in late baroque opera (Dean, 1977) is an 

article examining source material, shedding light on the modern performance 

of recitativo semplice in the opera seria of Handel and his contemporaries. 

Dean expresses his view that this type of recitative, which is accompanied 

only by basso continuo, should be flexible in rhythm and tempo according to 

the meaning of the text. As it is regarded as musical speech, recitativo 

semplice should be sung parlando, or in a light, speech-like style without 

weighty musical articulation. This form of delivery allows the singer and 

continuo players to “propel the action forward” (p. 391).  

Eighteenth century writers including Mattheson (Harriss, 1981) and 

Telemann (Mohlmeier and Thouvenot, 2002) make a distinction between the 

variable appoggiatura in arias and those employed in a declamatory sense 

within recitative. In arias, the appoggiatura is a melodic ornament and 

therefore should be used with a sense of discretion. In recitative, the 

appoggiatura is an essential expressive device, particularly at cadential 

points, as it punctuates the verbal meaning and amends “the almost 

invariable female rhythmic ending… of the Italian verse line, which sounds 

blunt if both syllables are sung to the same note” (Dean, 1977, p. 392). 

Within the final section of the article, Dean discusses at some length the 

placement of cadential chords and their co-ordination with the text. He draws 

on the writings of Quantz (Reilly, 1966), Telemann (Mohlmeier and 
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Thouvenot, 2002) and Tosi (Galliard, 2009) to support the case in favour of 

the short, non-delayed cadence within the semplice recitative of opera seria.  

Voices: The baroque era (Harris, 1989) discusses significant treatises and 

historical documents on baroque vocal performance practice, including the 

works of Caccini (Hitchcock, 1970), Tosi (Galliard, 2009), Mattheson 

(Harriss, 1981), Quantz (Reilly, 1966), Mancini (Foreman, 1996) and Burney 

(Mercer, 1957). Harris suggests these documents emphasise “…perfect 

intonation, good breathing technique, clear enunciation of the words and 

proper expression of the text…” as essential to declamation (p. 99). Harris 

also proposes fluent pronunciation and a clear understanding of the text, 

aligned with musical and dramatic interpretation as critical qualities in 

expressive, declamatory performance.  

The end of early music: A period performer’s history of music for the 21st 

century (Haynes, 2007) discusses declamatory elements of period style, 

including the shaping of individual notes, rhythmic freedom, inflection and 

the use of dynamic gradations. The author goes on to compare period 

performing style with a modern approach lacking in historical awareness, 

which he describes as predictable, highly regulated and one in which “all 

notes—and all beats—are given equal weight and volume” (p. 59). 

Haynes also includes extensive evaluations of an array of recordings to 

ascertain collective performing styles. He maintains the use of vibrato in 

baroque singing and playing should be judicious and employed to highlight 

affective words or notes, rather than a relentless application. The author also 

examines baroque expression through the art of rhetoric and gestural 

phrasing. Haynes suggests performances are more satisfying to both 
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contemporary performers and audiences by upholding the declamatory 

techniques that initially created the music.  

 

2.11 Philosophical discussions upon the performance of baroque music 

‘Authenticity’ in performance 

Scholarly research into the role of period instruments and performance 

practices of the baroque period began to flourish by the mid-twentieth 

century. This field of research propagated a philosophical ideal pursuing the 

‘authentic’ performance of baroque music according to the composer’s 

intentions. While such principles uphold honourable objectives, the literature 

suggests the pursuit of performance that realises the composer’s intentions 

is inevitably a futile activity. Through analysis of primary and secondary 

sources, this study of performance practice and Handel’s tenor repertoire 

seeks not to determine the quintessential, ‘authentic’ performance, but the 

determination of parameters realising an expressive interpretation of 

performance practice informed by rigorous research.  

The ‘authentic’ performance of baroque music (Aldrich, 1957) examines 

historical ‘authenticity’ in the performance of baroque music in the mid-

twentieth century. Aldrich describes ‘authenticity’ as an appraisal of music 

realised through performance in the manner in which “the composer 

expected it to sound” (p. 161). 

Countering the pro-‘authenticity’ argument, Aldrich suggests stringent 

faithfulness to composer’s manuscripts cannot ensure absolute legitimacy, 

as the score contains only a skeletal framework. Handel’s autograph 

manuscripts demonstrate that composers of the baroque period frequently 
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left the performer to fill in vast detail through skills and good taste in the art 

of declamation and ornamentation. Aldrich implies that ‘authenticity’ in its 

truest sense is impossible to obtain in baroque performance, as there is too 

much guesswork “…involved in all points of interpretation to admit the 

possibility of reconstructing a Baroque work with anything like scientific 

accuracy” (p. 170). Furthermore, “it is impossible that the most authentic 

performance of a baroque composition should reach the modern audience 

on anything like the same terms that it once reached the Baroque audience” 

(p. 169). 

The author describes the imprecise nature of baroque ornaments as 

another argument against the notion of ‘authenticity’. He portrays baroque 

embellishments as “expressive, and therefore irrational” (p. 167). For 

instance, baroque composers rarely notated phrasing and dynamic 

markings. Informed by primary sources, the modern performer may estimate 

how these expressive elements should be applied within the context of the 

piece. 

Aldrich raises some pertinent points regarding performance practice in the 

light of vocal pedagogy in the mid-twentieth century, particularly the 

pedagogical ideals placing “much emphasis on the fullness and vibrancy of 

sustained tone”. In contrast, vocal pedagogues such as Tosi (Galliard, 2009) 

gave specific emphasis to “agility and the clear execution of graces, trills and 

rapid scale passages. The beauty of an individual sustained note was 

scarcely appreciated at all” (Aldrich, p. 163), since notes of any length were 

an invitation for embellishment.  

In discussing controversies within aspects of the phenomenon the author 
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refers to as the ‘authenticity school’, New essays on performance practice 

(Neumann, 1989) comments upon the application of historical treatises and 

scholarly research within performance. Regarding treatises, Neumann 

suggests “they are indispensable sources for our research, but…we must 

examine the probable relevance of a quoted sentence or paragraph to the 

work of a given composer” (p. 20). Neumann’s principle holds true in the 

context of this research project, given the dearth of historical treatises 

relating specifically to Handel’s vocal music. 

Other scholars discuss theoretical and practical issues in music 

performance. Text and act: Essays on music and performance (Taruskin, 

1995) suggests that research in performance practice attempts “on the basis 

of documentary or statistical evidence, to bridge the gap between what is 

written in the old musical texts that survive and what was actually heard in 

typical contemporary performances” (p. 18). Taruskin submits:  

“the fruits of scholarship can mightily assist the performer’s purposes; 
but to insist that the performer obey the scholar is just as tyrannically 
limiting as it would be to insist that the scholar pursue no project that 
cannot be turned to the performer’s immediate advantage” (p. 30). 

 
Taruskin is wary of modern day performers who “assume that if we can 

re-create all the external conditions that obtained in the original performance 

of a piece we will thus re-create the composer’s inner experience of the 

piece and thus allow him to speak for himself” (p. 55). The author applauds 

performers trained in musicology, which he suggests bestows curiosity, 

open-mindedness and the love of experiment. On the matter of performance 

replicating the composer’s intentions, Taruskin points out “we cannot know 

intentions…composers do not always express them. If they do express 

them, they may do so disingenuously” (p. 97). He implies that historical 
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performance “is the sound of now, not then. It derives its ‘authenticity’ not 

from historical verisimilitude, but from its being for better or worse a true 

mirror of late-twentieth-century taste” (p. 166). 

Taruskin also embarks upon a detailed comparison of some recordings of 

works by composers such as J. S. Bach and Mozart (1756–91), discussing 

aspects of historical performance practice including the influence of tempi, 

intensity, recording ambience and performance style. Such a comparative 

review forms compelling reading in light of the recording case studies 

undertaken within this research.  

Other approaches of the 1990’s include Authenticities: Philosophical 

reflections on musical performance (Kivy, 1995), which debates the ‘how’ 

and ‘why’ of ‘authenticity’ in musical performance. Kivy questions the 

‘composer knows best’ dictum, suggesting that performers often interpret a 

work more effectively than composers. He suggests that composing and 

performing are quite separate skills and as such, proficiency in one domain 

does not guarantee skill in the other. In other words, “one [the composer] 

knows how to bring the things into existence, the other [the performer] knows 

how to present them to a consumer” (pp. 163–64). 

Reinforcing the views put forward by Taruskin (1982), Kivy suggests that 

playing an ‘old’ instrument will not automatically result in a correct or 

‘authentic’ performance; the ability of the instrumentalist, the quality of the 

instrument and personal taste collectively influence the performance. He 

believes those within the early music movement who apply to their 

interpretation the term ‘authentic’ do not always turn out compelling, 

satisfying performance, yet to be seen as ‘authentic’ forgives a multitude of 
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sins. Kivy proceeds at length to challenge the notion that: 

“realizing a deceased composer’s performing intentions or wishes in a 
present-day performance is a matter of following – to the letter – 
instructions, whether explicit or implicit, that were given for a 
performance at a time long past under conditions vastly different in 
relevant respects from those that exist today” (p. 45). 
 

Responding to the volume of research in the ‘authentic’ performance of 

baroque music published during the 1980s and 1990s, The meaning of 

authenticity and the early music movement: A historical review (Fabian, 

2001) surveys the literature in the historical performance movement from the 

1950s to 1970s. The author notes the philosophy of German conductor 

Nikolaus Harnoncourt, who expresses his goal “to acquire as much 

information about the work, its meaning and reproduction as possible and 

then to use all his abilities to make the work understandable for today’s time” 

(pp. 155–156). Regarding eighteenth century manuscripts, Fabian reflects 

the views of Aldrich (1957), suggesting “strict adherence to the composer’s 

texts by no means assures authentic performances…The performer must 

think of himself  [or herself] in the role of creator, collaborating with the 

composer” (p. 159). 

Other scholarly publications, including Playing with history: The historical 

approach to musical performance (Butt, 2002), highlight the rhetorical 

aspects of speech acting upon the interpretation of eighteenth century vocal 

music. Butt suggests that such performance research allows the audience 

and the performer to form a new view of the act of composition. In other 

words, the performance may provide understandings of the production and 

notation of the music.  

Butt also draws upon other research, including Early music defended 
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against its devotees: A theory of historical performance in the twentieth 

century (Dreyfus, 1983). Paraphrasing Dreyfus, Butt maintains “successful 

HIP [historically informed performance] does not return us to the past but 

reconstructs the musical object in the here and now” (p. 8). Butt also mirrors 

the views of Taruskin (1982; 1995), asserting that much of historical 

performance practice is:  

“…bogged down with questions of the composer’s intentions…when in 
fact we can never know intentions or even ‘know we know them’ if we 
happen to find them…composers are often wrong or change their 
minds…did not expect their intentions to be followed, or were simply 
working in an environment (especially opera) where adaptations and 
cuts were a matter of daily routine” (Butt, p. 16).  
 

History, imagination and the performance of music (Walls, 2003) revisits 

the ‘authenticity’ debate, challenging some observations by scholars 

including Taruskin (1982; 1995) and Kivy (1995). Walls contests the view 

that ‘authenticity’ within period performance is a flawed concept and the 

notion that concert hall performances of liturgical music, for example a 

Passion or liturgical cantata by J.S. Bach, are “intrinsically inauthentic” 

(Walls, p. 3). 

Many case studies appear throughout the book, though very few are 

directly associated with singing or eighteenth century vocal music. Walls 

concedes:  

“...comprehensive authenticity is an impossibility, a chimera”...[He 
believes] “modern audiences are perfectly capable of entering the 
sound world of a musical work and experiencing it” [on their own terms. 
After all,]...“historical sources enrich our understanding of the music 
and stimulate the imagination” (p. 166). 
 

Walls also maintains historical research should never eliminate “the use of 

imagination in performance” (p. 166), as “musicality, imagination and a 

commitment to communicating the emotional content of the music we 
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perform were as much valued in the past as they are now” (p. 171). The 

history of Handel’s operatic ventures certainly bears out the latter part of this 

statement.   

 

Performers’ views upon baroque music performance 

Some literature of the past twenty years seeks to unite the theoretical and 

the practical elements of baroque music. Inside early music: Conversations 

with performers (Sherman, 1997) aims to address the paucity of research 

concerning the experiences of the early music performer. Such an enquiry 

thus forms a relationship between the musicologist’s research and the 

performer who, to varying degrees, puts the research into practice. Sherman 

describes this relationship as:  

“complex, because the two disciplines make an uneasy match. Music 
history tries to restrict itself to what is supported by data, but 
performance suffocates under that restriction. Music historians try to 
find out what happened in the past, performers try to make something 
happen now” (p. 3). 
 

Interviewing several noted early music practitioners including Julianne 

Baird, William Christie, Gustav Leonhardt and Nicholas McGegan, Sherman 

covers a range of topics including baroque singing (Baird) and the music of 

Handel (McGegan). Selected discographies are included with each 

interview. Baird comments upon the necessity of blended vocal registers 

discussed within the vocal treatises of the baroque period. She also 

discusses the articulation of baroque music and the singer’s ability to 

highlight dissonant notes or affective words through variation of vibrato.  

McGegan remarks upon the freedom of expression required in the 

ornamentation of Handel’s operatic music and the relative restraint essential 
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in the embellishment of Handel’s oratorios. He proposes performers would 

apply “more ornamentation in opera than in oratorio. This was partly 

because of the needs of the operatic singers: opera was more about brilliant 

effects by prima donnas, oratorio more about making sense of the dramatic 

situation” (Sherman, 1997, p. 247). 

 

2.12 George Frideric Handel—Specialist sources  

The experiences of professional practitioners in the application of 

performance practice within Handel’s tenor repertoire constitute a significant 

component of the current research. The ensuing commentary discusses 

sources for research in Handel’s music and background information on some 

of the tenors who performed under the composer’s direction.  

 

Materials relevant to research in Handel’s music 

The meticulously referenced collection, A catalogue of Handel's musical 

autographs (Burrows and Ronisch, 1994) presents a scholarly study of 

Handel’s manuscripts. The majority of these sources are held within the 

British Museum. A smaller collection is housed within the Fitzwilliam 

Museum in Cambridge and the remainder form part of private collections in 

England, Germany and the United States.  This source provided valuable 

background to the autograph materials employed in the research. 

Though over forty years have elapsed since publication, the meticulous 

catalogue The present state of Handel scholarship (Mann and Knapp, 1969) 

remains a valuable academic resource. Discussion of Handel biographies 

includes the earliest such publication, Memoirs of the life of the late George 
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Frederic Handel. To which is added, a catalogue of his works, and 

observations upon them (Mainwaring, 1760). Mann and Knapp make 

comment upon noted biographies, including Handel: A documentary 

biography (Deutsch, 1955) and George Frideric Handel (Lang, 1967), while 

the remainder of the article remarks upon source material and critical 

editions.  

Baroque music (Palisca, 1991) discusses the development of the cantata 

and the oratorio forms, placing in context two works by Handel discussed 

within this dissertation: the cantata Cecilia, volgi un sguardo and the English 

oratorio Samson. Palisca’s detailed examination of several of Handel’s 

operas and oratorios offer insights to the construction and significance of the 

da capo aria within the composer’s operatic writing. The author concludes 

with a useful discussion of Handel’s transition from operatic writing to 

composition of the English oratorio form.  

 

Handel’s oratorios 

Handel’s dramatic oratorios and masques (Dean, 1990) offers an 

exhaustive and meticulously detailed examination of Handel’s English 

oratorios. In Part One, Dean considers the origins of the genre and Handel’s 

oratorio style. Discussion of performance practice includes the use of 

continuo instruments and ornamentation, as well as “rhythmic alteration and 

other conventions of performance which were taken for granted and seldom 

written down” (p. 115). 

Dean regards the cadential variable appoggiatura as an essential 

ornament in recitative. The musical form of the oratorio, the dearth of da 
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capo arias and the taste of local audiences meant that English oratorio arias 

required judicious use of ornamentation in comparison with Italian opera 

seria. Dean opines “Handel was not writing for virtuoso singers, and was 

able to make the oratorios structurally more complex than the operas” (p. 

117). It follows that set pieces such as the da capo aria became less 

prominent in his English music.  

Dean also investigates the libretti and orchestration of Handel’s oratorios, 

and reflects upon the autograph manuscripts and performances given during 

the composer’s lifetime. The appendix details the singers who performed the 

oratorios under the composer’s direction. This source has been particularly 

useful for cross-referencing singers within the catalogue in Appendix A of 

this study. 

The composition and first performance of Handel’s ‘Alexander’s Feast’ 

(Burrows, 1983) examines the compositional sources of the title work, 

including the autograph and conducting scores, a wordbook produced for the 

first performance and several instrumental parts. In his 1982 publication 

Handel and ‘Alexander’s Feast’, Burrows outlines revisions made by the 

composer for his revivals of Alexander’s Feast in 1742 and 1751. The Gilbert 

Collection, Dublin Public Library contains a wordbook to Handel’s 1742 

revival, revealing the name of his tenor soloist as Mr Calloghan. Little, if any 

biographical information regarding this singer exists. In 1751, Handel 

produced a revival of Alexander’s Feast at Covent Garden, with Thomas 

Lowe as the tenor soloist (Burrows, 1982).  
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Handel’s operas 

Handel's operas, 1704–1726 (Dean and Knapp, 1995) and Handel's 

operas, 1726–1741 (Dean, 2006) present exhaustive investigations of 

Handel’s output of over forty operas composed between 1704 and 1741. 

These two publications comment at length upon the plot and libretto of each 

individual work. The authors’ analytical discussions of the music, the 

performances and the casts during Handel’s lifetime form a valuable 

reference for the vocal performer and teacher alike. The extensive 

annotations on the autographs, manuscript copies and performing editions 

also offer the researcher avenues of enquiry. 

Handel's "Tamerlano”: The creation of an opera (Knapp, 1970) and 

Handel and his singers: The creation of the Royal Academy operas, 1720–

1728 (LaRue, 1995) offer detailed historical studies of Handel’s opera 

Tamerlano. Francesco Borosini sang the title role in Bajazet (1719) by 

Gasparini (1661–1727) and created Bajazet in Handel’s Tamerlano in 1724. 

Borosini brought with him to London copies of Gasparini’s score and the 

libretto. These sources and Borosini’s stimulus seem to have had an 

inspirational effect on Handel, who tailored his already complete, but yet to 

be performed score to the vocal and dramatic qualities of the Italian tenor.  

LaRue theorises that “Handel’s Bajazet was a finished product before the 

alterations for Borosini were made” (p. 20). The alterations to the autograph 

indicate Handel’s flexibility and his willingness to adapt roles for specific 

singers. LaRue offers a complex discussion of Bajazet’s character and 

speculates that the Scotsman Alexander Gordon may have been the tenor 

that Handel originally intended to sing this role. 
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Handel’s tenors 

Carlo Arrigoni 

In An unrecognized Handel singer: Carlo Arrigoni, Dean (1977) collates 

fragmentary evidence identifying the activities of singer, lutenist and 

composer Arrigoni. The author clarifies misleading representations made by 

earlier Handel scholars Chrysander (1858–1901) and Deutsch (1955), 

confirming Arrigoni as the Italian tenor who gave the premiere of Handel’s 

cantata Cecilia, volgi un sguardo in London in 1736. 

  

John Beard and Francesco Borosini 

An anonymous article, Handel's Songs and Singers (1935) presents 

several references to singers in Handel’s company, including the Italian 

tenor Francesco Borosini and the English tenor John Beard. (Further 

biographical detail of these two singers may be found in the previous 

chapter). 

 

Thomas Gethin 

Thomas Gethin: A Handel tenor (Burrows, 1975) collates sources 

detailing the life of Thomas Gethin (baptised 1696), a one-time member of 

London’s Chapel Royal choir and the tenor soloist in the premiere of 

Handel’s Chapel Royal anthems I will magnify thee (5b), As pants the hart 

(6b) and the A major Te Deum. Burrows suggests “Gethin’s occasional solo 

tenor parts do not call for exceptional technical prowess, but demand a 

singer who could match the alto and bass soloists in concerted movements” 

(pp. 1003–05). 
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Gethin left the Chapel Royal in 1731 to take up what may have been a 

type of managerial role with Handel’s Royal Academy of Music. Handel 

employed the two Italian tenors Fabri and Pinacci during the 1731–32 

season, and there is no record that Gethin sang with the company. It 

appears that he took up some kind of musical role in the West Indies in 

1732. Burrows discovers no records of Gethin’s life after 1732, though it is 

interesting to note that he appears to have left England just as new 

opportunities were arising with the birth of the English oratorio form 

(Burrows, 1975).  

 

Alexander Gordon 

Alexander Gordon, scholar and singer (Morey, 1965) suggests the 

Scottish tenor Gordon likely travelled abroad after graduating from Aberdeen 

University. Documentary evidence shows he sang in Naples at the Teatro di 

San Bartolomeo in 1717–18. Gordon returned to London in 1719, where he 

appeared in Handel’s Radamisto in 1720 and Flavio in 1723 (Morey, 1965). 

  

 This chapter has presented a detailed discussion of literature pertaining 

to pedagogy in performance practice and the vocal music of Handel. The 

composer’s manuscripts reveal that aspects of performance practice, 

including ornamentation and the oratorical delivery of recitatives, were left to 

the discretion of the individual singer’s good taste. The arias from Ottone 

ornamented by Handel demonstrate the composer’s preference for 

embellishment through intricate passaggi amplifying the affective sentiment 

and preserving the integrity of the melodic line.  
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The relevant treatises and historical documents offer perspectives on 

performance practice from Handel’s era. The literature review also 

emphasises the complexity of scholarly observations upon the treatises of 

the baroque period and their manner of informing performance style of the 

time. The literature in vocal pedagogy offers in-depth studies of modern 

teaching practices and singing technique. Frequently placing sound 

production as the pinnacle of vocal art, these sources display little affiliation 

with the vocal practices of the baroque epoch that favours expressive, 

oratorical declamation and tasteful, affective embellishment. The theoretical 

aspects of these performance principles are pursued in detail in the following 

chapter, while Parts Two and Three examine practical applications of 

performance practice.    
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CHAPTER 3: AFFEKT, DECLAMATION AND ORNAMENTATION 

 

By briefly tracing the origins of baroque vocal music, this chapter outlines 

the expressive elements of performance practice to be investigated within the 

recording case studies, and provides a basis for the analytical deliberation 

upon the practitioner interviews. As a principal consideration, Mattheson 

(Harriss, 1981), Hiller (Beicken, 2001) and Tosi (Galliard, 2009) reinforce the 

performer’s communication of affekt, or emotional states within the text and 

the music as essential in the interpretation of baroque vocal works.  

Agricola (Baird, 1995), Geminiani (Boyden, 1952) and Quantz (Reilly, 

1966) suggest performers may convey affective elements of the music 

through consciously learned and applied processes, including the art of 

declamatory singing. This vocal style reflects rhythmic, grammatical and 

syllabic accentuation of the text, clarity of articulation and the subtle 

adaptation of tempo, dynamics and vocal inflection. Several theorists, 

including Mancini (Foreman, 1996), Tosi (Galliard, 2009) and Mattheson 

(Harriss, 1981) discuss singers’ good taste in the ornamentation of semplice 

and accompagnato recitative styles, and da capo arias as an integral 

constituent in the communication of affective elements.  

 

3.1 Development of vocal music in the baroque period 

The connection of music with the spoken word began in the time of 

ancient Greece. The singer’s fervent, rhetorical expression of text in the 

baroque period grew from the discussion of ancient Greek principals of music 

by intellectuals such as the Florentine Camerata (c.1573–87).  
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This assemblage of influential theorists, poets and musicians, including 

the composer and singer Giulio Caccini met at the home of prominent literary 

critic, poet and composer Giovanni de’ Bardi (1534–1612) (Palisca, 2007). 

Bardi, Caccini’s patron, was fascinated by ancient Greek theories on 

declamation and the composition of poetry and vocal music. He railed 

against the unintelligible disposition of text in the polyphonic music of the 

Renaissance.  

Bardi also proposed composers and singers like Caccini preserve the 

correct length of the Italian syllable, avoiding gratuitous passaggi or florid 

divisions and declaiming the text in a forthright, natural manner respectful of 

the affekt (Palisca, 2007). Thus, the compositional and performing practice of 

vocal music in the baroque period became inexorably linked to the principles 

of affekt and rhetoric, or the art of persuasive language (Wilson, 2007).  

 

Affekt 

The term affekt, which derives from the Greek ‘pathos’ and Latin ‘affectus’, 

refers to an implicit emotional feeling or passion (Buelow, 2007). Caccini 

(Hitchcock, 1970), Geminiani (Boyden, 1952) and Hiller (Beicken, 2001) draw 

parallels between affekt, oratorical arts and the cerebral nature of music 

performance. The intrinsic relationship between music and rhetorical 

ideology in the baroque period obligated the composer and performers to 

awaken in the listener specific emotional moods or sentiments, such as 

happiness, love, horror, rage or sorrow.  

Mattheson (Harriss, 1981) unites rhetorical and compositional theories in 

describing the principal affekts, while Quantz (Reilly, 1966), Geminiani 
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(Boyden, 1952) and Agricola (Baird, 1995) suggest that the candid embrace 

of the music’s affekt by skilled performers will justly move the passions of the 

audience. This manner of invoking and directing the passions of the listener’s 

inner psyche became the primary objective of Handel and other composers 

of the baroque period. 

 

Declamation 

Tosi’s treatise on singing, Opinioni de’ Cantori Antiche e Moderni 

(Opinions upon Ancient and Modern Singers) was translated into English in 

1742 by the composer, oboist and keyboard player, Johann Ernst Galliard (c. 

1666–1747) (Galliard, 2009). In his preface, Galliard refers to singing and the 

power of discourse through subtle variance of rhythm and modulation of tone 

by the skilled orator or singer. Mancini (Foreman, 1996) reflects these ideals 

in his commentary upon rhythmic freedom, grammatical accentuation and 

affective delivery of recitative. Instrumental performers were equally 

interested in these precepts. For instance, Geminiani (Boyden, 1952) sets a 

similar course in discussing dynamic variation, proposing, “as all good music 

should be composed in Imitation of a Discourse, these two Ornaments [forte 

and piano] are designed to produce the same Effects that an Orator does by 

raising and falling his voice” (p. 7). 

With regard to the qualities of expressive singing, Quantz (Reilly, 1966) 

effectively sums up the views of the theorists, drawing eloquent parallels 

between declamation and singing through his remarks on oratory: 

“…[W]e demand that an orator have an audible, clear, and true voice; 
that he have distinct and perfectly true pronunciation,…that he aim at a 
pleasing variety in voice and language; that he avoid monotony in the 
discourse, rather allowing the tone of the syllables and words to be 
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heard now loudly, now softly, now quickly, now slowly; and he must 
raise his voice in words requiring emphasis, subdue it in others. He 
must express each sentiment with an appropriate vocal inflexion, and in 
general adapt himself to…the listeners before him, and to the content of 
the discourse he delivers” (p. 119). 

      

‘Good taste’ 

The theorists of the baroque period frequently acknowledged the necessity 

of ‘good taste’ in the performance of vocal and instrumental music. To 

Geminiani (Boyden, 1952), ‘good taste’ meant the ability of the performer to 

ornament the music in an appropriate and well-informed manner. His 

treatises suggest ornamentation was an art form to be studied, mastered and 

applied within performance, thus presenting a refined rounding out or sense 

of completion within the music.  

Tosi (Galliard, 2009) also holds the tenants of ‘good taste’ as extensive 

study and practical application of ornamentation within vocal music. He 

speaks of the measured treatment of the messa di voce, appoggiaturas, trills 

and passaggi as paramount to ‘good taste’ within performance. Tosi cautions 

the singer against over-supplying embellishments within the melodic line, as 

a “…deficiency of Ornaments displeases as much as the too great 

Abundance of them; that a Singer makes one languid and dull with too little, 

and cloys with too much;” (Galliard, p. 58).  

Mattheson (Harriss, 1981) suggests that melodic lines become a collage 

of conflicting sentiments if the performer fails “to use all embellishments and 

figures with great discretion” (p. 324), while Bach (Mitchell, 1949) and Hiller 

(Beicken, 2001) both liken the art of ornamentation and ‘good taste’ to 

experiences in fine dining:  

“Above all things, a prodigal use of embellishments must be avoided. 
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Regard them as spices which may ruin the best dish” (Mitchell, p. 81), 
while “too many trills harm the noble simplicity of the melodic line …[just 
as too] many spices spoil the taste of the meal” (Beicken, p. 96).  

 
Tosi frequently refers to the slow or ‘pathetick’ aria. Tosi’s German 

translator Agricola (Baird, 1995) expands upon this idiom as music:  

“…filled with strong passion…The practice has been established in 
Italy, in identifying in a special way the slow arias – which are generally 
expressions of a high degree of tender, sad, or otherwise nobly serious 
emotions – as pathetic arias. Their character is usually recognized by 
the performer at first glance by means of the terms adagio, largo, lento, 
mesto, grave etc., which allow the performer to identify immediately 
their character as pathetic” (p. 196).  

    
Holding ‘pathetick’ arias inflicted with rapid or unwarranted passaggi as 

the height of poor taste in singing, Tosi (Galliard, 2009) suggests “…the 

Singers…praise the Pathetick, yet sing the Allegro…They know the first to be 

the most Excellent, but they lay it aside, knowing it to be the most difficult (p. 

37).  

Though dependent on textual and rhythmic context, the impending case 

studies confirm the opportunity for subtle implementation of the messa di 

voce within Handel’s vocal music. The vocal and instrumental treatises of the 

baroque period form a close association between ornamentation and ‘good 

taste’ in the art of performance. A brief explanation of the ornamental figures 

allied with ‘good taste’ may assist the reader in perusing Chapters 4 to 8. 

Comprehensive commentary upon figuration within the baroque period is 

referenced in the following secondary sources: Cyr (1992; 2008), Dart 

(1954), Donington (1963; 1973; 1982) and Neumann (1978; 1982; 1989; 

1993). 
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3.2 Ornaments and embellishment: Essential and non-essential figures 

Devotion to embellishment in the baroque period reveals itself in the arts, 

within baroque architecture and especially within the musical ornamentation 

of the period. Sources contemporaneous of Handel including Tosi (Galliard, 

2009), Geminiani (Boyden, 1952), Quantz (Reilly, 1966), Bach (Mitchell, 

1949) and Mancini (Foreman, 1996) liken the performer’s dexterity in 

ornamentation to the orator’s ability to move the passions of his or her 

audience through modulations of the voice. Bach (Mitchell, 1949) suggests 

that musical ornaments “enliven tones and impart stress and accent; they 

make music pleasing and awaken our close attention. Expression is 

heightened by them;” (p. 79). The following paragraphs draw together the 

aspects of ornamentation outlined in the primary sources, ornaments 

variously employed by tenors within the recording case studies in Chapters 4 

and 5, and those referenced in the analytical discussion in Chapter 6–8. 

 

Essential ornaments 

Messa di voce 

The musical theorists of the eighteenth century allude to a number of 

desirable qualities in the development of the singing voice. Such qualities 

include a clear and lively tone, consistent management of the breath, precise 

articulation and accurate pronunciation. While detailed examination of 

eighteenth century techniques in vocal pedagogy falls outside the 

parameters of this project, it is pertinent to briefly discuss the term messa di 

voce, a device holding an application to vocal pedagogy and a role within the 

ornamentation of vocal music in the baroque period.     
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Tosi (Galliard, 2009) defines the messa di voce, a primary tenet of vocal 

training in the baroque period, as a swelling of the voice:  

“from the softest Piano to the loudest Forte, and from thence with the 
same Art return from the Forte to the Piano. A beautiful Messa di Voce, 
from a Singer that uses it sparingly…can never fail of having an 
exquisite Effect (p. 6).  

 
Instrumentalists of the time also placed great value upon the ability of the 

performer to swell and diminish a note or to enhance the affective qualities of 

the music through ornamentation. 

 

Appoggiatura 

The primary sources unanimously commend the appoggiatura’s place in 

the ornamental art form. Based upon the Italian verb appoggiare, which 

means ‘to lean’, the appoggiatura signifies the expressive emphasis of a 

dissonant note, followed by resolution of the harmony to the principal note. 

Mattheson (Harriss, 1981) takes delight in the appoggiatura as an “accented 

note… heard much longer, and with a pleasant delay, which is often the most 

pleasing thing” (p. 268). To Bach (Mitchell, 1949), “[a]ppoggiaturas are 

among the most essential embellishments. They enhance harmony as well 

as melody” (p. 87). The appoggiatura holds “the sole Privilege of being heard 

often without tiring, provided it does not go beyond the Limits prescrib’d by 

Professors of good Taste” (Galliard, 2009, p. 8).  

The appoggiatura may either ascend or descend, depending upon the 

harmonic and melodic context. The descending or ‘superior’ appoggiatura is 

higher in pitch than the note upon which it resolves, while the ascending or 

‘inferior’ appoggiatura resolves to a note of higher pitch (Donington, 1963). 

Geminiani (Boyden, 1952) describes the superior appoggiatura as an 
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ornamental figure expressing “Love, Affection, Pleasure etc. It should be 

made pretty long, giving it more than half the Length or Time of the note it 

belongs to...” (Boyden, p. 7). Geminiani further suggests the inferior 

appoggiatura may be applied “only when the Melody rises the interval of a 

second or third…” (p. 7). 

Tosi (Galliard, 2009) is scathing of composers who notate appoggiaturas 

“with a Design either to be thought Modern, or to shew that they understand 

the Art of Singing better than the Singers” (p. 10). As the following comment 

shows however, Agricola’s critical report takes issue with Tosi on the subject. 

Agricola (Baird, 1995) submits some “German singers on the other side of 

the mountains would prefer, in the event of not being able to invent 

something clever ourselves, to be guided by the composer…” (p. 92). Hiller 

(Beicken, 2001) is rather more prudent in his assessment of Tosi’s remarks, 

suggesting “[t]he composer does not always take the trouble to add these 

appoggiaturas…rather, he leaves it discreetly up to the singer” (p. 76).  

 

a) Variable appoggiatura 

As a form of melodic accentuation, Bach (Mitchell, 1949) describes 

implementation of the variable appoggiatura as “louder than the following 

tone” (p. 88). Quantz (Reilly, 1966), Bach (Mitchell, 1949) and Agricola 

(Baird, 1995) suggest duple time allows the variable appoggiatura typically 

half the value of the note it precedes. Figures 1–4 demonstrate examples of 

the appoggiatura as they are frequently notated, and the approximate 

rhythmic value of the appoggiatura as they are sung. 
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Figure 1. Variable appoggiatura – written.          Figure 2. Variable appoggiatura 
– sung. Bach, 1753. 
(Mitchell, 1949, p. 90) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Variable appoggiatura – written.         Figure 4. Variable appoggiatura  
                (Harriss, 1981, p. 269)                                    – sung. Mattheson, 1739.  

         (Harriss, p. 269)                    
   

An appoggiatura before a dotted note assumes two-thirds of the value of 

the following note: 

 
 
 

Figure 5. Preceding dotted note   Figure 6. Preceding dotted note – sung 
               – written (Reilly, 1966, p. 95).                         (Reilly, p. 95). 
 

Within an interval such as a descending third, the appoggiatura proceeds 

from above. Quantz (Reilly, 1966) also recommends placing the 

appoggiatura from below when the pitch of the preceding note is lower than 

the note that follows.   

 
 

 
Figure 7. Appoggiatura sung   Figure 8. Appoggiatura sung from 
                from above (Reilly, 1966, p. 92).                   below (Reilly, p. 92). 
 

b) Invariable appoggiatura 

Sources including Bach (Mitchell, 1949) and Agricola (Baird, 1995) concur 

on the brevity of the short or invariable appoggiatura. Bach suggests that this 

ornament “carries one, two, three, or more tails and is played so rapidly that 

the following note loses scarcely any of its length” (Mitchell, p. 91). 
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Figure 9. Invariable appoggiatura.                 Figure 10. Invariable appoggiatura.  
                (Mitchell, p. 91).                                              Agricola, 1757 (Baird, p. 93). 
  
 
c) Cadential appoggiatura 

Cadences in poetry are formed by either feminine or masculine endings; 

the masculine cadence terminates on a strong or accented syllable, while the 

feminine concludes on an unaccented syllable. Several theorists, including 

Telemann (Mohlmeier and Thouvenot, 2002) and Agricola (Baird, 1995) offer 

illustrative examples of the obligatory nature of the cadential appoggiatura 

and its relationship to poetical cadence.  

The cadential appoggiatura allows the singer to accentuate the poetical 

point of repose, thus presenting a declamatory approach reflecting variations 

of vocal tone and inflection of the text (Hitchcock, 1970; Mohlmeier and 

Thouvenot, 2002; Harriss, 1981). Telemann (Mohlmeier and Thouvenot, 

2002) and Agricola (Baird, 1995) advocate the mandatory placement of an 

appoggiatura within feminine cadences descending either a third, fourth or 

fifth. Figures 11–16 illustrate placement of the appoggiatura within feminine 

and masculine cadences.  

 
 
 
 

Figure 11. Cadential appoggiatura.               Figure 12. Cadential appoggiatura.  
             Feminine cadence x 2,                             Feminine cadence x 2,  
             masculine cadence                                   masculine cadence x 1 sung 
             x 1 written. Telemann, 1725–26               (Mohlmeier and Thouvenot, XXIV).                                                                  
            (Mohlmeier and Thouvenot, 2002, XXIII).    
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Figure 13. Cadential feminine cadence,             Figure 14. Feminine cadence,  
                  perfect 4th – written.                           appoggiatura – sung (Baird, p. 174). 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 15. Feminine cadence,                 Figure 16. Cadential appoggiatura, 
                  minor 3rd – written.                                     feminine cadence – sung  
                                                                                    (Baird, p. 175). 
 

Slide 

Bach (Mitchell, 1949) refers to the slide as “either two or three small notes 

which are struck before a principal tone…the two-toned slide is always 

played rapidly, the three-toned is not” (pp. 136–37). Music examples by 

Agricola (Baird, 1995) describe the two-note slide as undotted notes played 

or sung in a fast tempo, or as dotted notes sung in a slow tempo. The three-

note slide (Fig. 22) is preferably sung within slow pieces before a long note 

or on strong beats of the bar. 

 

Figure 17. Melodic fragment.   Figure 18. Slide – sung fast and equal  
(Baird, p. 119). 
 

 

Furthermore, Agricola (Baird, 1995) suggests:  

“the first of the two notes of the long and dotted slide is always 
articulated loudly; the short one next to the main note, very softly…One 
must also examine…the Affect [expression] to make sure that it [the 
long and dotted slide] is in accord” (p. 120).  
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Figure 19. Melodic fragment (Baird p. 119).        Figure 20. Slide: slow and dotted 
                                                                                               – sung (Baird, p. 119). 
 

 

 

 
Figure 21. Melodic fragment (Baird, p. 124).       Figure 22. Three-note slide 
                                                                                                  – sung (Baird, p. 124). 
 

Trill 

Tosi (Galliard, 2009) and Quantz (Reilly, 1966) describe an effective 

shake or trill—the swift alternation of two notes a tone or semitone apart—as 

fundamental to the singer’s art. Bach (Mitchell, 1949) suggests the nature of 

the trill as a means of refreshing the melodic line makes their presence 

crucial. As trills in the baroque period primarily began on the upper note, the 

primary sources refer to the lower of the two notes as the principal note, or 

the note on which the trill is formed. The trill’s upper, or first note, is labelled 

the auxiliary (Baird, 1995; Foreman, 1996). Trills may also contain a 

termination, that is, a note or notes at the conclusion of the trill incorporated 

within the duration of the final note of the trill proper. Agricola (Baird, 1995) 

labels single termination (Fig. 23) and double terminations (Fig. 25); both 

forms act to unite the melody.  

Quantz (Reilly, 1966) suggests that a plain note with a tr sign above it 

implies the auxiliary note and the termination, as “without them the shake 

[trill] would be neither complete nor sufficiently brilliant” (p. 103). Though 

composers considered the single termination (Fig. 23) arbitrary on the 
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performer’s part and therefore did not notate it, in practice it may be 

performed as such: 

 

 

Figure 23. Melodic fragment (bars 1 & 2)                  Figure 24. Indication for trill.      
                  trill with single termination (bars 3 & 4). 

 

Agricola (Baird, 1995) suggests the “first note of the double termination 

[Fig. 25] is either the note above or below the preceding main note. The 

second note is the main note itself, which is reiterated” (p. 113). 

 

 
Figure 25. Trill with double termination (Reilly, p. 103). 

 

Tosi (Galliard, 2009) deems the trill indispensable at cadences, issuing the 

following caveat:  

“That Shake which is too often heard, be it ever so fine, cannot please. 
That which is beat with an uneven Motion disgusts; that like the 
Quivering of a Goat makes one laugh; and that in the throat is the 
worst: That which is produced by a Tone and its third, is disagreeable; 
the Slow is tiresome; and that which is out of Tune is hideous (p. 14).       

 

a) Major trill 

In his German translation of Tosi’s treatise, Agricola (Baird, 1995) offers 

clearly defined musical examples of several trills identified by Tosi. These 

include: 

The major trill, in which the principal and auxiliary notes are a tone apart: 

 

 
Figure 26. Major trill (Baird, p. 127). 
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b) Minor trill 

The minor trill, formed through semitone repercussions of the primary and 

auxiliary notes: 

 

 
Figure 27. Minor trill (Baird, p. 127). 
 

c) Half-trill 

Tosi (Galliard, 2009) and Agricola (Baird, 1995) imply the auxiliary and 

principal notes form two repercussions sung slightly faster than the 

alternations in the major and minor trills:   

 
 

Figure 28. Half-trill  (Baird, p. 130). 

                    

 
 
 

Figure 29. Half-trill with appoggiatura (Baird, p. 130). 

 

Mordent 

The mordent (Fig. 30) is “a short trill executed from below” (Baird, 1995, p. 

133). Bach (Mitchell, 1949) describes the mordent as a filling out of melodic 

notes in order to make them “brilliant” (p. 127). Mattheson (Harriss, 1981) 

depicts the mordent as an ornament that bonds the melodic line, as the 

singer sings first the “written pitch, after which the lower half or whole tone, 

depending on the key, occurs very quickly as if done simultaneously, and 

then it comes up again just as rapidly,” (p. 279). Hiller (Beicken, 2001) 

impresses upon the singer the utmost swiftness and precision in the 
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production of the mordent, and Agricola (Baird, 1995) offers the following 

music example:  

 
 
 
 

Figure 30. Mordent (p. 133). 

 
The mordent differs from a trill through the placement of the auxiliary note 

below the principal note, as Agricola (Baird, 1995) demonstrates:  

 
 
 

 
Figure 31. Comparison of mordent and trill (p. 134). 

 

Bach (Mitchell, 1949) describes another point of departure between the 

mordent and the trill. The absence of termination notes in the mordent 

implies “…a small fraction of the original length must remain free of 

decoration, for the most perfectly introduced mordent sounds miserable 

when, like the trill, it speeds directly into the following tone” (p. 129). Bach 

suggests the mordent is “the opposite of the short trill. The latter may be 

used only over a descending step, precisely the situation which is unsuited to 

the mordent” (p. 131). Mattheson (Harriss, 1981) and Hiller (Beicken, 2001) 

caution against the continual use of the trill, lest the audience becomes 

jaded.  

 

Turn 

The turn (Fig. 32) is an alternation of a principal note with upper and lower 

auxiliaries. Though Tosi (Galliard, 2009) neglects discussion of the turn, 

Agricola (Baird, 1995) defines its literal construction as an “appoggiatura, a 
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main note, and a termination, all of which are connected” (p. 143). Bach 

(Mitchell, 1949) and Agricola indicate that the tempo and affekt of the music 

dictates the variable rhythmic nature of the turn: 

 
 
 
 

Figure 32. Turn – fast, slow and moderate (Baird, 1995, p. 143). 

 

Non-essential ornamentation 

Passaggi 

Hiller (Beicken, 2001) discusses passaggi (Figs. 33–36), a term derived 

from the Italian passaggio, meaning passage. Applicable in Handelian 

ornamentation, as the composer’s embellished arias from Ottone (HWV 15) 

demonstrate, passaggi signify several notes or diminutions that fill in or 

connect intervals by step (Dean, 1976). Hiller also uses the word figuration, 

an extrapolation of figure, to describe the individual components of passaggi.  

Baroque theorists dating as far back as Caccini (Hitchcock, 1970) are 

scornful of singers offering ornamental displays with scant regard for the 

affekt of the text. In similar vein, Tosi (Galliard, 2009) suggests that good 

taste requires the selective application of passaggi, lest “the too frequent 

Repetition of them becomes tedious if not odious” (p. 18).  

Hiller perhaps best sums up the treatment of passaggi in the following 

manner. All “music demands variety and change: passaggi serve as a good 

means to this end if they are combined with other, more simple and 

declamatory passages” (p. 102). He implies that passaggi are most 

effectively applied within concise arias of cheerful sentiment, as they 
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(passaggi) offer little substance in the communication of furious or fervent 

passions. Hiller’s pertinent examples of passaggi are outlined below: 

 
 

 
Figure 33. Scale pattern                                       Figure 34. Arpeggiated (p. 103). 
                  Hiller, 1780 (Beicken, 2001, p. 103).                      
      
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 35. Variations  (p. 103).                         Figure 36. Syncopation (p. 103). 
                                                                                             
      

Passing notes 

Passing or unaccented notes form a component of passaggi or melodic 

divisions. Mattheson (Harriss, 1981) briefly discusses passing notes in the 

form of the following scale variants. The ascending or descending groppo is 

a melismatic grouping of notes that fills in the existing melody in a scale-like 

manner.  

 
 
 

Figure 37. Melodic fragment.                   Groppo – ascending (Harriss, p. 274). 
  
 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 38. Melodic fragment.                   Groppo – descending (p. 274).  
                                                                              

The descending or ascending half-circle forms a crescent-shaped variation 

upon the melodic line. 

 
 

Figure 39. Melodic fragment.                 Figure 40. Half-circle – descending (p.274). 
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Figure 41. Melodic fragment.                   Figure 42. Half-circle – ascending  
                                                                                   (p. 274). 
 

In illustrating the tirata (Figs. 44, 46), an ornament based upon the Italian 

verb tirare, meaning ‘to pull’, Mattheson (Harriss, 1981) describes the voice 

as “shot upwards or downwards very rapidly” (p. 275):  

 
  
 

 
Figure 43. Melodic fragment.                   Figure 44. Tirata – ascending (p. 275). 
                                                                             

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 45. Melodic fragment.                   Figure 46. Tirata – descending (p. 275).       
 

Cadenza  

The term cadenza literally means cadence. Quantz (Reilly, 1966) makes a 

clear distinction between a musical cadence or “closes and stops in a 

melody” (p. 179) and the cadenza itself, “that extempore embellishment 

created, according to the fancy and pleasure of the performer” (p. 179). The 

latter, a parting gesture offered by the singer, forms a case for brief 

discussion within the following paragraphs. Quantz describes the purpose of 

the cadenza as an opportunity for the performer to surprise the audience and 

to leave a fond impression of the aria.  

The baroque theorists frequently display strong opinions on the subject of 

the cadenza. Quantz, for one, is particularly critical of the lack of judgement 

or good taste of singers in the placement of the cadenza, though Tosi 
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(Galliard, 2009) is perhaps the most colourful: 

“…[T]he Study of the Singers of the present Times consists in 
terminating the Cadence of the first Part with an overflowing of 
Passages and Divisions at Pleasure, and the Orchestre waits; in that of 
the second the Dose is encreased, and the Orchestre grows tired; but 
on the last Cadence, the Throat is set a going, like a Weather-cock in a 
Whirlwind, and the Orchestre yawns” (p. 45). “…But it grows abomable, 
when the Singer persists with his tiresome Warbling…because they 
know that the Composers leave generally in every final cadence some 
note, sufficient to make a discreet Embellishment; without seeking for it 
out of Time, without Taste, without Art, and without Judgement (p. 48).  

  
Agricola (Baird, 1995) shows a change of taste from Tosi regarding the 

value of the improvised cadenza. Though acknowledging Tosi’s gripe 

regarding tasteless, over-zealous cadential flourishes, Agricola declares 

himself in favour of the improvised cadenza, arousing the audience through a 

fresh or innovative measure of passion. His subsequent regulations 

governing good taste within the cadenza, confirmed by Quantz (Reilly, 1966) 

and Hiller (Beicken, 2001) are summarised below. 

According to these historical sources, the singer is obliged to show brevity 

within the length and frequency of the cadenza, while the ornamental figures 

and the structure of the cadenza itself should reflect the affekt or emotional 

sentiment of the aria. Rhythmic freedom and brief recapitulations of the most 

fetching phrases within the aria are advantageous. The singer should avoid 

frequent repetition, transpositions without harmonic resolution or the 

introduction of the arioso as a substitute for the cadenza. Finally, the 

cadenza is to be performed in one breath with a cadential trill at the close 

(Baird, 1995).  

 

Handel and the cadenza  

Two extant examples of the notated cadenza occur within Handel’s 
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oratorio Samson (HWV 57). Micah’s aria “O mirror of our fickle state!” 

contains a cadenza of two bars duration (21.jpg, folio 19) preceding the final 

melodic cadence (Fig. 47). Encompassing the range of a ninth, this cadenza 

comprises passing notes interconnecting a series of intervals of a fourth. 

Figure 47. Handel’s cadenza concluding “O mirror of our fickle state!” from Samson. 

  

Handel’s conducting score, (MS M A /1048, Hamburg, Staats-und 

Universitätsbibliothek Carl von Ossietzky (Stabi) also reveals a cadenza in 

Micah’s accompagnato recitative “Since light so necessary is” (Fig. 48). This 

brief figuration encompasses the range of an octave. It includes a 

descending slide figure notated by the composer and an indication that the 

singer should perform a cadential trill.  

 

Figure 48. Handel’s cadenza concluding the accompagnato recitative “Since 
                  light so necessary is” from Samson (Burrows, 2005, p. 46). 
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Acknowledging the variable nature of the cadenza, Quantz (Reilly, 1966) 

opines, “it is impossible to write cadenzas as they must be played, any 

examples of finished cadenzas would still be insufficient to provide a genuine 

understanding of them” (p. 185). These two musical examples support 

Burney’s statements regarding Handel’s preference for brevity within the 

cadenza (Mercer, 1957). 

 

3.3 Vehicles for the display of ‘good taste’: recitative, da capo and through-

composed arias, arioso 

Handel’s means of expression within the opera seria, oratorio, Italian 

cantata and English ode are the recitative and aria. Of these forms, recitative 

comprises semplice (simple) and accompagnato (accompanied), while the 

aria embraces the da capo, through-composed and arioso forms. As the 

recording case studies discuss these modes of delivery at length, a succinct 

outline now follows.  

 

Recitative 

Recitativo, hereafter referred to in its English translation as recitative, 

stems from the Italian verb recitare: to recite. It signifies a form of solo vocal 

writing that imitates in song the fundamental nuances of dramatic language 

(Monson and Westrup, 2007). An early form of recitative known as stile 

rappresentativo originated through groups such as the Florentine Camerata, 

in their intellectual dialogue upon pitch, rhythm and the portrayal of the affekt 

of dramatic speech. Caccini’s preface to Le Nuove Musiche (Hitchcock, 

1970) describes this style of vocal writing as “the kind of music in which one 
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could almost speak in tones,…sometimes transgressing by [allowing] several 

dissonances while still maintaining the bass note” (pp. 44–45).  

This technique thus allowed harmonic progressions and dissonance to 

underpin the affective text. Telemann (Mohlmeier and Thouvenot, 2002) and 

Quantz (Reilly, 1966) suggest that flexibility and poetical accent drive the 

rhythm of recitative. Agricola (Baird, 1995) perhaps sums up this rhythmic 

manner of speech-like delivery most succinctly, suggesting the singer is 

“guided more by the length and shortness of syllables in common speech 

than by the written value of the notes in the recitative” (p. 173). 

By Handel’s time, the forms of recitative included recitativo semplice, 

meaning ‘simple recitative’, in which the continuo alone accompanied the 

voice. Within recitativo accompagnato or accompanied recitative meanwhile, 

it became a regular feature for a larger portion of the orchestra to accompany 

the singer (Monson and Westrup, 2007). Quantz also offers the singer a 

similar form of declamatory rhythmic freedom while an unadorned, chordal 

style of orchestral writing prevails within accompanied recitative. As the 

accompanying parts become a more structured rhythmic entity, however, he 

cautions the singer to synchronise with the orchestral tempo, as one would 

naturally apply through good taste in the performance of an aria.  

 

Aria 

Integral components of vocal music genres, the term aria indicates a 

lyrical, expressive melodic work for solo voice and instrumental 

accompaniment. Handel’s opera seria are based on the da capo aria form, a 

ternary or A–B–A style that dominated Italian vocal music of the eighteenth 
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century. In this type of solo piece, the A and B sections offer contrast, while 

the singer takes liberty to embellish the repeated A section within the bounds 

of ‘good taste’ (McClymonds, 2007).  

The dal segno aria is an altered form of the da capo aria. Rather than an 

entire repeat of the orchestral introduction, the dal segno aria revisits the A 

section by commencing either at a sign delineated in the ritornello, or at the 

entry of the vocal part (McClymonds, 2007). The term arioso describes, by 

the eighteenth century, a short or abbreviated aria (Budden et al., 2007). 

Though the autograph manuscripts bear no specific arioso marking, some of 

Bajazet’s arias in Handel’s Tamerlano, including “No, no il tuo sdegno” and 

“Figlia mia, non pianger, no” fit this description. The tenor arias Handel 

composed for Samson present examples of the through-composed form. 

That is to say, arias of uninterrupted musical construction that contrast the 

sectional repetition of the da capo aria (Rumbold, 2007). 

 

This chapter has argued that declamation of the text in an expressive, 

tasteful and affective manner is paramount to the performance of vocal music 

in the baroque period. The precedence of rhetorical aspects of performance 

obligated composers and performers to stir within the audience specific 

passions or emotions. Performers achieved such aims through oratorical 

declamation of the text, particularly in recitatives, and the intensification of 

arias through essential and non-essential ornamentation.    
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Summary of Part One 

Although dominated by Italian prima donna sopranos and the castrato 

voice, Handel’s opera seria encompass numerous roles for the tenor voice, 

as demonstrated in Chapter 1. Those characters include the dramatically 

captivating and musically compelling role of Bajazet in Tamerlano. Handel 

became schooled in the cantata form during his tenure in Italy (1706–1710), 

though Cecilia, volgi un sguardo is his only cantata incorporating the solo 

tenor voice. Another work for concert performance composed in honour of St 

Cecilia, Handel’s English ode Alexander’s Feast evinces aspects of the 

English oratorio. Invented and championed by Handel, the latter genre 

became the composer’s source of financial and artistic redemption, as the 

tastes of London audiences began to abandon opera seria.   

The literature surveyed in Chapter 2 confirms the intimate relationship 

between the primary sources and the facets of performance practice to be 

discussed in subsequent chapters. Handel’s manuscripts demonstrate the 

dearth of detail pertaining to performance indications that serves to motivate 

this research. The relevant eighteenth century vocal and instrumental 

treatises, and the historical literature concerning affekt and rhetorical delivery 

shed light upon the tasteful embellishment and declamatory performance of 

recitatives and arias. The first-hand accounts of Handel’s vocal works 

performed under the composer’s direction also offer further perspectives 

upon these aspects of performance practice. 

The investigation of secondary sources reveals a formidable depth of 

material within the fields of baroque performance practice, vocal pedagogy 

and scholarship pertaining to Handel. It also confirms the nature of these 
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disciplines as specific entities, permitting individual practitioners limited 

cross-fertilisation between subjects.  

Some vocal pedagogues including Sell (2005), Massingham (2007) and 

Mason (2000) suggest a comprehensive vocal technique includes intimate 

knowledge of expressive and declamatory techniques. However, the 

literature review and empirical data compiled in this research reveal the 

vocal pedagogue frequently views baroque performance practice as an 

exclusively musicological field. As such, discussion of interpretive aspects of 

baroque music becomes divorced from the singing teacher’s function as a 

facilitator of vocal technique.  

Yet the eighteenth century vocal treatises, the theoretical writing of 

Handel’s contemporaries Mattheson (Harriss, 1981) and Telemann 

(Mohlmeier and Thouvenot, 2002), and the composer’s own compositional 

manuscripts offer a divergent philosophical theory. These sources suggest a 

complementary relationship between vocal pedagogy and performance 

practices allows flexible declamation, affective expression and tasteful 

ornamentation to inform singing technique and the erudite interpretation of 

baroque music.   

Chapter 3 has outlined the qualities of good taste in the performance of 

baroque vocal music promoted by the primary sources. These traits include 

oratorical declamation of the text and subtle ornamentation enhancing and 

shading the affective sentiment of the words. The chapter offers prefatory 

material to the case studies and exploration of the influence of the primary 

sources in the performance of Handel’s tenor repertoire. Chapter 3 also links 

the theoretical discussions within the primary sources with the practical 
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performance protocols examined in the dissertation.  

Through the forthcoming recording case studies in Part Two, this research 

examines applied performance practice in the genres considered within 

Chapter 1. These factors also contribute to the analytical discussions in Part 

Three, in which British and Australian tenors reflect upon their experiences of 

pedagogy and professional grounding in baroque performance practice. As 

will be seen, both types of investigation will elucidate the repertoire and its 

associated literature. 

As Chapters 4 and 5 will also demonstrate, the tenors cited actively 

engage the affective sentiment of the text through modulation of vocal tone. 

However, it will also be seen that these singers’ contrasting approaches to 

declamatory vocal practices and the tasteful, yet narrow scope of 

embellishments enhances the affective presentation of Handel’s tenor 

repertoire.  
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PART TWO: PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF BAROQUE PERFORMANCE 

PRACTICE 

 

Part Two links the fundamentals of performance practice presented by 

baroque theorists with practical music making of the twenty-first century. This 

investigation is pursued through the perspective of the following research 

question: In applying elements of performance practice in vocal music by 

George Frideric Handel, how do the theoretical philosophies of affekt, 

declamation and ornamentation within the primary sources influence 

professional tenors of the twenty-first century? 

Given the constraints of this dissertation, the following case studies focus 

primarily on the delivery of recitatives and arias for the solo tenor voice as 

documented in commercial CD recordings. Several duets and a trio involving 

a solo tenor are also examined. The recordings sample four distinct genres 

as a cross-section of Handel’s vocal output: English ode (Alexander’s Feast), 

cantata (Cecilia, volgi un sguardo), opera seria (Tamerlano) and English 

oratorio (Samson). These case studies present some historical background 

to the works, and discussion of the selected recordings. Brief biographical 

accounts of the featured tenors are also provided (see Appendix D).  

In light of the primary sources and the documented practices outlined in 

Chapter 3, these recording case studies address the research question 

thorough analysis and discussion of the singers’ communication of affekt, 

aspects of their ornamentation and their approach to declamatory singing. 

The outcomes of the case studies collectively inform the analysis of baroque 

performance practice pedagogy, training methodologies and ongoing 
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development in the career paths of professional practitioners discussed 

subsequently within Chapters 6–8.   

Handel’s autograph manuscripts rarely contain markings indicating the 

composer’s preferences regarding vocal embellishment and declamatory 

practices. In accordance with established practitioners of the time, including 

Tosi (Galliard, 2009), Mancini (Foreman, 1996) and Agricola (Baird, 1995), 

these choices remained within the domain of the individual singer. Bridging 

the discrete disciplines of vocal pedagogy and musicology, the research 

outcomes offer guidelines for singing students, voice teachers and vocal 

coaches who endeavour to grapple with the complexities of Handel’s 

performance practice. 

 

The works and performers 

Due to the self-imposed limitations of the study, the sample is not 

exhaustive. Two interpretations of each of the four genres are examined, 

through a mixture of live and studio recordings. The sample also includes 

four singers who participated in the practitioner study presented in Chapters 

6–8: James Gilchrist (Cecilia, volgi un sguardo), Mark Padmore (Israelite 

Man in Samson), Ian Partridge (Alexander’s Feast) and Nigel Robson 

(Bajazet in Tamerlano). The other tenors in the recording sample are John 

Elwes, Thomas Randle and Anthony Rolfe-Johnson.  
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CHAPTER 4: CASE STUDIES OF SMALLER WORKS—ENGLISH ODE 

AND ITALIAN CANTATA 

 

4.1 English Ode: Alexander’s Feast 

Background and source materials 

Son of King Phillip of Macedonia, Alexander the Great conquered the 

Persian capital Persepolis in 330 BC (Roisman, 2003). The ode Alexander’s 

Feast describes the victorious cavalcade and banquet held to honour this 

event. During the celebration, the pagan musician Timotheus stirred 

Alexander’s emotions with his singing and use of the simple ancient 

instruments of lyre and flute. 

Timotheus stokes Alexander’s pride by venerating him as a God, before 

inciting his boisterous nature through the praise of wine. Alexander becomes 

pensive as Timotheus subsequently sings of the wretched demise of King 

Darius, who was overthrown in the invasion of Persia. Through celebration of 

the beauty of Thaïs, Alexander’s mistress, Timotheus invigorates and 

ultimately stirs irrevocable feelings of retribution in Alexander. Such emotions 

cause Alexander to burn down the Persepolis palace in revenge for Persia’s 

misdeeds. Cecilia descends from Heaven and soothes Alexander’s 

destructive rage with her profound, complex and, importantly, Christian 

music: 

‘Thus long ago, 
ere heaving bellows learned to blow; 
while organs yet were mute, 
Timotheus to his breathing flute 
and sounding lyre 
could swell the Soul to rage 
or kindle soft desire. 
At last divine Cecilia came, 
Inventress of the vocal frame; 
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the sweet enthusiast from her sacred store 
enlarge’d the former narrow bounds 
and added length to solemn sounds 
with Nature’s mother wit and arts unknown before.’ (Dryden, 1697) 

 

Dryden completed Alexander’s Feast—or the Power of Music—an Ode in 

Honour of St Cecilia in September 1697, and Jeremiah Clarke (1670–1707) 

set the poem to music for the St Cecilia’s Day festival in London of that year. 

This discussion refers to the source MS RM 20. d. 4, autograph manuscript, 

1736. Handel’s setting of Alexander’s Feast, with a slightly revised libretto by 

Newburgh Hamilton, was neither oratorio nor opera. Nonetheless, it debuted 

at John Rich’s Covent Garden theatre on 19 February 1736. The soloists 

were soprano Anna Strada del Po, tenor John Beard and the bass Erard.  

The composer set music for the tenor voice in Part 1 as five semplice 

recitatives, an arioso and a duet with the soprano. In Part 2 he allocates the 

tenor soloist three accompagnato recitatives, one aria and one semplice 

recitative.  A critical and financial success, Handel’s first attempt at setting 

such a widely admired English poem greatly enhanced his reputation 

throughout England in a way that Italian opera could never achieve (Burrows, 

1994; Burrows, 1997).  

Teldec recorded the performance of Handel’s Alexander’s Feast by 

Nikolaus Harnoncourt’s Concentus Musicus Wien during the Waldorfschule 

Festival in Bremen, in which Anthony Rolfe-Johnson was a soloist (Handel, 

1977). The second recording features English tenor Ian Partridge, The 

Symphony of Harmony and Invention orchestra with The Sixteen choir and 

conductor Harry Christophers (Handel, 1990). Both interpretations feature 

period instrument ensembles and conductors closely identified with the early 

music movement.   
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Semplice recitatives 

The following analytical dialogue examines the respective singers’ 

interpretations of the semplice recitatives in light of the practices of affective 

declamation and ornamentation outlined within the primary sources. Rolfe-

Johnson and Partridge both demonstrate an awareness of the oratorical 

practices espoused within the primary sources dating from Handel’s time. 

See Appendix B, p. 357 for the text. 

 

Declamatory speech rhythms  

In the semplice recitatives, Partridge displays a sense of rhythmic 

autonomy to incorporate the inflections of declamatory speech. His delivery 

of the text “Sooth’d with the sound the king grew vain” provides an example 

of this approach. Partridge elongates the rhythm of the word “Sooth’d”, 

before singing the pulse of the notated quavers as semiquavers in the 

secondary words “with the” (29.jpg, folio 51). Similarly, grammatical 

accentuation of the text and elimination of redundant rests adds poignancy to 

Partridge’s rendition of the phrase “The mighty master smiled to see, that 

Love was in the next degree” (37.jpg, folio 66).  

Incorporation of speech rhythms produces brief note values within the 

words “was in the” and “t’was but a”, while the affective words “smiled” and 

“love” are more elongated. In the poignant phrase “The master saw the 

madness rise”, Partridge employs grammatical accentuation of the text to 

add poignancy to the phrase “changed his hand, and checked his pride” 

(29.jpg, folio 51). In addition, the adaptation of speech rhythm through the 

words “of Bacchus, ever fair and ever young” sees Partridge truncate the 
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notated rhythm in “ever fair” and “ever young”  (22.jpg, folio 36).  

Rolfe-Johnson similarly employs a declamatory technique. This allows the 

melodic pulse to flexibly observe the rhythm of speech, rather than a strict 

reliance upon notated note values. In the text “the jolly God in triumph 

comes,” Rolfe-Johnson rhythmically extends the words “Bacchus” and 

“triumph comes”, while performing the notated quavers in “jolly” more rapidly. 

Exemplars of Rolfe-Johnson’s expressive articulation and flexibility of 

delivery abound throughout the semplice recitatives. He gives more time 

value to “tuneful quire”, while varying the rhythmic notation from quavers to 

semiquavers in the words “flying fingers” (13.jpg, folio 21). In modifying the 

skeletal rhythmic framework through the rhythm of declamatory speech, 

Rolfe-Johnson presents the text in a subtle and affective manner. Examples 

of this technique may be found in the interpretation of the words “his valiant 

peers were placed around, their brows with roses and with myrtles bound” 

(6.jpg, folio 7). Rolfe-Johnson alters Handel’s notated quaver rhythm and 

removes unnecessary rests to ensure supple, declamatory delivery. 

 

Tempo and dynamic variations 

Delicate variation of tempo and dynamics forms the cornerstone of Rolfe-

Johnson’s expressive voicing of affective text. An alluring decrease in speed 

and level of sound gives the text “their brows with roses and with myrtles 

bound” a tender flavour. He counters this phrase with an increase in 

dynamic, lending a martial air to the words “so should desert in arms be 

crowned”, before a subito piano and ritardando in stating “the lovely Thaïs by 

his side” (6.jpg, folio 7).  
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Other examples of Rolfe-Johnson’s use of affective dynamic and tempo 

variations include a gradual crescendo through the phrase “the trembling 

notes ascend the skies, and heavenly joys inspire” (13.jpg, folio 21). 

Relaxation of the tempo and a low dynamic level within the text “the master 

saw the madness rise” (29.jpg, folio 51) creates a contrasting mood to the 

urgency of tempo and elevated dynamic level within the affective phrase “his 

glowing cheeks, his ardent eyes” (29.jpg, folio 51). An increase in tempo and 

dynamics adds a sense of urgency within “t’was but a kindred sound to 

move”, while a marked rallentando and elimination of redundant rests within 

the final phrase adds sweetness to the text “for pity melts the mind to love” 

(37.jpg, folio 66).   

Contrasts in the dynamic level and understated changes of pulse highlight 

emotive words and significant phrases in Partridge’s declamatory singing. 

His crescendo in the ascending melodic line “T’was at the royal feast, for 

Persia won by Philip’s war-like son” and accentuation of the affecting word 

“war-like” mirrors Alexander’s strength and potency in battle (6.jpg, folio 7). 

The articulation of the words “their brows with roses and with myrtles bound” 

sees Partridge employ a low dynamic and slackening of tempo, while a 

crescendo and accelerando underscores the declamatory statement “in arms 

be crowned” (6.jpg, folio 7).  

In the same recitative, the text mentions Thaïs for the first time. Partridge 

punctuates the change of mood with a sweet-toned pianissimo and observes 

Handel’s indication “slow” with an immediate reduction in tempo (6.jpg, folio 

7). The low dynamic in the text “The jolly God” complements the crescendo 

and accelerando in the words that follow, “in triumph comes, sound the 
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trumpet, beat the drums”. Partridge concludes this line of text with a 

triumphant forte in the phrase “now give the hautboys breath! He comes, he 

comes.” 

 

Articulation of key words 

Both the tenors achieve clarity of enunciation in the semplice recitatives 

through scrupulous articulation of the consonants, within a wide dynamic 

range. This phenomenon is evidenced in Rolfe-Johnson’s deft voicing of the 

consonants at a low dynamic through the phrase “in awful state, the godlike 

hero sat” and at a higher intensity in the words “in flow’r of youth and 

beauty’s pride” (6.jpg, folio 7).  

Though singing at a low dynamic level, Partridge obtains transparency in 

the proclamation of the text “amid the tuneful choir” (13.jpg, folio 21) and 

“Flush’d with a purple grace, he shows his honest face” (22.jpg, folio 36) 

through lucid pronunciation of the consonants. Similarly, he marks the 

delivery of affective text discussing Alexander’s emotions, such as “battles”, 

“routed”, “foes” and “slain” (29.jpg, folio 51) with an energetic forte and crisp 

consonants.  

 

Judicious ornamentation 

Frequently employed to heighten affective text, the variable and cadential 

appoggiaturas form an integral part of the semplice recitatives performed by 

Rolfe-Johnson and Partridge. Rolfe-Johnson repeatedly engages the 

variable appoggiatura to intensify the syllabic inflection of evocative words, 

such as “roses”, “bride” (6.jpg, folio 7) and “defy’d” (29.jpg, folio 51). The 
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cadential appoggiatura brings the semplice recitatives to an effective 

conclusion when applied in words and syllables such as “crowned” and 

“pride” (6.jpg, folio 7).   

Partridge’s sense of the evocative elements of the text becomes evident 

through subtle placement of the variable appoggiatura upon the first syllable 

of the word “roses”, emphasising the floral adornments of Alexander’s 

compatriots (6.jpg, folio 7). The variable appoggiatura also accentuates the 

primary words “Bacchus”, “sung” and “face” (22.jpg, folio 36). In addition, 

Partridge regularly inflects primary syllables through the cadential 

appoggiatura, evidenced in the word “crowned” (6.jpg, folio 7).  

 

Accompagnato recitatives 

Declamatory speech rhythms 

Adept application of speech rhythm features in both singers’ declamatory 

technique. Rolfe-Johnson’s delivery frequently avoids slavish reproduction of 

the composer’s rather skeletal rhythmic notation. Although the treatises of 

the baroque period, including Hiller (Beicken, 2001) and Tosi (Galliard, 2009) 

indicate that singers should perform accompagnato recitatives in strict time, 

Handel allows the singer declamatory freedom by marking the orchestral 

forces tacet during the soloistic sections. 

Rolfe-Johnson adjusts Handel’s melodic framework within the phrase 

“Now strike the golden lyre again” (52.jpg, folio 97). He extends the duration 

of the primary words “golden lyre”, while truncating the rhythm within 

secondary text, such as “the” and “again”. Such declamation lends rhythmic 

freedom and the flexibility of speech rhythm to the conveyance of the lyrics. 
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While acting as accompanying forces, Handel’s chordal writing for the 

strings and continuo allows Rolfe-Johnson the rhythmically flexible, oratorical 

declamation discussed by Geminiani (Boyden, 1952), Mancini (Foreman, 

1996) and Telemann (Mohlmeier and Thouvenot, 2002). The subtle 

elongation of Handel’s notated quavers in the phrase “Thus, long ago, ere 

heaving Bellows learned to blow“ gives emphasis to the affective words (71–

72.jpg, folios 135–36).  

By interrupting the poetic lines with instrumental interjections in the 

accompagnato “Give the vengeance due to the valiant crew”, Handel makes 

it challenging for the singer to convey the recitative’s dramatic sense. To 

counter this disruptive element within the writing, Partridge frequently retains 

a rhythmic pulse that allows incorporation of speech rhythms in the text, 

whilst driving the melodic rhythm forward. Partridge moves quickly through 

secondary words in the opening phrase, such as “to the”, allowing more time 

for the resonation of the primary words “valiant crew” (63.jpg, folio 119). 

 

Dynamic variations 

The structure of the accompagnato recitative “Now strike the golden lyre 

again” offers a four-bar orchestral introduction and a series of five 

unaccompanied solo phrases of one to two bars duration. These vocal 

passages are interspersed by further orchestral phrases of two to three bars 

length. In both recordings, the respective conductors control the gradual 

orchestral crescendo, matching the singers’ dynamic level on each entry. 

This type of crescendo is strikingly illustrative of the affekt of the words “Now 

strike the golden lyre again!...A louder yet,...and yet a louder strain...Break 
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his bands of sleep asunder...and rouze him, like a rattling peal of thunder” 

(52–53.jpg, folios 97–99).  

Dynamic variation as a means of highlighting affective words is a feature 

of Partridge’s interpretation. He frequently tapers his tonal level to match 

Handel’s melodic shaping. For instance, sensitive diminuendos appear 

through descending melodic lines, while the ascending phrase “and glittering 

temples of their hostile Gods” enjoys a stirring crescendo (64.jpg, folio 120). 

Rolfe-Johnson offers more affective dynamic contrast in the accompagnato 

recitatives than found within his interpretation of the semplice recitatives. 

Such expressiveness occurs in the energetic level of sound accentuating the 

words “could swell the soul to rage” (72.jpg, folio 137). Rolfe-Johnson 

counters this phrase with a controlled and graceful pianissimo in the words 

“or kindle soft desire” (72–73.jpg, folios 137–38).   

 

Judicious ornamentation 

 Partridge and Rolfe-Johnson both show a reticence to include 

ornamentation within the accompagnato recitatives, demonstrating tasteful, 

sparing application of the variable appoggiatura. For example, the accented 

syllables in the affective words “thunder” (53.jpg, folio 99) and “desire” (72–

73.jpg, folios 137–38) profit from the singers’ refined addition of several 

variable appoggiaturas. Rolfe-Johnson’s cadential appoggiatura also 

accentuates the affective word “Gods” (64.jpg, folio 120).   

 

Articulation of key words 

Through the vigorous enunciation of consonants, Partridge and Rolfe-
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Johnson offer subtle rhythmic modulation of affective words and phrases. 

Rolfe-Johnson’s strength of initial consonant in the words “vengeance” and 

“valiant” effectively underlines the words through elongation of the first 

syllable (63.jpg, folio 119). Partridge’s articulation also adds sensitive 

rhythmic variation and colour to keywords in the text. This procedure is 

evidenced in the expression of the consonants and rhythmic extension of the 

words “Thus, long ago” (71.jpg, folio 135). 

 

Inconsistent dynamic variation 

The primary source treatises frequently discuss the singer’s obligation to 

vary their dynamics in declamatory delivery, in order to mirror the orator’s 

rise and fall of the voice. With the exception of a crescendo in the final bar, 

Rolfe-Johnson’s rendering of “Give the vengeance due, to the valiant crew” 

has a somewhat relentless uniformity of dynamic level (63–64.jpg, folios 

119–20).  

 

Arias and duet 

Alexander’s Feast features two through-composed arias, “Happy pair” and 

“The princes applaud with a furious joy”. The autograph manuscript suggests 

Handel intended the soprano Cecilia Young to sing the aria “War, he sung, is 

toil and trouble” (39.jpg, folio 70). The two recordings sampled demonstrate 

the preference of modern times, which sees this aria sung by either the 

soprano or tenor soloists. In the Christophers’ recording, the soprano Nancy 

Argenta sings this aria, and is not examined here. In the aria, “Happy pair”, 

Handel also includes duet passages for soprano and tenor soloists.  
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Articulation of key words 

Both tenors employ vigorous enunciation of consonants to underpin the 

affective text within the arias. Partridge exemplifies this approach in the 

statement “Happy pair! None but the brave” (7.jpg, folio 9). The articulation of 

consonants in the words “none”, “but” and “brave” adds a militaristic flavour 

to the description of Alexander’s bravery. Partridge’s vibrant tone and 

exemplary clarity of diction capture the declamatory, warrior-like essence of 

the pulsating, allegro aria “The princes applaud with a furious joy”.  

Rolfe-Johnson also projects crisp consonants to colour his interpretation of 

emotive words and phrases in this aria, including “furious”, “seized a 

flambeau” and “destroy” (64–66.jpg, folios 121–24). The da capo aria “War, 

he sung, is toil and trouble” allows Rolfe-Johnson to demonstrate lucid 

articulation of consonants enhancing the delivery of affective words, such as 

“war”, “toil and trouble”, fighting” and “destroying” (39.jpg, folios 70–71).   

 

Judicious ornamentation 

 The tenors’ ornamentation of the through-composed arias takes a 

restrained, undemonstrative approach. Rolfe-Johnson’s decorations include 

major cadential trills (7.jpg, folio 9) and variable appoggiaturas, as evidenced 

in the word “fair” (9.jpg, folio 12). Partridge takes a similar, though somewhat 

more demonstrative path in the ornamentation of the through-composed 

arias. He employs the major half-trill in the word “fair” (7.jpg, folio 9) and 

“deserves” (9.jpg, folio 12) and the accented appoggiatura with mordent in 

the word “deserves”. Other ornaments include the variable appoggiatura 

(“fair”, 8–9.jpg, folios 11–12) and a cadential half-trill (66.jpg, folio 124). 
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In the da capo aria “War, he sung, is toil and trouble”, Rolfe-Johnson’s 

ornamentation includes extensive use of the half-trill and the mordent. 

Variable, invariable and unaccented appoggiaturas also emphasise the 

affective text, while the addition of passing notes creates passaggi within the 

melodic line. Illustration of these ornaments includes the half-trill with single 

termination on the words “enjoying” (39–40.jpg, folios 71–73), “provide” 

(41.jpg, folio 74) and in the da capo section upon the word “enjoying” (40.jpg, 

folio 73). Rolfe-Johnson also employs the mordent with single termination on 

the word “beginning” in the A section (39.jpg, folio 71) and in the da capo 

upon the word “enjoying” (40.jpg, folio 73).  

An invariable appoggiatura accentuates the word “Thaïs” (41.jpg, folio 74) 

and “world” in the da capo segment (39.jpg, folio 71). Divisions or passaggi 

of the melodic line in the da capo include the addition of an f#’ semiquaver on 

the word “bubble” (39.jpg, folios 70–71) and a g’ semiquaver, while adjusting 

the rhythm of the e’’ quaver to a semiquaver on “but” (39.jpg, folio 71)2. Other 

passaggi include the addition of an f#’ semiquaver and conversion of the 

existing g#’ from a quaver to a semiquaver on the word “beginning” (40.jpg, 

folio 72).    

Rolfe-Johnson also forms a brief cadenza figuration (Figure 50) within the 

duration of the final vocal bar (40.jpg, folio 73), thus concurring with views 

expressed by Tosi (Galliard, 2009), Agricola (Baird, 1995) and Hiller 

(Beicken, 2001), regarding brevity within the cadenza.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Pitch designation employs the system by German scientist and acoustician 
Hermann von Helmholtz (1821–94) (Bell and Greated, 2007).  
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Figure 49. Handel’s notation.                 Figure 50. Rolfe-Johnson’s brief cadenza. 
 

In the duet segments of “Happy pair”, the soprano soloist Felicity Palmer 

and Rolfe-Johnson agree in their joint formation of the major half-trill and 

minor half-trill (10.jpg, folio 14), coupled with the mutual adaptation of 

syncopation in quavers set to the word “happy” (9.jpg, folio 13). Partridge and 

soprano Nancy Argenta also form a well-balanced pair in this duet. This 

synchronous association is particularly evident in their production of trills 

marked within the autograph (10.jpg, folio 14) and the directional contours of 

their phrasing (10.jpg, folio 14).  

 

Tempo and dynamic variations 

 Control of dynamic variations in order to highlight affective words in the 

text is a feature of both singers’ interpretive palette. Partridge frequently 

offers the intelligent use of crescendo and diminuendo, highlighting the 

contours of the melodic line and the word “fair” (8.jpg, folio 11). Rolfe-

Johnson employs a wide dynamic range in “War, he sung, is toil and trouble”. 

An impressive, low volume level in affective phrases, such as “If the world be 

worth thy winning, think, oh think, it worth enjoying” (40.jpg, folio 73) creates 

a gentle mood and a subtle change of colour from the clarion-like 

presentation of other parts of the aria. 

Rolfe-Johnson is adept in matching his choice of tempo in the arias to 

maximise the affective impact of the text. His interpretation of the heroic aria 
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“The princes applaud with a furious joy” is a fitting example of this technique. 

Rolfe-Johnson’s tempo (quaver equals approximately 164 beats per minute) 

serves the composer’s allegro marking (64.jpg, folio 121), while the singer’s 

relentlessness of dynamic level illustrates the aria’s aggressive character.  

 

 Modulation of vocal tone  

Rolfe-Johnson and Partridge consistently moderate the character of their 

singing to reflect the affective elements within the words. For example, Rolfe-

Johnson adopts a stately, dignified quality in the first section of the aria 

“Happy pair”, while Partridge’s delicate, measured timbre in the same aria 

adds a sensitive touch through the melismatic passages (8.jpg, folio 10). This 

delicate approach directly contrasts with the daring, vociferous vocal style 

adopted by both tenors in the aria “The princes applaud with a furious joy 

(64–66.jpg, folios 121–24). 

 

Melodic delivery, phrasing and articulation 

Rolfe-Johnson’s ease of vowel production and dextrous vocalisation of 

extended melismatic passages (64–66.jpg, folios 121–24) matches the noble 

quality of the aria “The princes applaud with a furious joy”. The tenors Rolfe-

Johnson and Partridge are well matched in timbre with their respective 

soprano colleagues, while the singers’ phrasing and articulation also 

demonstrate unanimity of purpose. The clear delivery of each note, the 

unified points of phrasing marked by breaths, the collaborative use of 

ornamentation and a bipartisan approach to rhythmic variation and dynamic 

contrasts demonstrate their common accord (9–12.jpg, folios 13–18). 
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Inconsistent articulation 

While Partridge’s coloratura occasionally lacks clarity within the aria 

“Happy pair” (8.jpg, folio 10), he successfully negotiates other points with a 

light tonal blend. Likewise, he sings the briskly moving passages in the aria 

“The princes applaud with a furious joy” with conviction, yet at times the 

aria’s semiquavers of lower pitch lack tonal transparency (65.jpg, folio 123). 

    

In summary, the individual interpretations offered by tenors Anthony Rolfe-

Johnson and Ian Partridge demonstrate numerous commonalities with the 

philosophies of performance practice espoused within the primary sources. 

Through their respective abilities to proclaim the text in the manner of 

declamatory speech, oratorical delivery emerges as a dominant 

characteristic in the presentation of semplice recitatives by Rolfe-Johnson 

and Partridge. Both singers vary Handel’s skeletal rhythmic configuration, 

eliminating redundant rests where necessary to comply with the rhythms of 

speech. Similarly, subtle adaptations of tempo, broad dynamic variations and 

refined modulation of tone emulate the rise and fall of the orator’s voice to 

capture and transmit the affekt (Boyden, 1952; Hitchcock, 1970; Galliard, 

2009).  

Both singers acknowledge the dramatic opportunity for declamatory style 

within accompagnato recitatives when Handel dictates a chordal style of 

string writing. In the declamation of affective text within the semplice and 

accompagnato recitatives, Partridge and Rolfe-Johnson also employ 

vigorous enunciation of consonants across a wide range of dynamic levels. 

The reticence of both singers to employ extensive ornamentation in the arias 
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complies with the view of Mattheson (Harriss, 1981) and Tosi (Galliard, 2009) 

on the sparing use of embellishments.  

 

4.2 Italian cantata: Cecilia, volgi un sguardo 

Background and source materials 

Handel’s cantata Cecilia, volgi un sguardo was first performed on 19 

February 1736, between the first and second part of the English ode 

Alexander’s Feast. As Hicks (2004) remarks, the placement of an Italian 

cantata in the midst of an English choral work may seem peculiar. However, 

Handel’s 1736 company contained several prominent Italian performers, 

including the prima donna soprano Anna Strada del Po and Carlo Arrigoni, a 

tenor hired to play the lute in Alexander’s Feast. Hicks (2004) speculates that 

Arrigoni’s lack of proficiency in the English language prohibited him from 

taking the tenor solos in Alexander’s Feast. Ever the resourceful composer, 

Handel took advantage of an Italian text to showcase two singers in their 

native tongue.  

This critical discussion refers to several primary sources. The autograph, 

MS RM 20.e.4 contains several Italian cantatas by Handel. References are 

made to the pagination on the folios, though the actual numeration is not in 

the composer’s hand (Burrows and Ronisch, 1994). The autograph 

manuscript folios containing bars 48 to 86 of the soprano–tenor duet “Tra 

amplessi innocenti” are no longer extant (Burrows and Ronish, 1994). MS 

RM 7.g.22 contains the cantata Cecilia, volgi un sguardo in an edition 

published by Walsh in 1738. The analytical commentary on bars 48 to 86 

refers to this source. 
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This cantata consists of two dal segno arias for the tenor voice, each 

preceded by brief semplice recitatives. A duet for soprano and tenor voices in 

da capo form concludes the work. While not included within the following 

discussion, the soprano soloist’s semplice recitative “Carco sempre di gloria” 

and da capo aria “Sei cara, sei bella” form movements 5 and 6 of the cantata. 

The following section presents a case study of two recordings of Cecilia, volgi 

un sguardo: tenors John Elwes and James Gilchrist, appearing respectively 

with the English Concert directed by Trevor Pinnock (Handel, 1982) and the 

King’s Consort under Robert King (Handel, 2004). 

 

Semplice recitatives 

In regard to affective declamation and ornamentation, the following 

discussion addresses the singers’ interpretative approach to fundamental 

issues espoused within the primary literature. English translations of the 

Italian text may be found in Appendix B, p. 358. 

 

Judicious ornamentation 

Both singers actively employ the variable appoggiatura as a declamatory 

means of syllabic accentuation and to discretely enhance the degree of 

melodic variation within their interpretations. Elwes applies variable 

appoggiaturas at each descending interval of a third in the semplice 

recitatives, evidenced in the words “Cecilia”, “Britanno”, “giorno” and 

“memoria” (48.jpg, folio 41). Cadential appoggiaturas also accentuate 

feminine cadences in the words “gloria” (48.jpg, folio 41) and “uguale” 

(49.jpg, folio 42).  
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By comparison, Gilchrist is somewhat more reserved in the application of 

the variable appoggiatura. However, he does employ several of these 

ornaments to emphasise accented syllables and convey subtle dynamic 

variation. In accord with the primary sources, Gilchrist sings variable 

appoggiaturas from above in the descending intervals of a third, evidenced in 

the words “giorno” and “memoria” (48.jpg, folio 41). The cadential 

appoggiatura also accentuates the feminine cadence in the word “gloria” 

(48.jpg, folio 41). 

 

Modulation of vocal tone 

Both singers demonstrate skill in regulating their vocal timbre to highlight 

the affekt of the musical text. Gilchrist’s account of the semplice recitatives 

also engages the inflection of vocal tone as an effective dramatic device. 

Examples of this phenomenon pervade the cantata’s opening recitative, 

which acknowledges Cecilia’s glorious virtues and the celebration of St 

Cecilia’s Day in England (Scholes and Latham, 2007). Gilchrist employs 

subtle contrasts of tonal colour within the text “sonori accenti”, “nome tuo si 

caro” and “virtu, la Gloria”, highlighting the celebratory affekt of the text 

(48.jpg, folio 41).  

Though a triumphant mood permeates the cantata’s first recitative, Elwes’ 

reserved tone of voice through much of the recitative offers an introspective 

account of the text’s affekt. His use of an animated tone and elevated 

dynamic within the final two bars “per celebrar della virtue la gloria” (48.jpg, 

folio 41) gives the concluding bars some sense of underlying joy. 

   The second semplice recitative alludes to the nobility and grandeur of 
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music as an art form. Gilchrist’s measured tempo and understated tone 

within the first four bars mirrors the meaning of the text “Tu, armonica Cecilia, 

che rapsti col canto, che in cantasti col suono”. He becomes more 

impassioned in the phrase “fa pur che sia concesso a questo stuol de’ tuoi 

sequaci e gregi” before adapting a warm vocal colour in the words “senza 

virtute uguale” to conclude the recitative. In comparison to his interpretation 

of the cantata’s first recitative, Elwes demonstrates more contrasting depths 

of tonal colour to highlight the text within the second recitative. For instance, 

his resonant tone in the phrase ”che incantasti col suono” (49.jpg, folio 42) 

reflects the plea for Cecilia to bestow upon her followers the gift of music. 

 

Syllabic inflection and declamatory speech rhythms 

Grammatical accentuation of the text through the elimination of redundant 

rests and the adoption of the rhythms of speech reinforces Elwes 

declamatory style of delivery within the recitatives. Through observation of 

notated rests superfluous to subtle delivery, Gilchrist’s interpretation is at 

times somewhat less flexible. For example, an abundance of breath marks 

and an unyielding observation of notated rests in the first recitative are 

somewhat counter to the declamatory freedom and rhythmic autonomy 

advocated by Tosi (Galliard, 2009), Quantz (Reilly, 1966), Geminiani 

(Boyden, 1952) and other baroque theorists. Nevertheless, the elegance of 

Gilchrist’s declamatory style is heightened by a less rigid approach in the 

oratorical declamation of the cantata’s second recitative (49.jpg, folio 42).  
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Dynamic variations 

Gilchrist explores a wide dynamic range throughout both recitatives.  This 

is evidenced through the low dynamic level and unassuming tone which 

reflects the text “Tu, armonica Cecilia, che rapist col canto, che in cantasti col 

suono” (49.jpg, folio 42). An effective crescendo highlights the ascending 

phrase “a questo stuol de’ tuoi seguaci e gregi”, while a diminuendo adds 

pathos to the text “virtute uguale” (49.jpg, folio 42).  

As his interpretation of the cantata’s second semplice recitative aptly 

demonstrates, Elwes frequently matches the creation of dynamic contrasts in 

affective text in relation to the contours of the melodic line. The ascending 

phrase in bars 4–6 enjoys a subtle crescendo, while the melodic shape of the 

text “senza virtute uguale” dictates a refined crescendo and diminuendo 

(49.jpg, folio 42).  

 

Inconsistent articulation 

The primary sources, including Tosi (Galliard, 2009), Hiller (Beicken, 

2001), Mancini (Foreman, 1996) and Quantz (Reilly, 1966) repeatedly 

advocate the clear articulation of the words in the declamation of baroque 

vocal music. While both singers offer generally lucid enunciation throughout 

the recitatives, Elwes’ articulation of consonants suffers due to an occasional 

lapse of precision, as evidenced through the text “verso il suolo” (48.jpg, folio 

41). 

 

Dal segno arias 

The cantata Cecilia, volgi un sguardo presents two contrasting arias for 
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the tenor voice. Accompanied by continuo instruments, the first aria ”La 

virtute è un vero nume” reflects upon the power of music as a guiding light 

and radiant moral compass. Handel’s tempo indication “Largo” (48.jpg, folio 

41) echoes the contemplative affekt of the text and music. The second aria 

“Splenda l’alba in oriente” is a sprightly piece heralding Cecilia’s virtue and 

beauty in the heavens and beyond the stars. The extended coloratura 

passages and the indicated Andante-allegro tempo (50.jpg, folio 43) add zest 

to the celestial imagery inherent within the text. The ensuing paragraphs 

outline aspects of compliance and divergence from the primary sources in 

the featured tenors’ interpretation. 

 

Judicious ornamentation—A section 

Both Elwes and Gilchrist display a subtle application of ornaments in the A 

section of the dal segno arias. Gilchrist frequently restricts his ornaments to 

an occasional mordent or cadential trill, as evidenced in ”La virtute è un vero 

nume” (49.jpg, folio 41). In addition to mordents and cadential trills, Elwes 

offers some other essential ornaments, such as the subtle addition of 

invariable appoggiaturas in the A section of ”La virtute è un vero nume” 

(49.jpg, folio 41).  

In the aria “Splenda l’alba in oriente” (50.jpg, folio 43), Elwes applies a 

limited range of essential ornaments. These are evidenced as variable 

appoggiaturas (“sempre”, 50.jpg, folio 43 and “esalterò”, 52.jpg, folio 45) and 

trills. A minor trill (“esalterò”, 51.jpg, folio 44), major trill (“esalterò”, 51.jpg, 

folio 44) and mordent (“esalterò”, 52.jpg, folio 45) are also in evidence.  

In the A section of “Splenda l’alba in oriente”, Gilchrist also adheres to the 
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principle of a sparing application of ornaments espoused within the primary 

treatises. With the exception of a passing note sung upon the word “esalterò” 

(52.jpg, folio 45), his tasteful ornamentation consists entirely of essential 

ornaments. These include a variable appoggiatura (“esalterò”, 51.jpg, folio 

44), as well as major, minor and cadential trills (“esalterò” 51.jpg, folio 44; 

52.jpg, folio 45).  

 

Judicious ornamentation—B section 

Elwes and Gilchrist exhibit a restrained approach to the ornamentation of 

the B segment of the arias, taking care to preserve melodic integrity. The 

singers’ ornamental devices in this segment of ”La virtute è un vero nume” 

consist of the sensitive addition of invariable appoggiaturas (Elwes, 49.jpg, 

folio 42), passaggi figurations (Elwes, Gilchrist, 49.jpg, folio 42) and minor 

cadential trills on the word “profondo” (Elwes, Gilchrist, 49.jpg, folio 42). In 

the B section of the aria “Splenda l’alba in oriente”, Elwes is even more 

restrained, offering only a major trill upon the word “innalzerò” (53.jpg, folio 

46) and a minor cadential trill accentuating the word “innalzerò” (53.jpg, folio 

46). Gilchrist shares Elwes’ reticent approach to ornamentation in the B 

segment of  “Splenda l’alba in oriente”. Descending arpeggiation colours the 

word “glorie” (53.jpg, folio 46), while a major trill and a minor cadential trill 

accentuate the word “innalzerò” (53.jpg, folio 46).  

 

Judicious ornamentation in the dal segno components  

Constructed in ternary (A–B–A) form, the dal segno aria offers singers 

scope for the addition of melodic ornamentation. The primary sources, 
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including Tosi (Galliard, 2009), Mancini (Foreman, 1996) and Hiller (Beicken, 

2001) advocate tasteful ornamental devices enhancing the affekt within the 

aria. The following paragraphs investigate how Elwes and Gilchrist each 

employ ornamentation that heightens the emotive text.  

  The contrasting tempo and disposition of the cantata’s two arias suggests 

an autonomous approach to ornamentation in the dal segno sections of each 

aria. In the stately aria ”La virtute è un vero nume”, Elwes applies some 

essential ornaments in the repeated A section, though his melodic decoration 

is based principally upon non-essential ornaments. The essential ornaments 

include invariable appoggiaturas (“virtute”, “vero” and “nume”, 48.jpg, 49.jpg, 

folios 41, 42) and cadential trills.  

The non-essential decorations include passaggi figurations (Beicken, 

2001; Galliard, 2009), including variations on the scale pattern in the words 

“virtute” (49.jpg, folio 41). Arpeggiation in the word “mortal” (49.jpg, folio 42) 

and variations of the melodic line in “vero” (49.jpg, folio 41) are also effective. 

Some double dotting of notes on accented beats of the bar, including “del 

mortal” (49.jpg, folio 41) adds rhythmic variation. To conclude the aria, Elwes 

incorporates melodic variation, singing in the upper octave the notes of beats 

2 and 3 of the A section’s final melodic bar (49.jpg, folio 42).  

In the dal segno segment of ”La virtute è un vero nume”, Gilchrist’s chosen 

ornamentation directly contrasts with Elwes’ interpretation. Gilchrist’s choice 

of essential ornaments includes invariable appoggiaturas, variable 

appoggiaturas on the word “nume” (48.jpg, folio 41) and a major cadential trill 

with single termination on the word “mondo” (49.jpg, folio 41). His non-

essential ornaments include ascending passing notes and descending 
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arpeggiation. Gilchrist also includes ascending and descending passaggi on 

the words “mortal nel basso” (49.jpg, folio 41) and descending scale patterns 

on the word “nume” (49.jpg, folio 41).    

In the dal segno component of “Splenda l’alba in oriente”, Elwes in 

comparison offers a balanced mix of ornaments. The essential ornaments 

include major and minor trills, evidenced by the major trill upon the word 

“esalterò” (51.jpg, folio 44). Other examples include the minor trills placed 

upon the words “l’alba” (50.jpg, folio 43) and “esalterò” (51.jpg, folio 44; 

52.jpg, folio 45). Elwes also selects other essential ornaments including 

variable appoggiaturas, demonstrated by “sempre” (50.jpg, folio 43) and the 

invariable appoggiatura sung in the word “occidente” (51.jpg, folio 44). 

Passaggi and passing notes comprise Elwes’ selected ornaments in the 

dal segno part of “Splenda l’alba in oriente”. Descending passaggi in the 

words “splenda” (50.jpg, folio 43), “sempre esalterò” (51.jpg, folio 44) and 

“virtù” (52.jpg, folio 45) provide some fitting examples. Other non-essential 

ornaments include descending groppo at the words “splenda” and “l’alba” 

(51.jpg, folio 44), while examples of passing notes include “oriente”, “sole” 

and “occidente” (50.jpg, folio 43). A brief cadenza of two bars duration 

incorporates an ascending groppo figure and terminates on the note a’’ 

(52.jpg, folio 45).     

Gilchrist presents a balanced mix of trills and appoggiaturas as the 

essential ornaments, with passaggi and passing notes forming the non-

essential decorations in his interpretation of the dal segno portion in “Splenda 

l’alba in oriente”. Minor trills include “l’alba” (50.jpg, folio 43) and “esalterò” 

(51.jpg, folio 44; 52.jpg, folio 45), while major cadential trills occur upon the 
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word “esalterò” (51.jpg, folio 44; 52.jpg, folio 45). A variable appoggiatura 

emphasises the word “sempre” (50.jpg, folio 43), while invariable 

appoggiaturas underscore “esalterò” (51.jpg, folio 44).  

Non-essential ornaments include dotted scale pattern passaggi enhancing 

the word “oriente” (50.jpg, folio 43) and arpeggiated passaggi supplementing 

“occidente” (51.jpg, folio 44). Gilchrist’s ornamentation also makes effective 

use of passing notes, as evidenced within “oriente”, “sole in occidente”, 

“esalterò” (50.jpg, folio 43), “oriente” (51.jpg, folio 44) and “sempre” (52.jpg, 

folio 45).    

 

Modulation of vocal tone 

The text in the A section of the aria ”La virtute è un vero nume” (48.jpg, 

folio 41; 49.jpg, folio 42) implies a contemplative element. Elwes 

complements the reflective mood with a flexible tone. Within this aria, 

Gilchrist also colours specific text to highlight the affekt, such as his 

consistently contrasting timbre upon each repetition of “mondo” (48.jpg, folio 

41; 49.jpg, folio 42). Gilchrist lends the aria’s B section a more ominous tone, 

showing the darker colours of his voice to good effect in phrases such as “del 

ombre nel profondo” (49.jpg, folio 42).  

 

Robust articulation 

Elwes’ technique includes crisp articulation and energetic dexterity within 

both the contrasting arias. Gilchrist displays agile consonants to delineate the 

Italian text. He also underscores the aria’s foreboding nature, accentuating 

affective words such as “lume”, “ombre” and “profondo”.   
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Tempo variations and clarity of melodic delivery 

“Splenda l’alba in oriente” describes Cecilia’s virtue and beauty extolled in 

the heavens and beyond the stars. Elwes’ agility and control of Handel’s 

coloratura passages (51.jpg–53.jpg, folios 43–46) underpins the declamation 

of the text. Elwes maintains a brisk ‘one in a bar’ tempo, which gives the 

aria’s extended coloratura phrases an added excitement for the listener. His 

interpretation of these semiquaver passages also reflects Tosi’s remarks on 

clarity of articulation (Galliard, 2009). Similarly, Gilchrist’s lively choice of 

tempo also complements the affekt within “Splenda l’alba in oriente”.  

However, his coloratura passages lack Elwes’ clarity of articulation and the 

tempo of the aria has a tendency to rush. Gilchrist’s breath in the middle of 

the word “esalterò” (51.jpg, folio 44) mars the construction of the phrasing. 

Likewise, the breath mark after singing two notes (“virtu”, 51.jpg, folios 43, 

44) conflicts with phrasing principles offered within the primary sources, as 

rather more obvious breath points occur later within the coloratura passages 

themselves (51.jpg, folios 43, 44). The observations on phrasing offered by 

Tosi (Galliard, 2009), Hiller (Beicken, 2001) and Mancini (Foreman, 1996) 

also call into question Gilchrist’s decision to take a breath one bar before the 

conclusion of the penultimate phrase (52.jpg, folio 44).  

 

Deficiency of tonal modulation 

Elwes demonstrates a lithe, supple technique in the aria “Splenda l’alba in 

oriente”. Nonetheless, his tonal variation occasionally lacks the level of 

contrast required to delineate the affekt within the dal segno arias. For 

instance, Elwes’ tone complements the reflective mood of the A section in the 
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aria ”La virtute è un vero nume”. Within the aria’s B section however, his 

vocal tone offers little reflection of the gravitas in the text “va dell’ ombre nel 

profondo”. Handel delineates these words with several descending phrases 

that sit low in the tenor register.  

 

Other elements of dynamic variation and intonation 

Neither singer offers significant dynamic variation within the cantata’s two 

arias. With the exception of a diminuendo through the tied note of 4 bars 

duration (“esalterò” 52.jpg, folio 45), Elwes makes little attempt at dynamic 

contrast in the aria “Splenda l’alba in oriente”. While Gilchrist’s dynamic 

contrast in this aria is also limited, the sudden distinction of a subito piano 

within the text “le sue belle” (53.jpg, folio 46) effectively realises the 

commentaries of Quantz and Geminiani upon the use of light and shade in 

declamatory delivery.    

Both Tosi (Galliard, 2009) and Mancini (Foreman, 1996) remark upon the 

singer’s ability to maintain accuracy of intonation. Some declamatory 

elements of Elwes’ interpretation lack finesse, particularly in respect of pitch. 

In “Splenda l’alba in oriente”, this phenomenon is evidenced within the word 

“innalzerò” at the concluding cadence in the B section (53.jpg, folio 46) and 

within the same word in the dal segno section (51.jpg, folio 43). Some 

inaccuracy of intonation also mars repeated intervals within the dal segno 

section of ”La virtute è un vero nume” (48.jpg, 49.jpg, folio 41). 

 

Duet for tenor and soprano voices 

The cantata concludes with the duet “Tra amplessi innocenti” for the tenor 
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and soprano soloists. The singers’ phrasing, distinctions in the grading of 

dynamics and application of effectual ornamentation reflect the practices 

espoused by Agricola (Baird, 1995), Hiller (Beicken, 2001), Mancini 

(Foreman, 1996) and Tosi (Galliard, 2009). Some aspects of Gilchrist’s 

interpretation, including pronunciation and melodic articulation appear 

contrary to principles within the primary sources.  

 

Unanimity of phrasing and articulation 

The text in the duet refers to the joy of harmonious music. The tonal blend 

between the tenor and soprano soloists in both recordings demonstrates 

well-matched vocal timbres (Galliard, 2009). The Anglo-Portuguese soprano 

Jennifer Smith’s vibrant tone complements Elwes’ energetic tenor, while the 

tonal balance and unified sense of phrasing is apparent when Handel places 

the voices in parallel thirds (55.jpg, folio 48; Walsh 20.jpg, 21.jpg).  

James Gilchrist and the English soprano Caroline Sampson both 

demonstrate finely honed ensemble skills. The rhythmically identical 

melismatic passages (Walsh 21.jpg) confirm the technical dexterity of both 

singers and their united sense of purpose within the phrasing. The interplay 

and imitation between the two vocal lines also forms a harmonious accord. 

  

Dynamic variations 

Though Handel’s notation of dynamic markings is sparing, the autograph 

indicates the accompanying forces should play at a higher dynamic level 

while the singers’ parts are marked tacet (54.jpg, folio 47; 55.jpg, folio 48). 

The Walsh edition also contains some dynamic markings for the vocal and 
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instrumental parts. Although the singers in both recordings duly observe the 

indicated dynamics, (Walsh 20.jpg, 21.jpg), Gilchrist and Sampson provide 

further oratorical variety by changing their dynamics within the extensive 

repetitions of text. For instance, the repetitions of “virtute sol gode” (55.jpg, 

folio 48) in the A section and in the da capo are sung at a lower dynamic 

level than the initial declamation. In a similar manner, repeated rhythmic 

patterns (56.jpg, folio 48) are sung at varying dynamic levels. 

 

Judicious ornamentation  

 Examination of the singers’ ornamentation in the duet “Tra amplessi 

innocenti” reveals a contrasting approach to ornamentation of the da capo 

section. Elwes and Smith base their minimal ornamentation on the standard 

essential ornaments. These devices include a cadential trill (“gode”, 55.jpg, 

folio 48) and variable appoggiatura (“gode”, Walsh 21.jpg) in the A section, 

and a cadential trill at the conclusion of the B section (“lode”, Walsh 23.jpg). 

Elwes also offers several cadential trills within the da capo section. The 

singers conclude with a cadenza of three bars duration incorporating 

ascending and descending scale passages and a cadential minor trill. Such 

melodic decoration enhances the emotive impact of the corresponding text 

“sol gode” (Walsh, 21.jpg).  

Through the course of the duet, Gilchrist and Sampson take a similar 

approach to the ornamental practices demonstrated by Elwes and Smith. 

Decorative figures in these passages include cadential major trills (“gode”, 

55.jpg, folio 48; Walsh 21.jpg), minor trills (“gode”, 55.jpg, folio 48, Walsh 

21.jpg) and a minor trill at the final melodic cadence in the B section (“lode”, 
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Walsh 23.jpg). In a delightful moment of dissonance and resolution, the 

termination note of the soprano’s minor trill (c#’) sounds against the tenor’s 

b#’, before the two voices resolve to a unison c#’ in the following bar (Walsh 

23.jpg).  

In contrast to Elwes and Smith, Gilchrist and Sampson employ a broad 

palette of non-essential ornaments in the duet’s da capo segment. Such 

devices are evidenced through the descending (54.jpg, folio 47) and 

ascending half-circle (55.jpg, folio 48), ascending groppo (55.jpg, folio 48), 

mordent (Walsh 20.jpg) and ascending tirata (Walsh, 21.jpg).  

 

Inconsistent articulation 

The Italian text is generally well articulated by these singers. However, 

some disparity in the pronunciation of open and closed Italian vowels exists 

in the account by Sampson and Gilchrist. For example, the word “gode” 

appears some 24 times in the A section. This word is correctly pronounced 

with an open “o” vowel (Love and Clari, 1990), yet both singers present an 

inconsistent mixture of open and closed interpretations of the vowel 

throughout the recording. The resonant nature of the recording acoustic in 

St-Jude-on-the-Hill, Hampstead periodically makes it difficult to differentiate 

single and double Italian consonants in the Gilchrist recording. 

To briefly summarise, the tenors John Elwes and James Gilchrist 

demonstrate judicious readings of the fundamental elements of baroque 

performance practice. The interpretations of the semplice recitatives show 

varying levels of conformity with the governing principles found in the primary 

sources. Elwes presents consistent, flexible declamation of the words in the 
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rhythms of speech. His grammatical accentuation and elimination of 

redundant rests in the semplice recitatives also mirrors the theories 

espoused by theorists including Hiller (Beicken, 2001), Tosi (Galliard, 2009) 

and Mattheson (Harriss, 1981). While Gilchrist effectively employs the 

variable appoggiatura in the semplice recitatives, his observation of 

unessential notated rests periodically restricts vocal declamation in the 

manner of oratorical speech. Gilchrist frequently modulates the timbre of his 

voice to accentuate the emotive text. In comparison, Elwes’ interpretation 

demonstrates a more limited palette of tonal variety.  

Subtle melodic articulation features in both singers’ accounts of the arias, 

however Gilchrist lacks Elwes’ balanced, uniform control of melismatic 

passages. The tenors’ use of dynamic contrasts in the arias lacks oratorical 

presence, as passages of varying dynamic range are infrequent. In accord 

with the principles of the primary sources, Elwes and Gilchrist employ tasteful 

reticence in the ornamentation of the A and B sections of the dal segno arias. 

The singers also explore the modest addition of non-essential ornaments in 

the B segments. 

 The primary sources promote discerning use of melodic decoration to 

enhance the affective impact of the da capo sections. Within the duet “Tra 

amplessi innocenti”, the pairings of soprano and tenor each show a poised, 

unified sense of phrasing and highly proficient skills in ensemble 

performance (Beicken, 2001; Foreman, 1996; Galliard, 2009). Elwes and 

Gilchrist take due care in the observation of Handel’s sporadic dynamic 

markings. The singers’ ornamentation of the cantata’s final movement also 

exhibits somewhat divergent, though equally discerning approaches that may 
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be considered to reflect the aesthetic positions expressed in the primary 

sources.  
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CHAPTER 5: CASE STUDIES OF LARGER WORKS—OPERA SERIA AND 

ENGLISH ORATORIO 

 

5.1 Opera seria: Tamerlano 

Background and source materials 

This chapter analyses characteristics of applied performance practice in 

Handel’s English oratorio Samson (HWV 57) and the opera seria Tamerlano 

(HWV 18). The first case study examines two live recordings of Tamerlano 

employing period instrumental accompaniment. Tenor Nigel Robson sings 

Bajazet with the English Baroque Soloists, directed by Sir John Eliot 

Gardiner (Handel, 1985). In the other recording, tenor Thomas Randle takes 

the role of the Turkish leader in a performance with the English Concert 

directed by Trevor Pinnock (Handel, 2001).  

In the context of the research question relating to Handel’s opera seria, 

the critical discussion addresses themes emerging in the tenors’ declamatory 

interpretation of affective elements. This analytical dialogue establishes 

topics compatible with the philosophies espoused within the primary sources 

and aspects of interpretation contrary to the theoretical literature.  

The analysis is based upon several sources: MS RM 20.c.11 autograph 

manuscript, 1724 and MS RM 20.d.2, a collated manuscript containing some 

autograph portions from Tamerlano, including Bajazet’s Act 1 aria “Forte e 

lieto”. Tamerlano contains four dal segno arias for the tenor voice. Handel’s 

autograph notates da capo in “Forte a lieto” (64.jpg, folio 44), however the 

aria is written in dal segno form. Other allocations for the tenor voice include 

two through-composed arias, four accompagnato recitatives, twelve semplice 
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recitatives and a trio for Bajazet, Asteria and Tamerlano. The Italian text and 

English translations are provided in Appendix B, pp. 359–65.  

Set in Bithynia, an ancient country in northwest Asia Minor that is now part 

of Turkey, Tamerlano premiered at the King’s Theatre in London’s 

Haymarket on 31 October 1724. Handel gave twelve performances in the 

1724–25 season and revived Tamerlano for three performances in 1731. 

Tamerlano, the emperor of the Tartares, has vanquished the Turks and taken 

captive the Turkish ruler Bajazet. Tamerlano falls in love with Bajazet’s 

daughter Asteria, who pretends to accept Tamerlano’s advances in order to 

assassinate him and free her father. Asteria’s attempts on Tamerlano’s life 

fail and he swears vengeance upon Bajazet and his daughter. In an 

extended monologue, Bajazet becomes increasingly distressed and entreats 

the furies of hell to torment Tamerlano through eternity. Bajazet’s eventual 

suicide appeases Tamerlano, who pardons Asteria (Best, 2001). 

The Turkish emperor Bajazet’s relationship with his daughter Asteria forms 

the central theme of Tamerlano. The role of Bajazet represents a watershed 

in Handel’s writing, as none of the composer’s other opera seria offers the 

tenor voice such depth, complexity and variety of musico-dramatic 

conception. Bajazet is a multifaceted mix of “…pride, obstinancy, tenderness, 

fearless courage, and contempt for weakness in any form…His insistence on 

looking death squarely in the face gives his end a Shakespearian sense of 

purgation” (Dean and Knapp, 1995, pp. 538–39).  

 

Semplice recitatives 

Handel allocated Bajazet two semplice recitatives in Act 1, three such 
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recitatives in Act 2 and six in Act 3. Bajazet’s two arias in Act 1 and his first 

aria in Act 2 are contextualised by the semplice recitatives that occur 

immediately prior. At other points in Acts 2 and 3, Handel interweaves 

sections of semplice and accompagnato recitative to heighten the dramatic 

tension.  

   

Tonal modulations and variations of tempo and dynamics 

The tenors Nigel Robson and Thomas Randle respond directly to the 

affekt within the semplice recitatives through their choice of tempo and 

dynamic level. Robson’s delivery also consistently employs contrasts of vocal 

inflection to suitable effect, highlighting Bajazet’s distinct emotive states. 

Robson’s deliberate tempo and reserved vocal tone underline the 

introspection of Bajazet’s opening statement in Act 1. The Turk expresses 

despair at his imprisonment, tinged with a certain melancholy for the fate of 

his daughter Asteria (14.jpg, folio 11). Through willingness to take his own 

life to avoid imprisonment by the enemy, Bajazet’s passion becomes evident 

as this semplice recitative unfolds.  

Both singers’ purposefully measured pacing and low dynamic level within 

the opening phrase (14.jg, folio 11) match the pensive nature of the text. As 

Bajazet reflects upon the fate of his daughter (15.jpg, folio 12), the singers’ 

vocal tone also becomes more introspective. Bajazet’s agitation is palpable 

when referring to his captor Tamerlano. Their elevated dynamic level and 

animated delivery brings these characteristics to life (14–15.jpg, folios 11–

12).  

Robson regularly employs a diverse range of pacing within the text 
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delivery. His distinct use of dynamic variation lends depth to the portrayal of 

character and the affective sentiment within other semplice recitatives. For 

example, Bajazet’s display of fury at Tamerlano, “ahi, che nel dirlo avvampo 

di rossor, ardo di sdegno!” (32.jpg, folio 28) inspires Robson’s strength of 

tone and high dynamic level. This style contrasts with the singer’s gentle 

approach, as Robson shows Bajazet’s confusion at Asteria’s silence in the 

phrase “Figlia, tu non rispondi?” (32.jpg, folio 28).  

Robson is also adept at moulding the dynamics to the melodic shaping of 

the semplice recitatives. An example of this technique presents within the 

application of the messa di voce. A crescendo in the ascending phrase “e 

come? Ahi” and subsequent diminuendo accompanies the affective text “me 

tradito” (67.jpg, folio 61), underscoring Bajazet’s exclamation of disbelief. 

 

Judicious ornamentation and declamatory speech rhythms 

In reflective moments and passionate outbursts alike, a studied application 

of the variable appoggiatura adds lustre and gravitas to both tenors’ 

declamation of emotive feeling within the words. When sung from below, this 

ornament assists the syllabic accentuation of the word “momento” (14.jpg, 

folio 11) as Bajazet reflects upon his incarceration. Similarly, the variable 

appoggiatura on the second syllable of “vogl’io” (14.jpg, folio 11) adds 

potency to Bajazet’s tirade against Tamerlano.  

Both tenors apply the variable appoggiatura at descending intervals of a 

third to promote the declamatory accentuation of affective words, including 

“vita”, “costanza” and “nemico” (15.jpg, folio 12). This type of embellishment 

sung at the interval of the descending fifth in “figlia” (32.jpg, folio 28) and 
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from below at the interval of a tone (“nemico”, “rispondi” 33.jpg, folio 29) also 

forms a component of the tenors’ declamatory interpretation. As the phrase 

“e tu, fiero nemico mi lascia favellar e ti protesto” (76.jpg, folio 68) reveals, 

the elimination of notated rests superfluous to declamatory speech frequently 

allows Robson to declaim the text in an oratorical manner.   

Randle consistently demonstrates clear, precise articulation of the Italian 

text, with well-defined single and double consonants (15.jpg, folio 12). His 

ability to articulate consonants within a rapid tempo is often effective in the 

portrayal of Bajazet’s fragile demeanour. 

 

Inconsistent dynamic variation and tonal modulation  

Within other semplice recitatives occurring in Tamerlano, Randle’s 

interpretation generally lacks the variety of tonal colours and control of 

dynamics evident in Robson’s poignant portrayal. For instance, Randle’s 

presentation of the affecting text “Figlia, tu non rispondi?” (32.jpg, folio 28) 

lacks conviction, while he offers little dynamic contrast to heighten the phrase 

that follows, as Bajazet describes his disbelief that Asteria could entertain the 

thought of marrying Tamerlano.  

The interpretation of a semplice recitative in Act 2, scene 10 offers a telling 

example of Randle’s lack of tonal variation in affective text. Within the first 

seven bars, Bajazet addresses the three separate characters to which he 

has contrasting affiliations. Firstly, he offers Irene comfort, as it is their 

mutual desires that Asteria renounce the throne. He refers to his daughter as 

“Odi, perfida” and to Tamerlano as “fiero nemico” (76.jpg, folio 68). Bajazet’s 

sense of injustice drives his use of emotive language and his relationship 
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with each individual is quite distinct. However, Randle’s elucidation of the 

interaction with Asteria, Tamerlano and Irene lacks the subtlety of vocal 

inflection to delineate affective elements of the libretto in Bajazet’s 

encounters with specific characters. 

 

Variable articulation 

Robson’s brisk pacing of delivery and his unswerving sense of forward 

propulsion help maintain Bajazet’s agitated mood, though at times his 

vigorous tempo compromises the clarity of diction. This phenomenon is 

evidenced within the brusque conveyance of the phrase “io mi credea 

sull’indegna proposta vederti accesa di dispetto e d’ira, ma invece tu vacilli 

sino sulla repulse” (32.jpg, folio 28) that results in indistinct text.  

 

Accompagnato recitatives 

Handel adopts the accompagnato form to underscore the significance of 

Bajazet’s address to Asteria in Act 2. Bajazet threatens to renounce Asteria 

as his daughter, lest she relinquish her claims to the throne and Tamerlano’s 

proposal of marriage. Bajazet’s accompagnato recitatives in Act 3 also cover 

an expansive musical and dramatic range. These scenes fluctuate through a 

range of emotional states, such as Bajazet’s introspection as he places his 

daughter’s fate in the hands of God, violent rage as he curses Tamerlano in 

the announcement that he has taken poison, and gentle reflection as he says 

goodbye to Asteria.   
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Modulation of vocal tone, tempo and dynamics 

Handel’s adaptation of the accompagnato recitative form serves as a 

decisive, dignified vehicle for the presentation of several extended 

monologues by Bajazet. This device also offers the listener aural refreshment 

at crucial points within the narrative. In Act 2, scene 10, Bajazet threatens to 

disown Asteria as his daughter, unless she abandons her intention to marry 

Tamerlano and thus become Queen. Bajazet realises it may be his last 

chance to convince Asteria to renounce the throne. The change from 

semplice to accompagnato recitative marks the point in which Bajazet’s 

soliloquy moves from generalised statements encompassing all the 

protagonists, to declarations directly addressing Asteria. 

In order to emphasise affective words, Robson frequently marries varied 

inflections of vocal tone with modifications in the amplitude of sound. 

Demonstrating his ability to match vocal nuance to the affekt of the individual 

words and phrases in Bajazet’s monologue of Act 2, scene 10, Robson 

provides a subtle, yet commanding vocal presence. His vibrant, piercing tone 

and forte dynamic in the accusatory passages, such as “Dimmi: sei quell 

ache giuro al Tamerlano odio e vendetta?” (76.jpg, folio 68) contrasts the 

gentle tone and low volume level in “Ecco il petto” (77.jpg, folio 69). 

Throughout the accompagnato recitatives, Robson skilfully employs a 

range of vocal colours underpinned by metrical flexibility. A subtle rhythmic 

extension of the vowels in “Asteria, che per figlia” (76.jpg, folio 68) has the 

effect of accentuating the text. A similar technique adds gravitas to the words 

“Perfida, menti” (77.jpg, folio 69) and “e ti minaccia” (78.jpg, folio 70). Such 

flexibility of tempo is also apparent through an accelerando in the phrase “un 
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padre, disperato ti dimanda” (77–78.jpg, folios 69–70) to build tension 

culminating in the words “la morte” (78.jpg, folio 70). Through a markedly 

slower tempo, Robson emphasises “morte” and the text that follows it, “e ti 

manaccia, e a pietade o a pietade o a timor cio non ti muove?” Robson also 

combines the slower tempo and piano dynamic with an expressive tone that 

highlights the affekt within “cio non ti muove?”  

Though Randle’s variation of dynamic levels is limited within the 

accompagnato recitatives, his crescendo in the text “disperato ti dimanda” 

(77–78.jpg, folios 69–70) underscores the affective sentiment of the phrase 

“un padre disperato ti dimanda la morte”. Similarly, the slower tempo and 

lower dynamic level adopted by Randle in the following phrase allows vocal 

tone driven by the reflective feeling of the words “e ti minaccia, e a pietade o 

a timor ciò non ti muove?” (78.jpg, folio 70). 

In Bajazet’s death scene (Act 3,scene 10), Robson carefully delineates the 

ebb and flow of Bajazet’s contrasting statements by matching his vocal 

colour to the affekt. Robson’s breath control in phrases sung at a slow tempo 

(45–50 beats per minute) brings forth the atmospheric nature of the scene. 

His engaging variation in dynamic range and tonal colour also complements 

Handel’s tempo indications, thereby differentiating Bajazet’s respective 

dealings with Asteria and Tamerlano. Such a technique is also evidenced in 

Robson’s hushed, tender delivery of the phrase “Si, figlia, io moro; addio. Tu 

resti”, marked piano e lento in the autograph (126.jpg, folio 115). A bright 

tonal focus in Bajazet’s raging against Tamerlano in the presto segment 

complements Robson’s finely honed control of dynamics in the closing largo 

that underpins Bajazet’s deteriorating physical and mental strength.  
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The opera’s final scene sees Randle employ effective modulation of vocal 

tone, tempo and dynamic range in the accompagnato recitatives. His 

rendition offers vengeful, expressive singing with wide-ranging dynamics. 

Randle’s change of vocal colour, as Bajazet tells Asteria that he is dying, 

gives full expression to Handel’s lento marking in the autograph (126.jpg, 

folio 115).  

In other accompagnato recitatives within the scene, Randle skilfully 

negotiates Handel’s delineated furioso and presto passages with dextrous 

agility, while contrasts of dynamic and vocal colour abound within portions of 

rapid and leisurely tempi. Randle’s ability to articulate Italian consonants in 

fast moving and measured passages also lends transparency to affective 

phrases, such as “Ecco il petto” (77.jpg, folio 69). 

 

Judicious ornamentation and declamatory speech rhythms 

In their tasteful application of the variable appoggiatura within affective 

text, Robson and Randle embody practices discussed by theorists Mancini, 

Tosi and Mattheson. Robson’s variable appoggiatura adds lustre to words 

such as “vendetta” (76.jpg, folio 68) and “morte” (77.jpg, folio 69). Randle’s 

placement of the same ornament provides syllabic accentuation within the 

affective words “Numi” and “funesta” (116.jpg, folio 105).  

The tenors’ extensive use of the variable appoggiatura also assists 

colouration of the robust, affective language within Bajazet’s Act 3 death 

scene. This phenomenon is shown within words such as “tormento” (128.jpg, 

folio 117), “serpi” (129.jpg, folio 118) and “mostro” (129.jpg, folio 118), adding 

fire to Bajazet’s unyielding, definitive tirade against Tamerlano.  
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Other aspects of tonal and dynamic variation 

With respect to vocal tone inflection and subtleties of volume in the 

presentation of affective text, Act 3, scene 8 demonstrates the divergent 

paths taken by Robson and Randle within the accompagnato recitatives. 

Bajazet is in a state of shock following Tamerlano’s pronouncement that 

Asteria will be tortured and killed for renouncing her intention to marry and 

become Queen. Contemplating his own mortality, Bajazet appeals to the 

Gods to faithfully receive Asteria’s soul.  

The question and answer structure of this brief accompagnato recitative 

offers the singer scope to explore contrasting tonal colours and gradations 

within the dynamic range, tempo and phrasing of each sentence. Robson’s 

intimate, measured delivery echoes the reflective tone of the text, yet 

Randle’s forthright, expansive interpretation offers little evidence of the 

introspective nature of this affecting scene.   

 

Elements of articulation and intonation 

Generally, Robson’s intelligibility of diction is impeccable, although the 

double consonants in “raccommando” (116.jpg, folio 105) lack vigour. Within 

the articulation of descending intervals in the upper part of his range, 

Randle’s habit of sliding from the upper to lower note results in a loss of 

clarity of text and inaccurate pitch. This practice is evidenced within phrases 

such as “d’onestade o Numi” (116.jpg, folio 105). At times, Randle negates 

the impact of the variable appoggiatura by adding a false accent to the 

syllable that follows. The syllabic inflection of the words “d’onestade” and 

“resta” (116.jpg, folio 105) demonstrate this approach.  
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Randle’s decision to omit some notated rests in the accompagnato 

recitatives in Bajazet’s Act 3 death scene weakens the grammatical 

accentuation of the language and the rhythmic integrity of the melody. For 

example, the rests within the phrase “ahimé, che dir non posso” reinforce the 

notion that Bajazet’s physical strength is waning (126.jpg, folio 115). 

Randle’s extension of the final vowel in the word “ahimé” also negates the 

effect of the linguistic inflection (126.jpg, folio 115).   

 

Dal segno arias 

Handel employs da capo and dal segno arias to firstly establish, and then 

to modify Bajazet’s attitude towards Tamerlano throughout the opera. In a 

sense, the sentiments that Bajazet expresses in the Act 1 aria “Forte e lieto” 

pre-empt the opera’s conclusion. Bajazet reveals that only his daughter’s 

grief would prevent him from attempting to die with honour in a violent 

confrontation with Tamerlano. As Tamerlano goes to great lengths in order to 

humiliate Bajazet, “Ciel e terra” reveals the Turkish leader’s lack of fear in the 

face of death. The Act 2 aria “A’ suoi piedi” takes an introspective tone, as 

Bajazet reflects upon his perception of Asteria’s betrayal through her 

relationship with Tamerlano. In Act 3, “Empio per farti guerra” foreshadows 

the eternal wrath Bajazet seeks to impose upon Tamerlano.    

 

Modulation of dynamics and vocal tone   

Robson consistently employs dynamic variations as a means of 

underpinning the affekt of the dal segno arias within Tamerlano. Handel 

offers the stately piece “Forte e lieto a morte andrei” as Bajazet’s first aria. 
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Bajazet expresses his defiance of Tamerlano, announcing that only Asteria’s 

grief prevents him from escaping Tamerlano’s clutches through suicide.  

Robson’s dignified tempo reinforces Bajazet’s insubordinate stance, while 

his exploration of dynamic contrasts often follows the contours within 

Handel’s melodic lines. For instance, a diminuendo in the descending melody 

brings subtle nuance to the affecting words “figlia il grande amor” (RM.20.d.2, 

61.jpg, folio 41). The crescendo in the rising melodic line also punctuates the 

word “celassi” (RM 20.d.2, 62.jpg, folio 42). Within the A section and the dal 

segno, Robson employs a crescendo through the ascending melody in the 

affecting word “amor” (RM 20.d.2 63.jpg, folio 43) and a diminuendo in the 

following bar as the melody descends.  

Robson observes Handel’s piano marking in the text “e lieto a morte 

andrei” in both the A and dal segno subdivisions (RM20.d.2, 62.jpg, folio 42), 

while the consistency of tone throughout Robson’s range allows the 

emergence of contrasting colours. Such facility is evidenced within words 

such as “morte andrei” (RM20.d.2, 61.jpg, folio 41), “della figlia il grande 

amor” (RM20.d.2, 62.jpg, folio 42) and “io morrei” (RM20.d.2, 63–64.jpg, 

folios 43–44).  

Randle’s invigorating tempo reflects Handel’s allegro marking (34.jpg, folio 

30) and contributes to his virile account of the aria “Ciel e terra armi di 

sdegno”. Bajazet vows to defy Tamerlano and die unvanquished. Delineating 

Bajazet’s defiant character and his disdain for mortality, this powerful aria 

places in context the death scene at the conclusion of the opera. Randle’s 

stalwart tone supports his candid response to the rebellious sentiment of 

words such as “morrò in vita, e sarò forte” (34.jpg, folio 30).  
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Likewise, Robson’s sensitive shading of dynamics and swift tempo 

highlights an agile interpretive approach in “Ciel e terra armi di sdegno”. He 

colours the poignant words, filling out Handel’s melodic phrasing with 

resonant tone that gives voice to the determination and defiance flowing 

through the aria.       

The Act 2 aria “A’ suoi piedi” describes the impending confrontation 

between Asteria and Tamerlano. Bajazet’s perception of his daughter’s lack 

of respect for her father’s nobility and station is also apparent. Handel’s 

sporadic dynamic indications in the autograph (68.jpg, folio 62) suggest his 

preference for a more expansive instrumental presence in the non-vocal 

sections. These indications also imply the composer’s inclination towards a 

more circumspect dynamic level when the instruments act as 

accompaniment for the voice.  

Robson’s consistently resonant tone and security of technique allow a 

broad palette of dynamics throughout the aria’s two-octave melodic 

compass. As seen in the opening 11 bars of the B section, his ability to sing 

extended phrases at a constant, low volume has a way of drawing the 

listener’s attention to the text (70.jpg, folio 63). The text within the B segment 

shows Bajazet’s introspection. He ponders Asteria’s lack of compassion for 

his righteous anger towards Tamerlano. Robson and Randle both combine a 

broad palette of dynamics to match the reflective nature of the words. They 

apply a gradual crescendo to the ascending melodic line “o timor, o almen 

pieta” and a diminuendo as the melody falls in “se non ha” (70.jpg, folio 63). 

Randle shows the security of his technique within the upper register, with 

clarion-like renditions of the notes above the stave. He presents effectual 
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dynamic contrasts within the aria’s dal segno part, particularly the controlled 

pianissimo singing in the repetition of the text “la superba mi vedrà” (67–

68.jpg, folios 61–62). 

 

Judicious ornamentation 

Regarding embellishments within arias, Tosi (Galliard, 2009) suggests 

brevity as a desirable practice in the ornamentation of the A segments, while 

the B component may contain some simple, graceful decorations. Mancini 

(Foreman, 1996) also advocates the tasteful decoration of the da capo 

section to complement the particular affekt of the aria. Robson and Randle 

frequently follow practices espoused within the primary literature regarding 

the melodic decoration of the A and B segments. However, their respective 

approaches to the ornamentation of dal segno sections take divergent paths. 

 Examples of these practices are evidenced with Bajazet’s first aria, the 

stately “Forte e lieto a morte andrei”. In the A section, both Robson and 

Randle adopt minimal ornamentation, with the occasional addition of an 

essential ornament, such as the cadential minor trill (“grande”, RM20.d.2, 

62–63.jpg, folios 42–43). Randle also applies a turn upon the word “amor” 

(RM20.d.2, 63.jpg, folio 43).  

Both tenors demonstrate similarly tasteful reticence to ornamentation in 

the aria’s Part B. Robson adds a turn on the word “me” (RM20.d.2, 63.jpg, 

folio 43). The cadence of the B section incorporates passing notes in the 

word “valor” (RM20.d.2, 64.jpg, folio 44) and an ascending slide before 

concluding with a cadential minor trill on the word “piu” (RM20.d.2, 64.jpg, 

folio 44). Within Part B, Randle adds no ornaments until he approaches the 
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final cadence. Within the penultimate vocal bar, he adopts a markedly slower 

tempo, while complementing the melody with a two-note slide upon the word 

”con”. His brief cadenza incorporates a rising and descending arpeggiated 

scale pattern (RM20.d.2, 64.jpg, folio 44).  

The dal segno components of Bajazet’s arias “Forte e lieto”, “Ciel e terra” 

(Act 1), “A’ suoi piedi” (Act 2) and “Empio, per farti guerra” (Act 3) see 

Robson apply a discerning mix of essential and non-essential ornaments. 

These embellishments enhance the melody and reinforce the affekt of the 

text. For example, the essential ornaments in “Forte e lieto” include variable 

appoggiaturas supplementing “celassi” (RM20.d.2, 61.jpg, folio 41) and 

“figlia” (RM20.d.2, 63.jpg, folio 43). A turn enriches the words “lieto”, “andrei” 

and “amor”  (RM20.d.2, 61–63.jpg, folios 41–43).  

Other essential ornaments include invariable appoggiaturas emphasising 

“andrei” (RM20.d.2, 61.jpg, folio 41) and “morte” (RM20.d.2, 61.jpg, folio 41), 

a minor trill enhancing “grande” and a mordent sung upon “grande” at the 

final cadence (RM20.d.2, 63.jpg, folio 43). Robson engages non-essential 

embellishments, including subtle passaggi and passing notes through 

emphatic words such as “miei” (RM20.d.2, 62.jpg, folio 42), “il grande” and 

“pensier miei” (RM20.d.2, 62.jpg, folio 42). Arpeggiated descending passaggi 

also ornament the affecting word “amor”.  

Handel’s contemporary Quantz (Reilly, 1966) discusses at length the 

embellishment of movements and smaller sections of music marked adagio. 

Quantz suggests the adagio marking placed over individual notes or bars 

permits the performer to add ornamentation. Within the dal segno aria “Ciel e 

terra” Handel indicates adagio at cadences concluding the B section and the 
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dal segno (35.jpg, folio 31), and both singers comply, with sympathetic, 

discerning ornaments. At the cadential closure of the B segment, Robson 

embellishes the melody with an ascending two-note slide, downward-moving 

passaggi and a cadential minor trill.  

The dal segno enjoys a similar pattern of rising two-note slide, descending 

passaggi and a mordent with single termination. At the close of the B sector, 

Randle deploys a minor trill and descending passaggi from a’’ to the written a’ 

on the word “morte”. The ornamentation which completes the dal segno 

incorporates ascending and descending arpeggiated passaggi 

supplementing the word “forte” and a major trill on the fourth beat of the 

penultimate bar. Randle concludes by singing the final three notes an octave 

higher than the written pitch (35.jpg, folio 31).   

 

Robust articulation and syllabic inflection 

Randle shows admirable agility in the demisemiquavers in “valor” 

(RM20.d.2, 63.jpg, folio 43) and crisp articulation of the consonants in the 

allegro aria “Ciel e terra”. His consummate articulation of the double Italian 

consonants, such as “t” in “sotterra” (117.jpg, folio 106) adds to Bajazet’s 

sense of rage in “Empio, per farti guerra”. Robson’s clarity of diction in “Ciel e 

terra” is also exemplary. His differentiation of the Italian consonants, such as 

the voiced “s” in “sdegno” (34.jpg, folio 30) and the unvoiced “s” in “sarò” 

(34.jpg, folio 30) offers examples of this practice. The vigorous enunciation of 

consonants in “Empio, per farti guerra” also gives potency to Robson’s 

interpretation of the emotive text, including “guerra” and “sottera” (117.jpg, 

folio 106).  
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Paucity of tasteful ornamentation and declamatory singing  

Randle selects a sophisticated range of essential and non-essential 

ornaments in the dal segno sections of Bajazet’s arias. In addition, his 

powerful, animated style of singing in brisk, potent arias such as “Empio, per 

farti guerra” and “Ciel e terra” clearly illustrates Bajazet’s desire for 

vengeance. However, Randle’s inclination to elongate the rhythmic duration 

of melodic notes weakens the metrical articulation of his singing and the 

composer’s eloquently crafted phrases. This phenomenon is evidenced in 

the words “celassi – ai”, “miei – della” (RM20.d.2, 62.jpg, folio 42) and 

“morrei – con” (RM20.d.2, 63.jpg, folio 43).  

Randle fails to observe the quaver rests placed after “non” and “potrà” in 

the aria “Ciel e terra” (35.jpg, folio 31). He appears intent on interpolations 

that distort the melodic construction, as at times, Handel’s melody is barely 

recognisable in the dal segno. This practice directly contravenes the 

evidence within Handel’s ornamentation of arias from Ottone (HWV 15) 

(Dean, 1976; Dean, 1990). Randle’s syncopated ornament (34–35.jpg, folios 

30–31) in the dal segno lacks cohesion, while other embellishments are 

beleaguered by a litany of high notes that bear little harmonic relationship to 

the original melody. Examples include Randle’s crotchet a’’ on the word 

“forte”, replacing the notated c#’’ and b’ (35.jpg, folio 31). While Randle’s 

control of the upper register of his voice is striking, the five occasions that his 

embellishments form octave leaps in the dal segno portion of “Empio, per 

farti guerra” appear to substitute tasteful clarity of the melodic structure for 

high-pitched notes.     

As confirmed by his singing of the word “valor” (RM20.d.2, 63.jpg, folio 
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43), Randle’s taste for exaggerated portamenti in descending intervals 

periodically creates erroneous intonation in the aria “Forte e lieto”. A similar 

convention occurs in the B section of “Empio, per farti Guerra” and within the 

A segment of “A suoi piedi”. Randle’s opening phrase exhibits an inflated 

slide to the lower note in the descending intervals of a fourth (67.jpg, folio 

61), while ascending intervals often endure overstated portamenti (68.jpg, 

folio 62). Regrettably, several longer notes, such as the tied d’’ (67.jpg, folio 

61) and the tied e’ (68.jpg, folio 62) sustain a width of vibrato that causes 

indeterminate pitch.  

 

Inconsistent dynamic variation  

While his resilient, forthright tone reflects Bajazet’s disdain for Tamerlano, 

Randle’s singing in “Empio, per farti guerra” and “Forte e lieto” lacks a sense 

of subtlety in the interpretation of dynamics. In “Forte e lieto”, this 

phenomenon is particularly evident in the text referring to Bajazet’s great love 

for his daughter and a child’s grief for the loss of her father. The broad 

palette of dynamic contours employed by Randle in part B of “A suoi piedi” 

makes the scarcity of colours in the aria’s A section a curious omission. 

 

Other elements of articulation  

In the fast-moving aria “Empio per farti guerra”, Randle’s articulation of 

initial consonants in the text becomes laboured, causing him to fall behind 

the beat through the A section and in the dal segno. This trend is particularly 

evident in the words “lombra” (117.jpg, folio 106) and “ritornerà” (118.jpg, 

folio 107). In similar vein, Randle’s desire for an unabated, substantial weight 
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of sound and gratuitous ornamentation causes rhythmic insecurity in the 

melismatic phrases in part B (119.jpg, folio 108).  

 

Through-composed arias 

Following Asteria’s renouncement of the throne, two through-composed 

arias offer respite from the ferocity of Tamerlano’s subsequent wrath towards 

father and daughter, and Asteria’s pledge to die a heroic death with her 

father. In “No, il tuo sdegno”, Bajazet forgives Asteria for deceiving him and 

sings of his contentment at their reconciliation. In the opera’s penultimate 

scene, Bajazet’s plaintive aria “Figlia mia, non pianger, no” offers Asteria 

comfort, as she realises that her father is close to death.  

 

Variations of tempo and dynamics 

Bajazet’s two through-composed arias display his tender affections for 

Asteria, while offering respite from the former’s raging against Tamerlano. 

The tenors Robson and Randle show their affinity with the text in these 

affecting arias. Having renounced her intention to marry Tamerlano, Bajazet 

finds his relationship with Asteria returning to a positive sphere. Reaffirming 

his abhorrence of Tamerlano, Bajazet consoles his daughter with the tender 

aria “No, no il tuo sdegno”. Marked piano in Handel’s autograph (83.jpg, folio 

74), Robson’s sensitive, understated interpretation exhibits imposing breath 

control and elegant dynamic contours through long phrases, such as “più 

contento l’odiero” (83.jpg, folio 74).    

The reading of “Figlia mia, non pianger” from both singers demonstrates 

an intense depth of feeling in bringing to light Bajazet’s fatherly tenderness. 
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Consummate control of phrasing through the slow tempo (36 beats per 

minute) and command of protracted phrases sung at a low dynamic level 

bring pathos to Randle’s singing in this aria. Robson highlights the affective 

mood through subtle changes of dynamics in the repeated text, such as “non 

pianger, no” (127.jpg, folio 116). 

 

Judicious ornamentation and tonal modulation 

Though the disposition of the aria “No, no, il tuo sdegno” is generally one 

of consolation, the text “più contento l’odierò” also contains references to 

Bajazet’s ongoing encounter with Tamerlano. In conveying the affekt of the 

text, Randle maintains a fine balance between depictions of Bajazet’s 

tenderness for Asteria and the projection of his pent-up feelings towards 

Tamerlano.  

Following the convention of the time, Handel’s autograph is essentially 

devoid of markings indicating vocal ornamentation, however the word 

“contento” (84.jpg, folio 75) contains an indication for a trill in the vocal line. 

Robson and Randle add trills within affective text at several points in “No, no, 

il tuo sdegno”. These include the major trill (“l’odierò”, 83.jpg, folio 74), major 

trill with double termination at the word “placò” (83.jpg, folio 74) and minor trill 

with written single termination to emphasise the word “l’odierò” (84.jpg, folio 

75). Randle’s sparing, tasteful application of essential ornaments in the 

through-composed arias add affective colour. These embellishments include 

a minor trill at the word “morto” (127.jpg, folio 116) and a crescendo and 

diminuendo within the phrase “quando morto io nol vedrò”.  
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Other aspects of articulation and intonation 

The aria “No, no, il tuo sdegno” finds Randle consistently placing initial 

consonants below the notated pitch of the melodic note. This practice 

disturbs the linguistic integrity, clarity of melodic rhythm and accuracy of 

intonation. In the second half of the aria, the notes in intervals of a fifth or 

sixth also experience exaggerated slurring from below the written pitch, while 

affective words such as “core” are indistinct or inaudible when low in 

Randle’s range (84.jpg, folio 75).  

 

Trio 

An extensive semplice recitative in Act 2, scene 10 culminates in the trio 

“Voglio strage” for Asteria, Tamerlano and Bajazet. Having rejected the 

throne and Tamerlano’s offer of marriage, Asteria knows she has signed her 

own death warrant. However, both Bajazet and Asteria remain defiant and 

willing to die with courage and honour. Announcing that he will be ruthless in 

his punishment, a furious Tamerlano curses Bajazet and Asteria. To this end, 

Handel adds melismas in Tamerlano’s part to emphasize the affective text, 

such as “rigor” and “furor” (81.jpg, folio 73).    

 

Dynamic and tonal modulation 

Bajazet’s text within the trio suggests defiance. Randle’s bold vocal tone 

matches the impassioned words, as Bajazet goads Tamerlano with “eccoti il 

petto” and the statement that he is not fearful of death, “non mi spaventa, per 

morire avrem valor” (81.jpg, folio 73). The technique of tonal contrast in 

repetitions of text adopted by both tenors adds colour to the poignant text. 
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For example, “per morire avrem valor” (81.jpg, folio 73) occurs in Bajazet’s 

melodic line twice in the trio. Robson’s chosen piano dynamic complements 

the text’s initial statement, before an increase in dynamic level underlines the 

re-statement (81.jpg, folio 73).  

 

Judicious ornamentation, phrasing and articulation 

Both tenors offer scant, yet tasteful ornamentation, such as their common 

placement of the variable appoggiatura on the second syllable of “spaventa” 

(81.jpg, folio 73). Randle’s cadential minor trill also underscores the word 

“avrem” (81.jpg, folio 73). Handel marks the movement allegro in the 

autograph manuscript. Pinnock sets a stately tempo, promoting Randle’s 

lucid articulation of the consonants in affecting words, such as the double 

consonants in phrases such as “Eccoti il petto” (80.jpg, folio 72). Robson also 

adopts strongly delineated consonants and consistent vowel production in 

the trio. 

 

While supporting some of the principles of performance practice discussed 

within the primary sources, this case study indicates tenors Nigel Robson 

and Thomas Randle offer frequently contrasting interpretations in their 

portrayal of the role of Bajazet. Both approach the delivery of affekt within the 

text through a well-defined sense of Bajazet’s dramatic character and his 

relationship with the other protagonists. Robson frequently reflects the 

theoretical principles drawn from the primary sources by augmenting the 

portrayal of affekt through agile vocal production, clearly defined contrasts of 

tempo and dynamics, and ornamentation derivative of Handel’s melodic line.  
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Throughout the dal segno arias, Randle offers strength of tonal production 

in the middle and upper registers. These vocal qualities are effective in 

portraying Bajazet’s anger and his frequent outbursts of frustration and 

defiance. The through-composed arias allow Randle to display his empathy 

with the tender, consolatory affekt of the words through the adoption of subtle 

vocal tone and complementary embellishments.  

Nevertheless, Randle’s usage of tonal colours and dynamic range is 

inconsistent throughout the opera. As discussed by theorists including 

Mattheson (Harriss, 1981), Tosi (Galliard, 2009) and Geminiani (Boyden, 

1952), such an approach disturbs the rise and fall of the voice required within 

the technique of declamatory, oratorical delivery. Misplaced syllabic accents 

and overstated portamenti diminish the grammatical inflection of the words 

and the subtlety of delivery. On occasion, Randle’s delivery of dal segno 

arias is characterised by eliding of melodic notes and rests and a proliferation 

of non-essential embellishments disturbing Handel’s rhythmic and melodic 

structures. Such a practice intrudes upon the aesthetic, economical use of 

ornaments frequently alluded to by Agricola (Baird, 1995), Hiller (Beicken, 

2001), Mattheson (Harriss, 1981) and Tosi (Galliard, 2009). 

 

5.2 English Oratorio: Samson 

Background and source materials 

Following the devastation of the Great Plague (1665–66), the Great Fire of 

London (2–5 September, 1666) and dynastic upheavals under the House of 

Hanover, the English middleclass and poets of Handel’s day adopted a 

patriotic awareness that eventually swelled through British society. In 
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addition, Handel’s relationship with the management of London’s operatic 

auditoriums had deteriorated to breaking point by the late 1730s. The London 

theatre-going public’s escalating disenchantment with the convoluted plots 

and alien libretti of Italian opera seria led Handel to devise large-scale, 

English language sacred dramas on subjects familiar to his patrons. English 

oratorio proved the artistic and commercial success that confirmed Handel’s 

name forever in the annals of musical history (Burrows, 2005).  

Portraying the final hours in the life of the Israelite warrior, Samson 

premiered at the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden on 18 February 1743, with 

tenor John Beard singing the title role. The work’s popularity with audiences 

led Handel to extend the initial subscription season to eight performances. In 

all, Samson was performed some 30 times during Handel’s lifetime. The 

libretto by Newburgh Hamilton (1691–1761) was adapted from Samson 

Agonistes, the play by John Milton (1608–74). Hamilton also drew on other 

poems by Milton to construct the text for the arias and choruses (Burrows, 

2005).  

Samson is an Israelite soldier of immense strength. Tempted by his wife, 

Dalila, Samson divulges the secret of his colossal power, his long hair. He is 

subsequently rendered impotent when Dalila cuts off his hair. With his 

muscular vigour greatly impaired, Samson is captured, blinded and held by 

the Philistines in a public square outside the prison in Gaza. Samson longs 

for death, blaming himself for his dire plight. Realising the devastating impact 

of her actions, a remorseful Dalila pleads for Samson’s forgiveness. Samson 

rejects her, instead challenging the Philistine warrior Harapha to a duel. 

Harapha provokes Samson, inciting him to demonstrate his strength. After 
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refusing at the outset, Samson senses his strength increasing and consents 

to Harapha’s proposal. An Israelite reveals that Samson and some of the 

Philistines have been killed in a physical onslaught on the constructs of the 

temple. Samson’s corpse is carried forth; the Israelites pay their respects to 

the dead soldier, before offering exultant tributes to Jehovah (Burrows, 

2005). 

Handel’s autograph manuscript, MS RM 20.f.6 forms the primary source of 

reference in the discussion. Moving from the regimentation of the da capo 

and dal segno aria forms, Handel presents the character of Samson with four 

comprehensive, through-composed arias, and two arias of a more succinct 

nature. In addition, three accompagnato recitatives and sixteen semplice 

recitatives transpire, as well as duets with Dalila and Harapha respectively. 

As one of Handel’s longest works, the composer was known to abbreviate 

Samson according to the performing forces available to him at any given 

time. No performance of Samson during Handel’s lifetime contained the 

complete music written for the work (Burrows, 2005). Harnoncourt suggests 

Handel’s distinct adaptations of Samson indicate the technical strengths of 

particular singers were the composer’s principal consideration. Harnoncourt’s 

account compares “the different versions performed under the composer’s 

direction…[and t]he distribution of …roles and…cuts…follow the conception 

adopted by Handel” (Handel, 1993, p. 59).  

Tenor Anthony Rolfe-Johnson sings the title role in the performance 

recorded in the Vienna Musikverein (Handel, 1993). Conducted by Harry 

Christophers, the second recording recreates the version premiered by 

Handel in 1743 (Handel, 1996). Rolfe-Johnson’s interpretation of the title role 
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contrasts directly with that of the tenor Thomas Randle. The following case 

study examines those movements in common with the revised accounts of 

Samson as performed by the composer (Burrows, 2005). The text is provided 

in Appendix B, pp. 366–69.  

 

Semplice recitatives 

Of the thirteen semplice recitatives allocated to Samson in Handel’s 

revised performing version, six occur in Part 1, five appear in Part 2 and two 

are found in Part 3. The composer employed these recitatives in a variety of 

contexts. For example, “This day, a solemn feast” and “Justly these evils” in 

Part 1, and “Be of good courage” in Part 3 set the dramatic context, while 

“Whom have I to complain of?” in Part 1 and “Did love constrain thee?” in 

Part 2 directly precede, and help to introduce arias. Aptly illustrated by “You 

see my friends” in Part 1, “No words of peace” in Part 2 and Part 3’s “Reflect 

then, Samson”, some semplice recitatives also provide dramatic impetus to 

the interaction of characters. 

 

Declamatory speech rhythms, tempo and dynamic variations   

Shaping the musical phrases through the rhythmic inflections of speech, 

Rolfe-Johnson consistently declaims the affective text in an oratorical 

manner. The initial semplice recitative (9.jpg, folio 8) sees Rolfe-Johnson 

sing the word “solemn” in the rhythm of two semiquavers, rather than the two 

quavers notated by Handel. In the next bar, the word “feast“ emerges as a 

dotted quaver, while Rolfe-Johnson omits the crotchet and quaver rests.  

In the text “unwillingly their superstition yields this rest”, the fluctuations of 
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rhetorical discourse dictate the metrical pulse, rather than slavish replication 

of notated rhythmic values. Rolfe-Johnson’s omission of redundant quaver 

rests adds to the dramatic sense of oratory. The change of mood befitting the 

phrase “to breathe heaven’s air, fresh blowing, pure and sweet” transpires 

through relaxation of the tempo and the rhythmic extension of the word 

“pure” (9.jpg, folio 8).  

Rolfe-Johnson’s subtle gradations of dynamics and fluctuations of tempo 

add lustre to the text. The diminuendo through the words “from my task of 

servile toil”, the subsequent crescendo in the phrase “unwillingly their 

superstition yields” and the rallentando in “blowing” (9.jpg, folio 8) provide 

pertinent examples. Randle’s interpretive practice also eliminates notated 

rests that are superfluous to declamatory, oratorical delivery. For example, 

the purging of the semiquaver rest after “prescrib’d” and the crotchet rest 

after “person” sees the text “Why was my nurture order’d and prescribed as 

of a person separate to God?” appear as a complete, dramatic phrase 

(12.jpg, folio 11).  

By drawing upon dynamic contrast and the adaptation of the rhythmic 

idioms of speech to colour the affective text, Randle accentuates the first 

syllable of “evils” (41.jpg, folio 40). The pulse of spoken dialogue also 

modifies the progression of the syllables “have be-fall’n”, while the 

diminuendo in the words “sole cause” offers an atmospheric conclusion 

(41.jpg, folio 40). Randle’s adjustment to a low dynamic level and slower 

tempo also gives poignancy to the text “If I must die, betrayed and captive”, 

while the crescendo strongly underpins the words “the scorn and gaze of 

foes” (12.jpg, folio 11).  
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Judicious ornamentation 

Following contemporary practice, Handel’s autographs do not include any 

indication for the ornamentation of cadential intervals in semplice recitatives. 

Randle and Rolfe-Johnson employ the variable and cadential appoggiaturas 

as integral to the syllabic accentuation and poignant portrayal of text within 

the semplice recitatives. As both singers frequently demonstrate, the 

cadential appoggiatura forms an essential device within the interval of a 

descending third. Examples of this practice include Randle’s cadential 

appoggiatura at the word “sweet” (9.jpg, folio 8) and Rolfe-Johnson’s similar 

decoration of the word “cause” (41.jpg, folio 40). The tenors also employ 

variable appoggiaturas to add harmonic dissonance in the affective words 

“shame” and “foe” (74.jpg, folio 70). 

  

Robust articulation and tonal modulation  

Rolfe-Johnson and Randle recurrently employ vigorous production of 

consonants and tonal inflection as a form of emphasis upon poignant words, 

such as “cruel” and “gangren’d wounds” (12.jpg, folio 11). In Part 2, a 

chastened Dalila humbly seeks Samson’s forgiveness. Offering the fervent 

portrayal of a man confronting his betrayer, both singers use the emotive 

elements present within the text to bring Samson’s passion to life. The 

furious utterance “My wife, my trait’ress! Let her not come near me” sees 

contrasting tonal colours, variation of the notated rhythms and the 

accentuation of principal words, including “wife” and “trait’ress” (70.jpg, folio 

66).  

Moderated by Rolfe-Johnson’s reserved vocal timbre, reduction in tempo 
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and deliberate articulation of the consonants, the phrase “How cunningly the 

sorceress displays her own transgressions to upbraid me mine” (70–71.jpg, 

folios 66–67) offers a moment of repose in Samson’s tirade against Dalila. 

Randle’s strongly delineated consonants also cap the emotional phrase “lest 

fierce remembrance wake my sudden rage to tear thee limb from limb” 

(82.jpg, folio 78).   

 

Variable declamatory, syllabic inflection 

A variable approach to syllabic accentuation of words and phrases 

diminishes the declamatory, oratorical impact of Randle’s singing. This 

aspect presents a significant point of departure from the primary sources. 

Examples include Randle’s periodic convention of prolonging the duration 

and weight of tone in secondary syllables and ancillary words. The distortion 

of declamatory delivery through the absence of oratorical speech rhythm in 

the word “alas” and the lack of syllabic inflection in the word “another” 

(31.jpg, folio 30) offers relevant examples.  

Periodically, a rigid sense of pulse leaves Randle’s vocal delivery lacking 

inflection, agility and rhythmic subtlety. For example, he gives equal 

emphasis and metrical value to the syllables in the text “strive to cover 

shame with shame” (74.jpg, folio 70). The lack of dexterity and indifference to 

oratorical delivery results in a somewhat mechanical articulation of the 

words. Similarly, Randle’s literal approach to Handel’s notated rhythms in the 

text “I know thy warbling charms” (82.jpg, folio 78) evidences similarity of 

accentuation and weighting of dynamics on each word and syllable. Such an 

approach offers a stilted, regimented delivery of poignant words.  
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Aspects of intonation 

Evidenced within the articulation of “blowing”, “pure” (9.jpg, folio 8) and 

“strength” (25.jpg, folio 24), Randle’s habitual placement of initial consonants 

below the notated pitch causes poor intonation in some words. Rolfe-

Johnson’s placement of the initial consonant “N” also undermines the 

security of tuning in the word “Ne’er” (82.jpg, folio 78). This aberration aside, 

he rarely allows impassioned, higher dynamic level singing to become 

clouded by indeterminate pitch (82.jpg, folio 78). 

 

Accompagnato recitatives 

The two accompagnato recitatives in Samson offer distinct musical 

backdrops to the respective dramatic scenarios. In Part 1, Handel employs 

contemplative chordal writing for the stringed instruments to elevate 

Samson’s heart-felt shame in “My genial spirits droop”. In contrast, plunging 

melismatic phrases in the strings punctuate Samson’s ardent desire to glorify 

Jehovah and his pledge to destroy the Philistines in the Part 3 accompagnato 

“Then shall I make”.     

 

Variations of tempo, dynamics and declamatory speech rhythms 

Rolfe-Johnson drives the communication of affekt within primary syllables 

and words through concentrated vocal inflections, well-considered tempos 

and affecting dynamic levels. Such a technique allows him to negotiate 

measured tempos without undermining the momentum of delivery. Despite a 

retardation of the tempo in the Part 1 accompagnato recitative “My genial 

spirits droop”, Rolfe-Johnson gives prominence to the primary words “hopes” 
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and “flat”, while replicating the declamatory rhythm of speech within the word 

“flat” by abbreviating the rhythm from a crotchet to a quaver.  

In the Part 3 accompagnato recitative “Jehovah’s glory known”, rhetorical 

pacing of speech sees Rolfe-Johnson modify the notated rhythm of the 

words “I begin to feel” from quavers to semi-quavers. Exclusion of the 

redundant quaver rests after “yield” and “streets” gives oratorical sense to the 

words “I yield to go, not through your streets be like a wild beast trail’d” 

(118.jpg, folio 114). Likewise, Randle’s adaptation of speech rhythms sees 

the realisation of notated quavers as semiquavers in the words “of good” and 

“begin to feel” (118.jpg, folio 114).    

Rolfe-Johnson also distinguishes Samson’s direct address to the 

Israelites: “Brethren, farewell, your kind attendance now, I pray, forbear” 

through a marked reduction in tempo (118.jpg, folio 114). His gradual 

crescendo throughout the poignant words “inspire me at my need. Then shall 

I make...” (118.jpg, folio 114) gives prominence to Samson’s vow to scatter 

the pagan Gods in the name of Jehovah. In accordance with the primary 

sources, Rolfe-Johnson is duly vigilant in his observation of Handel’s 

rhythmic notation in the accompagnato recitatives. Where Handel’s chordal 

writing for the strings allows, the singers’ oratorical demarcation of primary 

and secondary syllables in the words “glory”, “idol” and “presence” remains 

apparent  (119.jpg, folio 115). 

   

Judicious ornamentation and articulation 

Throughout the accompagnato recitatives, opportunities for melodic 

ornamentation are slight. However, Rolfe-Johnson and Randle apply the 
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variable appoggiatura at the descending interval of a third, giving prominence 

to emotive words such as “pains” (51.jpg, folio 49). Examples within the text 

include “wild beast trail’d” (118.jpg, folio 114), inspiring both singers to adopt 

robust articulation of affective words throughout the accompagnato 

recitatives.  

  

Arias 

Samson’s four arias delineate his turbulent mental and physical states in 

the unfolding dramatic scenarios. “Torments alas!” describes his restless and 

tormented soul, while the physical suffering of blindness and his fragility of 

moral character are borne out in “Total Eclipse” and “Your charms to ruin led 

the way”. The poignant text “each fetter’d ghost slips to his sev’ral grave” 

also brings a sense of peaceful resolution in Samson’s final aria, “Thus when 

the sun”. 

 

Judicious ornamentation 

The tenors Rolfe-Johnson and Randle offer circumspect approaches to 

ornamentation in keeping with the non-sectional and generally reflective 

nature of the through-composed arias in Samson. Rolfe-Johnson holds to the 

occasional addition of some essential ornaments in the arias. At times, 

Randle sparingly supplements the melodic line with essential and non-

essential embellishments, including appoggiaturas, mordents, cadential trills 

and melodic passaggi.  

Within the Part 1 aria “Torments, alas”, Samson finds the pain of 

imprisonment taking a mounting toll upon his mental and physical resources. 
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He laments that neither his body nor his mind can find respite. Both tenors 

complement Handel’s unadorned melodic writing with a cadential minor trill in 

the text “itself of rest” (17.jpg, folio 16). Randle’s somewhat more ornate 

account of the aria places other cadential minor trills at descending intervals 

of a third. His allocation of the variable appoggiatura adds prominence to the 

word “breast” at the restatement of the words “torments, alas! are not 

confined to heart, or head, or breast” (17.jpg, folio 16). Handel marks 

“adagio” at the final melodic cadence (18.jpg, folio 17). Randle adds brief 

passaggi, ascending a fourth from the written b’ (“soul”) to f’’, before 

descending to link with Handel’s melodic c’’.  

In the aria “Total eclipse”, Rolfe-Johnson’s dynamic variation in the 

ascending melodic line of the penultimate phrase adds distinction to the oft-

repeated text “sun, moon and stars” (27.jpg, folio 26). Randle’s refined, yet 

more extensive embellishments include a variable appoggiatura adding 

prominence to “eyes”. This word is crucial to Samson’s blindness and to the 

affekt of the aria (27.jpg, folio 26). Other ornaments include melodic passing 

notes within the words “blaze” and “welcome” (27.jpg, folio 26) and a 

mordent accentuating the word “dark” at the final melodic cadence (27.jpg, 

folio 26). 

 

Modulation of vocal tone, tempo and dynamics 

Rolfe-Johnson’s thoughtful dynamics and tonal variations underscore the 

illustration of affekt. In the aria “Torments alas”, he marks the despair in the 

phrase “that rob the soul” with a hushed dynamic. He follows immediately 

with a crescendo and diminuendo in the text “itself of rest” (17.jpg, folio 16).  
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In the aria of the same name, Handel sets the text “Total eclipse” with the 

orchestral forces tacet (27.jpg, folio 26). Through a measured tempo, a 

pianissimo dynamic and reverential vocal tone, Rolfe-Johnson uses the initial 

phrase to reveal Samson’s vulnerability. Though Randle’s approach to 

dynamic variation is more conservative, his reserved tone and appealing 

tempo sets a vivid, engaging opening gambit in “Total eclipse” (27.jpg, folio 

26). Both tenors employ an effective crescendo in the ascending phrase “All 

dark, amidst the blaze of noon” (27.jpg, folio 26).      

The confusion and resentment experienced by Samson becomes more 

apparent with Rolfe-Johnson’s swift tempo and crescendo through the 

ascending melodic line “all dark amidst the blaze of noon” (27.jpg, folio 26). 

Samson’s commendation of the sun’s “glorious light” and “cheering ray” is 

ever more touching in light of Rolfe-Johnson’s compelling, controlled 

fluctuation of dynamics in the words “no sun, no moon” (27.jpg, folio 26). 

That singer’s delicate variants of rhythm and tempo, such as the broadening 

of the quaver rest between the words “stars” and “dark” further reinforces 

Samson’s turmoil and sense of failure.  

In a dignified tempo of 40 beats per minute, Randle’s introspective reading 

of the Part 2 aria “Your charms to ruin” offers undulating dynamic inflections 

as a means of accentuating affective words. His low tonal level in the 

repeated text enhances the dramatic intensity of the affective words “to pass 

life’s sea with such a mate, with such a mate” (75.jpg, folio 71). Rolfe-

Johnson’s choice of tempo, dynamics and timbre fortifies the mood of 

understated resignation in Samson’s final aria. Several unaccompanied 

phrases allow him to demonstrate control of dynamic variation, without a hint 
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of crescendo in the a cappella phrase “each fetter’d ghost slips to his sev’ral 

grave” (120.jpg, folio 116). As the aria progresses, Rolfe-Johnson melds his 

dynamic contours to the character of the melodic shaping.  

 

Syllabic inflection and robust articulation 

 Theorists of the baroque period, including Tosi (Galliard, 2009) and 

Telemann (Mohlmeier and Thouvenot, 2002) suggest the technique of 

declamatory, oratorical singing within arias requires the accentuation of 

primary syllables and words. Rolfe-Johnson subtly engages various elements 

to emphasise the rhythmic value of some affective words. This practice is 

evidenced in “Your charms to ruin”, as his speech-like inflection and 

emphasis of the word “curse” sees the rhythmic length of the dotted crotchet 

sung as a quaver.  

Strongly articulated consonants add prominence to the emotive text “my 

sense deprav’d, my strength enslave’d, as I did love, you did betray” (74–

75.jpg, folios 70–71). Variation in vocal tone and dynamics, and stout 

emphasis on the pronunciation of consonants, such as the “p” in “pains 

intense opprest” gives clarity to Randle’s presentation of the aria “Torments, 

alas”.  

 

Variable declamatory practices and erroneous intonation 

The accentuation and inflections of speech offer a point of departure in the 

articulation of the two singers. Rolfe-Johnson makes a point of singing words 

such as “fate” (75.jpg, folio 71) and “mate” (75–76.jpg, folios 71–72) in a 

succinct fashion, in order to emulate the pulse and regularity of declamation. 
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Randle’s habit of prolonging the duration of some words obscures the affekt 

and results in a loss of dramatic impact. Where Rolfe-Johnson complements 

the rhythm of declamatory speech by reducing the duration of “curse” (75.jpg, 

folio 71), Randle extends it by the length of two quavers. The result 

effectively works against the declamatory pulse of the language.        

Evidenced in the broad intervallic, angular melodic writing of the aria “Your 

charms to ruin”, Randle’s placement of initial consonants below the written 

pitch impacts upon the clarity of pronunciation and the accuracy of melodic 

pitch (75.jpg, folio 70). His laboured production leaves a sense of monotony 

of expression in the “e” and “a” vowels, and at times, inaccurate intonation 

also affects words containing these vowels. The curious pronunciation of the 

word “alas” (16–17.jpg, folios 15–16) leaves it sounding “alars”, while 

erroneous pitch periodically affects words in ascending intervals, such as 

“not confined” (16.jpg, folio 15) and “sun, moon and stars” (27.jpg, folio 26). 

Randle’s uniform approach to dynamic contrast in unaccompanied bars 

bears little resemblance to Rolfe-Johnson’s evident ability to explore the 

dramatic, oratorical and declamatory boundaries of low dynamic level 

singing.  

 

Duets 

Several duets highlight the respective antagonism between Samson, 

Dalila and Harapha. In “Traitor to love”, Samson’s yearning to “hear no more 

the charmer’s voice” dutifully expresses his disdain for Dalila (84.jpg, folio 

80). Harapha’s insinuation that Jehovah has deserted Samson also 

intensifies the hostility between the protagonists in “Go, baffled coward”.  
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Dynamic variations and robust articulation 

Crisply articulated consonants and modifications in dynamics distinguish 

Rolfe-Johnson’s portrayal of affective text in the two duets: “Traitor to love” 

(Samson and Dalila) and “Go, baffled coward” (Samson and Harapha). In 

“Traitor to love”, groupings of initial consonants, such as “Tr” in “Trait’ress” 

and “ch” in “charmer” (84.jpg, folio 80) receive energetic declamation. Rolfe-

Johnson’s marked reduction in dynamic offers a subtle rebuke to Dalila in the 

text, “the charmer’s voice, your arts give o’er” (84.jpg, folio 80).  

Within the sprightly tempo of the duets, both the tenors show agile 

treatment of the melismatic passages. This technique is evidenced within the 

semiquavers in the words “charmers” (84–85.jpg, folios 80–81) and “wrath” 

(98.jpg, folio 94). Rolfe-Johnson also creates an appealing, syncopated 

effect in the text “go, baffled coward” (97.jpg, folio 93) by accentuating the 

second and fourth beats of the bar.    

Randle also demonstrates gradients of dynamic change within this duet. 

The elevated dynamic in his first entry (84.jpg, folio 80), the low volume and 

measured crescendo through the ascending melodic line “I’ll hear no more” 

evidence this phenomenon. In “Trait’ress to love” (84.jpg, folio 80), a high 

dynamic level and strongly enunciated initial consonants mark Rolfe-

Johnson’s defiant account of Samson’s role in this duet.  

Rolfe-Johnson’s emphasis upon the production of consonants, particularly 

the voiced consonants “g” in “go” and “b” in “baffled” makes for clear 

enunciation of expressive words (97.jpg, folio 93). Randle’s subtle reduction 

in dynamic levels in the words “go, baffled coward” and emphasis upon 

“coward” also add distinction to the repetition of the text (99.jpg, folio 95).  
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Judicious ornamentation 

Employing minimal embellishment within the duets, both tenors add an 

essential ornament in the form of a cadential minor trill upon the word “arts” 

(84.jpg, folio 80). Randle’s variable appoggiatura and passing notes form 

unobtrusive conclusions to both duets, particularly within the embellishment 

of the text “I’ll hear no more” (85.jpg, folio 81). 

 

Other aspects of syllabic inflection, articulation and ornamentation 

The declamatory inflection of poignant words as employed by the two 

tenors is quite distinct. Where Rolfe-Johnson’s technique engages 

accentuation of primary syllables and articulated consonants, Randle’s 

interpretation of the melodic line periodically lacks vibrant linguistic 

expression. Such a tendency offers little in the way of oratorical modulation 

of the singing voice. It also diminishes the effect of Samson’s rage and the 

impact of emotional words, such as “trait’ress” and “I’ll hear no more” (84.jpg, 

folio 80).  

While Rolfe-Johnson shortens the rhythmic duration of the affective word 

“wrath” to match the rhythms of declamatory speech, Randle’s full metrical 

crotchet nullifies the impact of this word within the duet “Go, baffled coward” 

(98.jpg, folio 94). Given the considerable amount of text repetition in the duet 

“Traitor to love”, Rolfe-Johnson neglects the resultant opportunities for 

tasteful melodic divisions to enhance the recurrent, affecting words (84–

85.jpg, folios 80–81). 

   

To briefly review the critical commentary upon the recordings of Samson, 
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Rolfe-Johnson’s interpretation of semplice recitatives within this recording 

may be regarded as illustrative of the oratorical principles of declamatory 

vocal delivery discussed within the primary sources, including Mancini 

(Foreman, 1996), Hiller (Beicken, 2001), Tosi (Galliard, 2009) and Mattheson 

(Harriss, 1981).  

Incorporating the values of Handel’s skeletal rhythmic structure through 

the pacing of rhetorical discourse and the omission of redundant rests, Rolfe-

Johnson also successfully incorporates flexible tempi and a broadly 

conceived dynamic range. Within the arias, Rolfe-Johnson’s agile realisation 

of melismatic passages and his studied variation of dynamics highlights 

Handel’s melodic contours. His clarity of textual articulation complements the 

communication of affective sentiment through subtle syllabic nuances. Rolfe-

Johnson’s approach to embellishment is delicate, if somewhat reticent, given 

the opportunities for aesthetic decoration of the repeated text as explored by 

Randle.    

Randle’s portrayal of Samson frequently incorporates a broad dynamic 

range to reinforce the textual affekt. His omission of redundant rests and 

forthright enunciation of consonants also aids declamatory delivery and the 

dramatic portrayal of the semplice recitatives. However, words formed within 

ascending intervals often endure the placement of initial consonants below 

the notated pitch, which adversely affects intonation.  

Flexible, syllabic inflections of declamatory speech are inconsistently 

applied throughout Randle’s interpretation. Secondary elements of the text 

often undergo similar shading of vocal tone to that of primary syllables, 

resulting in a regimented delivery of the semplice recitatives.        
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Dynamic contrasts, variations of tempo and ornamental devices assist 

both tenors’ expressive communication of affekt. The singers’ interpretive 

style diverges in their manner of declamatory vocal delivery. Highlighting the 

syllabic nuances within the musical declamation of the libretto, Rolfe-

Johnson’s subtle vocal inflections and syllabic accentuation of the language 

contrast with Randle’s comparatively indistinct tonal gradations.  

 

Summary of Part Two 

From the preceding discussion, some distinct themes emerge. Broadly 

speaking, these fall within two strands: interpretive approaches observing 

principles disseminated within the primary sources, and styles offering 

nominal adherence to performance practice criteria. 

The many crossings out, ink smudges and at times untidy notation in 

Handel’s autograph manuscripts, together with his habit of dating his 

compositional manuscripts provide testament to a frenetic pace of 

composition. Given the haste within Handel’s compositional process and 

notational practices of the time, the manuscripts contain only minimal 

information. For instance, the semplice recitatives are notated with a simple 

melodic outline and a bass note that indicates changes of harmony. While 

Handel expected the singer to follow the notated melodic pitch, he 

recognised the expediency of minimal rhythmic structure within the semplice 

recitatives. Such conciseness of rhythmic outline thus allowed the singer to 

declaim the text in the manner of oratory, that is, according to the rhythm of 

the spoken word.  

Throughout both the English and Italian works, rigorous engagement of 
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variable and cadential appoggiaturas assists the tenors’ declamatory 

inflection of text in the semplice and accompagnato recitatives. These 

musical elements also benefit from the exclusion of rests unnecessary to 

oratorical speech, thus establishing the free-flowing, declamatory mode of 

delivery frequently discussed within the primary source treatises, including 

Hiller (Beicken, 2001), Tosi (Galliard, 2009), et al.  

The analytical discussion has illustrated these singers’ ability to establish 

syllabic articulation through emphasis upon primary syllables and words in 

the dal segno and through-composed arias. This phenomenon is evidenced 

through Gilchrist’s crisp syllabic articulation of the dal segno arias in the 

cantata Cecilia, volgi un sguardo. Both Partridge in the Alexander’s Feast 

arias and Robson throughout Bajazet’s extensive tenor solos, as well as 

Rolfe-Johnson in Samson’s through-composed arias and duets employ a 

similar approach to the declamation of primary and secondary syllables and 

significant words.  

Tasteful ornamentation that enhances affective sentiment is a fundamental 

component of the singers’ interpretations throughout the case studies. As a 

means of actively intensifying the syllabic inflection of evocative words, 

variable and cadential appoggiaturas are crucial components of the semplice 

and accompagnato recitatives in Handel’s Italian and English works. Such 

ornaments also play a decisive role in the tasteful decoration of the dal segno 

and through-composed arias in all the sample recordings.  

The singers’ approach to the ornamentation of through-composed arias in 

the Italian and English works is generally restrained and undemonstrative. 

Essential ornaments such as major and minor trills, cadential trills, half-trills, 
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appoggiaturas, mordents and the messa di voce are tactfully applied in 

through-composed arias in the English and Italian genres. Sparing melodic 

and cadential passaggi also appear in the through-composed arias in 

Randle’s interpretation of Samson. In the English ode Alexander’s Feast, the 

da capo aria “War he sung is toil and trouble” sees extensive application of 

the half-trill and mordent in the B and da capo sections. Passing notes, 

passaggi and a concise cadenza in the form of a scale-like pattern also act to 

embellish affective text in the da capo.   

Essential ornaments comprising mordents, appoggiaturas and cadential 

trills are integral to the A and B sections of the dal segno arias in the Italian 

works. The B segments of these arias also include some non-essential 

ornaments, particularly passaggi and arpeggiation. Furthermore, a mix of 

essential and non-essential embellishments forms tasteful ornamental 

devices enhancing the affekt of the text in the dal segno components of the 

arias. These procedures involve the discriminating presentation of essential 

embellishments, including variable and invariable appoggiaturas, turns, 

mordents and cadential trills. Passaggi incorporating ascending and 

descending groppo figurations, arpeggiation, passing notes and succinct 

forms of the cadenza form the non-essential ornaments affirming poignant 

text.    

The solo tenor voice features in some duets and a trio in Handel’s works. 

The tenors sampled in this research employ a nominal degree of 

embellishments, such as unobtrusive variable appoggiaturas, trills, half-trills 

and cadential passaggi in the Alexander’s Feast and Samson through-

composed duets. The duet in da capo form in Cecilia, volgi un sguardo sees 
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the tenors Elwes and Gilchrist engage a similar selection of essential 

ornaments in the A and B portions, such as cadential trills and variable 

appoggiaturas.  

While Elwes and soprano Jennifer Smith restrict their ornaments in the da 

capo section to similar types of essential ornaments, Gilchrist and his 

soprano partner Caroline Sampson explore a discriminating, expansive 

inclination to non-essential figuration, including the half-circle, groppo and 

tirata. Robson and Randle employ scant, yet tasteful essential ornaments 

within affecting words in the Tamerlano trio “Voglio strage”. Such 

embellishments include the variable appoggiatura and the cadential minor 

trill.   

These case studies confirm tempo variations and dynamic contrasts as 

cornerstones of expressive, declamatory singing in the semplice and 

accompagnato recitatives. Gilchrist’s exploration of dynamic range in the 

semplice recitatives of the cantata and Robson’s scope of text pacing and 

distinct adaptations of volume in the Tamerlano accompagnato recitatives 

give depth and intensity to affective sentiment. 

Subtle adjustments of volume levels and balancing of tempos to augment 

the affecting power of the words are revealed as crucial interpretive aspects 

of the tenor arias. Elwes’ brisk tempo and articulatory control of the 

melismatic passages in the lively dal segno aria “Splenda l’alba” offers one 

such example. Randle’s energetic version of “Ciel, e terra armi di sdegno” 

also offers a stimulating illustration of the manner in which the singer’s tempo 

and dynamic choices may bring life to poignant text within the dal segno 

arias.  
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By contrast, Robson’s sensitive, restrained tempo and understated 

dynamic contours bring pathos to the through-composed aria “No, no il tuo 

sdegno”. With subtle dynamic fluctuations, Rolfe-Johnson’s Samson rebukes 

Dalila in their duet “Traitor to love”. Varying shades and intensity of dynamics 

see tenor Gilchrist and soprano Carline Sampson deal effectively with 

extensive text repetition in the duet “Tra amplessi innocenti”. 

The singers’ vigorous enunciation of emotive language is also portrayed 

within the case studies. Encompassing a wide range of dynamics, Rolfe-

Johnson marks the semplice recitatives in Alexander’s Feast with articulate 

proclamation of affective words. Randle’s accompagnato recitatives in 

Samson enjoy spirited representation of consonants in the poignant text. The 

exemplary clarity of diction shown by Partridge and Robson also captures the 

emotive substance of the respective arias in Alexander’s Feast and 

Tamerlano.  

Distinct vocal inflections assist the tenors’ depiction of character and the 

emotive states present within the text and music. In the opening semplice 

recitative in Tamerlano, Robson’s reserved vocal timbre highlights Bajazet’s 

reflection upon his imprisonment. In the cantata Cecilia, volgi un sguardo, the 

triumphant disposition of the text is also apparent through Gilchrist’s refined, 

distinct vocal hues and vivid portrayal of the semplice recitatives.  

The analytical reporting suggests the singers’ vocal inflections in Handel’s 

dal segno and through-composed arias serve to underline the affective 

sentiment that they discern in this repertoire. Robson’s nuanced performance 

of Bajazet’s dal segno arias openly bestows the character’s conflicting 

emotional sentiments. Similarly, undulating tonal inflections in the respective 
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executions of Samson’s arias “Total eclipse” and “Your charms to ruin” 

express affecting characteristics. Randle’s bold tone within the trio “Voglio 

strage” also echoes Bajazet’s defiant sentiments.   

These case studies display Handel’s penchant for sustained coloratura 

passages within fast-paced arias. The critical commentary suggests the 

successful execution of these styles of arias is based upon surety of vocal 

technique and thorough implementation of the principles of musical phrasing.  

In Alexander’s Feast, Rolfe-Johnson allows his capacity for extended 

melismatic phrases and clarity of enunciation to enhance the noble quality of 

the aria “The princes applaud with a furious joy”.  

In similar vein, Randle’s agility in the coloratura phrases heightens the 

courageous and defiant quality of Bajazet’s aria “Ciel e terra”. Robson’s 

nimble vocalisation of the impassioned text finds voice in the brisk, robust 

aria “Empio, per farti guerra”. Elwes also demonstrates command of 

coloratura phrases to underpin the affekt of the aria “Splenda l’alba” in 

Cecilia, volgi un sguardo. 

Handel’s melodic writing within the tenor–soprano duets in Alexander’s 

Feast and Cecilia, volgi un sguardo frequently demands the voices move in 

parallel thirds and identical rhythmic shapes. The case studies imply the 

intimate relationship between vocal lines requires unified attitudes to 

phrasing, points of breathing and ornamentation displayed by the singers in 

the sample recordings of Alexander’s Feast and Cecilia, volgi un sguardo.  

These case studies also reveal variable approaches to eighteenth century 

theoretical principles, including methods of syllabic modulation and the 

presentation of declamatory rhythms of speech. Emerging mainly in the 
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semplice and accompagnato recitatives in Samson and Tamerlano, the 

sporadic rhythmic extension of secondary syllables and ancillary words 

distorts the oratorical conveyance of the text. Furthermore, an unyielding 

adherence to syllabic rhythms and notated rests promotes regimented 

delivery of poignant words and the ungainly realisation of recitatives. Such 

practices contravene the theoretical principles of oratorical modulation 

reflected within the publications by Agricola (Baird, 1995), Mancini (Foreman, 

1996), Hiller (Beicken, 2001) and Tosi (Galliard, 2009).   

The primary literature describes vocal nuance tempered by the singers’ 

response to poignant elements of the libretto as a component part of 

eloquent, rhetorical singing. Variable practice regarding the affective 

modulation of vocal tone comes to light within the recitatives and arias of the 

Italian works. Corroborating findings within the primary literature, the critical 

report suggests that charismatic, diverse and affecting portrayals are 

delineated through singers’ multiplicity of tonal inflection.  

The principal literature from the baroque period encourages well-defined 

enunciation of text as a fundamental element of declamatory performance. 

The critical discussion reports upon some imprecise diction in the semplice 

recitatives in Cecilia, volgi un sguardo and Tamerlano and the accompagnato 

recitatives within the latter. Some discrepancies also appear in the 

pronunciation of the Italian within these works.  

Given the proliferation of music performed at brisk tempos in Handel’s 

vocal works, the agile, coherent articulation of coloratura phrases discussed 

within the primary literature is paramount to the tenors’ technical armoury. 

Within fast-paced arias, the analytical discussion highlights some obscurity of 
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diction in Tamerlano and periodic lapses of melodic clarity in Alexander’s 

Feast. The case studies also shed light upon the erroneous placement of 

initial consonants in the English and Italian works as a practice averse to 

lucid, oratorical singing.  

The primary treatises including Tosi (Galliard, 2009), Mattheson (Harriss, 

1981) and Quantz (Reilly, 1966) also focus upon the significance of dynamic 

variations in declamatory singing, thus emulating the fluctuating, intensive lilt 

of the orator’s voice. The investigative observations discuss sporadic 

inconsistencies in the rise and fall of the singing voice evident within the 

Italian works and the accompagnato recitatives in Alexander’s Feast. These 

reflections underline the relentless rigidity of singing resulting from uniformity 

of ‘light and shade’.  

As confirmed in the relevant vocal treatises of Handel’s time, accurate 

intonation remains essential to good taste in singing. The case studies 

comment upon aspects of flawed pitch within the English and Italian pieces. 

Some blemishes of intonation in Cecilia, volgi un sguardo are the result of 

inadequately produced vowels or, in the case of the accompagnato 

recitatives in Tamerlano, over-zealous portamento. Additionally, the 

recordings of Tamerlano and Samson examined in this study see the 

laboured placement of initial consonants and slurring of vowels in semplice 

recitatives and through-composed arias intermittently trigger out of tune 

singing.   

Manuscripts embellished by Handel and the observations of music 

theorists in the baroque period indicate that tasteful ornamentation is 

derivative of the melodic line (Dean, 1976). Discerning embellishment should 
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also complement the composer’s harmonic structure and the paradigms of 

affekt. Analytical observations within the case studies suggest sporadic 

episodes contravening these principles present within the sample recordings, 

particularly the dal segno arias in Tamerlano.  
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PART THREE: PROFESSIONAL PRACTITIONERS AND PEDAGOGY 

 

Part Three examines the experiences of the professional practitioner of 

baroque repertoire for tenor voice. Through use of qualitative research 

procedures (Creswell, 2003; Creswell, 2007; Denzin and Lincoln, 2000), 

these chapters explore aspects of practical methodologies and pedagogical 

resources in the interpretation of baroque music. Part Three also investigates 

practitioners’ professional development in the area of baroque performance 

practice and the relevance and application of these principles to the music of 

Handel. 

Through reporting upon the tenor voice as a single phenomenon, 

relationships and themes within the data permeating the case studies and 

literature review are examined (Creswell, 2003). Accessing the insights of 

professional practitioners, these chapters contribute new perceptions of 

teaching methods in performance practice. By so doing, the singers’ 

integration of theoretical and practical components of baroque performance 

practice will be explored, with the aim of identifying effective instructional 

processes for advanced pedagogy in higher education.   

 

Data collection procedures 

The practitioner study combines elements of the biographical and the 

expert interview (Flick, 2006) in a semi-structured format (Robson, 2002; 

Seidman, 1991; Wengraf, 2001). The practitioner interviews were designed 

to inform the research questions and gather coherent data for coding, 

analysis and reporting within the study. The interviews with Gilchrist, 
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Padmore, Partridge and Robson took place during a field trip to the United 

Kingdom in 2010. Langridge and Tucker were interviewed during their visits 

to Sydney in 2008, and Massingham was interviewed in Brisbane in 2007.  

 

Interview schedule: themes and questions 

The interviews in the practitioner study focused on three central themes. 

The first examined practitioner training and experiences in baroque 

performance practice at tertiary or early professional career level. With 

respect to performance practice, this theme identifies effective pedagogical 

approaches in singers’ experience of higher education and ways in which 

these may be enhanced. The interview questions pertaining to this theme 

are: 

1. What was your introduction to baroque performance practice during 

your university or conservatoire training? For instance, were there such 

things as classes in baroque performance practice, or were such protocols 

discussed within your vocal lessons? 

2. What were the most effective approaches to baroque performance 

practice employed by your teachers or lecturers during your university or 

conservatoire education? 

 

The second theme addresses professional development in baroque 

performance practice outside of formal study programs. This topic 

investigates professional practitioners’ personal research methodologies, and 

the approaches that inform their awareness of baroque performance criteria. 

This aspect of the research bridges the notional divide between the 
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professional and student stages of a singing career. The questions deriving 

from this theme are:    

3. What are the key experiences in your professional career that helped 

formulate your ideas of baroque singing or playing? 

4. As a professional singer, do you actively research performance 

practice in the baroque works you perform and teach? If so, how do you 

undertake this research? 

5. What treatises, historical texts, books, articles, data bases, recordings 

or other resources are employed in your teaching or inform your performance 

of baroque vocal music?  

  

Finally, the research explores relationships between the practical 

application of performance practice and pedagogical experiences within 

higher education. This aspect of the enquiry reflects upon methodologies and 

resources that assist in developing an interpretive approach to Handel’s tenor 

repertoire. The questions relating to this theme are: 

6. Were there any specific pedagogy techniques or resources employed 

during your training that contributed to your knowledge of performance 

practice in Handel’s vocal music? 

7. As a professional singer, what do you see as the essential elements of 

performance practice in Handel’s vocal music? 

8. What elements govern your interpretation of ornamentation in Handel’s 

opera seria, English oratorio, English ode and Italian cantata or the 

contrasting ornamentation that you may employ in Handel’s sacred and 

secular music? 
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These central themes form the basis of Chapters 6–8, which report upon 

the data collected through the interviews. The interview questions pertinent to 

the research themes appear in the introductory paragraphs preceding each 

analytical discussion of the data.   

   

Further methods of data collection and the role of the researcher 

The establishment of reflexive practices (Creswell, 2003; Mertens, 2003) 

supplements the triangulation of data collection methods. Reflexivity, the 

researcher’s “reflection on their own data making role” (Richards, 2005, p. 

42), recognises the collaborative role of researcher and respondent in 

producing data, and acknowledges the investigator as being themselves part 

of the data field.  

Reflexivity within this type of research adds rigour and depth to the study, 

as the investigator subjects their role in the enquiry to the same degree of 

scrutiny as the rest of the data (Mason, 1996). The researcher’s 

“introspection and acknowledgement of biases, values, and interests” 

(Creswell, 2003, p. 182) has assisted the integration of data within this 

analysis (Adler and Adler, 1998). This type of reflexivity includes reflection 

upon the researcher’s own university and conservatoire music training, his 

role as a teacher of singing and lecturer in music, and his experiences as a 

professional performer in the field of baroque music. The manner of 

reflexivity acknowledges “that the researcher is part and parcel of the setting, 

context, and culture they are trying to understand and analyse” (Liamputtong 

and Ezzy, 2005, p. 43). 
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Analytical process 

Following the principles of qualitative research procedures (Creswell, 

2003; Richards, 2005), the audio recordings of the research interviews were 

transcribed, and the transcripts subsequently prepared for preliminary coding 

(Creswell, 2003). Critical reading and the generation of data codes produced 

generalised themes, which further assisted the analysis process (Creswell, 

2003; Strauss and Corbin, 1990). 

Coding of the interview transcripts, together with the investigator’s 

reflection upon them (Creswell, 2003; Richards, 2005) developed various 

concepts and trends within the data. The grouping of concepts into 

categories (Richards, 2005) allowed the investigator to move up from the 

data through reflection and analytic questioning, forming the basis of an 

interpretation of the themes and the divergent perspectives which became 

apparent. The critical narrative that has been constructed offers rich 

descriptions of the data, and includes quotes from the practitioners and 

thematic categories couched in the language of the participants. These “in 

vivo” terms (Creswell, 2003, p. 192) further add to the depth and rigor of the 

analysis.  
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CHAPTER 6: HIGHER EDUCATION PEDAGOGY 

 

The following discussion places in context the forthcoming reporting on the 

findings, and contains the order of interview questions pertaining to 

experiences in baroque performance practice pedagogy and training at 

higher education or early professional career level. Table 2 summarises the 

concepts, categories and critical topics emerging within the analytical 

narrative based upon interview question 1:  

What was your introduction to baroque performance practice during your 

university or conservatoire training? For instance, were there such things as 

classes in baroque performance practice, or were aspects of baroque 

performance practice discussed within your vocal lessons?  

 

6.1 Absence of formal training 

With the exception of one interviewee who shall be addressed separately, 

the absence of specialised instruction in baroque performance practice forms 

a common theme throughout the university or conservatoire training of the 

sample group. Whether the singers educated in London in the 1950s and 

early 1960s, such as Langridge and Partridge, or the experience of Nigel 

Robson at the University of York and Gregory Massingham in the early 

1970s, commonalities in this aspect of the data are manifest. A younger 

generation of singers, including James Gilchrist and Mark Padmore, describe 

similar scenarios at the University of Cambridge in the late 1970s and early 

1980s. 

Langridge entered the Royal Academy of Music in London as a violin  
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Table 2. Summary of data codes, coding categories, analytical dialogue upon 
pedagogical practice and theoretical proposals for pedagogy in higher education. 
 

major. He describes his experience in conservatoire music education as 

devoid of reference to baroque performance practice, with no specific classes 

or elective units in baroque performance practice. Langridge played Bach 

partitas during his conservatoire violin study, “but there was no discussion of 

baroque performance practice. I feel that was considered a separate genre 

for musicologists” (pp. 391-92). This statement mirrors other comments 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 BPP = baroque performance practice	  

Code Category Analytical reflection Theoretical conception 
6.1 
Absence 
of formal 
training 

Educational 
structure 

Reflection queries the 
perception & course structure 
of BPP 3 pedagogy within 
university or conservatoires. 
Reflection confirms scope for 
pedagogical reform through 
research. 

Development of pedagogy 
model offering structured 
courses & syllabi in BPP. 

6.2 
Specialist 
vocal 
coach 

Dialogue 
 
Critical 
analysis 

Data advocates a 
complementary pedagogical 
process incorporating the 
input of specialist vocal 
coaches & early music 
performers to complement 
singing teachers’ technical 
expertise.  

Pedagogy model: regulated 
delivery of theoretical 
concepts & practical 
collaboration of 
instrumentalists & singers. 
Curriculum cross-fertilises 
input from professional early 
music performers, specialist 
coaches & teachers. 

6.3 Choral 
singing 

Experiential 
process 
 
Critical 
analysis 

Data implies a) singers’ initial 
exposure to BPP often occurs 
through choirs; b) the 
pedagogical role of choral 
conductors in BPP; c) wide 
variance in choral conductors’ 
knowledge of BPP. 

In-depth university or 
conservatoire training in BPP 
includes choral singing; 
ongoing professional 
development for choral 
conductors. 

6.4 
Singing 
teacher in 
higher 
education 

Educational 
structure 

Narrow view of pedagogy 
slanted towards vocal 
technique & deficiency of 
holistic practices in BPP in 
university or conservatoire 
singing teachers’ process.  

Professional development in 
BPP will assist re-definition of 
the university or 
conservatoire singing 
teachers’ role.  

6.5 ‘On 
the job’ 
training 

Educational 
structure 
 
Dialogue 
 
Critical 
analysis 

Data implies a) lack of 
specific BPP pedagogy in 
tertiary training; b) thorough 
grounding in BPP theory & 
practice is beneficial to a 
professional singing career. 

Structured pedagogy equips 
tertiary students with 
theoretical knowledge & 
practical skills. It pursues an 
ongoing, collaborative 
approach to BPP in 
accordance with professional 
practice. 
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within the data and underscores the research problem within this project 

addressing the ineffective transmission of elements of baroque performance 

practice within the tertiary music training of singers.  

Partridge suggests the lack of reference to baroque performance practice 

is indicative of his generation of university or conservatoire educated 

musicians. He began higher music study in 1956 and “…there was no 

teaching of early music practice at that time” (p. 419). Describing a 

performance of Monteverdi’s Vespro della Beata Vergine given during his 

conservatoire study, Partridge suggests:  

“…the soloists had actually no idea at all how to sing that music. So at 
that time, there wasn’t the knowledge of baroque performance practice 
that we have now. All my early singing of Handel was based on the 
same manner of performance practice as everything else I sang” (p. 
419).  

 
This statement echoes the views of Langridge who suggests that playing 

Bach on the violin “…didn’t seem any different, in a funny way, to music of 

any other period. It was just music. Obviously, perceptions in music 

education have changed now from the era of my training” (p. 392). 

   

Analytical reflection upon the perceived absence of formal training 

Reflection upon these statements raises several questions about the 

perceptions and evolution of university or conservatoire music education in 

the later half of the twentieth century. Have perceptions within tertiary music 

institutions regarding pedagogy in baroque performance changed since the 

1950s, and if so, how? The collective experience of higher education 

pedagogy from the late 1950s to the late 1980s within the research data 

suggests that little change has occurred within that time. 
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For instance, Robson’s recollections of pedagogy at the University of York 

in the early 1970s mirrors, in some way, the experience of Langridge at the 

Royal Academy of Music. Robson began his music degree majoring in pipe 

organ, and therefore his introduction to baroque music came primarily 

through study of J. S. Bach’s keyboard music. As in Langridge’s case, 

performance practice as an intrinsic element of the music was not discussed 

within instrumental lessons, and classes in baroque performance practice did 

not exist in any form. A contemporary of Robson, Gregory Massingham’s 

experience of baroque performance practice pedagogy in his conservatoire 

music education echoes the absence of formal training presented within 

elements of the data. Massingham (2007) comments “the short answer is no, 

actually. There wasn’t a specific focus on period performance practice” (p. 

398). 

Moving forward a decade to the late 1970s and early 1980s, Mark 

Padmore suggests the “University of Cambridge, where I studied music, had 

very little interest, I think, in baroque performance practice” (p. 408). 

According to Padmore, the principal focus of the music courses during his 

undergraduate training were composition and music history, while “anything 

to do with performance came in a long way behind” (p. 407). 

Padmore’s statements are reinforced by the views of his contemporary at 

University of Cambridge, the English musicologist and organist John Butt 

(2002): 

“When I began a dissertation on performance practice issues in Bach 
during the early 1980s at the University of Cambridge, the order of 
things seemed quite clear in the context of that faculty. Composition 
stood at the top...and performance (which had barely a place in the 
curriculum) at the bottom; scholarship in performance stood marginally 
above performance itself” (ix). 
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James Gilchrist also studied at the University of Cambridge during this 

time. However, as a medical student, his exposure to baroque performance 

practice came entirely through membership of the choir of King’s College, 

Cambridge. The influence of choirs upon university or conservatoire 

pedagogy in baroque performance practice will be discussed in sub-section 

6.3.   

Reflecting upon my own undergraduate education in the 1980s, 

specialised pedagogy in the form of classes in baroque performance practice 

was absent. Any brief commentary my singing teacher offered upon baroque 

performance practice came through the perspective of his own performance 

experience, rather than through specialist research. In fairness to that 

teacher however, the degree program required generalist skills of the 

academic staff, rather than specialist knowledge in a particular period or 

genre. A broad general knowledge of all musical styles was in keeping with 

the nature of that degree structure. 

 

Theoretical conception of pedagogy and training in baroque performance 

practice 

These types of reflective questions prompt avenues of further research.  

The findings from the data suggest a university or conservatoire pedagogical 

model could balance structured theoretical teaching and supervised vocal 

tuition within academic courses in baroque performance practice. 

 

Counter-trend within the data 

The exception to the trend through the data is Mark Tucker’s interaction 
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with a specialist baroque vocal coach during his conservatoire training at the 

Guildhall School of Music and Drama, London. For this reason, comments on 

his experience are to be found within section 6.2. 

   

6.2 Specialist vocal coach 

According to Tucker (2008), contact with a specialist baroque coach at the 

Guildhall was a crucial element of his vocal training. He experienced classes 

on early Italian and French repertoire undertaken by professional 

practitioners within the school’s early music department. Tucker also 

undertook vocal coaching with the harpsichordist David Roblou, a leading 

continuo player who took an active interest in vocal repertoire. Roblou was 

“the first person I met…who from this early music perspective began to fine-

tune my singing during my university training” (p. 446). 

Tucker’s affiliation with Roblou had several positive impacts. While 

undertaking this intensive style of coaching in baroque repertoire, Tucker 

also continued study of romantic Lieder, French mélodie, English art song 

and operatic repertoire under the tutelage of his vocal teacher and with 

repetiteurs skilled in those branches of vocal literature.  

As Tucker’s course of study at Guildhall neared its conclusion, Roblou’s 

dual role as pedagogue and professional performer offered Tucker direct 

contact with leading early music specialists such as John Eliot Gardiner, 

Andrew Parrott, Phillip Pickett and Roger Norrington, as well as an 

introduction to specialised companies performing staged period works, such 

as the English Opera Company. Tucker comments, “that was my exposure 

straight from the colleges into baroque opera and that was really through 
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David Roblou’s contact” (p. 447). The diverse nature of this type of 

educational experience, and its positive results, inform the development of a 

pedagogical theory within this study. 

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of the role of the vocal coach 

Analytical exploration of the data confirms the benefits of specialist 

coaches in the higher education curriculum as a principal component in 

performance practice pedagogy. As Tucker’s experience demonstrates, the 

specialist baroque coach and early music department do not replace the 

singing teacher, but may complement the work on the student’s vocal 

technique undertaken by the vocal pedagogue. This notion underlines the 

necessity for role clarification on the part of university or conservatoire 

pedagogues. 

A methodology incorporating theoretical and practical components offers a 

complementary and well-rounded pedagogical environment for the singing 

student (Colwell, 1985; Leonhard, 1965; Panaiotidi, 2005). Within the 

curriculum, such an apparatus cross-fertilises formal classes in baroque 

performance practice. It allows access to the practical skills and theoretical 

knowledge of the specialist coach, functional collaborations between singing 

students and professional period instrument performer-tutors through the 

resources of the early music department, and the technical input of the 

singing teacher. 

 

6.3 Choral singing 

The introduction to baroque music and its associated performance practice 
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through the process of choral singing filters consistently throughout the data. 

At the beginning of his professional singing career, Langridge was a member 

of the early music ensemble The Purcell Singers, directed by the eminent 

conductor, composer and music scholar Imogen Holst (1907–1984). He 

indicates:  

“...we did Purcell, Schütz, Byrd and their contemporaries. We were 
thinking about, from her point of view, precision in ornaments…That 
was the early 1960s [and] the first time I really gained an insight into 
baroque performance practice, as we would call it today” (p. 392). 

     
Partridge describes the experience of choral singing, and the many 

concerts of baroque music he attended while a school student at New 

College, Oxford. He implies “that was a wonderful grounding…I can 

remember performances of Messiah…[though] it was more Bach than 

Handel. I can remember the Mass in B Minor and also going to the St 

Matthew Passion as a 12-year-old” (p. 420). 

Robson sang baroque music as a choral scholar at the University of York. 

Within conservatoire training, Massingham “was exposed to a lot of the 

repertoire…through the choral process, as a chorister singing in the St 

Matthew Passion and in Handel’s Messiah, all those major baroque works” 

(p. 398). As a choral scholar at King’s College, Cambridge, Padmore “fell in 

love with that period of music” (p. 408). He sang a wide range of repertoire 

from the baroque period, including Handel’s Messiah and the Passions of 

J.S. Bach.  

Gilchrist enjoyed a similarly wide-ranging choral program, both at school 

and within the choir of King’s College, Cambridge. He recalls performing “a 

great deal of baroque music…things like the big Bach works, the two 

Passions and the Christmas Oratorio and...some Monteverdi” (p. 371).  
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Reflecting upon baroque performance practice within the choral training in 

my undergraduate degree, I sang in choirs ranging in size from small mixed-

voice ensembles performing renaissance music, to a 100-voice choir 

comprising students and community members. I recollect singing some 

baroque repertoire with the larger choir, though directed commentary upon 

baroque performance practice was limited, if it was mentioned at all. The 

choir director appeared more focussed on guiding an unwieldy group of 

inexperienced singers through the concerts, rather than dealing with the 

interpretive subtleties of baroque performance practice.  

During my postgraduate studies at the Queensland Conservatorium 

Griffith University, I joined a chamber choir specialising in early music, 

particularly music of the baroque period. The brief, intensive rehearsal 

process for each concert and the input from the director and members of the 

specialist baroque instrumental ensemble that often accompanied the group, 

offered further perspectives on period performance practices. During this 

time, I performed several major works by Handel, including Dixit Dominus 

and Messiah, and works by other baroque composers including Carissimi 

and J. S. Bach. 

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of choral singing and baroque 

performance practice 

Contemplation of the data confirms the role of choral singing (Mang, 2007) 

as an introduction to baroque music for many practitioners. Given the 

function of choirs in this capacity, the choral conductors’ pedagogical 

responsibilities in the knowledge transfer of performance practice also bears 
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rigorous scrutiny (Davis, 1998; Ulrich, 2009; Yarbrough & Madsen, 1998).  

The broad literature and the data gathered in this research points to 

additional emphasis upon specialised elements of period performance 

practice in the training of choral conductors (Broomhead, 2006; Cox, 1989; 

Fuelberth, 2003; Webb, 2007). Analytical consideration of the data proposes 

structured professional development in baroque performance practice and 

elements of vocal pedagogy as an ongoing component of the choral 

conductor’s role (Haack, 2006).  

 

6.4 Singing teacher in higher education 

The interview data suggests that many singing teachers in higher 

education institutions prefer to focus solely upon the development of their 

students’ vocal technique, with little or no instructional attention given to other 

elements of the singer’s training, such as interpretive direction in 

performance practice.  

At the undergraduate level, Robson describes his teacher’s 

acknowledgement of a lack of familiarity with period performance techniques. 

Given Robson’s interest and vocal suitability for baroque music, this teacher 

steered him towards postgraduate study at the Royal Northern College of 

Music in Manchester and a teacher more familiar with this contrasting aspect 

of pedagogy. Robson “studied there with [tenor] Alexander Young [1920–

2000], who of course, was a great Handelian, [with an] amazing number of 

beautiful recordings, including Tamerlano” (p. 435). Partridge, who also 

studied with Alexander Young in a private, post-university education context, 

suggests that his lessons with Young were the first occasions “that I really 
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started to take note of baroque performance practice in a specific sense” (p. 

419). 

Both Partridge and Robson describe Young as a highly gifted singer and 

an innate musician. His interpretation of baroque performance practice was 

informed not by theoretical research, but an intelligent musical and vocal 

technique. Partridge describes Young’s singing on recordings of Handel’s 

music as the approach of “a very musical singer…[singing] in a style 

according to his own instincts, rather than through what we would now call 

‘informed practice’” (p. 419). Robson concurs, portraying Young’s 

interpretation of baroque performance practice as a principal of “…singing 

what sounds right to you and then to experiment…Alexander Young was very 

experimental with his cadenzas, but he always wrote them out” (pp. 435–36).  

Padmore and Gilchrist undertook singing lessons through their choral 

scholarship program at the University of Cambridge. The vocal teaching 

experienced by both singers focused exclusively upon the progression of 

vocal technique, and baroque performance practice was not discussed within 

that context. Padmore suggests that “as far as singing baroque music and 

the associated issues regarding performance practice, nothing at all [took 

place during lessons]” (p. 409). Padmore proposes the “…type of approach 

was standard for the time, but we now live in different times and expect a 

different approach…it was a period where vocal technique was paramount” 

(p. 409).  

Gilchrist’s experience is similar, with his teacher’s manner of vocal 

teaching founded on the principles of:  

“...the Italianate Bel Canto school of singing. I think all my vocal 
teachers, even up to the current day, are of the same mould. I can 
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honestly say I’ve never been to a singing teacher whom I think is a 
specialist baroque-type singer” (pp. 370-71). 

  
Tucker’s experience of vocal pedagogy at the Guildhall follows a similar, 

yet more balanced approach. He undertook lessons with a singing teacher 

for the development of vocal technique, while concurrently pursuing coaching 

sessions on baroque repertoire with the specialist coach David Roblou:  

“My own singing teacher was not interested in baroque performance 
practice at all. He came from a much later romantic tradition or he had a 
different agenda within his teaching. However, those things I didn’t learn 
in my singing lessons, I did learn in the coaching of that early 
repertoire…It’s actually quite a good thing, I think, to have a teacher 
who does a lot of later repertoire, because you’re not left unexposed or 
unaware of the demands of the late romantic or early twentieth century 
repertoire. However, at the same time, learning the flexibility of vocal 
production, learning to experiment and to place diction or phrasing 
ahead of sound production is important in singing baroque repertoire” 
(p. 447).  

 
While lacking the benefit of the specialist baroque vocal coach and the 

early music department evident within Tucker’s training, reflection upon my 

experience within postgraduate education reveals a balanced picture within 

vocal lessons. Study with an active performer-teacher during this time saw a 

holistic approach to period performance and vocal technique within lessons. 

The intensive nature of the course and the teacher’s specialist knowledge of 

baroque vocal repertoire allowed my study to focus upon several significant 

baroque works, including the Leçons de Ténèbres by Francois Couperin 

(1668–1733).  

The teacher highlighted differences between the Italian and French 

baroque styles during discussion of this piece within vocal lessons. He spoke 

in detail about matters of performance practice in other baroque works I 

studied, including the delivery of text within recitatives and the ornamentation 

of arias within a cantata for the solo tenor voice by Hoffmann (c. 1679–1715).  
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During the decade separating postgraduate study and enrolment in a 

Master of Music (Performance) degree, I accumulated over 10 years of 

professional experience in the performance of baroque music. After taking a 

break from singing lessons for several years, the course offered lessons with 

another experienced voice teacher. At my request, this teacher focussed 

exclusively on the development of vocal technique. She was comfortable 

concentrating on technical development, as she felt that baroque 

performance practice was largely outside her area of expertise. 

       

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of the role of the singing 

teacher 

Reflection upon the data trends discussed above indicates the presence of 

two styles of vocal teaching within the university or conservatoire training of 

the case study practitioners. My own experience of postgraduate training 

offers an account of the performer-teacher style of pedagogy. This approach 

to vocal instruction aligns dialogue upon vocal technique with active 

discussion and explanation of elements of baroque performance practice.  

The other style of vocal pedagogue appears frequently throughout the 

data, namely the one who maintains an intensive focus towards the technical 

development of the student’s voice and avoids discussion of baroque 

performance practice within lessons. Critical reflection questions the singing 

teachers’ perception of their academic role in higher education with respect 

to performance practice (Gadsden, 2008; Grashel, 1996). These 

observations suggest that the styles of vocal pedagogy often reflect the 

teachers’ preferences and specialties of performance repertoire.  
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Extrapolation upon Massingham’s input suggests the university or 

conservatoire singing teacher maintain familiarity with period performance 

practice in vocal repertoire ranging from the sixteenth century to music of the 

modern day. Concurrently, the student may be directed to specialist vocal 

coaches and repetiteurs to fine-tune facets of performance practice in 

specific genres. Applying critical reflection to these criteria, scholarly 

investigation within this key area should be advocated more widely.    

With the exception of my own postgraduate training with an experienced 

performer-teacher, the data fails to clarify the influence of performance 

experience upon the vocal pedagogues described by the case study 

practitioners. In a general sense, Tucker confirms that his vocal teacher at 

the Guildhall was interested in nineteenth century repertoire. Gilchrist and 

Padmore experienced teaching practices geared to the development of vocal 

technique, to the detriment of aspects such as baroque performance 

practice.  

Partridge and Robson undertook little, if any concentrated instruction 

within period performing practices in their university or conservatoire training. 

Yet, their singing lessons with an experienced performer of Handel’s vocal 

music contained an essence of instruction in baroque performance practice 

filtered through an experiential and musical framework, rather than 

formalised grounding or recognised scholarly research.  

These elements within the data allude to further research in the role of the 

singing teacher in higher education and the teachers’ perception of their 

pedagogical function (Gumm, 1994; Thompson, 2009). It can be extrapolated 

from the data that targeted professional development sessions (Dall'Alba & 
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Sandberg, 2006) for university or conservatoire singing teachers will assist 

the performer. Broadening of skills would be achieved alongside the 

formation of balanced, holistic pedagogy that promotes technical training and 

instruction in relevant aspects of baroque performance practice.   

 

Performer-teacher pedagogy in university or conservatoire music education 

With over 30 years of tertiary singing teaching experience, Massingham 

offers firm views regarding the profile of the university or conservatoire 

singing teacher. His own pedagogy follows a holistic approach that aligns 

discussion of performance practice with the integration of a student’s 

technical development. Massingham proposes dialogue with students on 

period performance practice as an indispensable aspect of the vocal 

teacher’s approach, as:  

“I think it is wrong for teachers to avoid performance practice. It’s an 
essential part of the process, in any period of vocal music, not just of 
course, the baroque period…[W]e are taking a student through three or 
four years of vocal training…laying down…a free and energised 
delivery…but that’s not the end of the process by any means. Then you 
have to show the student how to apply performance practice. That’s 
also where the teacher’s performance experience comes into 
play…When you’re dealing with baroque repertoire, there are specific 
things…like articulation, phrasing, change of weight within words or 
syllables. I think it’s essential that we as vocal teachers have some 
knowledge of performance practice throughout the different periods of 
music.” (p. 406).  
 

Given the increasing fiscal constraints manifest within higher education, a 

broadening pedagogical focus appears inevitable (Goedegebuure et al., 

1993; Myers, 2006; Taylor, MacHado & Peterson, 2008). An expectation of 

broad-ranging skills in vocal pedagogy remains, yet a resolute focus upon the 

technical development of the voice is now balanced directly by other aspects 

of pedagogy, such as the practical application of performance practice. 
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Concentrated professional development seminars would enable the singing 

teacher to expand their skills in this key area.  

 

6.5 ‘On the job’ training 

A paucity of specialised university or conservatoire level training in 

baroque performance practice gives rise to the “on the job” training scenario 

that emerges consistently through the interview data (Gilchrist, p. 373; 

Robson, p. 432; Tucker, p. 447). Butt (2002) suggests that historically 

informed performance of music flourished in England during the 1980s, 

despite the lack of performance practice training evident in major university 

music curricula. Butt was fascinated: 

“...that a huge industry connected to the revival of early music and HIP 
[historically informed performance] was blossoming just down the road 
in London. Yet this represented the activities of surprisingly small 
groups of people who seemed to have enjoyed virtually no consistent or 
institutional training in history or historical performance. The movement 
was dominated by a handful of scholar-performers directing versatile 
soloists and instrumentalists who learned the historical styles and 
techniques more or less ‘on the job’” (x). 

  
Partridge reinforces the notion of ‘on the job’ training, suggesting, “many of 

the singers of my generation came to baroque music without a large degree 

of stylistic knowledge. Yet through experience, we learnt an enormous 

amount about performance practice as we evolved” (p. 421). In describing his 

early professional career, Robson also implies that “we had to learn on the 

job, or as we went,…and we went to excesses at first.” (p. 432). 

With little exposure to specialist instruction in baroque performance 

practice during his university study, Padmore describes the steep learning 

curve as he began to learn ‘on the job’ through rehearsals and performances 

with baroque specialists William Christie, Philippe Herreweghe and Ton 
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Koopman. Padmore proposes “listening to, and gaining an awareness of the 

style of other singers and players and the direction in performance practice 

from conductors was quite influential” (p. 409). 

Having undertaken no formal university or conservatoire music training, 

Gilchrist learned about baroque performance practice by listening and 

observing players and singers “on the job” (p. 373) through his early 

professional career. He learnt:  

“...at the feet of the masters, rather than being taught it in a formal way 
or in a classroom or lecture theatre…I’ve done a lot of performance, 
more than I have done formalised music study in the sense of university 
music education” (p. 372). 

 
Tucker’s experience of specialist baroque coaching and technical tuition 

within his conservatoire training is unique within the research. However, he 

suggests ‘on the job’ training remained a significant aspect of his early 

professional career. It was advantageous:  

“...being bilingual in Italian and fluent in French, however, I did learn an 
awful lot therefore on the job. In rehearsal and performance, actually 
singing it and there was enough of that kind of work and enough 
harpsichordists and conductors interested in doing it. In the preparation 
of a concert, they would then give you their ideas about how phrases 
should be shaped, how articulation should be done” (p. 447). 

  

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of ‘on the job’ training 

Analytical consideration suggests the professional singer’s skills and 

knowledge base in baroque performance practice are constantly evolving 

(Harnoncourt, 1988). As early career singers engage in professional activity 

with experienced practitioners, period performance protocols inevitably retain 

an element of ‘on the job’ training. At the same time, higher education may 

lay the groundwork for a longstanding professional career through systematic 

pedagogy in baroque performance practice. 
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Integration of such a pedagogical model endows tertiary music students 

with an understanding of theoretical concepts and with practical expertise. 

Singing, instrumental and conducting students prepare for professional 

practice through supervised, structured methodology incorporating formal 

classes in baroque performance practice, practical tutoring in baroque 

repertoire and collaborative interpretation through discursive practice in the 

process of rehearsal and performance of baroque music.  

 

Table 3 summarises the concepts, categories and critical topics emerging 

within the narrative based upon interview question number 2: 

What were the most effective approaches to baroque performance practice 

employed by your teachers or lecturers during your university or 

conservatoire education? 

 
Code Category Analytical reflection Theoretical conception 
6.6 
Declamation 
and 
articulation of 
language 

Educational 
structure 

Vocal technique should 
incorporate flexibility of 
legato phrasing with 
clarity of declamation & 
articulation.  

Pedagogy model incorporates 
teaching practices combining a 
flexible vocal technique & 
articulation of text.   

6.7 
Performer-
teacher 
mentor 

Dialogue Performer-teacher 
pedagogy incorporates 
dialogue upon BPP, vocal 
technique & aspects of 
the performance 
environment. 

Performer-teacher adds depth to 
university or conservatoire 
pedagogy in BPP, while 
complementing the specialist 
vocal coach & other voice 
teachers. 

6.8 
Development 
of research 
practice 

Critical 
analysis 
 
Educational 
structure 

Introduction to BPP 
interpretation occurs 
through Handel 
recordings & 
collaboration.  

Directed research, dialogue & 
recordings form effective modules 
within BPP pedagogy. 

 
Table 3. Summary of data codes, coding categories, analytical discussion of 
effective pedagogical practices and theoretical submissions for pedagogy. 
 

 
6.6 Declamation and articulation of language 

The data produced several references to the term ‘declamation of 
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language’ in the context of effective pedagogy relating to baroque 

performance practice. In the relationship between text and vocal technique, 

Tucker discusses the modus operandi of his vocal coach, David Roblou at 

the Guildhall School:  

“...Roblou, for example, had a great emphasis on the declamation of 
language and text, particularly the influence of grammatical syntax on 
the musical language. Therefore, that meant the vocal technique had to 
be flexible enough and flowing enough so that within a legato, you could 
achieve an effective display of these issues of declamation, rhythm, 
meter, phrasing and legato style” (p. 447). 
 

As previously discussed, the data demonstrates the lack of structured 

pedagogy in baroque performance practice experienced by the sample 

practitioners within their advanced training; the paucity of data contributing to 

the current question reinforces this notion. However, Massingham refers to 

the articulatory characteristics of baroque music and the declamation of 

language within the context of pedagogy through choral training. He 

recollects: 

“...aspects of articulation that were specific to baroque 
music,...specifically that characteristic of articulation, gestural music 
delivery. I also have memories of...the soloists in those 
performances…you learn from the ones who did use that articulated, 
expressive medium of delivery…The [singers] who engaged me were 
the ones who used those particular forms of articulation of the text and 
of phrasing. Singers going for…shape or inflection…[rather than] 
quantity of sound. This of course, as we know, is the core of expressive 
baroque delivery” (pp. 398–99). 
 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of declamation 

Reflection upon the data and the relevant literature implies the interpretive 

demands of baroque vocal music necessitate vocal technique incorporating 

the control of flexible, legato phrasing (Farnsworth, 1990) and the command 

of speech-like declamation of the text (Harris, 2005; Rosow, 1983).  
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Tucker’s comments on the development of a flexible, supple vocal 

technique in the management of declamation reflects the views of Cyr 

(1980), Farnsworth (1990) and Menerth (1966). For example, Menerth (1966) 

advances: 

“To perform this music, great emphasis must be placed on the smooth 
flow of elegant tone which is melody–cantare–a vocal line embodying 
both the passion and clarity of expressive feeling. Judicious alteration of 
tempo to meet this need is often justifiable, so long as rhythmic vitality 
is maintained...” (p. 74).  

 
Massingham’s allusion to the flexibility of rhythm and articulation, the 

declamatory, speech-like interpretation of the text and the tonal production 

required in baroque vocal music finds commonality with other research. On 

the performance of baroque recitative, Dean (1977) suggests: 

“...secco recitative in the theatre, despite its regular [common or four-
four] notation, must never be sung in strict time. The tempo should be 
fluid and flexible, faster or slower according to the sense of the 
words…Recitative...should be delivered parlando [imitating speech], not 
with the full voice...making the words more audible” (p. 390).   
  

Consideration of the data and the pertinent literature underscores a 

teaching model within higher education incorporating three components. 

These modules include input from the singing teacher upon the procedural 

aspects of singing technique, instruction in elements of baroque performance 

practice from the specialist vocal coach and structured academic study of 

theoretical and practical components of baroque music. Such constituents 

reinforce several outcomes of the previous analytical discussion regarding 

pedagogy in baroque performance practice within the university or 

conservatoire environment.  
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6.7 Performer-teacher-mentor 

Discourse upon aspects of baroque performance practice, through the 

interaction of vocal teacher and student, forms a significant experiential 

theme within the data. Describing effective methodology through teacher-

student dialogue on baroque performance practice, Massingham illustrates 

the methodology of renowned tenor Sir Peter Pears (1910–1986) as a role 

model of the performer-teacher-mentor modus. Under Pears’ direction, 

Massingham: 

“...looked at...the Evangelist role in the Bach Passions…so many of the 
instinctive things about the articulation of text, transferring of weight in 
particular words or syllables were absolutely at the heart of his 
instruction in approaching these works, especially the recitatives of 
Bach. Of course, you apply the same things to Handel…That to me ties 
in very much with this idea of text and the rhythm of speech” (pp. 399–
400).  

 
Discussing matters pertaining to the process of performing, Robson 

describes his experience of open dialogue with another performer-teacher-

mentor, Alexander Young. Robson expresses his sense of gratitude for 

Young’s encouragement in the area of experimentation and 

conceptualisation of baroque performance practice. Young was also willing to 

open comprehensive discussion on the meticulous and multi-faceted process 

of performance preparation. Robson appreciated the way:  

“…he opened a dialogue about many aspects of performance between 
him as teacher and performer and mentor. If we are thinking of what we 
would like for the next generation of singers,… then that element of 
dialogue between teacher and student is very important” (pp. 436–37).  
    

Similar dialogical experiences in the performer-teacher-mentor 

phenomenon occurred within my own postgraduate study. Through study of 

several major baroque works, including those by Hoffmann and Couperin 

mentioned previously, my singing teacher spoke in general terms about 
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some of the relevant treatises. As an experienced performer, his teaching 

combined instruction on elements of vocal technique, dialogue on theoretical 

issues of performance practice, and practical perspectives upon baroque 

music gleaned through the corpus of his performance experience.  

Guided by this pedagogical approach, I began to consciously assimilate 

the multi-disciplinary phases within the teaching, learning and performance of 

baroque music. The performer-teacher-mentor approach I experienced in 

those lessons now serves as an active model and inspiration to my own 

teaching.  

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception upon the performer-teacher 

mentor and baroque performance practice pedagogy 

Analytical consideration of the data themes suggests that effective 

pedagogic approaches to baroque performance practice reflect a multi-

dimensional dialogue. Such processes filter the relationship between 

baroque repertoire and elements of performance practice through the 

experiential lens of the performer-teacher. The philosophy of teaching 

espoused by Boomer (1993) proposes pedagogues actively “…practicing 

one’s espousals; living one’s beliefs” (p. 3). My experience of vocal pedagogy 

under the tuition of the performer-teacher reflects the ideals of curiosity, 

enthusiasm, and consideration of diverse viewpoints discussed by Boomer 

(1993), Kritzmire (1995) and Wiggins (2007). 

Challenging the assumption that many successful performers possess little 

knowledge of music beyond their instrumental or vocal field of performance, 

Baron (1976) cites the career of respected performer-teacher, concert 
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pianist, academic, writer and researcher of music, Dr Charles Rosen (b. 

1927). In addition to performing with many of the world’s leading conductors 

and orchestras, Rosen attained a PhD in Romance languages from Princeton 

University. He also published comprehensive research in music of the 

eighteenth to twentieth centuries and held academic posts at the State 

University of New York, Harvard University and The Royal Northern College 

of Music (Sadie, 2007) 

(http://www.owenwhitemanagement.com/pianists/Charles-Rosen).  

Thus Baron’s notions on the wide-ranging musical and artistic 

perspectives of the performer-teacher, who: 

“have more to say about music than just how to play (and teach) their 
instruments. Their ideas on the interpretation of musical compositions, 
their ideas about values in given pieces, their analytical intuitions and 
insights are interesting and valuable” (p. 74). 

 
The English conductor Andrew Parrott (b. 1947) is another example of the 

scholar-performer. Baron’s conviction that such practitioners unite the 

disciplines of performance, cultural aesthetics and erudite scholarship 

reinforce their value to higher education (Baron, 1976). The performer-

teacher complements the craft of the specialist vocal coach and the expertise 

of other voice teachers, adding depth and perspective to the pedagogical 

environment within tertiary education.   

   

6.8 Development of research practice 

Reflection upon university and conservatoire training uncovers several 

experiences that initiated my interest in music recordings and in the practice 

of research. In the third year of undergraduate study, my singing teacher 

requested his students submit annotations upon a recording by a singer of a 
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similar type to their own voice. The recording I purchased and studied for this 

project was Handel’s Messiah conducted by Sir Charles Mackerras (1925–

2010), with Welshman Robert Tear (1939–2011) as the tenor soloist.  

This Messiah CD was my introduction to the world of Handel recordings. It 

also introduced the contrasting interpretation of performance practice that 

one experiences within baroque music performance. After delving into the 

Tear interpretation as a preliminary experience of Handel’s music, I began to 

compare the extrapolation of performance practice by tenors in other 

Messiah recordings. In particular, I became interested in the placement of 

appoggiaturas and trills, the application of the messa di voce and approaches 

to declamation of language. In the absence of dedicated classes in baroque 

performance practice within undergraduate study, I look back at that project 

as a constructive learning technique that opened new repertoire and 

interpretative possibilities.  

Research into baroque music formed the core of my Master of Music 

(Performance) degree. I developed recital programmes incorporating music 

by Handel, Purcell and J. S. Bach, and I performed the Evangelist role in the 

Johannes Passion (BWV 245). Collaboration with professional continuo 

players and instrumentalists who were stylistically informed by research was 

an influential and crucial channel in the development of my own practice.  

The preparation of recitals and the Evangelist role benefited from the 

insightful and challenging perspectives on performance practice that 

developed within this collaborative process. These insights included 

exploration of declamation, and the relationship of tempo and ornamentation 

to the meaning and affekt of the text. The players mentioned believed an 
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informed dialogue on elements of baroque performance practice between 

singers and the continuo section was essential to music pedagogy, research 

practice, rehearsal technique and performance procedures.    

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of the development of 

research practice 

Playing a significant role in the listener’s observations upon the 

performers’ interpretative style, analytical reflection suggests recordings are 

drawn into the research and educational realms of baroque performance 

practice (Somorjay, 2000). Ritchie (1984) draws on recordings in 

demonstrating the technical aspects of baroque performance practice. These 

techniques include the command of vibrato and a range of interpretative 

colours. Agility, ornamentation appropriate to affekt, and subtle articulation 

and declamation of the text may also be demonstrated through recordings. 

Ritchie also discusses the growing audience awareness of period 

instrument sound and the subsequent demand for recordings made by period 

instrument ensembles appearing in Europe, circa 1960–90. This type of 

ensemble and their respective directors played a part in the philosophy of 

‘authenticity’ in the interpretation of baroque music (Taruskin, 1982; Dreyfus, 

1983; Kenyon, 1988; Kivy, 1995; Godlovitch, 1997), and Fabian (2001) 

reveals the role of recordings in promoting performance philosophies of 

baroque music. 

A philosophical forum on the ‘authenticity’ paradigm falls outside the realm 

of this dissertation. However, the views of a prominent opponent of 

‘authenticity’, American musicologist Richard Taruskin (b. 1945), are relevant 
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to the practices examined within this study. A self-described musicologist-

performer, Taruskin (1982) offers an inventory of qualities that musicological 

training brings to his music performance. The top priorities are:  

“...curiosity...openmindedness, receptivity to new ideas and love of 
experiment. It is in this spirit that I believe investigations of past 
performance practices should be conducted...The second great 
advantage musicological training confers is knowledge of what there is 
and where to find it. When one has mastered a scholar’s bibliographical 
and palaeographical skills, one need not be limited by the vagaries of 
editors and publishers” (pp. 347–48). 

 
Echoing the dialogic and performer-teacher philosophies discussed earlier 

within this chapter, Taruskin (1982) describes the relationship between the 

musicologist and the performer as an assumption “...that the former teaches 

and the latter learns. But good performers can teach receptive scholars a 

great deal, and communication both ways is needed if a real symbiosis of 

musicology and performance is to occur” (p. 348).     

Taruskin’s views find the support of English musicologist and organist 

John Butt (2002), whose development “…as a performer had definitely 

benefited from my research as a graduate student (and beyond); indeed it 

would be impossible for me to perform the way I do now without the benefit of 

that experience” (x). Taruskin (1982) describes a proliferation of 

“[m]usicologically trained performers” in postgraduate programs throughout 

the United States, and depicts historical performance practice as “a 

recognised sub-discipline both of academic musicology and of conservatory 

curricula” (p. 338). 

Conversely, Ritchie (1984) suggests “…the study of historical musical 

instruments is still ignored by many conservatories and music departments in 

the U.S. and paid lip-service by others, despite the growing recognition of its 
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validity and usefulness” (p. 72).  Butt (2002) describes his experience as an 

academic in the United Kingdom and the United States. Upon moving to the 

United States in 1989:   

“...many of my impressions and assumptions were completely 
overturned. Here many universities and conservatories did, in fact, 
teach historical performance practice on a far more institutionalised 
basis than in Britain, yet the professional success of the movement was 
considerably slimmer; indeed many of the best American artists had 
moved abroad” (x).     

 
Butt’s judgments bear out the findings of the previous chapter concerning the 

scant pedagogical systems in baroque performance practice found within 

higher education in England or Australia. 

Focussed enquiry through the preparation of research papers, directed 

listening through recordings and dialogue within performance preparation 

form useful teaching devices developing critical methodologies in 

performance practice. Within a structured pedagogical model, the student 

engages in supervised, academic dialogue. Students may also form 

awareness and multiple perceptions of baroque performance practice 

through the experiential process of listening and engagement with 

recordings. A theoretical model of pedagogy supports the evidence within the 

literature. Such a methodology fosters a direct relationship between scholarly 

research practices in baroque performance practice and the performers’ 

dialogical processes in the rehearsal and performance of music.  

This chapter has explored themes within practitioners’ experiences of 

pedagogy in baroque performance practice throughout university or 

conservatoire training. With one exception, specialised instruction in baroque 

performance practice was lacking from the advanced formal education of the 

case study practitioners. The data explored here validates the view that there 
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is scope for pedagogical reform through further research. Development of a 

teaching model offering structured syllabi within disciplined academic 

courses is also advocated, since it is generally viewed as a deficiency by 

those interviewed. Affiliations with a specialist coach in baroque repertoire, a 

conservatoire early music department and a vocal teacher offer decisive 

contributions to higher education pedagogy.  

Choral singing consistently permeates the data as a means of introduction 

to baroque music and its associated performance practice. Given this 

introductory and formative function, the significance of the pedagogical role 

for choral conductors in the transmission of baroque performance practice 

becomes apparent, as does the need for relevant skill development by those 

practitioners.  

The interview data trends point to the existence of two philosophical 

approaches within vocal teaching in the practitioners’ experience. It has been 

revealed that the higher education pedagogue often holds a narrow view of 

general teaching practice, with an evident desire to focus upon the 

development of their students’ vocal technique, often to the detriment of other 

aspects. This research data also identifies the methods of the informed 

performer-teacher, namely those who align dialogue upon vocal technique 

with active discussion and explanation of performance practice criterion. 

Despite ever-increasing financial constraints upon higher education budgets, 

a broadening of pedagogical focus within the role of the vocal pedagogue 

appears to be inevitable and essential.  

These divergent practices indicate the need for research that further 

defines the role of the university or conservatoire pedagogue, and also 
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research assessing the pedagogues’ self-perception of their function within 

their working context. Critical observations suggest professional development 

in the performance protocols relating to baroque music will assist singing 

teachers in higher education to promote holistic practices.  

The data gathered in this endeavour consistently reflects a paucity of 

specialised training in baroque performance practice, giving rise to the in vivo 

term ‘on the job’ training. The analytical report suggests new graduates or 

inexperienced singers working with highly proficient professional practitioners 

will always encounter an element of ‘on the job’ training. However, higher 

education institutions can lay effective groundwork in the fundamentals of 

baroque performance practice, thus easing the gradient of the learning curve 

for graduates upon entering the profession. 

The command of speech-like, declamatory articulation of text and the co-

ordination of agile, expressive musical phrasing are integral components of 

pedagogy. Systematic reflection upon the data proposes a pedagogical 

model incorporating collegial input from the singing teacher and the specialist 

vocal coach in baroque repertoire. Theoretical instruction in systematised 

academic courses and supervised interaction of practical music making may 

also contribute to an operative system of teaching in higher education. 

Discourse regarding facets of baroque performance practice through the 

interaction of the performer-teacher and student emerge as experiential 

episodes within the data. These practices include the development and direct 

integration of vocal technique with rigorous instruction in speech-like 

declamation, control of florid articulation, and ornamentation befitting the 

affekt of the musical text. Filtered through the experiential lens of the 
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performer-teacher, open dialogue on wide-ranging issues pertaining to the 

performance of baroque repertoire also forms an integral part of pedagogy.  

Within the published literature, several noted scholar-performers reveal 

essential features within the musicians’ training in research practice. These 

elements incorporate structured academic pedagogy in baroque performance 

practice within higher education, and traditional scholarship and tuition in 

research methodologies. The analysis also offers several mechanisms that 

contribute to the evolution of practitioner research discipline. These include 

the use of recordings as a means of exposure to interpretative elements of 

baroque performance practice. Communication between performers and 

musicologists, dialogue within rehearsal, and the experiential process of 

music performance also contribute to research methodology. 
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CHAPTER 7: PROFESSIONAL PRACTITIONER EXPERIENCE 

This chapter examines aspects of professional development in baroque 

performance practice. It addresses significant events or approaches to the 

formulation of skills within professional practice and reflects upon resources 

applicable to performance practice employed in teaching, performing and 

researching baroque music. 

Table 4 outlines the researcher’s perception of the concepts and themes 

within the data arising from interview question number 3:  

What are the key experiences in your professional career that helped 

formulate your ideas of baroque singing or playing? 

Code Category Analytical reflection Theoretical conception 
7.1 
Person-
to-person 
contact 

Dialogue Transparent dialogue between 
practitioners in the 
observation, discussion & 
application of concepts in BPP 
ignites the singer’s learning 
process. 
 

The professional singer’s 
evident willingness to learn & 
adapt to initiatives may be 
nurtured within tertiary training. 
Structured pedagogy in BPP 
may serve as grounding for the 
singer’s professional life.   

7.2 
Listening  

Dialogue  Listening and dialogue are 
procedural components of 
learning. 

Listening and reflection upon 
dialogue, recordings & live 
performance opens pedagogical 
conduits to facets of BPP. 

7.3 
Reading 
& 
research 

Critical 
analysis 

Analytical reading of primary & 
secondary literature develops 
critical thinking & research 
skills as an active component 
of singers’ preparatory 
practice. 

Higher music education 
reinforces the integration of 
reading & research in BPP 
within singers’ learning 
procedures & professional 
practice. 

 
Table 4. Summary of data codes, coding categories, analytical discussion of 
professional experiences in BPP and theoretical proposals for pedagogy. 
 

7.1 Person-to-person contact 

Dialogue through interaction with conductors, continuo players, vocal 

coaches, instrumentalists and other singers form milestones in the case 

study practitioners’ conception of baroque performance practice. Langridge 

(2008) describes the implications of his contact with conductors and music 
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directors as crucial to the development of his knowledge in baroque 

performance practice. In a broad context, he articulates these relationships 

as a philosophical observation on vocational practices. As a professional 

singer, Langridge suggests that:   

“...you’re paid to do virtually what you’re told…Roger Norrington, 
Imogen Holst, all those people, you had to pay attention to what they 
wanted. They had undertaken the scholarship and research and they 
told us what to do, so we just did it, almost blindly. It was also very 
exciting because you were a kind of prophet in a way. That’s really how 
I learnt about baroque performance practice” (p. 393).    

 
This statement reinforces the notion of the practitioners’ ‘on the job’ 

training in baroque performance practice discussed within Chapter 6. 

Langridge’s unquestioning approach and perception of conductors as 

scholarly, well-researched musicians indicates a somewhat dictatorial, one-

sided form of dialogue that finds some common ground. Robson (2010) 

advises  “...it’s partly a matter of taste and I suppose, the willingness to learn 

from people who’ve done those studies” (p. 439). 

Robson also describes his desire to develop an interpretation of 

performance practice in baroque music, and then openly discuss his reading 

with the conductor or music director:  

“A lot of what I would call ‘successful’ baroque performance derives 
from the singer’s own musical instinct, as they find a balance between 
improvisatory elements and the academic input from vocal and 
instrumental treatises from the baroque period…That was quite a 
learning process, really, finding that you can have all sorts of ideas 
about creative ornamentation and performance practice, but then you 
always have to negotiate with the musicians and the music director. 
You need to develop your own ideas and learn to negotiate with a John 
Eliot [Gardiner] or whoever the music director happens to be” (p. 437).    
 

While Gilchrist’s philosophical views reflect a more collegial approach to 

the rehearsal and performance of baroque music, his early professional 

experience reflects the pedagogical character within person-to-person 
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contact described by Langridge and Robson. Initially singing: 

“as a soloist with the specialist, period instrument groups, I hope that I 
was sufficiently humble to be, literally, directed in terms of performance 
practice. I think there’s quite an important pedagogic part to these types 
of ensembles and to their directors, as it were…Often these groups are 
founded by one or two people who have a deep interest and knowledge 
in the repertoire and a fervent belief in how things should go” (Gilchrist, 
p. 375).  

 
Gilchrist shows a willingness to adapt his ideas to the interpretative views 

of the music director. Yet, his approach to performance practice incorporates 

an inclusive, collaborative style towards interpretation. Within a rehearsal and 

performance process drawing references to dialogue and negotiation 

(Robson, 2010), Gilchrist constructs his view of the protocols of baroque 

music through transparent, collegial dialogue between singers and the 

ensemble. Gilchrist suggests:  

“...interpretation of baroque music should be a dialogue between the 
singer, conductor and players. The more I read about performance 
practice, the more I feel that performance is the art of performance 
practice. It’s a live, happening thing. It’s not something that’s written 
down and dead” (p. 375).  

 
Partridge also identifies his desire for dialogue between performers in the 

preparation of baroque performance practice. However, lack of rehearsal 

time, structure of rehearsals or the interpretive process of the performers 

involved means this type of dialogue is not always possible. Partridge 

ruminates upon:   

“...the Monteverdi Vespers…I recorded it with a German conductor in 
the way I thought it ought to go and Peter Pears had the same 
experience when he was evangelising in Germany. They don’t 
particularly like our approach [the approach of English singers], they 
think it’s a bit too romantic…I had a very strange feeling, knowing that 
I’m not doing quite what the conductor wanted. I did some 
performances of Bach’s Mass in B Minor with another German 
conductor. He hated it [Partridge’s interpretation] because he kept 
saying to me ‘can’t you sing it any louder.’ He likes the big voices and 
always uses larger voices when he can” (p. 430).   
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Within his working relationship with specialist baroque conductors, such as 

William Christie, Philippe Herreweghe and Ton Koopman, Padmore submits 

dialogue with eminent continuo players as influential upon the development 

of his interpretative skills in baroque performance practice. Padmore believes 

he:  

“...learnt from the best players, probably more than I have from vocal 
teachers” (p. 414)...”It was a total change for me to start working with 
Bill and Philippe, because then I started working with highly skilled 
continuo players who had extensive ideas on baroque performance 
practice. In many ways I think, the continuo sections of the top-line 
baroque ensembles and orchestras are the people who are often 
closest to passing on points of style and technique in performance 
practice…The great thing about working with Bill was I was doing the 
French baroque repertoire, which meant exploring the connection 
between singing and language. That was also true with Philippe 
Herreweghe, because I was performing Bach in an informed sort of way 
with him...[engagement with, and] the connection of the text to the 
music and the ability to use the words with absolute truth is paramount 
to both styles” (p. 410).        

 
Padmore also credits person-to-person contact with musicologists as an 

integral component in learning about baroque performance practice. He 

describes the input of English musicologist, conductor and harpsichordist Dr 

John Butt upon the preparation of performance practice for a series of 

performances of J.S. Bach’s Johannes Passion with the period ensemble, 

Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment. Padmore describes inviting: 

“...John Butt to talk to the performers en masse, orchestra and choir, to 
offer perspectives other than those that would normally arise in the 
rehearsal process…we had a three hour seminar for performance 
practice” (pp. 414–15). 

 
Padmore also consulted the Handelian scholar Dr David Vickers in the 

preparation for his CD recording of Handel arias (Padmore, 2007). Padmore 

describes his desire to “to make it a coherent program in various ways. He 

[Vickers] made various suggestions on repertoire…the idea was to cover 
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significant periods in Handel’s life” (p. 414). 

 

Self-reflection upon person-to-person dialogue 

Self-reflection reveals the significance of direct dialogue with practitioners, 

undertaken following the award of a Churchill Fellowship, as a prominent 

influence on my understanding of baroque performance practice. This 

scholarship included a concentrated three-month period of study at the Royal 

Conservatoire in The Hague with Marius van Altena, a specialist baroque 

vocal coach. This institution is also recognised as one of the leading schools 

for early music training in Europe. The Churchill Fellowship allowed me to 

experience elements of music making unavailable in Australia, including 

sessions with several other vocal coaches specialising in baroque repertoire 

and attendance at festivals specifically dedicated to early music.  

 

Singers 

Observation of the rehearsal and performance techniques of other singers, 

and a dialogue with these musicians are useful in formulating and refining my 

interpretation of baroque performance practice. I was fortunate to understudy 

several small roles in Monteverdi’s Il ritorno d’Ulisse in patria for the Sydney 

Festival in 2000. The Netherlands Opera brought a company of respected 

singers of baroque vocal music, including the tenors Anthony Rolfe-Johnson 

and Mark Tucker. Observing these singers deal first-hand with matters of 

performance practice was an educational and inspirational experience that I 

continue to draw upon within my musical preparation. 
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Conductors 

Conductors and music directors play an educational role in the 

development of many singers. Conductors who have been most influential 

upon my baroque music interpretation include those influenced by theoretical 

research and practical scholarship. These conductors, including Stephen 

Layton, Roy Goodman and Masaaki Suzuki support their practical approach 

to baroque music with informed scholarship. Although they have firm ideas 

about performance practice, they willingly maintain a flexible dialogue with 

singers and players regarding interpretation.  

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of person-to-person contact 

The literature acknowledges dialogue as a genuine form of human 

engagement. Reflection reveals person-to-person dialogue as a potent 

theme in the formation of skills within baroque performance practice. 

Tacelosky (2008) suggests a transparent exchange of ideas through dialogue 

augments the learning environment, forging “an understanding of others that 

goes beyond learning” (p. 877). 

In the artistic working environment, unambiguous dialogue between the 

conductor, and the vocal and instrumental practitioners promotes a vibrant 

interpretative setting through the mutual exchange of ideas. This type of 

artistic and pedagogical milieu stimulates creativity and the extension of 

existing knowledge through critical examination of assumptions and ideals 

(Waghid, 2006). It promotes musical interpretation based upon the diverse 

input of the participants, while encouraging the personal growth of 

practitioners as performing artists and the renewal of the ensemble as a 
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collective unit. Whether the unquestioning attitude towards the conductor’s 

interpretation of performance practice in the singers of Langridge’s 

generation, or the type of collegial dialogue described by other practitioners, 

the analysis suggests flexibility and adaptability to the evolving demands of 

the working environment are key virtues required of the professional singer.  

The previous chapter highlights the deficiency of higher education training 

in baroque performance practice and the propensity of professional singers 

to learn the intricacies of baroque performance practice on the job (Gilchrist, 

2010; Padmore, 2010; Tucker, 2008). Critical commentary cited there also 

reflects the complex subject material, the steep learning curve experienced in 

the early professional career and the ongoing professional development 

required of the singer. The research suggests that ordered, progressive 

instruction in aspects of baroque performance practice within higher 

education could ground the singing student in the fundamentals of baroque 

performance practice. Such pedagogy supplements the educational 

experience and lays the path to an invigorating professional life (Ehrlich, 

1998). 

 

7.2 Listening 

Recordings 

Partridge describes the fascination with recordings as a key element in the 

formulation of his knowledge of baroque performance practice. Partridge 

admits he:  

“...wasn’t a great reader and I’ve always been mad on recordings, right 
from a very early age. When I was about 17, I had a little book and I 
wrote annotations about all the recordings I listened to in that little book. 
I used to listen to lots of Bach, in particular” (p. 423). 
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Partridge expresses the analytical process in period performance practice 

made possible by the advent of recordings. He recalls:  

“...the opening phrase of the overture to [Handel’s] Messiah played with 
such heavy weight of accentuation in the bass and I would think, ‘that 
can’t be right’. I didn’t know for sure at that time, of course, [as a 17- 
year-old] but I felt strongly that it couldn’t possibly be right” (p. 423). 

  
Now a Professor at the Royal Academy of Music, Partridge continues to 

employ recordings within his teaching methodology, demonstrating the 

interpretative implications of contrasting tempos. The class “...took the first 

chorus from the Matthew Passion, comparing the recordings by...Klemperer 

and... Gardiner. Gardiner had finished the first chorus, Klemperer was barely 

half way through” (p. 423). 

In his early 20s, Robson developed an insatiable taste for recordings of 

early music. These resources played an influential part in the formation of his 

conception and interpretation of baroque performance practice, as “...there 

were many very good recordings by musicians developing a more authentic 

respect for baroque performance practice” (pp. 437–38). Describing the 

change in the performance tradition of Handel’s music, Robson indicates that 

recordings are marks of interpretation within particular eras or generations. 

He describes the inflated, Victorian era interpretations that gave way to 

streamlined approaches to tempo, articulation and phrasing as crucial 

components of the baroque style. According to Robson, his singing teacher, 

tenor Alexander Young would occasionally describe his own recordings as 

somewhat old fashioned. For example:  

“...Young would say ‘Well, we’ve moved on a bit from there. I wouldn’t 
do it in that way anymore’. But that’s the same as me having recorded 
Tamerlano…in the way I thought of it at the time, then 20 years later 
looking at it in a new light” (p. 438). 
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Padmore conveys his introduction to baroque performance practice 

through listening to recordings and broadcasts of baroque music on the 

radio. He suggests a balanced mixture of recordings and live performance in 

the concert hall and theatre are vital for singer’s learning about baroque 

performance practice. In this regard, Padmore and each of the other northern 

hemisphere singers within the sample mention the extensive influence of 

English music historian, lecturer and instrumentalist David Munrow (1942–

76). 

Munrow’s popular BBC Radio 3 series Pied Piper had a significant impact 

upon Padmore’s musical education and tastes in music. He reveals Munrow 

as a charismatic figure who “tapped into something that was exciting and for 

many people, quite new and innovative” (p. 408). In a professional career 

spanning little more than 10 years, Munrow did much to affirm and invigorate 

the burgeoning early music movement in Britain that championed many 

leading names in the world of baroque music. Such practitioners include 

Harry Christophers, John Eliot Gardiner, Andrew Parrott, Trevor Pinnock and 

Munrow’s colleague in the Early Music Consort of London, Christopher 

Hogwood.    

As a teenager, Gilchrist was fanatical about recorded music. Depicting 

Munrow as “a huge force” who generated “an enormous excitement because 

people had always thought that early music was a bit dull and dusty” (p. 372), 

Gilchrist describes the far-reaching impact of the work of Munrow and his 

colleagues. Promoting: 

“…early music through a different pair of spectacles brought it to life. In 
some ways, it served its purpose, because many of the performances I 
give now are with modern orchestras [orchestras playing baroque 
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repertoire on modern instruments at modern pitch, rather than 
facsimiles of instruments from the baroque period]. If you listen to most 
modern orchestras play Handel now, they play with style and with 
phrasing and with sensibility to the text and with real life (p. 372).    

 

Experiencing live performance 

Massingham remarks upon the inspirational impact of live performances 

by scholar-performers towards his own conception of baroque performance 

practice. The performances directed by Nikolaus Harnoncourt while 

Massingham was resident in the United Kingdom remain firmly fixated, as:  

“...seeing him and experiencing him as a musician, a practitioner was to 
me, very exciting. That was one of the first experiences that set me 
thinking about baroque vocal music in a scholarly way, if you want to 
call it that” (p. 400). 

  
Massingham’s comments stimulate reflection upon similar events within 

my own life, particularly through the course of my scholarship as a Churchill 

Fellow. Several live performances of baroque music by European early music 

practitioners formed inspirational events acting as motivation towards further 

study and research. These performances included concerts by the 

Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra directed by Ton Koopman, the Monteverdi 

Choir and English Baroque Soloists conducted by John Eliot Gardiner and 

the European Union Baroque Orchestra directed by Roy Goodman.  

 

Self-reflection upon the influence of listening and baroque performance 

practice 

Often the subtlety of ornamentation, the approach to declamation of the 

text or the delicacy of phrasing attracts me to recordings of baroque music by 

particular singers. Within Handel’s tenor repertoire, Anthony Rolfe-Johnson 

was one such singer. He excelled in a wide variety of repertoire beyond the 
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baroque period, but the vocal quality and musicality he brought to Handel’s 

music was exquisite. The recording case studies and the practitioner study 

within this research demonstrate the authority of Rolfe-Johnson’s singing and 

several other fine tenors who perform the music of Handel.   

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of listening and baroque 

performance practice 

Analytical reflection upon the data suggests listening within person-to-

person dialogue and experiencing music in recorded format or in live 

performance contributes to the interpretive formulation of baroque 

performance practice. Assessment of the literature confirms listening as an 

integral component of communication and learning (Bogdan, 2001; Duker, 

1964). Cavner and Gould (2003) suggest, “listening is not only an important 

part of music education, it is fundamental to all forms of musical 

expression…performance…or responding to music” (p. 19). Botstein (1992) 

and Campbell (1999) consider listening as the basis of musical literacy and 

integral to the understanding of music.  

Learning transpires within a multi-layered process, such as the interactive 

and evaluative assessment that occurs through listening encounters with 

recorded music and live performance (Blair, 2009; Cavner and Gould, 2003). 

Bogdan (2001) and Abril (2006) indicate the pedagogical role of music 

recordings and live performances. Directed listening (Kassner, 1998) and 

listening to stimulate the imagination (Blair, 2009; Cobbs, 2005; Kjelland, 

Kercher & Dura, 1998) also play their role in the training of singers. Gilchrist 

(2010), Partridge (2010) and Robson (2010) confirm the singer’s interface 
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with live and recorded music as influential in the formation of interpretative 

skills.  

Critical reflection allows the researcher to question the role of listening and 

dialogue within the learning paradigms of baroque performance practice. 

Concerning baroque interpretation, Gilchrist, Padmore and Tucker describe 

the process of active listening within the dialogue between singer, conductor 

and continuo players. Interpretive analysis of the data suggests these singers 

employ forms of discriminative listening (Kjelland, Kerchner and Dura, 1998), 

evaluative listening (Cavner and Gould, 2003) and observation to form 

learning constructs. In the course of reflection, rehearsal and performance, 

the singers’ varying modes of communication witness the outcomes of 

interpretative discussion of performance protocols. This progression 

stimulates the singer’s cognitive process, driving an interpretative method 

motivated by listening and dialogue. 

Further analysis reveals procedures of human communication as key 

elements in the pedagogy of baroque performance practice. These 

components are manifest through the process of dialogue and listening. The 

dialogic procedure consists of discussion, listening and reflection upon the 

rehearsal and performance interaction between singers, continuo players and 

conductor or director. The listener’s interaction with live and recorded 

performance also forms a primary component within the instructional 

process.  

Theoretical conception steps progressively from the data to a notional 

model of teaching practice. This process incorporates active pedagogy, 

promoting constructive dialogue between singers and instrumentalists on 
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aspects of baroque performance practice (Myers, 2006). The model also 

encourages pedagogical guidance in the creation of dialogue within other 

structured forms of pedagogy in tertiary music education. Such guidance 

opens a discourse upon discriminative and evaluative listening, and focuses 

reflection upon the application of performance practice in recordings and live 

performances of baroque music. 

 

7.3 Reading and research 

The data advocates reading as a central constituent of the professional 

singers’ research and interpretive methods concerning baroque performance 

practice. Tucker describes his Anglo-Italian parentage and awareness of 

Italian literature as the spark igniting his interest in the declamatory aspects 

of poetry and libretti. In particular, Tucker’s reading pursued ways that the 

pulse of speech in the Italian language influences melodic rhythm in baroque 

music. His reading also covered technical aspects of singing in relation to the 

formation of vowels and the role of the voiced and unvoiced consonants in 

the structure of the melodic line.  

The process of directed reading also brought Tucker to question and 

refine his vocal technique in relation to the performance of baroque music, as 

he experienced in the: 

“Monteverdi Vespers [Vespro della Beata Vergine, 1610] project with 
[Sir John Eliot] Gardiner in Venice in 1987…there I tried to put into 
practice some of these ideas. It occurred to me that if the vowel was 
disturbed, or not allowed to produce its own resonance or colour, you 
would not have this beautiful rose window of vowel colours working with 
the harmonies and the words. Your vocal technique has to have 
simplicity and clarity of vocal emission to achieve those aims. 
Therefore, I began…to take away the over-production of tone and clean 
out the legato to produce a more chiselled legato style [to]...bring out all 
these different colours” (pp. 449–50). 
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Massingham describes the correlation between reading and aspects of his 

vocal lessons with Peter Pears, in which Pears discussed the declamatory 

characteristics and interpretive tone colours that singers bring to the 

performance of baroque music. According to Massingham, Pears’ strength as 

a teacher was that he perceived: 

“…so many of the instinctive things about the articulation of text, 
transferring of weight in particular words or syllables were absolutely at 
the heart of his instruction in approaching these works, especially the 
recitatives of Bach. Of course, you apply the same things to 
Handel…To Pears, the idea of colour was very important. He talked 
about a colour for a song, or a particular word, or even a note…That to 
me ties in very much with this idea of text and the rhythm of speech” 
(pp. 399–400). 

 
The dialogue with Pears regarding these instructional and interpretive 

components of baroque music inspired Massingham to pursue further 

research through reading.  

 

Reading: Resources 

Several practitioners mention specific resources formulating their 

interpretative process in the performance protocols of baroque music. Tucker 

advocates the treatises by vocal pedagogue Manuel Garcia (1805–1906), 

particularly the second volume, which deals with the articulation of language 

(Paschke, 1975). Similarly, Padmore suggests several influential works of 

literature dealing with the rhetorical delivery of text as pertinent to baroque 

performance practice. In particular, he finds the works on rhetoric and music 

performance by baroque string player Judy Tarling absorbing (Tarling, 2004; 

Tarling, 2009).  

Padmore also recommends books on dramatic delivery of text, such as: 
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“...‘The actor and the text’ [Berry, 1992] by the voice coach of the Royal 
Shakespeare Company about the ways in which she would approach a 
speech in Shakespeare...It’s not about vocal technique obviously, 
but…connecting the text to the audience. That was obviously an 
integral part of singing in Handel’s time, wasn’t it? The singers 
understood the process of rhetoric and how to move the audience. We 
often discuss the idea of good taste and what will move an 
audience…applied through the baroque performance stance…” (pp. 
417–18).   

 
Gilchrist deems awareness of secondary sources and historical treatises 

and documents as central cogs in learning about baroque performance 

practice.  He implies, however, that searching for a singular text or treatise on 

baroque performance practice is the singers’ holy grail. Yet:  

“…in terms of baroque performance practice in vocal music, the truth is 
I haven’t found one yet…I have been looking for one, you know, a little 
book or some such that really helps…I think that the honest answer is, 
there isn’t one particular text or resource that I would recommend” (p. 
384).    

 
While not directly related to baroque performance practice, Gilchrist 

suggests that singers maintain an awareness of relevant literature. He 

applauds the desire of English conductor and scholar Andrew Parrott to 

underpin robust, alternative points of view with rigorous scholarship (Parrott, 

2000). Gilchrist draws a connection between Handel as a practical, 

composer-performer and the often dry, academic nature of performance 

practice and musicians of the contemporary age. He implies: 

“...both of those guys [Butt and Parrott] are certainly intellectuals and 
that’s the nub of what they do, but they’re also very practical musicians 
and they actually perform every week. If you look at Handel, he was 
trotting out music; he was working, composing, [playing and conducting] 
all the time. He wasn’t in an ivory tower just thinking about length of 
notes and style” (p. 376).  
 

Nikolaus Harnoncourt’s inspirational influence upon Massingham has 

already been noted. Massingham endorses Harnoncourt’s engaging and 

heartfelt writing style in Baroque Music Today: Music as Speech 
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(Harnoncourt, 1988) as a stimulus to further reading and research. 

Harnoncourt includes “...captions that say baroque music speaks, romantic 

music paints, which I thought was a lovely way of juxtaposing the two. His 

book is so readable for a start, and he’s such a passionate person when he 

writes” (Massingham, 2007, p. 400).   

 

Self-reflection on reading and baroque performance practice 

In my 20s I began to read a wide cross-section of secondary literature on 

baroque performance practice. Mary Cyr’s book on the performance of 

baroque music was one of the inspirational texts that spurred my interest in 

this field (Cyr, 1992). Likewise, the quotes from numerous primary sources in 

Donington’s Interpretation of Early Music motivated my desire to explore the 

treatises through deeper study (Donington, 1963). As a singer performing 

and teaching baroque repertoire, the wide body of reading undertaken during 

my Churchill Fellowship, Master of Music (Performance) degree and PhD 

offers ample inspirational and motivational material within music research 

and writing. 

 

Contradictions within the data 

Examination of the data reveals a variety of counter-initiatives in the 

domain of reading. Some singers, such as Partridge, prefer listening rather 

than reading as a means of informing their interpretation of baroque 

performance practice. Langridge relied solely on the input of conductors to 

shape his interpretation of performance practice in baroque music. Robson 

also takes a selective approach to reading as a means of enquiry, describing 
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his reading and research as trawling “a little bit here, a little bit there but it’s 

certainly nothing I’ve honed in on” (p. 439). Robson favours the input of 

specialised researchers as a means of learning “…from people who’ve done 

those studies. Overall, I’ve not been very good at that, but I can see that it 

[reading of primary and secondary sources] would be useful, [although] it 

tends to put my defences up a bit” (p. 439). 

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of reading and training in 

baroque performance practice 

Reflection upon the data reveals reading as a key activity that informs the 

professional singers’ interpretive process. This element of professional 

practice is significant, as the advancement of analytical reading and research 

skills allows the professional singer to trace and to delve within the wealth of 

primary and secondary literature. Such research practices would ground their 

respective interpretation of baroque performance practice within the historical 

and contemporary literature.   

Greeno (1997) and Pogonowski (1987) conceive critical thinking as an 

amalgamation of affective (relating to state of mind) and cognitive (relating to 

thought and comprehension) procedures permitting the critical reader or 

thinker to decipher problems, realise innovative conceptions and formulate 

decisive conclusions. This research data invites critical commentary that 

suggests a practitioner’s reading and thinking upon relationships between 

rhetoric, text, musical language and vocal technique would echo one’s 

analytical engagement in reflective and productive thinking (Moseley et al., 

2005). The process of methodical reading and analytical thinking within a 
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cross-section of subject matter allows the singer to research and formulate 

interpretive aspects of baroque performance practice.  

The published literature implies that critical reading unlocks multifaceted 

layers of meaning within musical materials (Froehlich, 1979; Hunter, 2005), 

while integrated learning promotes reading and reflection upon musical 

relationships in the formation of understandings (Larson, 1995). Active 

engagement in this mode of scholarship allows the singer to develop critical 

thinking (Regelski, 2002; Woodford, 1996) and self-facilitative research skills 

(Dall'Alba and Sandberg, 2006; Kinzie et al., 2007) as an on-going form of 

professional practice within the preparation and performance of baroque 

repertoire. 

 

Table 5 outlines the researcher’s perception of the concepts and themes 

within the data arising from interview question 4:  

As a professional singer, do you actively research performance practice in 

the baroque works you perform and teach? If so, how do you undertake this 

research? 

 

7.4 Collaboration 

Analysis of the data identifies the collaborative element of person-to-

person contact as a component within research relating to baroque 

performance practice. Practitioners discuss their approach to research 

through a co-operative dialogue integrating the input of continuo players, 

specialist vocal coaches and conductors. Such dialogic processes create 

interpretative concepts based upon the exchange of individual elements of 
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Table 5. Summary of data codes, coding categories, analytical discourse upon 
research practices and theoretical proposals for pedagogy.  

 

scholarship and shared ideals. Tucker depicts the mutual interchange of 

understandings regarding performance practice in the preparation of baroque 

works. He maintains an interest in: 

“...the more musicological side [of research]. I’m not someone who 
delves into treatises or things in the British Library, but I’m very 
fortunate to have a very good theorbo accompanist Paula Chateauneuf, 
who does a lot of that type of research. She very often tells me about 
her findings and specifically about continuo accompaniment and 
improvisation. So again, by collaborating, by working together with other 
people in the field who have their own expertise, you build projects 
collectively” (pp. 450–51).  

 
Padmore defines an interactive approach to performance practice 

research in the preparation of major works by J. S. Bach. He collaborated 

with the specialist vocal coach and harpsichordist Jan Waterfield, who:  

“...I have known for a long time…I certainly learnt all the Bach Passions 
and the Christmas Oratorio,…[as] she knew the baroque repertoire very 
well, particularly Bach. She spoke good German and to learn recitatives 
with her was helpful…, because I learnt ways in which I could get the 
text across in a convincing way. The art of declamation became very 
important [and therefore] I became much more interested…[and] 
motivated by the meaning and transmission of the text” (pp. 412–13). 

Code Category Analytical reflection Theoretical conception 
7.4 
Collaboration 

Dialogue Research through 
practitioner collaboration 
develops conceptual cross-
fertilisation and philosophical 
discourse. 

Higher education curricula 
may develop collaborative 
investigatory practices as 
integral components of BPP 
research.  

7.5 Appraisal 
of text & 
musical 
interaction 

Critical 
analysis 

The animate interaction of 
affective and declamatory 
principles in the text and 
music builds theories in BPP 
research.  

BPP research procedures 
embody critical evaluations of 
the symbiotic relationship 
between text & musical 
elements.  
 

7.6 Critical 
reading 
 

Critical 
analysis 

Research through analytical 
appraisal of primary & 
secondary literature. 

Integration of BPP source 
materials in higher education 
research methodology. 

7.7 
Recordings & 
evaluative 
listening 
 

Critical 
analysis 

Evaluative listening 
contextualised through BPP 
primary sources develops 
research & interpretative 
skills. 

Evaluative listening forms a 
pedagogical component of 
research practice. 
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Gilchrist exemplifies the practice of research through dialogue. 

Collaborative interaction with a broad collective of musicians builds an 

interpretive framework. Gilchrist reports: 

“…much of what I’ve learned has been through the process of 
rehearsing and performing through a real chamber music feel between 
me and other musicians” (p. 376)… In the year 2000, I did a lot of Bach 
with Gardiner and I think I learnt an enormous amount from that 
experience, not just from him, but also from all the players around him 
(p. 378).  

 

Contradictions within the data 

Langridge explains the development of his research practice through the 

influence of formative professional relationships early in his career. These 

affiliations with scholar-performers have steered the course of baroque 

performance practice, much in the style of master and apprentice. This 

phenomenon evinced an interpretive method that contrasts directly with the 

more collegial approach whereby colleagues operate on an equal 

professional footing. Langridge reports, “I don’t [actively research 

performance practice in baroque works], because it’s come with me. It’s part 

of my fabric…the early experiences with Imogen Holst and her ilk, you really 

take that on board…you get to know that this is the way it is done” (p. 395).   

 

Self-reflection upon collaborative elements of baroque performance practice 

research 

 My own experience of research through collaborative dialogue with 

scholar-performer practitioners, particularly continuo players, reflects 

elements of the process described by Tucker. The collective construction of 

an interpretive process defines the experiential features of this methodology. 
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Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of collaborative research 

practice 

Analytical questioning of the data establishes the significance of 

collaborative research practices. Such methods fulfil a meaningful function in 

the fostering of conceptual synthesis and theoretical dialogue among 

practitioners. Acknowledged within the data are the observations of Gilchrist, 

Padmore and Tucker, and also the current author regarding the intrinsically 

collaborative nature of music. The literature also supports the employment of 

practitioner reflections within collaborative research and learning practices.  

Gilmour (1988) alludes to the collaborative nature of rehearsal and 

performance activity through “…the cooperation of independently situated 

participants in the concert world…Collaborators find partners in concert 

activity by using identities associated with schools of activity to indicate 

compatible musical practices” (p. 208). Collaborative practices impart 

“…commitment to one’s own and others’ success and well-being, 

commitment to the common good, and the view that facilitating and 

promoting the success of others is a natural way of life” (Johnson and 

Johnson, 2009, p. 372). 

The interpersonal skills allied with collaborative research and learning 

assists the fulfilment of shared objectives, precise dialogue, mutual 

acceptance and constructive resolution of differences (Brush, 1997; Johnson 

and Johnson, 2009; Kassner, 2002; Radencich et al., 1998; Younker and 

Burnard, 2004). These interpersonal skills therefore drive the musicians’ 

collaborative enquiry, allowing probing, explanation, reasoning and analysis 

to occur within the research process (Younker and Burnard, 2004).  
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Drawing parallels with the experiences of Gilchrist (2010), Padmore (2010) 

and Tucker (2008), Freire (1998) and Jorgensen (2001) reflect upon the 

collaborative research process in music. These researchers underline the 

critical role of discourse and reflexivity within rigorous data collection and 

analysis procedures. Rekrut (1997) and Younker and Burnard (2004) 

highlight the fundamental role of dialogue in collaborative research practices, 

as diverse perspectives offer opportunities “…to examine differences and 

similarities across knowledge, experiences, temperament…and [to] evaluate 

…shared understandings…[as a] means for action and guided inquiry” 

(Younker and Burnard, 2004, p. 51).  

This research method “strives to foster…relationships that involve 

equity…as opposed to power struggles in which ‘knowledge about’ indicates 

superiority…it is pivotal that…research…promotes a process of dialogue” 

(Younker and Burnard, 2004, p. 58). Critical appraisal of the data advocates 

the integration of collaborative research procedures in baroque performance 

practice within higher education pedagogy (John-Steiner, 2000; Younker and 

Burnard, 2004). Incorporating supervision and tuition by scholar-performers, 

collaborative enquiry allows the interaction of singers and instrumentalists to 

build interpretive paradigms based upon the interchange of scholastic 

elements and collective principles (Rekrut, 1997).  

In negotiating the collaborative nature of music and professional 

employment in this field, collective research practices assist the development 

of interpersonal skills imperative to the evaluation of opposing ideals and 

understandings (Younker and Burnard, 2004). Furthermore, research 

practice through the interaction of singers and specialist vocal coaches 
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allows the higher education environment to define and promote the practical 

implementation of research skills (Rekrut, 1997).  

 

7.5 Appraisal of text and musical interaction 

The assessment of the data reveals an intimate relationship between 

linguistic elements, musico-dramatic interpretation and research practice. 

Tucker nominates the rhetorical aspects of language and music as primary 

research stimuli in examining baroque performance practice. Tucker reports: 

“For me…the literary side…has always been very important. For 
example, I’ve been looking at Greek rhetoric and aesthetic 
considerations of Classical Greek and the way that relates to...sound 
texture of words operating in different styles, whether those concepts 
were taken over into the early schools of Galileo and the Florentine 
Camerata” (p. 450). 

 
Robson designates research in textual and musical meaning as an 

influential force driving the interpretation of affective and declamatory 

elements of performance practice and the dramatic conception of baroque 

music. He suggests:  

“...when you need to learn a new piece…Explore what it [text and 
music] means and find an interpretive approach from meaning. Only 
when you’ve begun to explore that interpretative meaning do stylistic 
affectations come to life” (pp. 439–40).  
 

Moreover, Robson believes “explaining to students a way of performing that 

balances interpretation of performance practice with musical and dramatical 

elements seems crucial” (p. 440). 

Partridge nominates linguistic structures as a significant element of 

research in the interpretation of baroque music. Finding commonality with 

Robson, Partridge suggests textual meaning drives aspects of 

communication between the singer and the audience. In turn, communication 
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directly influences elements of performance practice, such as the singer’s 

transmission of affekt within the text and music. Partridge considers “…the 

first thing that is so important is the actual communication between the singer 

and audience…the text comes first, doesn’t it?” (p. 424). 

 

Self-reflection upon the appraisal of text and musical interaction 

Reflection upon the interface of text and baroque music within my own 

research practice evokes resonances with Robson regarding the relationship 

between textual meaning and interpretation. In the preparation of baroque 

repertoire, my research frequently investigates facets of performance 

practice including ornamentation and also a declamatory vocal delivery that 

mirrors the affective sentiment of the text.  

Concepts of ‘good taste’, the meaning of individual words and phrases and 

the affekt inherent in the recitative or aria govern the application of 

ornamentation. In recitatives, I examine placement of the appoggiatura to 

underline the accentuation of the text. Reading the words aloud also assists 

the understanding of speech rhythms, which in turn aids declamatory 

interpretation.     

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of research through appraisal 

of text and music interaction 

Analytical reflection upon the data confirms the influence of the textual-

music nexus on the interpretation of baroque performance practice. Vibrant 

research methodology within co-existing linguistic and musical components 

offers the singer insights into declamatory practices and the affective 
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presentation of baroque works. Informing the practical application of 

performance practice, this type of enquiry has implications within the broader 

research context.  

Researchers including Hauze (2007), Hill et al. (1996) and McClelland 

(1990) affirm the animate relationship between text and music in the baroque 

period. This research supports the observations by Partridge (2010), Robson 

(2010) and the current author’s reflections upon practice, linking research in 

textual meaning with the interpretation of baroque music. Elements revealed 

within this research data find commonality with Stevens (1978), who draws 

parallels between textual meaning, musical interpretation and the clarity of 

poetical meter, structure and phrasing.  

Stevens (1978) also favours subjugation of tempo in favour of sagacious 

accentuation of the text as an interpretive method promoting clarity of 

meaning. McClelland (1990) alludes to tiers of meaning within verbal text, 

musical word painting as a means of reinforcing the persuasive powers of the 

text and the “capacity of song to produce strong emotional and aesthetic 

feelings” (p. 211). Gibson (2008) and McClelland (1990) discuss the singer’s 

interpretive role in the affective delivery of text and music, while Sparshott 

(1982) advocates the singing voice as a vehicle conveying “what you feel or 

want others to feel about what your are saying, your attitude to it… [or] the 

feeling implicit in” [it] (p. 85). 

The implications concerning the exploration of interpretive aesthetics and 

stylistic artifice as a means of amplifying the affective elements of text and 

music find a voice within other research. Broude (2003), Laudon (2006) and 

Timmers and Ashley (2007) muse upon the musical expression of text and 
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ornamentation. LeCoat (1971–72) advocates the concept of the singer as a 

musical orator, moving the passions and affections of the audience through 

good taste and consummate skills in the expressive arts, particularly 

ornamentation, declamation and affective delivery. 

Further exploration of the interview data reveals a cross-section of 

practices offering structural exemplars for pedagogy and research processes 

in higher education. These investigative procedures pursue linguistic 

meaning as a means of informing the preparation of ornamentation, practices 

in declamatory singing and affective delivery within vocal performance. The 

data further implies the need for research culture within higher education that 

embraces the systematic assessment of a synergetic rapport between text 

and music within interpretive practices.    

 

7.6 Critical reading 

Exploration of the data gathered in this investigation also acknowledges 

critical reading as an essential constituent of research into baroque 

performance practice. Earlier within this chapter, a comprehensive survey of 

the data confirmed critical reading as a key experience in the formulation of 

interpretive concepts. However, it is useful to briefly examine additional 

elements within the data in relation to reading as a research component 

within pedagogy and professional practice. 

Gilchrist nominates scholarly reading as a prime constituent of research 

within specialised teaching methodology. He indicates “the time that I read 

most was when I started teaching about performance practice. I started doing 

some work in Cardiff, College of Music and Drama, about the voice as an 
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instrument through history” (p. 376). Massingham also cites reading as a 

critical module of research methodology within pedagogy and within the 

preparation of works for performance. Massingham advises: 

“I’ll usually read parts [of articles or books] that interest me for a 
particular work or aria…I refer to Donington for instance, because he 
has some lovely quotes from primary sources…I also buy books, not 
specifically on style, but about composers and anything directly related 
to what I’m working on, or subjects of interest” (p. 402).   

 
Reflection upon my own research practice reveals the essential nature of 

reading and reference to source material. For instance, the ready availability 

of primary sources through digital or online media makes access to treatises 

and historical documents a relatively direct process. Reference to these 

resources is advantageous within pedagogy, including the preparation of 

lecture or tutorial materials. In terms of laying the groundwork for baroque 

performance, critical reading of primary and secondary sources is also 

pertinent to the formulation of ornamentation and declamatory practices.    

 

7.7 Recordings and evaluative listening 

Several singers advocate the use of recordings as a significant process 

within their research methodologies. Previously in this chapter, data has 

been examined in relation to recordings and the concept of listening through 

discussion of key experiences that inform research practice. This data also 

offers parallels through practitioner use of recorded music as an active 

component of research methodology.  

Massingham employs recordings as an element of research, fostering 

critical awareness through comparison of stylistic interpretations of 

performance practice. Massingham adds: “I can say definitely that I do 
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research [,through] new recordings, new singers…[for instance] Sandrine 

Piau’s…recording…[of] Handel arias [or]…Veronique Gens, the French 

soprano doing the Italian cantatas” (p. 402). 

Recordings form a constituent part of my own research practice. The 

ready access to high-quality performers and performances through digital 

media are useful in forming an awareness of the interpretive realm of 

performance practice, particularly within ornamentation and aspects of 

phrasing. Analytical appraisal of the data demonstrates the significance of 

reading and recordings as active affiliates in the process of practitioner 

research. The integration of supervised instruction in critical reading and the 

assimilation of evaluative listening also offer constructive research 

methodologies. 

 

Table 6 outlines the researcher’s perception of the concepts and themes 

within the data arising from interview question 5:  

What treatises, historical texts, books, articles, databases, recordings, or 

other resources are employed in your teaching or inform your performance of 

baroque vocal music? 

 

7.8 Primary and secondary sources 

The literature review presented in Chapter 2 confirms the existence of an 

extensive array of primary and secondary materials relating to the 

interpretation and performance of baroque vocal music. In tandem with these 

resources, the data gained from the case study interviews proposes that the 

composite application of theoretical notions from the literature is at work. 
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Table 6. Summary of data codes, coding categories, analytical discussion of key 
resources and theoretical proposals for pedagogy. 
 

Gilchrist (2010), Padmore (2010), Massingham (2007) and Tucker (2008) 

recommend consultation with a cross-section of resources in the preparation 

of baroque music. As evidenced within the current analysis, the deployment 

of treatises and other historical documents, selected recordings, erudite 

articles from journals and music reference works affirm the scholarly 

literature as a highly valuable resource in the preparation of performance 

materials. 

 

Self-reflection upon the source material 

The literature pertaining to this research project has significantly 

influenced my practice in the interpretative aspects of baroque music. 

Engaging with the primary and secondary literature discussed in Chapter 2 

Code Category Analytical reflection Theoretical conception 
7.8 Primary & 
secondary 
sources 

Critical 
analysis 

Broad engagement with 
primary & secondary 
literature is intrinsic to 
research methodology.  

Pedagogy & research 
practices in higher education 
guide students’ interaction 
with BPP literature. 

7.9 
Recordings 

Critical 
analysis 

Assessment of recordings 
offers singers an 
evaluative apparatus in 
the interpretation of BPP. 

Structured pedagogy in BPP 
incorporates critical listening 
through appraisal of a 
spectrum of recordings.  

7.10 
Collaboration 

Dialogue Collaborative aspects of 
music-making promote 
dialogue in the formation 
of interpretive skills in 
BPP. 

Structured tertiary pedagogy 
may reinforce collaborative 
processes as resources 
integral to the interpretation 
of BPP.  

7.11 Live 
performance 

Critical 
analysis 

Live performance allows 
the listener an analytical 
evaluation of BPP. 

Live performance in the 
conservatoire context offers 
scope for critical analysis, 
observation & reflection upon 
BPP.   

7.12 Informed 
judgement 

Experiential 
process 

Experiential processes 
build personal awareness 
& expertise in BPP 
through dialogue, 
analytical enquiry and 
reflection.  

Incorporating input from 
specialist practitioners, 
structured pedagogy in BPP 
combines dialogue & 
analytical processes.   
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has formulated a solid platform that informs my preparation and 

performances.   

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of primary and secondary 

literature as key resources 

Analytical reflection indicates engagement with key elements of the 

literature is one of the important preliminary steps within a constructive 

research procedure (Creswell, 2007). Extensive resources, including the 

autograph manuscripts by Handel, selected vocal and instrumental treatises, 

and reports of music making by eighteenth century scribes give perspective 

to one’s research. The primary resources complement the myriad of 

secondary sources, including recordings, books, book chapters and scholarly 

articles.  

 Previous sections of this chapter also refer to critical reading as a module 

in research practice and a component of musical preparation (Greeno, 1997). 

Reading to engage productive thinking grounds the practical and theoretical 

pursuit of baroque performance practice research within both the historical 

and contemporary literature (Moseley et al., 2005). The interview data 

compiled in this research suggests the investigation of a representative 

cross-section of primary and secondary literature is a strategic component of 

the singers’ training in baroque performance practice. Delving into this 

literature also makes a significant contribution to research processes in the 

higher education environment (Cooper, 2004). Moreover, critical reflection 

suggests instructional practices that acknowledge the broad literature as 

formative sources should be incorporated in interpretative methodology.   
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7.9 Recordings 

The case study interviewees identify recordings as an informative resource 

in the area of performance practice. Partridge discusses the value of 

recordings in the context of pedagogy as an element of demonstration and 

comparison. Practitioners including Gilchrist, Massingham, Padmore, 

Partridge and Robson critically evaluate the interpretive aspects of 

performance practice found within recordings to inform their study of baroque 

repertoire. 

Several of the practitioners discuss recordings as a key resource in the 

communication of affective elements of text, music and drama. Robson refers 

to affective communication in recordings by Peter Pears, whom other 

interviewees also respect for his interpretation of certain baroque repertoire.  

 

Self-reflection upon recordings as key resources 

Reflecting upon the personal impact of music recordings, it is clear this 

type of resource has played an integral role in my academic and performing 

career, and within my leisure time. Since the advent of digital and online 

media, access to an abundant volume of high-quality recordings is now even 

more immediate. Recordings, including the discographies of the tenors 

interviewed for this research, form a complementary aspect of one’s 

involvement with baroque performance practice.  

Recordings also offer contrasting interpretive commentary upon 

ornamentation and the affective declamation of text. Used in conjunction with 

the primary sources and selected secondary materials, recordings can make 

a major contribution to one’s informed judgements.  
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Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of recordings as key 

resources 

Systematic reflection upon the data suggests the analysis of recording 

samples offers singers a comparative apparatus for their construction of a 

personal approach to baroque performance practice. Preceding analytical 

passages have drawn attention to critical listening as a fundamental 

constituent of communication and learning (Bogdan, 2001; Duker, 1964).  

 

7.10 Collaboration 

The case study data confirms that practitioner collaboration is a significant 

resource in the development of proficiencies in baroque performance 

practice. Highlighting inter-personal skills as an indispensible component of 

collaboration and dialogue, Robson emphasises the value of one’s innate 

inclination to explore innovative concepts, coupled with openness towards 

the views and skills of other musicians. He suggests: 

“You work with someone who has done that research and it rubs off if 
you’re at all interested in the style. I’ve always been interested in the 
style,…to learn for the better. Sometimes its very hard if a [music] 
director talks in a very either/ or way. It’s very hard to open a dialogue” 
(p. 442). 

 
Robson places the dialogic element of collaboration into context through 

his reflection on work within several baroque music projects with the 

conductor John Eliot Gardiner, who: 

“...was quite picky about performance practice, that’s true…and he’d 
done a lot of research too, you know, he’s quite well read…John Eliot 
did make various suggestions but we would also dialogue…[He] loved 
that sense of freedom and danger that I took into…[Handel’s] 
Tamerlano, the [Monteverdi] Vespers and then [Handel’s] Jephtha”…so 
yes, I think, I was very influenced by John Eliot…and I think I did learn 
quite a lot” (pp. 443–44).  
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Self-reflection upon collaboration as an informative resource 

Reflecting upon my personal practice, the notion of dialogue and 

collaboration as informative resources becomes evident in the very act of the 

interview process within this research project. One cannot help but be 

influenced by the depth of experiences and range of philosophical 

commentary emerging within the interview analyses. The observations by 

Robson regarding expressive presentation of baroque music and the 

influence of his dialogue with colleagues resonate with my personal 

experience. The evaluation of input by conductors or music directors, and the 

interpretation of performance practice by continuo players and my singing 

colleagues is a significant influence upon the stylistic interpretation of 

baroque performance practice. 

  

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of collaboration in developing 

skills in baroque performance practice 

Critical consideration of the data proposes the collaborative aspect of 

music making creates instructive paths within the educational process 

(Gilmour, 1988; Johnson and Johnson, 2009). A broad body of research 

literature links the interpersonal skills established within collaborative activity 

as integral to dialogue, to the fulfilment of collective purposes, and to conflict 

resolution (Younker and Burnard, 2004). Consequently, the dialogic aspects 

of collaborative practices interchange well within higher education pedagogy, 

learning and research methods (Rekrut, 1997). Such processes reinforce the 

observations of Robson upon the dialogic foundations and interpretive 

construction of baroque performance practice.     
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Previous chapters illustrate the powerful nature of collaborative interaction 

in the research, rehearsal and performance phases of music (Brush, 1997; 

Gilmour, 1988; Younker and Burnard, 2004). On the basis of the data 

collected here, it could be suggested that structured pedagogy will reinforce 

collaborative processes, and become an integral resource that informs 

understandings of baroque performance practice in higher education.  

 

7.11 Live performance 

The practitioners who form the data sample collectively confirm the 

experience of live music performance as an essential resource informing 

interpretive processes. Partridge recounts the influential nature of concert 

attendance as a 12-year-old, where he experienced performances of 

oratorios by Handel and J. S. Bach. Analysis of such experiences gave 

Partridge a personal perspective on aspects of baroque performance 

practice, particularly an understanding of tempo and ornamentation.  

Partridge also reflects upon performance experiences within his 

professional career as being influential upon the interpretation of baroque 

performance practice. In the music of J.S. Bach sung by the baritone Dietrich 

Fischer-Dieskau and tenor Peter Pears, Partridge suggests the singers’ 

palpable commitment to forthright communication of affekt and textual 

meaning was paramount to their interpretation. Such practices made an 

indelible mark upon Partridge in the area of performance practice.   
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Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of live performance in 

progressing performance practice skill development 

Systematic consideration of the interview data and the broad literature 

reveals experiences in the live performance of music allow the listener to 

evaluate and compare interpretive aspects of a performance (Blair, 2009; 

Cavner and Gould, 2003). Listening as an experiential component of live 

performance also serves as an inspirational and motivational force upon the 

listener (Cobbs, 2005; Kjelland, Kercher and Dura, 1998). Massingham and 

Gilchrist suggest performances by informed practitioners offer examples of 

textual declamation, ornamentation practices and affective communication. 

Gilchrist advises “...the answer for the student is to expose yourself, as much 

as possible, to performance all the time, listen to lots of live performance, go 

to concerts and...learn from your own performances” (p. 383).  

Reflecting upon the data, it is proposed that live performance is a device 

that serves pedagogy in a multi-layered framework within the higher 

education setting. In the pedagogical context, live performances of baroque 

music by informed practitioners offer students an experiential process that 

incorporates elements of critical analysis. Such analytical qualities may 

include the evaluation of declamatory interpretation, appraisal of 

ornamentation practices and also observations upon the performers’ 

communication of affekt within both text and music. 

 

7.12 Informed judgement 

In addition to building a knowledge bank of skills in relation to baroque 

performance practice, the case studies as a whole identify the cumulative 
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effect of the experiential process. This compound process heightens the 

singers’ awareness of their vocal characteristics and abilities. Massingham 

and Partridge propose up-to-date awareness through experiential processes 

as an informant in interpretive activity. 

In relation to the interpretation of baroque performance practice, Partridge 

indicates that ornamentation “has to suit the individual singer, doesn’t it? I’m 

sure the singers at that time, [Handel’s generation] and we know that they 

ornamented a lot, ornamented to suit their own types of voice” (p. 419). 

Furthermore: 

“our [the singers’] interpretations of performance practice are governed 
by our individual strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, when someone 
describes an ornament…that you sing as absolutely fantastic, they may 
not know that you couldn’t sing it like ‘old so and so’ did it, who of 
course takes a different approach (p. 422).  

 
Massingham (2007) concurs on the alignment of performance practice 

with the singer’s individual personality, vocal apparatus and level of 

expertise, suggesting the singer “…make judgements on performance 

practice according to what works best for your own voice” (p. 404). 

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of informed judgement as a 

key resource informing practitioners 

Following consideration of this data, it could be suggested that singers 

build expertise in the application of baroque performance practice through an 

experiential process of dialogue, critical analysis and reflection. Informed 

judgements about the individual singing voice develop through a similar 

experiential process, which in turn informs the singers’ personal 

understandings of performance practice (Welsh, 1985).  
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Conservatoires and universities are influential bodies in the formation of 

musicians’ experiential learning processes (Kushner, 1994, 1995). Based on 

the preceding data, it is suggested that structured pedagogy in baroque 

performance practice assists the development of the learning process. Such 

exemplars include tuition by experienced practitioners who are well informed 

in performance practice, and who are able to offer students the benefit of 

combined professional experience in a pedagogical framework that includes 

dialogic and analytical processes. 

In summary, dialogue through interaction with other practitioners and 

effective critical listening forms a principal element in the interpretation of 

baroque performance practice. The empirical evidence compiled in this 

research suggests that a rigid philosophy towards rehearsal or relative 

professional inexperience may precipitate dialogue in a one-sided, leader— 

follower format. However, the analysis also illustrates an element of 

interpretative individuality, allowing the input of musicologists and the entry of 

specialist vocal coaches to a constructive dialogue with their instrumental 

colleagues and music director. 

This study also indicates skilled singers frequently employ reading within 

an eclectic body of literature as a means of research and professional 

development. However, the predisposition of some singers towards 

recordings or their own musical intuition means those resources supplant 

scholarly reading as a means of research in baroque performance practice.  

Extrapolation from the data allows further consideration of a holistic 

academic model for baroque performance practice. Such methodologies 

incorporate active dialogue and elements of listening practice within live, and 
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recorded performances of baroque music. Consideration of rehearsal 

techniques and the process of performance, directed reading in the primary 

and secondary literature and a culture of critical thinking promoted through 

an eclectic and comprehensive research practice also provide associated 

benefits. 

Systematic questioning of the data revealed collaborative practice and 

collective discourse as intrinsic principles within practitioner research 

methodologies. While an equitable, resolute dialogue between professional 

colleagues emerged consistently as integral to the practitioners’ research 

methods, some contradictions also appeared within the data. A master and 

apprentice interaction with scholar-performers in his early professional career 

framed the regulated approach to research adopted by Langridge (2008).   

The evaluation of data evidences a close association between linguistic 

components, the application of performance practice and constructive 

research procedures. The practitioners’ research sphere embraces musico-

linguistic rhetorical concepts and the direct relationship between textual 

meaning, the formation of dramatic character and the interpretation of 

performance practice within baroque repertoire.  

Critical reading forms an active component of research methodology for 

practitioners actively engaged in systematic study of performance practices. 

The current chapter also indicates that recordings enter the practitioners’ 

research process through dialogic listening experiences, as well as serving 

as fundamental research tools in relation to the interpretive elements of 

performance practice. The consultation of a cross-section of literature in the 

preparatory phases of performance and teaching of baroque works is 
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advocated. It is proposed that systematised pedagogy in baroque 

performance practice within higher education could guide a student’s 

development through engagement in rigorous, disciplined research practices.    

The survey data affirms the availability of high-quality digital resources and 

the analytical potential of recordings, particularly for the purpose of 

demonstration and comparison. The critical function of evaluative listening in 

the learning process allows the emergence of personal perspectives about 

ornamentation, declamation and affective transmission (Blair, 2009). 

Collaboration allows singers to explore advanced interpretive concepts 

through dialogue. Based upon this research data, it could be suggested that 

such a collaborative activity in relation to performance practice occurs 

primarily within the rehearsal and performance processes, and also through 

reflexive practices.  

Reflection upon the experience of live performance offers instructive 

insights into the interpretive formation of baroque performance practice. Such 

reflexive practice allows one to adopt comparative and evaluative methods, 

which enable affective communication and inform the performer’s 

interpretation of declamation and the application of ornamentation. Live 

performance also serves a pedagogical purpose. This experiential process 

supports critical analysis in terms of evaluating the performers’ application of 

performance practice principles. This may in turn facilitate supervised 

discussion and further reflection within higher education contexts. 

Furthermore, this research suggests that the experiential process acts as 

an informant upon the singers’ knowledge, and their awareness of individual 

vocal characteristics. This phenomenon also contributes to a cumulative 
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sequence in the building of skills relevant to baroque performance practice. 

As a phenomenon, informed judgement allows singers to personally 

construct interpretive philosophies of performance practice through 

discourse, critical enquiry and self-reflection. Informed judgement also 

complements singers’ distinct vocal characteristics, strengths and limitations. 

Within the conservatoire and university environments, instruction 

incorporating guidance by skilled practitioners can also enable students to 

build a balanced perspective, through dialogic and diagnostic processes. 
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CHAPTER 8: PRACTICE AND PEDAGOGY 

 

This chapter examines aspects of pedagogy and practical elements of 

performance practice within the vocal music of George Frideric Handel. By 

addressing academic and professional experiences in relation to Handel, this 

facet of the research investigates effective pedagogical resources and 

techniques, as well as the interpretation of ornamentation and declamation 

within Handel’s output.  

Table 7 outlines the researcher’s perception of the concepts and themes 

within the data arising from interview question 6:  

Were there any specific pedagogy techniques or resources employed during 

your training that contributed to your knowledge of performance practice in 

Handel’s vocal music?  

 

8.1 Choral tradition 

Handel’s English oratorios and odes offer a wealth of material suitable for 

choral presentations. The interview data confirms that the tradition of choral 

singing is a significant influence upon the development of appropriate 

performance practice skills in this repertoire. Padmore portrays the influence 

of the English choral tradition upon his first singing teacher’s instructive 

approach to Handel, namely “that tradition informed me, in some ways” (p. 

411). Tucker describes the dominant force that the English choral tradition 

exerts upon singers’ approach to Handelian repertory. In the absence of 

specialised classes in baroque performance practice in his conservatoire 

training, Massingham explains participation in choirs as a decisive  
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Table 7. Summary of data codes, coding categories, analytical outline of pedagogy 
and resources relating to performance practice in Handel’s vocal music and 
theoretical proposals for pedagogy. 
 

introductory component to performance protocols within Handel’s vocal 

music. 

 

Self-reflection upon choral tradition 

Singing in choirs during conservatoire and university training provided an 

introductory overview to Handel’s English oratorios and odes. This activity 

also provided insights into the interpretative foundations of ornamentation 

and declamatory practices presented by solo singers in works such as 

Messiah, Alexander’s Feast and Samson. The inspirational and motivational 

Code Category Analytical reflection Theoretical conception 
8.1 Choral 
tradition 

Experiential 
process 

Choral performance 
during higher education 
offers experiential 
scenarios engaging 
theory & practical 
features of BPP.  

Choral singing in tertiary 
training has pedagogic 
applications in BPP & 
Handel’s vocal music.  

8.2 
Recordings 

Critical 
analysis 

Analytical assessment of 
recordings assists 
learning protocols in 
BPP & Handel’s vocal 
music.  

Incorporation of recordings in 
conservatoire pedagogy 
promotes evaluative listening 
& links between theoretical & 
practical elements of BPP. 

8.3 Appraisal 
of text & 
musical 
interaction 

Critical 
analysis 
 
Text-music 
relationships 

Cohesive interpretation 
of affective character & 
declamation unify 
elements of text & music 
in Handel’s works. 

Tuition in declamation of 
language & foreign 
languages enhances singers’ 
understandings of textual 
nuance & musical 
expression. 

8.4 Performer-
teacher: 
student 
discourse 

Dialogue Performer-teacher 
expertise offers 
pedagogical 
perspectives in BPP.   

The higher education 
environment may foster 
learning constructs through 
performer-teacher: student 
dialogue within structured 
pedagogy. 

8.5 Sources & 
editions 

Critical 
analysis 

Edited scores contribute 
to comparative & 
analytical processes 
within pedagogy.  

Pedagogy builds a robust 
interpretation of BPP through 
comparative analysis & 
discourse upon primary & 
secondary sources.  
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elements of choral participation proved to be an essential experiential 

stepping stone in the progression towards a solo singing career.  

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of choral tradition 

The sheer number of English oratorios and odes by Handel and their 

popular appeal offer choral directors an extensive selection of works for 

concert presentation (Dean, 1990). Through interaction with the music 

director within the rehearsal process, choral concerts offer singers 

experiential scenarios in the application of performance practice.  

Opportunities to learn, rehearse and present the solos within these works 

may also arise for undergraduate and postgraduate singers in the tertiary 

education environment (Padmore, 2010; Tucker, 2008). Such opportunities 

allow students to engage in the application of performance practice on both a 

theoretical and practical level, while reflection upon such events also 

presents valuable learning experiences for singers (Massingham, 2007; 

Robson, 2010).  

The interview data confirms the role of choral singing as a pedagogical 

resource and also its function as an introductory apparatus to performance 

practices (Grant and Norris, 1998; Massingham, 2007; Padmore, 2010). As 

interviewees and the broader scholarly literature confirmed, participation in 

choral singing has long formed an active component of higher music 

education courses (Ellis, 2005; Harker, 2008; White, 1982). The survey data 

confirms the educational value of institutional ensembles as a vehicle of 

pedagogy in Handelian performance practice. The previous discussion 

mentioned the instructional role of choral conductors and also the desirability 
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of ongoing professional development for conductors, given their prime 

training role in the implementation of performance practices through the 

public presentation of music.  

 

8.2 Recordings 

The practitioner survey produced useful commentary upon the multifarious 

application of recordings. As discussed earlier, recordings are used as 

resources to assist professional singers formulate aspects of their interpretive 

foundations, particularly within teaching and performing environs. In reflecting 

upon his university music education, Padmore identifies recordings as a 

significant informative resource concerning Handelian performance. He 

considers that the listener’s reaction to singers is a meaningful phenomenon 

in this context, such as in reference to his own impressions regarding the 

singing of the late English tenor Anthony Rolfe-Johnson who: 

“…made so much sense to me, …he was such a naturally gifted singer, 
particularly in Bach and Handel, just the right quality of sound and 
interpretation” (p. 411)…Recordings make a huge difference to us 
now…you do respond to singers that you hear on disc and you respond 
to ways that they interpret performance practice, ornamentation, 
declamation…” (p. 411). 
  

In similar vein, Robson cites recordings as influential resources throughout 

his advanced studies. He suggests the accumulative refinement regarding 

performance practice accessed within recordings of Handel’s music, as 

confirming the pedagogical significance of this medium. The influence of 

historically informed research became apparent in recordings made during 

the late 1960s and the 1970s, indicating new perspectives upon performance 

practice engendered by certain ensembles. An earlier tradition of Handel 

recordings “…which [Robson’s teacher] Alexander Young typified…that 
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tradition came from a pre-war idea of Handel, but certainly after the war, 

there was a great change in the way people were looking at Handel” (p. 438). 

 

Self-reflection upon performance practice and Handel recordings 

My undergraduate music degree coincided with the production of a 

wealth of recordings emerging from the United Kingdom and Europe, under 

the banner of ‘historically informed performance’. Scholarship casts many 

recordings of Handel’s music released during this time under the cloudy 

spectre of ‘authenticity’ within performance (Butt, 2002; Dreyfus, 1983; Kivy, 

1995; Taruskin, 1982; Taruskin, 1995; et al.). However, the quality of 

musicianship and the technical standard, the use of gut strings and copies of 

instruments of the period, the lower performing pitch of A415 and the 

featuring of singers who generally employed a flexible, declamatory vocal 

style, made many of these recordings an innovative and enticing combination 

of attributes.  

While not implying that these recordings could be labelled as definitive, or 

that they hold to the term ‘authentic’, the Handel recordings featuring tenor 

Anthony Rolfe-Johnson were influential during my tertiary education. When 

combined with a cross-section of other secondary and primary sources, 

recordings remain valuable resources in the preparation of performance 

practice aspects in Handel’s vocal repertoire.  

 

Analytical and theoretical reflection upon performance practice and Handel 

recordings 

As discussed above, ‘key experiences’ and ‘resources’ in the context of a 
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professional career confirm the far-reaching role of recordings. The function 

of this mode of music reproduction places dialogue and listening practices 

within an educational framework. Furthermore, the research literature 

endorses listening as a vital element of communication, scholarship and 

musical expression (Bogdan, 2001; Duker, 1964; Cavner, and Gould, 2003).   

The literature also points to the role of music recordings in the process of 

collaboration and assessment that occurs within learning protocols (Abril, 

2006; Bogdan, 2001). Recordings can assist in stimulating the imagination in 

the training of singers (Cobbs, 1995). The practitioner responses in the data 

reinforce the phenomenon of recordings as an integral aspect of instruction, 

as they cultivate a sense of proficiency in performance practices associated 

with Handel.      

Theoretical conceptions also incorporate the detailed study of recordings 

as a vital aspect of vibrant conservatoire pedagogy. Instructional 

methodologies promoting evaluative listening may link the academic and 

practical aspects of performance practice in various phases of musical 

preparation. As noted in relation to the recording case studies, linkages 

between theory and the interpretation of music performance are self-evident. 

Scholarly guidance within higher education also promotes a discourse, 

whereby recordings and practical music making are both employed as a 

means of instruction and research.  

 

8.3 Appraisal of text and musical interaction 

Relationships between the intrinsic functions of text and music contribute 

to one’s understanding of performance practice. Besides his experience 
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singing Handel’s English oratorios, Tucker describes his preparatory 

procedures and working relationship with the tenor roles in Handel’s opera 

seria oeuvre: 

“…through the traditional Italian operatic angle…there were aspects of 
declamation and recitative in Italian which were very helpful to me 
concerning the performance of Handel…the logic of the phrasing and 
the building of the aria as an extension of the recitative and an 
awareness of Italian metric structure” (p. 448).    
 

Massingham alludes to declamatory vocal practices as a constituent 

element of performance practice in Handel’s vocal music. In discussing the 

philosophy of his teacher, Peter Pears, Massingham suggests that a deep-

seated connection with the emotive content of the text lies at the heart of 

successful interpretive practice. Driven by the affective sentiment of the text, 

Pears’ sense of character informed his interpretation of Handel’s music, and 

indeed, all his performing. When he was singing: 

“...he was totally in character, and to me, it’s that sense of character, 
which actually informs the way it is performed. He would emphasise 
accented syllables in the text, usually with an appoggiatura, and then 
release the stress by giving less weight to the following syllable…Those 
types of linguistic choices are important, especially in recitatives, as 
they reflect the declamatory principles at the heart of baroque 
performance practice” (p. 401). 

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of text-music interaction 

Considering the central concepts within the statements by Tucker and 

Massingham through analytical reflection, the following characteristics align 

as unifying principles: declamation, phrasing, metric structure, emotive 

content, affekt and character. These features give the interpretation of 

Handel’s vocal music a sense of cohesion when all present in a 

complementary manner.  

While it might be inferred that the components indicated by the 
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practitioners exist as individual entities, the data as a whole suggests that a 

comprehensive and informed interpretation of Handel’s vocal music moulds 

these foundations into a cohesive structure. The role of declamation is 

closely tied to a well-defined concept of the musical phrasing (Ransome, 

1978). Declamatory singing intensifies an oratorical delivery, as the singer 

heightens the speech rhythm and accentuation of the text through melodic 

and rhythmic inflection. From this grounding in text-music structures, grows 

the emotive connection with affective meaning (Powers, 1980). Such 

methodologies enable the development of character as a through-line within 

a work, the portrayal of affective words and phrases, and the dramatic 

representation of recitatives and arias (Webb, 1983).  

Further critical reflection confirms the interpretive principles of text and 

music as equal partners. The significance of various pedagogical elements in 

higher education is also suggested. Educating singers in the art of foreign 

languages enhances the appreciation of textual nuance and meaning, while 

enriching an affective and expressive portrayal of the words (Parr, 2006). 

Analysis of the survey data also supports the pedagogical role of the 

specialist vocal coach. On both a theoretical and practical level, these 

practitioners ideally assist the singing student to refine the elements of 

declamation, affective representation and characterisation of the text and 

music. 

    

8.4 Performer-teacher: student discourse 

Several practitioners interviewed discussed the function of a constructive 

dialogue with their teacher in relation to aspects of Handelian performance 
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practice. Partridge and Robson refer to dialogue in their study of Handel’s 

tenor repertoire with Alexander Young; likewise Massingham with his 

teacher, Peter Pears. 

 

Self-reflection upon discourse between performer-teacher and student 

 The occasion of my first professional engagement to perform the tenor 

solos in Handel’s Messiah coincided with a period of postgraduate study. As 

an experienced oratorio soloist well versed in Handelian performance 

practice, my then teacher offered suggestions on the many interpretive 

aspects of Messiah. His instruction in the declamatory practice of recitatives 

and the expression of affective text was particularly enlightening. The erudite 

perspective of an adept performer was a prominent and effective component 

of his teaching practice. This mode of instruction establishes the significant 

role that informed vocal teachers play in the pedagogy of baroque 

performance practice, and it accentuates the benefit of complementary skill 

sets and proficiencies among conservatoire and university academic staff 

(Kreber, 2003).  

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of performer-teacher: student 

discourse 

The discussions in previous chapters included consideration of the 

phenomenon of dialogue within related aspects of teaching and learning and 

professional practice. Further consideration of this literature suggests that a 

perceptible interchange of viewpoints within dialogue develops 

understandings between the parties in the learning environment (Tacelosky, 
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2008). Waghid (2006) also suggests dialogue within teaching and learning 

practices incites creativeness, through analytical consideration of existing 

conventions and paradigms.  

Underpinning musical expression, listening is a formal component of 

dialogue and a fundamental module of interaction and scholarship (Bogdan, 

2001; Cavner and Gould, 2003; Duker, 1964). Developing core listening skills 

and an underlying sense of trust between the performer-teacher and student, 

dialogue is a fundamental principle in the academic and musical process that 

develops the singer’s interpretive skills in performance practice. 

The data collected also highlights the significance and diversity of the 

performer-teachers’ role in higher education. It is suggested that singers’ 

skills in listening and constructive discourse develop within the educational 

environment. Generalisations emerging from the data also indicate the 

fostering of mutual respect and the promotion of constructive dialogue in 

scholarly educational contexts assists learning paradigms within performance 

practice. It can also be inferred that professional development for academic 

staff is desirable in maintaining resilient links between the realms of 

professional performance and educational institutions.   

 

8.5 Sources and editions 

The extant primary source material pertaining to Handel’s works offers 

editors a solid basis for the preparation of editions (Burrows, 1983; Burrows 

and Ronish, 1994; Dean, 1976). The extensive variation of interpretive 

markings in relation to performance practice questions the validity of some 

editorial interpretations, and motivates the current research.  
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Self-reflection upon editions of Handel’s works as sources in performance 

practice 

Reflecting upon the training and resources I have accessed in relation to 

performance practice in Handel’s music, exposure to a range of editions has 

been a constant feature. During study of the recitative “Comfort Ye” and the 

aria “Ev’ry Valley” from Handel’s Messiah undertaken during undergraduate 

training, the only locally available edition was by Ebenezer Prout (1902). My 

initial conception of performance practice was based upon this nineteenth 

century edition.  

My then teacher possessed a more recent edition of Messiah (Watkins 

Shaw, 1959). Though Burrows’ (1987) edition emerged around that time, 

Watkins Shaw’s edition was promoted as one of the most reliable editions of 

Messiah. My university training was coloured by the editorial perceptions of 

Prout and Watkins Shaw. I began to question, at least superficially, the 

different ornamentation practices indicated by each editor. At that stage of 

my education, the enquiry went only as far as some stimulating discussions 

with my singing teacher during lessons, which included brief comments on 

editorial customs regarding appoggiaturas, and reflection upon his own 

experiences of performing Messiah.  

I soon purchased the Watkins Shaw edition, principally as the typeface 

was more legible than the Prout version. Within the teaching context, some 

fleeting references were made to the recordings of Messiah in the university 

library. These resources were the principal sources of interpretive assistance 

on performance practice in Handel’s music during my undergraduate training. 

Reflecting upon that phase, it is evident that my interpretive process 
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involved a rigid, sometimes unquestioning approach to issues of 

performance practice. Inexperience, lack of access to a full range of 

resources and perhaps more fundamentally, the instructed belief that the 

indications within a published edition were above reproach contributed to this 

narrow interpretive framework. Through the benefit of further education, 

dialogue with professional performing colleagues, perusal of scholarly 

editions and scrutiny of the composer’s autograph manuscripts, this scenario 

has changed. Furthermore, critical analyses of recordings and access to 

recent scholarly editions of Messiah by Burrows (1987) and Bartlett (1998) 

now provide a more broadly informed basis for the interpretation of 

performance practice.  

  

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of editions as informative 

resources in Handel performance practice 

Analytical interrogation of the survey data underscores the impact that 

editorial decisions can have upon inexperienced singers. While all editions 

play a role in the comparative and critical process within pedagogy, editions 

themselves usually offer a singular viewpoint in terms of performance 

practice. It is suggested that editions are most effective when viewed in 

conjunction with a variety of other materials. These complementary sources 

may include critical analyses of recordings, perusal of autograph and 

conducting manuscripts and aspects of person-to-person dialogue.    

As edited for modern performance, Handel’s vocal works offer avenues in 

performance practice training in higher education. Building perspectives upon 

performance practice, systematised instruction in this environment offers a 
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means of engagement with the interpretive issues confronting the editor; not 

the least of which is the untidy, and at times illegible state of Handel’s 

autograph manuscripts (see Appendix E for notable examples of this 

phenomenon).   

Examined in conjunction with primary source materials, including 

composer’s manuscripts, conducting scores, instrumental parts and 

wordbooks, comparative analysis and discourse regarding edited scores 

builds a robust and informative strand in academic procedure. Such a 

practice allows students to construct informed interpretations of performance 

practice through erudite perspectives upon editorial sources. These scholarly 

practices promote a consultative environment that assists students to 

contend with the complexities of performance practice in Handel’s vocal 

music. 

  

Table 8 outlines the concepts and themes within the data arising from 

interview question 7:  

As a professional singer, what do you see as the essential elements of 

performance practice in Handel’s vocal music? 

 

8.6 Declamation of text 

The principles of declamatory singing documented by Mattheson (Harriss, 

1981), Tosi (Galliard, 2009), Mancini (Foreman, 1996) and Quantz (Reilly, 

1966) emerge as robust themes that are essential to the performance of 

Handel’s vocal music. Tucker suggests that declamation within vocal practice 

fortifies the performance of baroque music in general, and in Handel’s music 
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Table 8. Summary of data codes, coding categories, analytical outline of essential 
components of performance practice in Handel’s vocal music and theoretical 
suggestions for pedagogy. 
 

as a particular example. Vocal music of the baroque period is a manifestation 

of the nuance, inflection and “...declamation of the text through the musical 

language—I feel that is the key to successful performance” (p. 451). 

Tucker also comments on the frequent assumption by inexperienced 

singers that declamatory practices reside principally in the theoretical or 

musicological domain. Rather, these interpretive principles belong to the 

practical side of music making, within the performer’s individual rehearsal, 

collective studio rehearsals and the concert platform or opera stage. 

Therefore “each inflection, each sound, each vowel, each syllable, each note 

is part of a structured discourse…In other words, sound and meaning 

operate together in the performance in real time” (p.  451). 

Tucker stresses the significance of tuition in rhetorical principles for 

inexperienced singers. Rhetoric, as with declamation, is not a “gesticulation 

of an arid, academic kind” (p. 451), but is integral to the aural makeup of the 

performance as a whole. Rhetorical principles govern not only the visual 

aspect of an operatic gesture or a dramatic movement, but also the aspects 

Code  Category Analytical reflection Theoretical conception 
8.6 Declamation 
of text 

Relationship of 
text & music  

Declamatory singing is a 
core principle of BPP. 
Awareness of affekt and 
rhetorical principles is 
paramount to the 
declamatory 
performance of Handel’s 
tenor repertoire.  

Language training 
emboldens textual nuance 
& declamatory expression. 
Specialist vocal coaching 
consolidates singers’ 
interpretation of theoretical 
& practical elements of 
declamation. 

8.7 
Characterisation 

Relationship of 
text & music 

Characterisation 
influences declamatory 
nuance, affective 
presentation and tasteful 
melodic ornamentation. 

Dramatic instruction 
informs the interpretation 
of affective text, 
development of character 
& declamatory vocal 
practices.  
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of inflection within the voice and meaning within the text (Tarling, 2004).  

Robson links the rhetorical construction of musical phrasing within 

declamatory singing to the tasteful application of performance practice. He 

suggests the melismatic nature of Handel’s melodic writing within many tenor 

arias requires of the singer an intimate knowledge of, and respect for, the 

contours and shades of phrasing. Furthermore, Robson remarks upon the 

necessity of subtle nuances and inflections in the interpretation of repeated 

text in Handel’s vocal music, so as to furnish life and meaning within the 

phrasing. An experienced singer feels:  

“...the contrasting musical elements of phrasing and you sing [repeated 
lines of text] differently, whereas a student might sing it with little sense 
of word painting…it’s about the shape and stress, accentuation of the 
phrasing" (p. 441). 
 

Padmore concurs with Tucker and Robson, suggesting textual meaning 

and nuance is the key to vocal style, while Gilchrist indicates that a sense of 

the written meaning and rhetorical inflection in the voice govern the 

interpretation of performance practice in Handel’s vocal music. Sometimes, 

that: 

“…means not being too hide bound by what’s written on the page. Of 
course, it depends on the particular piece. If it’s a fast, melismatic aria, I 
think it works well with plenty of vigour and spirit and energetic 
rhythmicity. But if it’s a more contemplative, lyrical number, I’d be very 
willing to take risks in terms of stretching the time or giving more weight 
to notes” (p. 379).  

 
Gilchrist describes Handel’s inherent connection of melody and affective 

text in the context of the composer’s life-long focus on music for the theatre. 

He advocates the influence of affekt upon the declamatory element required 

in Handel’s vocal music. As:  

“he wrote music for every emotion..., that has to come out in the way 
you sing it. It’s not enough to tick the stylistic boxes without delving to a 
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deeper level to feel a connection with the emotion of the recitative or 
aria. That, after all, is the transmission of affect, to move the emotion or 
passion of one’s listener” (p. 380).   

 
Langridge also describes the singer’s individual understanding of the text 

as integral to the interpretation of performance practice in Handel’s music. 

Aligned to the singer’s command of textual elements is the expression of the 

text through vocal inflection in a declamatory style. Langridge implies 

Handel’s da capo arias frequently develop a thought or a concept through the 

course of the A and B sections, while the da capo section serves as an 

extension of the original notion. In such a way, the singers may express 

these contrasting notions “with different colours, different musical 

ornamentation or expression” (p. 396). Partridge agrees with these 

sentiments, suggesting the singer’s clear understanding of the text allows 

effective engagement with declamatory practices, affective communication 

and subtle ornamentation of the melodic line.  

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of declamation as an 

essential element of Handel’s vocal music 

Previous discussions refer to the role of declamation as an intrinsic 

component of performance practice. Reflection upon the broader research 

literature supports the notion of declamation in the context of vocal style. 

Bartel (1997) and Jochymczyk and Wroński (2009) discuss text-music 

interaction, and the affective expression of a musical work, as fundamental 

principles of the baroque period. Emphasis of the text through melodic and 

metrical nuance also intensifies the singers’ oratorical and affective 

presentation of text and music (Powers, 1980).  
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The data analysis undertaken in this research underlines the import of 

declamatory performance practices in Handel’s vocal music. Previous 

sections refer to implications for higher education pedagogy in this realm. 

Such theories propose the significance of language training for singers, thus 

engaging textual nuance and in turn, expressivity of vocal delivery (Parr, 

2006). The specialist vocal coach may take a prominent academic role in the 

higher education institution. Such practitioners may directly contribute to the 

singers’ consolidation of theoretical and applied elements of declamation in 

vocal practice and the engagement with affective elements of text and music.  

 

8.7 Characterisation 

Gilchrist believes that elements of character and dramatisation are intrinsic 

to the interpretation of Handel’s vocal music. He suggests that a mental 

visualisation of dramatic scenarios assists the singer transmit intense 

subtleties of character through the voice and across the musical 

interpretation. In explicating the aria ‘Waft her Angels’ from Handel’s oratorio 

Jephtha, Gilchrist allows a mental depiction of the drama to influence the 

dynamic range, the accentuation of particular notes or syllables and the 

contrasts of vocal colours. The singer may picture himself: 

“…on stage at that moment where you’re passing your daughter 
through a door to be executed, and to see that from a dramatic 
perspective in order to colour the voice…though it’s not marked at all, 
one should allow a ritardando into the da capo, so that it seems to place 
itself at the beginning of the A section again. Also, and it’s absolutely 
not marked in the score, it might be appropriate in those long, upward 
passages to move the tempo on, and for the players to respond to that 
variation of tempo” (p. 380).     

 
In similar vein, Padmore cites Bajazet’s suicide scene in Handel’s opera 

Tamerlano. Within such an extended scene of heightened drama, the singer 
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should be utterly immersed in the character and in the transmission of affekt 

through the music. The singer should communicate: 

“...the dramatic scenario across to the audience. I think singers are 
essentially actors and that’s why the text and the transmission of the 
text is so important in Handel or the music of any other baroque 
composer. The connection between the singer’s thought and what the 
audience get from it has to be a close as possible (p. 416).  
   

While encouraging singers in the pursuit of individual melodic invention 

and originality of character, Gilchrist draws upon a key principle that emerges 

within several baroque treatises, including those by Tosi (Galliard, 2009), 

Mancini (Foreman, 1996), Agricola (Baird, 1995) and Hiller (Beicken, 2001). 

Gilchrist offers cautionary words in the realm of ‘good taste’ and in the 

interpretation of performance practice, advising “…one has to be careful to 

consider carefully the motivation for musical nuance and how nuance will 

effect the end result—the performance” (p. 381). 

 

Self-reflection upon characterisation as an essential performance component 

of Handel’s vocal music 

Handel was primarily a composer for the theatre, and therefore the 

dramatic aspects of character motivate much of his music (Webb, 1983). In 

my experience of Handel’s music, elements such as the declamation of text 

through the adaptation of speech rhythms, portrayal of affective text and 

ornamentation complementing the musical and grammatical structures, are 

best founded upon the notion of character. The vivid elements of the text and 

the melodic structure are therefore integral to vocal delivery, as the singer’s 

over-arching dramatic conception anchors a vibrant and affective framework 

informing performance practice.  
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Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of characterisation as an 

integral component of Handelian performance practice 

 The literature comments upon musico-dramatic structures within Handel’s 

music and the elevated role of character within the composer’s musical vision 

of the English oratorios (Webb, 1983) and opera seria (Jones, 2006). 

Analytical consideration upon themes arising within the survey data suggests 

a thorough conception of dramatic character informs singers’ interpretation of 

performance practice. Intensive perceptions of characterisation enlighten the 

transmission of affective text through vocal nuance and subtle melodic 

ornamentation, while assisting singers engage the audience through the 

tasteful portrayal of dramatic scenarios.  

A number of implications arise for baroque performance practice 

pedagogy in higher education. Assertion of the ‘singer as actor’ phenomenon 

(Padmore, 2010) suggests training in dramatic procedures, including 

stagecraft, speech, movement and intensive acting, are pedagogical entities 

concerning performance practice in Handel’s tenor repertoire (Solomon, 

1989). Such processes assist the singer’s comprehension and intensive 

portrayal of character, which in turn informs notions of performance practice 

through active engagement with affective elements of the musical text. 

Jones (2006) refers to Handel’s annotations upon character and dramatic 

staging within several of the autograph manuscripts. The penetrating, 

dramatic nature of characters such as Bajazet in Handel’s Tamerlano and 

the title role in Jephtha promotes the impact of supervised rehearsal and 

staged performance upon performance practice pedagogy. Under the 

auspices of the conservatoire or university, the specialist vocal coach, who 
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assists the singers’ development of character and also the tasteful realisation 

of performance practice, could best address such applied techniques.  

 

Table 9 outlines the researcher’s perception of the concepts and themes 

within the data emerging from interview question 8:  

What elements govern your interpretation of ornamentation in Handel’s opera 

seria, English oratorio, English ode and Italian cantata, or the ornamentation 

you might employ in Handel’s sacred and secular music? 

 

 
Table 9. Summary of data codes, coding categories, analytical outline of the 
interpretation of ornamentation in Handel’s vocal music and theoretical propositions 
for pedagogy. 
 

8.8 Textual meaning and affekt 

Several practitioners comment upon the meaning and the affective 

sentiment of the text as overriding factors governing the interpretation of 

ornamentation in Handel’s music. Langridge suggests: 

Code Category Analytical reflection Theoretical conception 
8.8 Textual 
meaning & 
affekt 

Educational 
structure 
 
Text-music 
relationship 

Ornamentation informed 
by affekt, character & 
mood realises dramatic 
layers within the text.  

Language training & the 
academic role of specialist 
vocal coaches promotes 
informed ornamentation. 

8.9 Good taste Critical 
analysis 
 
Experiential 
process 

Tasteful embellishment 
is linked to knowledge of 
primary/ secondary 
sources/ recordings/ live 
performance. 

Pedagogy promoting primary/ 
secondary literature; 
experiential processes; peer 
assessment & dialogue 
within scholastic stratagems. 

8.10 
Declamation & 
expression 

Text-music 
relationship 

Ornamentation 
incorporates 
declamation & theories 
discussed within primary 
sources.  Theory & 
research may be applied 
within performance. 

Academic modules 
examining primary & 
secondary sources informing 
ornamentation. Specialist 
tutors reinforce scholastic 
foundations linking theory/ 
primary sources & 
declamation. 

8.11 
Collaboration & 
communication 

Dialogue Collaboration 
incorporates flexibility of 
interpretation, 
maintaining style & good 
taste.  

Academic modules 
incorporate dialogic 
structures aiding union of 
theory & practice in a positive 
learning environment. 
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“…ornamentation evolves, once again, from examination of the text and 
the mood or sentiment of the character or the recitative in a wider 
context...If you say, “I love you” to another person and “I love you” to 
God, it’s quite different, isn’t it? You say it differently as well and he 
[Handel] composed it differently” (p. 396). 
 

Gilchrist, Massingham and Padmore refer to textual meaning and affekt 

when formulating ornamentation in both Handel’s sacred and secular music. 

Generally speaking, these singers only reticently apply ornaments in liturgical 

music, such as Dixit Dominus (HWV 232) and other similar works composed 

during Handel’s early career in Italy. The practitioners allow a more liberal 

approach to melodic decoration in the secular works. This technique is 

particularly true of opera seria, the genre most dominated by the da capo aria 

form, in which singers traditionally provide ornamentation in the repeated A 

section (Dean, 1976).  

Handel’s English oratorios provide interesting case studies in terms of 

ornamentation. Massingham indicates some of the oratorios, such as 

Messiah, are based upon religious text and themes while others have a 

quasi-political basis, rather than primarily sacred themes (Dean, 1990). 

Significantly for the study of ornamentation, Handel composed his English 

oratorios as entertainments to be performed in secular theatres and halls for 

subscribers and the ticket-buying public (Dean, 1959; Menerth, 1966). The 

composer therefore did not conceive these works within a sacred worship 

context, unlike the oratorios and cantatas of J.S. Bach (Wolff, 2000). The 

interview data suggests this circumstance gives the singer a certain freedom 

in the realisation of ornamentation, though Langridge, Massingham and 

Padmore imply that the English oratorios should be approached on an 

individual and cautious basis. Due respect for textual meaning, character and 
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affective sentiment are cited as the overriding mediators in interpretation. 

 In discussing ornamentation in his recording of Handel’s cantata Cecilia, 

volgi un sguardo (Handel, 2004) Gilchrist implies the Italian cantata has a 

level of autonomy in common with opera seria (Jerold, 2008). Gilchrist also 

suggests that the accompanying work, the Ode for St Cecilia’s Day (HWV 76) 

demands a stricter, somewhat more reticent approach to ornamentation, as 

the two works are composed in contrasting styles. Gilchrist suggests one 

might think the “English piece is...quite straight really, and I think there’s not 

much argument about how you might embellish that piece. However…, I 

might have felt at liberty to embellish the lines in the Italian cantata” (p. 382).  

 Robson takes an approach to ornamentation that is based upon the 

projection of character within the music. Engaging the affective states within 

the text moulds his character-based interpretive technique. Robson 

describes elements of this technique employed in his recording of Bajazet in 

Tamerlano (Handel, 1985). He explains the perspective of “…the inner 

emotional state. So there can be, even in Bajazet’s final scene…moments of 

deep spirituality to do with realising the eternity, if you like, of life” (p. 441).   

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of meaning, affekt and 

interpretation of ornamentation 

Analytical reflection suggests the varied sentiments apparent within text 

and musical structures evidently require divergent or individualised 

approaches to ornamentation. The contrasting scenarios offered by 

Langridge in reference to the adoration of God and the affectionate 

murmurings of humanity illustrate this point. Analysis of the survey data also 
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confirms that ornamentation within Handel’s opera seria, English oratorios 

and odes is dependent upon the affekt, the disposition of the character, and 

the mood or temperament within the scene. This philosophy indicates that 

aesthetically conceived ornamentation is deeply linked to context. The 

perspective of characterisation, the context of the character’s dialogue or the 

circumstance of emotive, dialogic elements within the recitative, aria or scene 

impact upon the interpretation of ornamentation in Handel’s vocal music 

(Menerth, 1966).   

The notion of context also leads the discussion regarding ornamentation 

within the perspectives of good taste. This parameter is frequently referenced 

in the vocal and instrumental treatises of the baroque period in regard to 

ornamentation. In the pursuit of ornamentation practice in Handel’s tenor 

repertoire, the survey data suggests the singers’ in-depth appreciation of 

textual meaning is a primary motivator of ornamental structure and style. 

Such a base principle confirms language training as an essential element of 

higher education training for singers. The practitioners also reflect upon 

affective sentiment, character and textual meaning as determinants affecting 

ornamentation in individual works by Handel. Higher education pedagogy 

allows the specialist vocal coach to supervise students’ academic, theoretical 

and practical applications in these domains.  

 

8.9 Good taste 

The research conducted through interviews finds common ground with the 

primary sources regarding the performers’ good taste in the expression of 

ornamentation. The primary literature including Tosi (Galliard, 2009), Agricola 
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(Baird, 1995), Hiller (Beicken, 2001) and Mattheson (Harriss, 1981) indicates 

that a surfeit of melodic decoration violates the boundaries of good taste. 

Within the interview data, Padmore indicates “…ornamentation has to go 

hand in hand with taste…I think we have to be careful, because Handel 

himself complained about excessive ornamentation…that turns the music 

into a sideshow” (p. 417). In discussing ornamentation and aspects of good 

taste, Massingham draws upon facets of his commentary regarding the 

sparing nature of ornamentation in liturgical music and a more unstinting 

slant within secular music for the stage. He suggests: 

“…the [Handel] operas…are something that [allow]…quite 
liberal…application of ornamentation, depending of course, on good 
taste. Probably the oratorios too, you know, when it comes down to it, 
because they were Handel’s way of writing operas without the huge 
theatrical overheads and other costs” (p. 403). 
 

Langridge offers a succinct analysis, suggesting a tripartite interpretive 

structure embracing textual meaning and affekt as determinants of good 

taste, which in turn inform the embellishment of Handel’s music. Thus, 

“ornamentation derives from good taste and good taste comes, in part, from 

the text” (p. 396). 

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of good taste as an element 

informing ornamentation 

Good taste as a guiding principle associates the performing practices of 

twenty-first century performers with context provided by vocal and 

instrumental treatises from the time of Handel. In considering the 

embellishment of baroque music, analytical reflection suggests the scholarly 

literature frequently draws upon sections of the primary sources as a means 
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of monitoring so-called good taste in the present-day setting (Cyr, 1992; 

Donington, 1982; Neumann, 1978; Roche, 1985).  

Critical reflection on this literature also indicates interpretive good taste in 

relation to ornamentation is based upon principles discussed within the 

preceding two chapters. These methods include wide reading, reflection 

upon the primary source materials, and rigorous engagement with pertinent 

secondary sources. Other factors informing ornamentation practices include 

experiential processes, such as critical appraisal of recordings and live 

performances, as well as collaborative procedures in the preparation and 

presentation of music.  

Concepts of systematised teaching within higher education mirror the 

experience represented in the survey data. These include the study of 

primary sources contemporaneous of Handel and the critical assessment of 

pertinent secondary materials, including recordings and live performances by 

professional practitioners. Ideally, performance classes focussing on baroque 

ornamentation practices also provide forums for peer assessment as a 

positive educational framework (Hale and Green, 2009; Topping 1998).    

Collaborative, experiential practices in the rehearsal and performance of 

Handel’s vocal music collectively offer effective educational procedures 

pertaining to the complex field of ornamentation.   

 

8.10 Declamation and expression 

Several practitioners in the sample, including Langridge (2008), Partridge 

(2010) and Tucker (2008) offer supplementary considerations upon 

ornamental practices in Handel’s vocal music. Partridge implies that little 
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practical difference in the ornamentation of Handel’s works exists according 

to genre, as the affective sentiment of the text should be the principle 

determinant governing ornamentation. 

Suggesting that a direct relationship exists between the embellishment 

and declamation of text, Tucker proposes little: 

“...significant difference in oratorio or opera and secular concerts…[but 
rather] stylised declamation…under the umbrella of classical rhetoric: 
sounds, meanings and structure…operate as one unity, through… the 
language and the musical structure. For me, that is more a unifying 
element than opera, oratorio or cantata as different repertoires” (p. 
454). 
 

Partridge discusses the practice of ornamentation within its role as an 

expressive device, suggesting: 

“...communication between singer and audience is vital…you have to 
bring them to you in that way where you draw them in. That can only 
come from the committed performer willing to communicate with the 
audience” (pp. 425–26).  
 

Commenting upon ornamentation as a decisive element of musical 

expression, Langridge states, “I don’t think that you would learn to ornament 

a cantata from a recording of a cantata…the music is expressing different 

things and the ornamentation should reflect those elements” (p. 397).   

  

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of ornamentation influenced 

by declamation and expression 

Analytical evaluation of the survey data identifies a correlation between 

the tasteful ornamentation of Handel’s vocal music and expression of the text 

through declamatory vocal practices. As previously documented, these 

notions are intrinsic elements of the primary sources. Such relationships 

confirm the fundamental significance of this literature as pedagogical assets 
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in terms of embellishment in Handel’s music (Dean, 1976; Stevens, 1978), 

and baroque music in general (Schmitz and Lerma, 1979). The empirical 

data gathered through interviews also confirms the essential role of the 

primary sources. 

Several themes are suggested in relation to baroque performance practice 

within higher education. The critical examination of treatises, historical 

documents and other primary sources informs learning paradigms in relation 

to Handelian ornamentation. As noted above, the important role of the 

specialist tutor in higher education is reinforced. Such a role encompasses 

scholarly foundations that enable a union of ornamentation with theoretical 

principles found within the primary sources, and also the practical art of 

declamatory singing. 

Langridge suggests that the combination of research and pedagogy in 

theoretical elements of performance practice, together with self-reflection and 

the analysis of one’s performance is essential. He also indicates that theories 

of baroque performance practice are meaningless without the applied union 

of theory and practice through the expressive textures of sound, word and 

voice. If a singer reads “...about baroque performance practice in a book 

about performance practice, it’s the same as reading how to sing, without 

getting on the stage and doing it…application is all-important” (p. 397). 

Structured teaching within higher education has much to offer students 

through pedagogy combining theory and practice in preparation for 

professional collaboration. 
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8.11 Collaboration and communication 

As the analytical chapters demonstrate, the processes of dialogue 

consistently emerge as themes throughout the interviews. In the context of 

ornamentation, Langridge places dialogue between collaborative 

practitioners as a necessary component of the interpretive process, when: 

“you as the singer offer something. The conductor says ‘no, I don’t like 
that, I think it’s wrong. Okay fine, we’ll do this’, and he does. If you do it 
with Mackerras, you do one thing. If you do it with Roger Norrington, 
you do another. They’re equally valid and okay, as long as you can sing 
it” (p. 397).  

 

Analytical reflection and theoretical conception of collaboration and 

communication 

Given the strength of practitioner dialogue as a recurrent theme within the 

data, analytical reflection implies that flexibility is a critical component of 

ornamentation. Singers enter into an interpretive dialogue with conductors, 

music directors and fellow musicians. These dialogues shape the formulation 

of ornamentation in Handel’s music in a way that meets stylistic constraints 

and maintains the boundaries of good taste, while accounting for the abilities 

and limitations of the performers.     

Previous analytical chapters comment at length on the role of practitioner 

discourse in the preparatory and performance phases of Handel’s vocal 

music. The higher education environment may offer facets of pedagogy 

introducing students to the dialogic process. Such connections complement 

the theoretical elements of baroque performance practice. In a supportive 

and supervised environment, dialogue allows students to apply philosophical 

principles inherent within the primary sources to the practical structures of 

rehearsal and performance of Handel’s vocal repertoire.   
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In summary, practitioners describe experiential aspects of choral singing 

as an introduction to concepts within performance practice, and the 

pedagogical influence of choral singing upon performance practice in 

Handel’s music. Institutional ensembles play a key role in the ongoing 

development of those skills. The musicians interviewed in this research refer 

to recordings and the influential role that singers and recorded music play in 

forming students’ perceptions of performance practice in Handel’s music. 

With the development of students’ skills in critical listening and collaborative 

and dialogic techniques through pedagogy, recordings potentially enable the 

connection of practical and theoretical concepts in performance practice.  

A balance between declamatory vocal practices, textual nuance and 

musical interpretation emerge as complementary elements in Handel’s vocal 

music. Oratorical delivery intensifies the musical phrasing, and allows vivid 

characterisation through the portrayal of affective text, which in turn 

underlines the importance of foreign language training in higher education.  

Constructive dialogue between the performer-teacher and the student 

appears as a strong element of performance practice pedagogy. Instruction 

in declamatory practices, the expression of affekt, and an interaction between 

the performer-teacher and student reinforces listening as a scholarly pursuit 

in terms of Handelian performance practice. Examination of secondary 

sources underlines the interpretive range and variance of editorial quality in 

respect of performance practice in publications of Handel’s works. The 

phenomenon of editorial variation forms a context for comparative and 

analytical teaching in higher education.  

Practitioners offer meaningful observations upon declamatory vocal 
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delivery as an integral component of performance practice in Handel’s vocal 

music. The rhetorical aspects of singing bind theoretical elements with 

practical music making, and as such form an important component of 

pedagogy. The singer’s understanding of affekt is paramount in establishing 

a declamatory interpretation of the emotive aspects present within Handel’s 

recitatives and arias. It is axiomatic that language training for singers within 

higher education is an essential pedagogical activity, supported by the role of 

the vocal coach.  

Subtleties of characterisation influence the accentuation of the text and 

offer contrasts of vocal colours, through immersion in a role that unlocks an 

effective channel of communication to the audience. Such interaction 

facilitates the singers’ tasteful transmission of affective text, complementing 

the sense of dramatic characterisation, the interpretation of melodic structure 

and the physical characteristics of the singing voice.  

Rigorous investigation of textual meaning, affective sentiment of the text 

and the dramatic character within a scene, aria or recitative stimulates the 

effective interpretation of ornamentation in Handel’s vocal music. The original 

performance context of various music genres influences the relative extent of 

appropriate ornamentation. The contexts of character and the associated 

emotive elements link the singers’ abstinence from overt displays of 

embellishment with notions of good taste discussed by theoreticians 

including Tosi (Galliard, 2009), Mancini (Foreman, 1996) and Hiller (Beicken, 

2001). These elements of vocal practice support the preservation of musical 

and dramatic integrity and underline the essential role of language training 

and specialist coaching within higher education.  
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The implications of these findings for tertiary education suggest that 

students should be exposed to facets of the primary sources and secondary 

materials including recordings and live performances, as a means of 

informing their ornamentation practice. Peer assessment, academic appraisal 

and guidance by specialist tutors in the collaborative and dialogic practices of 

rehearsal and performance also provide effective scholarly forms (Hale and 

Green, 2009; Topping, 1998).    

The interview data also proposes declamatory, oratorical and affective 

principles as primary determinants in the governance of ornamentation, 

textual expression, and the portrayal of musical and dramatic character. The 

correlation between ornamentation, expression and declamation underlines 

the significance of the primary literature as instructional resources within 

higher education. Dialogic processes and the allied role of specialist 

coaching ideally promotes a balance between research and theories of 

ornamentation in Handel’s vocal music, particularly through practical 

activities, including performance. 

The process of dialogue also confirms the necessity of flexible interpretive 

approaches to ornamentation, allowing the singer and their instrumental 

colleagues to collaboratively shape the ornaments within the constraints of 

style and good taste. Again, the academic environment may support a 

flexible approach to ornamentation through similar means as suggested 

above. 
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Summary of Part Three 

The following paragraphs briefly summarise the critical commentary upon 

the practitioners’ experiences of pedagogy and professional development in 

performance practice pertaining to Handel’s tenor repertoire. Analytical 

reflection upon the data reveals the recurrent absence of formalised or 

structured pedagogy in baroque performance practice within higher 

education. This theme suggests supplementary research in teaching 

practices will be advantageous.  

Practitioners recurrently describe the phenomenon of training ‘on the job’ 

in reference to a lack of formalised pedagogy in baroque performance 

practice within their respective higher degree training. While a paucity of 

professional experience logically dictates an element of training ‘on the job’ 

as a standard experiential event for inexperienced graduates, the empirical 

data suggests higher education systems may disseminate directives as pre-

professional grounding in theoretical and practical aspects of baroque music 

performance.  

Regarding teaching practices and singers’ training in baroque repertoire, 

the value of collaborative practices within higher education becomes 

apparent. The academic and musical significance of the vocal coach or tutor, 

who is an authority in baroque performance practice, emerges as a strong 

theme within the data. The experiences of Tucker suggest instruction 

incorporating input from the baroque specialist, academic and theoretical 

tuition, and technical assistance from the singing teacher offers students 

educationally balanced objectives in academic studies and repertoire 

training. 
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Critical reflection suggests an affirmative relationship between the 

performer-teacher and teaching procedures in baroque performance practice 

within the higher education setting. The data compiled in this research 

suggests the performer-teacher may align dialogue regarding vocal 

technique with instruction in declamatory singing, and also offer commentary 

upon affective and ornamental elements of baroque performance practice.  

The interview data also implies the specialist vocal pedagogue in higher 

education frequently takes a view of teaching practice narrowly focussed 

upon the development of students’ vocal technique. These teachers may 

regularly direct other aspects of the singers’ training, including tuition in 

baroque performance practice, away from their studio context and towards 

musicological or theoretical educators. Further research regarding the scope 

of vocal pedagogy within higher education is warranted. Professional 

development for vocal teachers may promote holistic practices building a 

stronger relationship between well-informed pedagogy and the principles of 

affective, declamatory singing.  

Choral singing habitually offers singers an introduction to aspects of 

baroque repertoire and associated aspects of performance practice. The 

survey data suggests that professional development for choral conductors is 

a desirable activity that would enhance the academic environment in this 

respect.  

Themes evolving within the research data regarding effective instructional 

techniques in baroque performance practice include: tuition in declamatory 

vocal practices, aspects of dialogue between the performer-teacher and 

student, and the development of personal research techniques. This 
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research indicates the co-ordination of declamatory singing and expressive 

phrasing is an integral component of pedagogy in baroque performance 

practice. Realisation of this goal indicates an active tripartite structure could 

be implemented. Such a framework engages input from the singing teacher, 

theoretical instruction in baroque performance practice within systematised 

academic classes, and finally the co-ordination of theoretical and practical 

components undertaken by a specialist coach who is well informed in 

baroque music.   

Discourse about performance practice between performer-teacher and 

student suggests that an active integration of vocal technique with rigorous 

instruction in declamation, articulation and ornamentation is desirable. These 

experiential scenarios promote dialogue between the student and the teacher 

as an affirming learning principle.   

Mechanisms assisting the development of research protocols emerge in 

the data analysis as effective components in the pedagogy of baroque 

performance practice. Such devices include the critical appraisal of 

recordings and dialogue regarding facets of interpretation, including 

declamation and ornamentation. In order to develop these principles, a 

combination of structured academic guidance in research methodologies, 

dialogue between the performer and the musicologist, and the experiential 

and reflective processes of performance, are all-important. 

The data offers aspects of dialogue through person-to-person contact, 

critical listening, and analytical components within reading as strategic 

experiences upon the interpretation of baroque vocal music. Open and 

constructive dialogue among performers promotes individuality of expression 
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and the dynamic interrogation of mutual understandings. The development of 

evaluative listening is also beneficial to cognitive function upon interpretive 

constructs.  Furthermore, the process of critical listening within the context of 

recordings and musical performance contributes to the interpretive 

conception of baroque music and to pedagogy within the higher education 

setting. Reading is another means by which practitioners engage the wider 

research literature in baroque performance practice.  

The interview data suggests professional practitioners research baroque 

music through four principal means, including collaborative practices; the 

analysis of text and musical components; critical reading and evaluative 

listening practices. In the context of practitioner research, collaborative 

discourse promotes the mutual exchange of scholarly ideals. Constructive 

research procedures emerge within the intimate relationship between 

linguistic and interpretive components. Such practices foster an 

understanding of the rhetorical relationship between text and music in the 

formation of dramatic character. Analytical reflection enables a synergetic 

relationship between text, music and baroque performance practice as 

integral to research procedures within higher education.  

It is evident that systematic reading is an active element of research 

methodology relating to the interpretation of baroque music. Recordings are 

another means of promoting dialogue and listening experiences as 

informants on the interpretive elements of baroque music. It is proposed that 

the integration of recordings as a means of evaluative listening would 

enhance higher education pedagogy. 

Themes emerged within the data relating to instructive teaching resources 
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and edifying performance materials concerning baroque music. These 

include primary and secondary sources, recordings, aspects of collaborative 

practice, live performances and well-informed judgement. It is proposed that 

a cross-sectional consultation of the literature be used as a standard 

procedure that informs the performance and teaching of baroque vocal 

works. This approach to the literature engages critical and rigorous 

exploratory practices and forms an active component of scholarship within 

higher education. Recordings offer a broad function within interpretive 

practice. They form a means of demonstration and comparison within 

teaching processes. Recordings also promote evaluative listening in the 

interpretation of ornamentation, declamation and the affective transmission of 

text.  

Performer collaboration permits the exploration of interpretive concepts 

through collegial discourse.  Such collaborative activity may also occur within 

the rehearsal and performance scenarios in higher education. Live 

performance also plays an interpretive role, as it promotes comparative and 

evaluative procedures in relation to declamation, ornamentation and affective 

communication. The practice of live performance also offers components of 

critical analysis and interpretation within higher education pedagogy, which in 

turn supports discursive and reflective practices. The experiential process 

builds the singers’ find of knowledge and self-awareness in relation to 

baroque performance practice. Discourse, analytical enquiry and self-

reflection contribute to informed judgement upon the teaching, rehearsal and 

performance paradigms in baroque music.  

Useful resources that emerge as effective instructional elements in relation 
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to Handel’s music include choirs; recordings; analysis of text and music; 

discourse between teacher and student and the comparative analysis of 

editions of the composer’s music. Choirs regularly perform Handel’s English 

oratorios and odes. The interview data confirms the experiential and 

pedagogical aspects of choral singing, which frequently introduce students to 

concepts integral to performance practice. As an active component of tertiary 

music education, choirs often present Handel’s English oratorios and odes in 

public concerts, thus providing a means for students’ ongoing awareness and 

appreciation of aspects of performance practice.   

 Soloists featured in live performance and recordings play an influential 

role in the fostering of students’ perceptions of Handelian performance 

practice. Recordings can assist to develop strategies of listening within the 

collaborative and dialogic practices of pedagogy. The interview data indicates 

singing students are able to link theoretical concepts of performance practice 

with practical interpretation through evaluative listening and dialogue.   

The relationship between declamation, nuances of text and musical 

interpretation emerge as significant elements of performance practice in 

Handel’s music. Melodic and rhythmic inflection through oratorical delivery 

intensifies musical phrasing and allows vivid characterisation of affective text. 

Dialogue between performer-teacher and student also emerges as a 

resource-rich component of performance practice pedagogy. Several case 

studies suggest the performer-teacher’s experience and listening skills offer 

the student access to extensive knowledge of declamatory practices and the 

expression of affective text. Performer-teacher and student dialogue also 

develops listening and critical reflection upon the fundamentals of 
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performance practice. Variability of editorial quality in publications of 

Handel’s works habitually presents enigmas to students and inexperienced 

singers. These materials do however provide stimulating fodder for 

comparative and analytical pedagogy within higher education. 

Among the most critical foundations of performance practice drawn from 

the interview data are the aspects of declamation and characterisation. The 

vocal subtleties and inflections possible within declamatory singing emerge 

as pillars of baroque performance. This research suggests oratorical, 

declamatory singing clearly links rhetorical theory with practical music 

making. Handel’s writing for the tenor voice combines melodic nuance with 

metrical and declamatory aspects. The singers’ understanding of affekt within 

the musical text is of primary significance in establishing a declamatory 

interpretation within Handel’s vocal music.   

These issues support the important function of language tuition for singers 

within the domain of higher education. Such curriculum inclusions would 

enhance textual nuance and expression within a declamatory vocal style, 

while the specialist vocal coach may assist students’ consolidation of 

theoretical and practical elements of declamation. Subtleties of 

characterisation impact upon the accentuation of text and vocal colours. 

Singers’ presentation of the vocal part creates a sense of communication 

with the audience, complemented by transmission of affective text and subtle 

ornamentation in the portrayal of the various layers within the score. The 

notion of singers as vocal actors also reinforces the need for instruction in 

aspects of drama for singers in the conservatoire environment. 

Textual meaning, affective feeling and dramatic character play a role in the 
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understanding of ornamentation within Handel’s vocal music. The research 

suggests the composer’s secular works enjoy a more profuse interpretation 

of melodic embellishments than would be the case in liturgical music. 

Significantly, ornamentation is linked to character, to emotive foundations 

within the musical structures, and to aspects of good taste.  

Language tuition for singers and the specialist vocal coach as tutor in the 

interpretation of ornamentation emerge as meaningful functions of the higher 

education training context. The practitioners in the data sample respect 

observations within the primary sources concerning ornamentation and the 

authority of good taste. The discerning presentation of ornaments within 

Handel’s vocal music includes knowledge of the literal and intensive 

meanings within the text and also an intimate awareness of the philosophical 

commentary of the primary and secondary sources.  

Higher education pedagogy may introduce students to aspects of the 

primary and secondary sources, recordings and live performances as a 

method of apprising ornamental interpretation. This enquiry confirms that 

declamatory and affective principles govern ornamentation practice. Primary 

sources associate declamation with meaning and character, which in turn 

governs expression and the communication between performer and 

audience. Appropriate curriculum modules in higher education pedagogy 

may enhance dialogue through the examination of themes present within the 

research literature, particularly the interplay of declamatory vocalisation and 

tasteful ornamentation.  

Through pedagogical structures, leadership within rehearsals, and 

guidance through performance, vocal coaches as specialists in baroque 
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music may support the relationship between research and theory in the 

ornamentation of Handel’s vocal music. Collaborative and communicative 

aspects of rehearsals and reflection upon performance play a formative role 

in flexible ornamentation. Suppleness of approach enhances such positive 

collaboration, as performers shape ornaments to fit stylistic assumptions in 

each context and the constraints of good taste in general.  
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CONCLUSION 

The ensuing discussion encapsulates the findings based on analytical 

interpretation of the research data, and offers paths for additional research. 

This study has examined teaching environments in the area of baroque 

performance practice and Handel’s tenor repertoire through the question: 

What do the experiences of music education and the vocational practices of 

professional tenor voice practitioners imply for structured pedagogy in 

baroque performance practice within higher education?  

To assist in answering the primary research question, the enquiry 

incorporated a multi-faceted, qualitative research framework (Creswell, 

2003). These methodologies engaged semi-structured interviews, case 

studies, reflexivity and the citation of documented literature within the 

investigation of two research sub-questions (Creswell, 2007; Denzin and 

Lincoln, 2000; Richards, 2005; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2003).  

Introducing the major baroque composer Handel, the principal tenors for 

whom he composed and the contrasting styles found within his vocal works, 

the prefatory chapters placed the research in context. A comprehensive, 

longitudinal review of the literature identified the most applicable aspects of 

pedagogy relevant to the vocal repertoire of Handel and the principles of 

baroque performance practice. Case studies of recorded works by Handel 

elucidated the oratorical and declamatory principles discussed within the 

primary literature as being critical to pedagogy and this repertoire’s affective 

performance.  

Addressing the primary research question, inferences were drawn which 

together propose a pedagogical structure for baroque performance practice 
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within higher education. Such a framework combines formalised academic 

study and supervised instructional components, collectively applying 

practical, analytical and theoretical foundations of performance practice.  

Offering a concise breakdown of the commentary accompanying this 

investigation, Table 10 complements the critical evaluations discussed in 

Chapters 4–8. This table presents the analytical codes or themes found 

within the data (Richards, 2005). The themes marked * indicate codes 

common to the analyses of the recording case studies and the interview data.  

Table 10 also demonstrates the classification of the data codes into focused 

categories (Creswell, 2007; Strauss and Corbin, 1990). The coding 

categories formulate mechanisms of training, thus contextualising the 

research question and the theoretical inferences for scholarship in higher 

education that may be drawn as conclusions. The categories of data codes in 

Table 10 have informed the analytical discourse and present constituents of 

formalised pedagogy in higher education.  

 

Dialogue 

Within the setting of music rehearsals, analytical discussions evidence the 

breadth and frequency of verbal intercourse between tenor practitioners, 

continuo players, conductors and other singers. Practitioner discourse within 

music preparation and performance is integral to professional contexts. The 

research establishes multi-faceted aspects of dialogue as being fundamental 

to baroque performance practice pedagogy within higher education. In more 

complex settings, dialogue and the process of evaluative listening lie at the 

core of this element of instruction.  
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Categories of data codes 
Dialogue Critical 

analysis 
Relationship of text 
& music 

Experiential 
process 

Educational 
structure 

ê ê ê ê ê 
Data codes 

ê ê ê ê ê 
Vocal coach Critical reading 

& research 
practice 

Interaction between 
text & music * 

Choirs & 
choral 
tradition 

‘On the job’ 
training- 
absence of 
formal 
instruction 

‘On the job’ 
training 

Primary & 
secondary 
sources & 
editions 

Textual meaning & 
affekt * 

Informed 
judgement 

Research 
practices 

Person-to-person 
contact 

Appraisal of 
text & musical 
interaction * 

Declamation, 
ornamentation, 
syllabic inflection, 
articulation * 

‘Good taste’: 
academic 
experiences 

Singing teacher 
& vocal coach 

Performer-
teacher to 
student discourse 

Recordings & 
evaluative 
listening 

Oratorical delivery, 
tempo & dynamic 
variation, tonal 
modulation, 
melodic clarity, 
musical phrasing * 

Declamation, 
meaning of text, 
affekt * 

Collaboration & 
communication * 

Live 
performance 

Characterisation * Inconsistent 
oratorical 
practices * 

Listening Theory & 
research 
applied within 
performance * 

Theory & research 
applied within 
performance * 

Theory & 
research 
applied within 
performance * 

Good taste * Prime consideration 
is declamatory 
singing, regardless 
of genre * 

ê ê ê ê ê 
Heuristic pedagogy unites formalised academic study & directed tuition in applying practical 

& theoretical fundamentals of BPP 
ê ê ê ê ê 

             è                           è                         î í                        ç                        ç 
                                                                           ê 

Empirical interpretation of BPP 
                                                                           ê 

Conceptual model of higher education pedagogy in BPP 
 
Table 10. This table offers representations of the data analysis concerning tenor 
voice practitioners’ experiences in BPP pedagogy, their professional protocols in the 
performance of Handel’s tenor repertoire and a model for tuition in higher education. 
 

In pursuit of learning processes in the field of baroque performance 

practice as professional preparation for students, conservatoires and 

universities may structure a pedagogical framework that promotes 
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transparent dialogue. Observations concerning educational strategies in 

terms of performance practice suggest that systematised instruction may 

foster effective learning initiatives through dialogue. Such interactions may 

combine instruction in theoretical and practical aspects of baroque 

performance practice and the fostering of vocal technique in a vibrant and 

multi-dimensional dialogue. Complementing the contribution of specialist 

vocal coaches and the formalised delivery of theoretical or musicological 

concepts, such components would enhance the higher education 

environment.  

Collaborative aspects of music making which promote constructive 

dialogue are key resources in the interpretation of baroque performance 

practice. The understanding of embellishment in Handel’s tenor repertoire 

suggests that academic modules stimulating dialogue through cooperative 

ideals would aid a flexible union of theory and practice. Philosophical 

discourse within this type of collective practice would promote an active 

research culture. Such procedures would also support collaborative 

techniques as being integral to performance practice research methodology 

within higher education. As an essential feature of constructive interaction, 

critical listening and discussion support a scholarly environment. Within the 

higher education context, critical discussion of recordings and experiences of 

live music performance open additional opportunities in relation to baroque 

performance practice. 

 

Critical analysis 

Singers within higher education would benefit from critical analysis in 
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relation to practical and theoretical aspects of baroque performance practice. 

Such approaches include the development of research methodologies, 

investigation of text-music interactions and the consideration of applied 

facets of baroque performance practice. 

This study confirms the critical analysis of primary and secondary literature 

as a key resource in baroque performance research. A structured teaching 

program, incorporating systematic reading, analytical assessment of 

literature, robust appraisal of editions and the development of diagnostic 

reporting skills may develop students’ capacity for research and cogent 

thinking. Incorporated within the pre-professional setting, these methods can 

become active methodologies in the performance of baroque music 

throughout one’s singing career.  

The case study interviews demonstrate the contribution of analytical 

components to structured pedagogy in baroque performance practice. Such 

processes include the application of declamatory singing principles, which 

accentuates the dynamic interaction of affective qualities within the text and 

music. The utilisation of recordings is a key resource in the study of 

performance practice. Linking theoretical and practical components, 

evaluative listening and critical assessment of performance practice through 

recordings assists learning protocols within higher education. Supported by 

teaching that actively engages with the primary and theoretical literature, 

critical listening practices can become a vital cog in a research methodology.       

Through active participation and passive observation, strategic pedagogy 

within higher education can offer students experiential scenarios in baroque 

music performance. Such procedures may allow scope for the systematic 
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appraisal of applied theoretical and practical components of interpretation. 

Furthermore, the analysis of research literature, recordings, and dialogic and 

experiential processes stimulates lively and effective education in baroque 

performance practice.  

 

Relationship of text and music 

Teaching modules in higher education may engage relationships between 

textual nuance and oratorical expression in several ways. These procedures 

include theoretical tuition in the principles of rhetoric, affekt, declamation and 

ornamentation, instruction in foreign languages and guidance in the musical 

application of such philosophies. In turn, these ideologies may influence the 

singers’ construction and presentation of musical characterisation. 

Assimilated interpretation of these principles develops innate understandings 

that are paramount to an informed, meaningful performance of baroque 

music.    

 

Experiential process 

Participation in choirs and the performance of choral repertoire during 

higher education offers instructive scenarios that potentially engage 

theoretical and applied principles of performance practice. Choral singing is 

frequently a singer’s initial introduction to aspects of baroque performance 

practice. While choral conductors have an important instructional role to play, 

this research implies a wide variance in these practitioners’ critical knowledge 

of performance practices. Given the intricate nature of baroque choral 

repertoire, ongoing professional development in performance practice will 
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enable conductors to enhance the academic quality of choral participation in 

higher education contexts.  

 The theorists of the baroque period frequently refer to good taste as a 

critical component of sensitive, affecting musical performance. This 

investigation indicates informed, tasteful performance practice may develop 

through pedagogy encompassing dialogic components, systematic enquiry, 

theoretical scholarship, practical tuition and reflection upon practice.  

This research has interpreted the evidence of fieldwork and scholarly 

sources. It has also shown how a study of selected recordings offers insights 

and approaches to baroque performance practice. As a means of addressing 

educative and interpretive aspects of music pertinent to the solo tenor voice, 

Table 11 contains materials for pedagogical application drawn from this 

qualitative study of performance practice scholarship. While the singers have 

not undertaken comprehensive, formalised performance practice tuition, the 

following recordings represent a starting point for vocal study. For a 

comprehensive listing of Handel’s repertoire for the tenor voice, please see 

Appendix A. 

 

Educational structure and further research 

This study has endeavoured to contribute an interpretation of experiential 

and scholarly music making. It has been determined that collaborative 

approaches and comprehensive instruction in theoretical and applied aspects 

of baroque performance practice are advantageous within higher education. 

Massingham perhaps best sums up the collective resources evident within 

the study. 
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Repertoire and suggested recordings 
Genre Title Soloist Label Year Catalogue 

number 
Ode Alexander’s Feast Partridge Coro 2005 COR16028 

Rolfe-Johnson Teldec 1984 2292-
42641-2 

Cantata Italian cantatas Elwes Archiv 1982 419736-2 
An ode for St Cecilia’s 
Day 

Gilchrist Hyperion 2004 CDA67463 

Opera 
seria 

Tamerlano Robson Erato 1987 2292-
45408-2 

Randle Avie 2002 3669537 
English 
oratorio 

Samson Rolfe-Johnson Teldec 1993 9031-
74871-2 

Randle Coro 2002 COR16008 
 

Suggested readings: Primary sources 
Author/ editor Title Year 
Agricola/ Baird Introduction to the art of singing 1995 
Burney/ Mercer A general history of music, Volume 2 1957 
Handel/ Dean Three ornamented arias 1976 
Hiller/ Beicken Treatise on vocal performance and ornamentation  2001 
Mancini/ Foreman Practical reflections on figured singing 1996 
Tosi/ Foreman Opinions of singers ancient, and modern 1986 
 

Suggested readings: Secondary sources 
Author Title Year 
Burrows, D. Handel 2012 
Cyr, M. Performing baroque music 1992 
Dean & Knapp. Handel’s operas 1704 – 1726 1987 
Dean, W. Handel’s operas 1726 – 1741 2006 
Donington, R. Baroque music: Style and performance 1982 

A performer’s guide to baroque music 1973 
Jenkins, N. John Beard: Handel and Garrick’s favourite tenor 2012 
 
Table 11. Suggested repertoire, recordings, primary and secondary source readings 
pertaining to the interpretation of performance practice in Handel’s solo tenor voice 
repertoire. 
 

He suggests: 

“…the elements of baroque performance practice should be applied 
with honesty and a certain integrity…The singer is plotting a vehicle for 
those elements to come through. It’s important to read widely, to 
experience live performance, listen critically to recordings, to work in a 
collaborative way with your performing partners and finally to make 
judgements on performance practice according to what works best for 
your own voice” (p. 404).  
 

This research data invites a critical evaluation that confirms the absence of 
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formal instruction and training ‘on the job’ are recurrent phenomena. While 

contributing to the substance of the current study, such experiential events 

present perspectives that suggest further examination of higher education 

practices is warranted: 

1) Do the trends identified within this enquiry represent isolated 

phenomena, or are they indicative of developments in other specialised 

areas of music pedagogy, or within higher music education in general?  

2) Do pedagogues in institutions of higher learning admit that the absence 

of formalised, theoretical instruction in baroque performance practice is an 

acceptable educational structure?  

3) Does a lack of emphasis upon the development of courses and syllabi, 

budgetary constraints or rigidity within the configuration of institutions prevent 

the formalised study of baroque performance practice in higher education?  

4) Does a combination of these factors or other considerations permit or 

encourage tertiary institutions to divorce the practical training of singers from 

theoretical instruction in baroque performance practice?  

5) The systemised approach to baroque performance practice pedagogy 

within higher education in the United States of America raises queries worthy 

of supplementary investigation (Butt, 2002; Taruskin, 1982). Such 

complementary research could explore curricula and academic 

methodologies in performance practice developed within specialised 

European and North American institutions as a means of informing higher 

education pedagogy in Australia and the United Kingdom. 

6) As evidenced within this dissertation, the specialist vocal teacher 

traditionally demonstrates a relatively narrow pedagogical focus upon the 
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development of their students’ vocal technique. Such teachers also present a 

general lack of holistic pedagogy with respect to baroque performance 

practice. This study suggests supplementary analysis of the vocal teachers’ 

role in higher education is valid. Future research may review the alignment of 

professional development programs and curriculum design. Scholarship of 

this nature may establish practices utilising the expertise of the specialist 

vocal teacher, while broadening the pedagogical impact of declamatory vocal 

delivery and baroque performance practice teaching in higher education. 

In serving as a preparatory guide to the performance of baroque vocal 

music, the implications of this research could move beyond Handel to works 

by other composers of the period. The literature review and the analytical 

commentary upon the recording and interview case studies could also 

stimulate further research in performance practice pedagogy outside the 

vocal and instrumental repertoire of the baroque period.  

In summary, the understandings and educational implications of baroque 

performance practice offered by skilled tenor voice practitioners present 

abundant resources for higher music training in this arena. The singers 

generally experienced little, if any formalised training in baroque performance 

practice in conservatoire or university teaching. Within professional 

environments, collaborative, analytical and experiential techniques created 

interpretive processes relevant to pedagogic modules in baroque 

performance practice.  

The case study tenors’ interpretation of Handel’s repertoire reveals vocal 

delivery of affective sentiment is enhanced by the application of theoretical 

philosophies encapsulated in the primary literature. Tasteful ornamentation, 
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syllabic and rhythmic inflection, vigorous articulation and modulations of 

tempo, dynamics and tonal qualities form the declamatory vocal practices 

influencing tenor practitioners. Furthermore, the research suggests that 

structured modules of pedagogy within higher education may play a vital role 

in promoting interpretive guidelines informed by the central principles 

advocated within the vocal and instrumental treatises, and the historical 

documents of the baroque period. 
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Glossary 

This glossary identifies and defines some of the terms commonly 

employed throughout the dissertation.  

 

Accompagnato: A term designating recitative accompanied by strings and 

basso continuo. In the baroque period, it could designate a metrically free 

recitative with chordal type harmonies. It may also apply to a passage of 

recitative requiring strict rhythmic pulse of the singer, in the manner of an aria 

(Westrup and Fallows, 2007). 

Affekt: Deriving from rhetoric and oratory, affekt refers to the emotive or 

passionate feelings represented within the text and music. Composers and 

singers of the baroque period sought to express innate moods in an affecting 

manner, so as to move the emotions of the listener (Buelow, 2007). 

Allegro: Meaning lively or cheerful, this Italian term is often defined in music 

dictionaries as a moderately fast tempo. During Handel’s time, it was 

frequently employed as an indication of the music’s disposition, rather than 

an indication of speed (Fallows, 2007). 

Aria: A melody or song for solo voice, an aria may stand as an independent 

entity, or it may comprise part of an opera, oratorio or cantata (Westrup, 

2007). 

Bel canto: Bel canto is an Italian term meaning ‘beautiful singing’. In the 

context of this research, bel canto signifies the eighteenth century Italian 

singing style employing a supple delivery and a light, elegant tonal quality in 

the upper register (Jander & Harris, 2007). 

Cantabile: A word meaning ‘in a singing style’, cantabile was frequently 
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applied in baroque music as an indication of tempo and expression (Fallows, 

2007).  

Castrato: Male, high-voice singers, castrati were the outcome of pre-

pubescent castration of boys with promising voices. Castrati sang in sacred 

music and upon the opera stage in countries influenced by Italian musical 

styles. The most successful of these singers were highly paid artists who 

were lauded throughout parts of Europe. Handel invited several famous 

castrati to London to perform in his opera seria seasons (Rosselli, 2007).  

Coloratura: An Italian word meaning ‘colouring’, coloratura describes brisk, 

ornate embellishment within vocal music (Jander and Harris, 2007). 

Crescendo: Literally ‘growing’, this Italian word delineates an increase in 

musical dynamics or volume (Donington, 2007). 

Da capo: The ternary, A-B-A da capo aria dominated early eighteenth- 

century Italian opera seria. Handel made extensive use of the da capo aria in 

his Italian works (McClymonds, 2007). 

Dal segno: An A-B-A composition, the dal segno aria includes an indication 

for the performers to return to a point marked in the ritornello, rather than to 

the beginning of the A section (McClymonds, 2007). 

Diminuendo: An instruction indicating the performer should diminish the 

level or volume of sound (Fallows, 2007). 

Esclamatione: An inflection comprising an accent and diminuendo. Caccini 

describes it as an ideal ornament for fervent, impassioned texts (Hitchcock, 

1970). 

Forte: Forte literally means ‘loud’ or strong’ (Fallows, 2007). 

Furioso: An Italian word meaning ‘fury’ or ‘furiously’, furioso may refer to 
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mood and tempo within the interpretation of music (Love, 1990). 

Lento: The Italian word lento means ‘slow’ or ‘slowly’ (Fallows, 2007). 

Melisma: A Greek word meaning ‘song’, melisma refers to groupings of 

notes sung to single syllables (Crocker, 2007). 

Messa di voce: An Italian term denoting ‘placing of the voice’, the messa di 

voce comprises a swelling and diminishing of sound upon a long note. It is a 

form of ornamentation, and was a principal instructional apparatus employed 

by vocal pedagogues of the baroque period, including Tosi (Galliard, 2009), 

Mancini (Foreman, 1996) and Agricola (Baird, 1995). 

Obbligato: Literally meaning ‘necessary’, the term obbligato refers to a 

prominent or solo instrumental part. Paired with the basso continuo, these 

instrumental parts frequently formed the accompaniment within arias of the 

baroque period (Fuller, 2007). 

Opera seria: Literally meaning ‘serious opera’, opera seria signified 

eighteenth and early nineteenth century Italian opera based on valiant 

themes or upon tragedies. Handel spent a large slice of his professional life 

composing opera seria for the London stage (McClymonds and Heartz, 

2007).  

Piano: A dynamic marking specifying low or soft singing (Fallows, 2007). 

Portamento: The word portamento describes an apparent sliding in the 

connection between two melodic notes (Harris, 2007). 

Presto: An Italian word meaning ‘ready’ or ‘prompt’, presto designates a 

quick and lively tempo (Fallows, 2007). 

Semplice: Semplice is an Italian word meaning ‘simple’ or ordinary’. In the 

context of this dissertation, semplice refers to recitative accompanied by 
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basso continuo (Fuller Maitland and Fallows, 2007). 

Tacet: A word derived from Latin that refers to ‘silence’ (Grove Music Online, 

2007).  

Tessitura: Literally meaning ‘texture’, tessitura refers to the portion of the 

vocal range in which the notes of a piece of music most frequently occur 

(Jander, 2007). 

Vibrato: From the Latin vibrare, to shake, vibrato refers to regular 

fluctuations of intensity or a pulsating effect within the vocal tone. Although 

frequent vague descriptions and inconsistent terminologies regarding vocal 

vibrato exist within historical documents, it was primarily considered an 

ornament in the baroque period (Moens-Haenen, 2007). 
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Appendix A: Catalogue outlining the relationship between Handel’s works 

and the tenor voice 

The following catalogue places in context Handel’s writing for the tenor 

voice. Containing a brief overview of each opera, oratorio, ode, serenata and 

cantata by Handel, it offers the reader an adjunct to the literature review and 

the discussion of applied performance practice within the case studies and 

the analysis of practitioner interviews.  

The catalogue consists of three sub-sections:  

1. Works containing music for solo tenor voice given under Handel’s 

direction. 

2. Performances by tenor soloists under Handel’s direction. 

3. Remaining works by Handel without music for solo tenor voice. 

It presents reference material including HWV number, title, dates and 

location of performances if known, the name of the relevant dramatic role 

and the surname of the tenor who took part.  The following tables offer keys 

to the abbreviated references within the catalogue: 

Legend 
*  Score lost or incomplete 
?  Performance by this singer is possible, although sources are inconclusive. 
NDR Non-dramatic role 
NP  Not performed 
Dates separated by a dash indicate performances within inclusive years. 
 

London Venues  Abbreviation 
Chapel Royal CR 
Covent Garden CG 
Crown and Anchor Tavern, The Strand CS 
Foundling Hospital FH 
German Chapel, St James GS 
Hickford’s Great Room, Brewer Street HR 
King’s Theatre KT 
Lincoln’s Inn Fields LF 
Queen’s Theatre QT 
St Paul’s Cathedral SC 
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Other venues Abbreviation Reference Code 
Bonelli Palace, Rome BP Burrows (1975) B75 
Cannons, Edgware CE Burrows (1982) B82 
Christ Church Hall, Oxford CH Burrows (1994) B94 
Florence FL Burrows (2005) B05 
Hamburg HB Dean (1977) D77 
Naples N Dean (1990) D90 
New Musicke Hall, Dublin NM Dean (2006) D06 
Rome R Dean and Knapp (1987) DK 
Sheldonian Theatre, Oxford  SO Deutsche (1955) D55 
Venice V Hicks (2007) H 
 

 

1. Works containing music for solo tenor voice given under Handel’s direction       

Operas 
HWV Title  Dates Venue  Roles Reference 

1 Almira* 1705 HB Fernando, Osman, 
Tabarco 

DK, p. 64 

2 Nero* 1705 HB Nero DK p. 71 
5 Rodrigo* 1707 FL Giuliano DK, p. 109 
7 Rinaldo 1711 QT Herald DK, pp. 180-81 

1731 KT Goffredo DK, pp. 186, 196 
8 Il pastor fido 1734 CG Silvio DK, p. 220 

12 Radamisto 1720 KT Tiridate DK, p. 345 
16 Flavio 1723 KT Ugone DK, p. 473 

1732 KT Lotario 
17 Giulio 

Cesare 
1725, 30, 

32 
KT Sesto DK, pp. 501, 503-04 

18 Tamerlano 1724, 31 KT Bajazet DK, pp. 555-56 
19 Rodelinda 1725, 31 KT Grimoaldo DK, pp. 589-90, 592 
20 Scipione 1726, 30 KT Lelio, Scipio DK, pp. 617-18 
21 Alessandro 1726 KT Leonato D06, p. 24 
22 Admeto 1731-32 KT Ercole D06, p. 52 
25 Tolomeo 1730 KT Araspe D06, p. 117 
26 Lotario 1729 KT Berengario D06, p. 146 
27 Partenope 1730 KT Emilio D06, pp. 161-62  

1737 CG Emilio D06, p. 162 
28 Poro 1731 KT Alessandro D06, p. 185-86 

1736 CG Gandarte D06, p. 186-87 
29 Ezio 1732 KT Massimo D06, p. 206 
30 Sosarme 1732 KT Haliate D06, p. 225 
32 Arianna 1734 CG Alceste D06, p. 266 
33 Ariodante 1735-36 CG Lurcanio, Odoardo D06, pp. 302-03 
34 Alcina 1735, 37 CG Oronte D06, pp. 327-28 
35 Atalanta 1736 CG Aminta D06, pp. 343-44 
36 Arminio 1737 CG Varo D06, p. 358 
37 Giustino 1737 CG Vitaliano D06, p. 374 
38 Berenice 1737 CG Fabio D06, p. 389 
41 Imeneo 1742 NM Imeneo D06, p. 460 
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‘Pasticcio’ operas 
HWV Title  Dates Venue Roles Reference 

A1 L’Elpidia 1725 KT Vitige D55, p. 181 
A3 Orsmida 1730 KT Araspe D55, p. 254 
A4 Venceslao 1731 KT Venceslao D55, p. 267 
A6 Lucio Papirio 1732 KT Lucio Papirio D55, p. 292 

A11 Oreste 1734 CG Pylades D55, p. 377 
A12 Didone abbandonata 1737 KT Araspe D55, p. 431 
A14 Jupiter in Argos 1739 KT Arete D55, p. 484 

 
 

Some roles are unnamed in the following English oratorios and odes, 

cantatas and sacred anthems. In these cases, the abbreviation NDR, or non-

dramatic role is applied.  

Oratorios and masque 
HWV Title Dates Venue Roles Reference 
46b Il trionfo del Tempo e 

della Verità 
1737 CG Piacere D55, pp. 429-30, 

477; H 1739 KT 
47 La Resurrezione 1708 BP San Giovanni D55, p. 21 
48 Brockes Passion c. 1716 HB Evangelist H 

49a Acis and Galatea 1731 LF Acis, Damon D90, pp. 171, 658-
59  

49b Acis and Galatea 1732 KT Silvio D90, pp. 173, 658 
1733 CH Dorindo, 

Silvio 
D90, pp. 175, 658-
59 

1739, 41 LF Acis, Silvio D90, pp. 176-78, 
654 

50b Esther 1732 CS Israelite 
Priest 

D90, p. 204 

1733 SO Harbonah, 
Israelite 

D90, pp. 211, 631 

1735-37, 
51, 57 

CG Harbonah, 
Israelite, 
Ahasuerus, 
Mordecai 

D90, pp. 211, 213, 
631-32 

1740 LF Harbonah, 
Israelite, 
Ahasuerus 

D90, pp. 212, 631 

51 Deborah 1733 SO Unnamed 
role 

D90, p. 237 

1735, 54, 
56 

CG Barak, Sisera D90, pp. 238, 652 

1744 KT Sisera, Priest 
of Baal 

D90, p. 238 

52 Athalia 1733 SO Mathan D90, p. 258 
1735, 56 CG D90, p. 259, 262 

53 Saul 1739 KT Jonathon, 
Amalekite, 
High Priest 

D90, pp. 297, 652 

1740-41 LF Jonathon, 
Abner 

D90, pp. 300, 652, 
654 

1744-45, 
50, 54 

CG Jonathon D90, p. 300 
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HWV Title Dates Venue Roles Reference 
54 Israel in Egypt 1739 KT NDR D55, p. 478-79 

1740 LF H 
1756-58 CG 

55 L’Allegro, il Penseroso 
ed il Moderato 

1740-41 LF L’Allegro D55, p. 496; D90, p. 
654 

56 Messiah 1742 NM NDR D55, p. 546 
1743, 49-
50, 52-59 

CG D55, pp. 565, 660-
61, 722, 749, 762, 
772, 785, 796, 813 

1745 KT D55, p. 611 
1751, 54 FH D55, pp. 706-07, 

D90, p. 652 
57 Samson 1743-44 CG Samson, 

Philistine, 
Israelite, 
Officer 

D90, pp. 349, 351 

1745 KT Samson D90, pp. 351, 652 
1749-50, 
52-55, 59 

CG D90, pp. 352-53, 
652 

58 Semele Feb 1744 CG Jupiter & 
Apollo 

D90, pp. 392-93, 
652 Dec 1744 KT 

59 Joseph & his Brethren 1744, 47, 
55, 57 

CG Simeon & 
Judah 

D90, pp. 407-08, 
652 

1745 KT 
60 Hercules 1745 KT Hyllus D90, p. 431 

1749,52 CG 
61 Belshazzar 1745 KT Belshazzar, 

Gobrias 
D90, pp. 454-55, 
652 1751,58 CG 

62 Occasional Oratorio 1746-47 CG NDR D55, p. 630 
63 Judas Maccabaeus 1747-48, 

50-59 
CG Judas D90, pp. 471-72, 

636-37, 657 
64 Joshua 1748, 52, 

54 
CG Joshua D90, pp. 506-07, 

652 
65 Alexander Balus 1748, 54 CG Jonathon D90, pp. 493-94 
66 Susanna 1749, 59 CG First Elder D90, pp. 546-47, 

652 
67 Solomon 1749, 59 CG Zadok D90, pp. 652-57 
68 Theodora 1750, 55 CG Septimius D90, pp. 65, 571 
70 Jephtha 1752-53, 

56, 58 
CG Jephtha D90, pp. 618-19 

71 The Triumph of Time 
and Truth 

1757-58 CG Pleasure D55, p. 783 

 
English Odes 

75 Alexander’s Feast 1736, 51, 
53, 55 

CG NDR D55, pp. 399, 738, 
759 

1739 KT D55, p. 475 
1739 LF D55, p. 490 
1742 NM B82, pp. 253-54 

76 Ode for St Cecilia’s 
Day 

1739-41 LF NDR D55, pp. 490, 513 
1742 NM D55, p. 534 

1743, 54-
55 

CG D55, p. 759 

55 L’Allegro, il Penseroso 
ed il Moderato 

1740-41 LF L’Allegro D55, p. 496; D90, p. 
654 

1741-42 NM D55, p. 528 
1743, 54-

55 
CG D55, pp. 562, 750, 

759 
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Secular cantatas 
HWV Title Dates Venue Roles Reference 

89 Cecilia, volgi un 
sguardo 

1736 CG NDR D77, pp. 556-58 

124 Look down, 
harmonious saint 

1736 CG NDR B94, pp. 187-88, 237 

 
Latin Sacred Music 
232 Dixit Dominus 1707 R NDR H 
238 Nisi Dominus 1707 R NDR H 

 
English Anthems 
Chandos Anthems 
251b As pants the hart 1717-18 CE NDR H 
248 Have mercy upon me, 

oh God 
247 In the Lord put I my 

trust 
250a I will magnify thee, O 

God 
256a Let God arise 
255 The Lord is my light 
246 O be joyful 
253 O come let us sing 

unto the Lord 
254 O praise the Lord with 

one consent 
249b Oh sing unto the Lord 1740 HR NDR D55, pp. 497-98 
 
Other occasional anthems 
251c As pants the hart 1722 CR NDR B75, pp. 1003-04 
251e As pants the hart 1738 KT NDR H 
268 Blessed are they that 

considereth the poor 
1749 FH NDR H 

266 How beautiful are the 
feet 

1749 CR NDR H 

250b I will magnify thee, oh 
God 

1724 CR NDR B75, pp. 1003-04 

263 Sing unto God 1736 CR NDR B05, p. 579 
262 This is the day 1734 GS NDR B05, p. 579 

 
Liturgical settings 
279 ‘Utrecht’ Te Deum & 

Jubilate 
1713 SC NDR H 

280 Te Deum ‘Caroline’ 1714, 22-
26, 49 

CR NDR H 

281 Te Deum ‘Chandos’ c. 1718 ? NDR H 
282 Te Deum 1726 CR NDR B75, pp. 1003-04 
283 Te Deum ‘Dettingen’ 1743 CR NDR H 
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2. Performances by tenor soloists under Handel’s direction 

HWV Title  Dates Roles Remarks Reference 
Antinori, Luigi (c. 1697–1734) 

19 Rodelinda 1725 Grimoaldo Revival DK, p. 590 
A1 L’Elpidia 1725 Vitige – D55, p. 181 
20 Scipione 1726 Lelio Premiere DK, p. 617 
21 Alessandro 1726 Leonato Premiere D06, p. 24 

 
Arrigoni, Carlo (1697–1744) 

89 Cecilia, volgi un 
sguardo 

1736 NDR Premiere D77, pp. 556-58 

 
Baileys, James (dates unknown) 

56 Messiah 1742 NDR Premiere 
(Dublin) 

D55, p. 546 

 
Beard, John (1717–1791) 

50 Esther 1732, 36-
37, 40, 51, 

57 

Israelite 
Priest, 
Ahasuerus, 
Mordecai 

– D90, pp. 204, 
211-13, 652 

262 This is the day 1734 NDR – B05, pp. 319, 579 
8 Il pastor fido 1734 Silvio Revival DK, p. 220 

32 Arianna 1734 Alceste Revival D06, p. 266 
A11 Oreste 1734 Pylades – D55, p. 377 
33 Ariodante 1735 Lurcanio Premiere D06, p. 302 
34 Alcina 1735, 37 Oronte Premiere D06, pp. 327-28 
51 Deborah 1735, 44, 

56 
Barak, 
Sisera 

Revival D90, pp. 238, 652  

52 Athalia 1735, 56 Mathan Revival D90, pp. 259, 
262, 652 

263 Sing unto God 1736 NDR – B05, p. 579 
28 Poro 1736 Gandarte Revival D06, p. 187 
35 Atalanta 1736 Aminta Premiere  D06, pp. 343-44 
75 Alexander’s Feast 1736 NDR Premiere D55, p. 399 
27 Partenope 1737 Emilio Revival D06, p. 162 
36 Arminio 1737 Varo Premiere D06, p. 358 
37 Giustino 1737 Vitaliano Premiere D06, p. 374 
38 Berenice 1737 Fabio Premiere D06, p. 389 

46b Il trionfo del Tempo 
e della Verità 

1737, 39? Piacere Premiere D55, pp. 429-30; 
H 

76 Ode for St Cecilia’s 
Day 

1739-41, 
43, 54-55 

NDR Premiere D55, p. 490; H 

A14 Jupiter in Argos 1739 Arete – D55, p. 484 
53 Saul 1739-40, 

44-45, 54 
Jonathon Premiere D90, pp. 297, 

300, 652 
49 Acis and Galatea 1739 Acis Revival D90, pp. 177, 652 
54 Israel in Egypt 1739 NDR Premiere D55, p. 479 
55 L’Allegro, il 

Penseroso ed il 
Moderato 

1740-41, 
54-55 

L’Allegro Premiere D55, pp. 496, 510 

249b Oh sing unto the 
Lord 

1740 NDR Part of 
Chandos 
Anthems  

D55, pp. 497-98 

252 My song shall be 
always 

1740 NDR Chandos 
Anthems  

D55, pp. 497-98 
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HWV Title  Dates Roles Remarks Reference 
56 Messiah 1743 NDR London 

premiere 
D55, p. 565 

1745? – H 
1754 – D90, p. 652 

1752-59? – H 
57 Samson 1743-45, 

52, 53-54? 
55, 59 

Samson Premiere D90, pp. 349, 
351-53  

58 Semele 1744 Jupiter, 
Apollo 

Premiere D90, p. 392 

59 Joseph and his 
Brethren 

1744, 47, 
45? 55, 57 

Simeon, 
Judah 

Premiere D90, pp. 407-08 

60 Hercules 1745, 52 Hyllus Premiere D90, p. 431 
61 Belshazzar 1745, 58 Belshazzar, 

Gobrias 
Premiere D90, pp. 454-55 

62 Occasional 
Oratorio 

1746, 47? NDR Premiere D55, p. 630 

63 Judas 
Maccabaeus 

1747, 
1752-59? 

Judas Premiere D90, p. 472 

64 Joshua 1752?, 54? Joshua Revivals D90, p. 507 
65 Alexander Balus 1754 Jonathon Revival D90, p. 494 
66 Susanna 1759 First Elder Revival D90, p. 547 
67 Solomon 1759? Zadok Revival D90, p. 527 
68 Theodora 1755? Septimius Revival D90, p. 652 
70 Jephtha 1752-53, 

56, 58 
Jephtha Premiere D90, pp. 618-19 

71 The Triumph of 
Time and Truth 

1757-58 Pleasure Premiere D55, p. 783 

 
Borosini, Francesco (c. 1690–after 1747) 

18 Tamerlano 1724 Bajazet Premiere DK, p. 555 
17 Giulio Cesare 1725 Sesto Revival DK, p. 501 
19 Rodelinda 1725 Grimoaldo Premiere DK, p. 589 
A1 L’Elpidia 1725 Vitige – D55, p. 181 

 
Calloghan (Christian names and dates unknown) 

75 Alexander’s Feast 1742 NDR Revival 
(Dublin) 

B82, p. 253 

 
Church, John (dates unknown) 

56 Messiah 1742 Unnamed Premiere D55, p. 546 
 
Corfe, James (bap. 1713) 

50 Esther 1740 Harbonah, 
Israelite? 

Revival D90, pp. 212, 654 

53 Saul 1740-41 Abner, 
Jonathon 

Revival D90, pp. 300, 654 

49 Acis & Galatea 1741 Silvio Revival D90, pp. 178, 654 
55 L’Allegro, il 

Penseroso 
1741? ? Revival D90, p. 654; D55, 

p. 510 
51 Deborah 1744 Priest (role 

transposed) 
Revival D90, pp. 238, 654 

 
Dreyer, Johann Konrad (dates unknown) 

1 Almira 1705 Osman Premiere DK, p. 64 
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HWV Title  Dates Roles Remarks Reference 
Fabri, Annibale Pio (1697–1760) 

26 Lotario 1729 Berengario Premiere D06, p. 146 
17 Giulio Cesare 1730 Sesto Revival DK, p. 503 
20 Scipione 1730 Scipio Revival DK, p. 618 
25 Tolomeo 1730 Araspe Revival D06, p. 117 
27 Partenope 1730 Emilio Premiere D06, p. 162 
A3 Ormisda 1730 Ormisda – D55, p. 254 
7 Rinaldo 1731 Goffredo Revival DK, p. 186 

19 Rodelinda 1731 Grimoaldo Revival DK, p. 592 
28 Poro 1731 Alessandro Premiere D06, p. 185 
A4 Venceslao 1731 Venceslao – D55, p. 267 

 
Gethin, Thomas (bap. 1696) 
250b I will magnify thee 

(5b) 
1724 NDR Anthems 

for Chapel 
Royal  

B75, pp. 1003-04 

251c As pants the hart 
(6b) 

1722 

282 Te Deum 1726 
 
Gordon, Alexander (c. 1692–1754/55) 

12 Radamisto 1720 Tiridate Premiere DK, p. 345 
16 Flavio 1723 Ugone Premiere DK, p. 473 

 
Guicciardi, Francesco (b. Modena, d. after 1724) 

5 Rodrigo 1707 Giuliano Premiere DK, p. 109 
 
Howard, Samuel (1710–1782) 

50 Esther 1735 Harbonah, 
Israelite 

Revival D90, pp. 211, 656 

 
Kelly (Christian name and dates unknown) 

53 Saul 1739 High Priest Revival D90, p. 297 
 
Lowe, Thomas (d. 1783) 

57 Samson 1743, 
1749-50 

Philistine, 
Israelite, 
Officer; 
(Samson 
1749-50?) 

Premiere D90, pp. 349, 
431, 657 

75 Alexander’s Feast 1743-44, 
51 

NDR Revival D55, pp. 572, 
592; B82, p. 254 

63 Judas 
Maccabaeus 

1748, 50-
51 

Judas Revival D90, p. 472 

64 Joshua 1748 Joshua Premiere D90, p. 506 
65 Alexander Balus 1748 Jonathon Premiere D90, p. 494 
60 Hercules 1749 Hyllus? Revival D90, pp. 431, 657 
66 Susanna 1749 First Elder Premiere D90, p. 657 
67 Solomon 1749 Zadok Premiere D90, p. 526 
53 Saul 1750 Jonathon? Revival D90, p. 300 
69 Theodora 1750 Septimius Premiere D90, p. 571 
50 Esther 1751 Mordecai, 

Priest 
Revival D90, pp. 213, 657 

61 Belshazzar 1751 Belshazzar
? 

Revival D90, p. 455 
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HWV Title  Dates Roles Remarks Reference 
Mattheson, Johann (1681–1764) 

1 Almira 1705 Fernando Premiere DK, p. 64 
2 Nero 1705 Nero Premiere DK, p. 71 

 
Pinacci, Giovanni Battista (1694/5–1750) 

18 Tamerlano 1731 Bajazet Revival DK, p. 556 
22 Admeto 1731 Ercole Revival D06, p. 52 
28 Poro 1731 Alessandro Revival D06, p. 186 
16 Flavio 1732 Lotario Revival DK, p. 473 
29 Ezio 1732 Massimo Premiere D06, p. 206 
30 Sosarme 1732 Haliate Premiere D06, p. 225 
A6 Lucio Papirio 1732 Lucio 

Papirio 
Revival D55, p. 292 

49b Acis and Galatea 1732 Silvio Revival D90, pp. 173, 658 
 
Rauch, Christoph (dates unknown) 

1 Almira 1705 Tabarco Premiere DK, p. 64 
 
Rochetti, Phillip (d. after 1750) 

49 Acis and Galatea 1731, 33 Acis, 
Dorindo 

Premiere D90, pp.175, 658 

50 Esther 1733 Harbonah 
& Israelite 

Revival D90, pp. 211, 658 

52 Athalia 1733 Mathan Premiere D90, p. 658 
 
Salway, Thomas (c. 1706–1743) 

49 Acis & Galatea 1731, 33 Damon, 
(Silvio 
1733) 

Premiere D90, p. 659 

50 Esther 1733, 36 Israelite, 
Harbonah 

Revival D90, pp. 211, 659 

 
Stoppelaer, Michael (d. 1777) 

33 Ariodante 1735 Odoardo Premiere D90, p. 659 
53 Saul 1739 Amalekite Premiere D90, pp. 297, 659 

 
Williams (Christian name and dates unknown) 

50 Esther 1740 Israelite Revival D90, p. 660 
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3. Works performed under the composer’s direction containing no music for 
solo tenor voice.  
 
Operas 
HWV Title Date(s) Venue  Reference 

3 Florinda* 1708 HB DK, pp. 74-77 
4 Daphne* 1708 HB DK, pp. 74-77 
6 Agrippina 1709 V DK, pp. 128-29 
7 Rinaldo 1712-14, 17 QT, KT DK pp. 183, 195 
8 Il pastor fido 1712-13 QT DK, pp. 215-16 

1734 KT DK, p. 216 
8b Terpsicore 1734 CG DK, pp. 221, 226 
9 Teseo 1713 QT DK, p. 248 

10 Silla 1713 ? DK, pp. 269-70 
11 Amadigi 1715-17 KT DK, pp. 287-88 
12 Radamisto 1720- 21, 28 KT DK, pp. 346-47 
13 Muzio Scevola 1721-22 KT DK, pp. 308, 374-75 
14 Floridante 1721-22, 27, 33 KT DK, pp. 401-02 
15 Ottone 1723, 1726-27, 33 KT DK, pp. 436, 438-39, 440 
17 Giulio Cesare 1724 KT DK, p. 501 
21 Alessandro 1727, 32 KT D06, pp. 24-25 
22 Admeto 1727-28 KT D06, pp. 49, 51 
23 Riccardo Primo 1727 KT D06, p. 79 
24 Siroe 1728 KT D06, p. 101 
25 Tolomeo 1728, 33 KT D06, p. 117 
30 Sosarme 1734 KT D06, p. 226 
31 Orlando 1733 KT D06, pp. 251-52 
32 Arianna 1734 KT D06, p. 265 
39 Faramondo 1738 KT D06, p. 411 
40 Serse 1738 KT D06, p. 443 
41 Imeneo 1740 LF D06, p. 459 
42 Deidamia 1741 LF D06, p. 479 
A7 Catone 1732 KT D55, p. 296 
A8 Semiramide 1733 KT D55, p. 335 
A9 Cajo Fabbricio 1733 KT D55, p. 337 

A10 Arbace 1734 KT D55, p. 342 
A13 Alessandro Severo 1738 KT D55, p. 451 

 
Oratorios 
HWV Title Date(s) Venue  Reference 
46a Il trionfo del Tempo e 

del Disinganno 
1707 R H 

49a Acis and Galatea 1718 CE H 
49b Acis and Galatea 1734 KT D90, pp. 175-76 

1736 CG D90, p. 176 
1742 NM D90, p. 178 

50a Esther c. 1720 CE H 
50b Esther 1732-33 KT D90, pp. 206, 210, 631  

1742 NM D90, p. 631 
51 Deborah 1733-34 KT D90, pp. 236-38 
– An Oratorio 1738 KT H 

69 The Choice of Hercules 1751, 53, 55 CG D90, p. 65 
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Serenatas 
HWV Title Dates Venue Reference 

72 Aci, Galatea e Polifemo 1708 N DK, p. 128 
73 Il Parnasso in Festa 1734 KT D55, p. 360 

1737 CG H 
1740 LF H 

74 Eternal Source of Light 
Divine (Ode for the 
Birthday of Queen 
Anne) 

1713 NP H; D55, p. 53 
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Appendix B: Texts and translations of recordings 

English Ode: Alexander’s Feast, HWV 75 (1736) 

Part One 
2. Recitativo 
‘T was at the royal feast, for Persia won by Phillip’s warlike son;  
Aloft in awful state the Godlike hero sat on his imperial throne;  
His valiant peers were placed around, their brows with roses and with myrtles bound:  
So should desert in arms be crowned.  
The lovely Thaïs, by his side, sat like a blooming Eastern bride, in flow’r of youth and 
beauty’s pride. 
3. Aria and Duetto 
Happy, happy Pair! None but the brave deserves the fair. 
4. Recitativo 
Timotheus, placed on high. Amid the tuneful quire, with flying fingers touched the lyre;  
The trembling notes ascend the sky, and heav’nly joys inspire. 
8. Recitativo    
The praise of Bacchus then the sweet musician sung, of Bacchus ever fair and ever young. 
The jolly God in triumph comes: Sound the trumpets, beat the drums!  
Flush’d with a purple grace, he shows his honest face:  
Now give the hautboys breath!  He comes, he comes! 
10. Recitativo 
Sooth’d with the sound, the king grew vain, fought all his battles o’er again, and thrice he 
routed all his foes, and thrice he slew the slain.  
The master saw the madness rise, his glowing cheeks, his ardent eyes:  
And, while he heav’n and earth defy’d, chang’d his hand, and check’d his pride. 
15. Recitativo 
The mighty master smiled to see, that Love was in the next degree:  
T’was but a kindred sound to move, for pity melts the mind to love. 
17. Aria 
War, he sung, is toil and trouble, Honour but an empty bubble,  
Never ending, still beginning, fighting still, and still destroying.  
If the world be worth thy winning, think, oh think it worth enjoying!  
Lovely Thaïs sits beside thee: Take the good the Gods provide thee! 
 
Part Two 
20. Accompagnato 
Now strike the golden lyre again! A louder yet, and yet a louder strain!  
Break his bands of sleep asunder, and rouze him, like a rattling peal of thunder.  
Hark, hark! The horrid sound has raised up his head:  
As awak’d from the dead, and amaz’d, he stares around. 
22. Accompagnato 
Give the vengeance due to the valiant crew.  
Behold, how they toss their torches on high, how they point to the Persian abodes, and 
glitt’ring temples of their hostile Gods! 
23. Aria  
The princes applaud with a furious joy, And the king seiz’d a flambeau with zeal to destroy. 
25. Accompagnato 
Thus, long ago, ere heaving Bellows learned to blow, while Organs yet were mute, 
Timotheus, to his breathing Flute, and sounding Lyre, could swell the soul to rage, or kindle 
soft desire. 
26. Recitativo 
Let old Timotheus yield the prize (Basso: Or both divide the crown:  
He raised a mortal to the skies), she drew an Angel down. 
27. Soli and Chorus 
Let old Timotheus yield the prize or both divide the crown:  
He raised a mortal to the skies, she drew an Angel down. 
Ameln, K. (Ed.). (1955). Alexander's Feast. Kassel: Bärenreiter Verlag. 
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Cantata: Cecilia, volgi un sguardo, HWV 89 (1736) 
 
Recitativo 
Cecilia, volgi un sguardo 
verso il suolo Britanno, e scorgerai 
che con sonori accenti 
rinnova in questo giorno 
del nome tuo si caro 
la gradita memoria 
per celebrar della virtù la gloria.  

Cecilia, turn a glance  
towards Britain’s soil, and see  
how, with resonant strains, 
she renews on this day 
of your dear name 
the pleasant memory 
to celebrate the virtue of fame. 

Aria 
La virtute è un vero nume 
del mortal nel basso mondo. 
Chi si scosta dal suo lume 
va dell’ombre nel profondo. 

Virtue is a true god 
of mortals in this world below. 
Whoever turns from her light 
Enters the deepest shadows. 

Recitativo 
Tu, armonica Cecilia, 
che rapisti col canto, 
che incantasti col suono, 
fa pur che sia concesso a questo stool 
de’ tuoi seguaci egregi 
imitarne i tuoi pregi,  
perché un nobil Natale 
si rende oscur senza virtute uguale.  

You, harmonious Cecilia, 
who entranced with your singing, 
who charmed with your sounds, 
grant to this crowd 
of your excellent followers 
that they copy your qualities, 
for a noble birth, 
is made obscure without such virtue. 

Aria 
Splenda l’alba in oriente, 
cada il sole in occidente, 
virtù sempre esalterò. 
Sia la lingua più canora, 
sia la cetra più Sonora 
oltre il ciel, oltre le stele 
le sue belle alte glorie innalzerò.   

Dawn may be radiant in the east, 
the sun may sink in the west, 
I shall always applaud virtue. 
Let my voice be more melodious, 
let the lyre be more resonant, 
beyond heaven, beyond the stars 
I shall praise her glorious beauty. 

Duetto 
Tra amplessi innocenti 
tra armonici accenti, 
il core sol gode. 
Un candido affetto, 
sincero diletto, sol mertano lode.  

In innocent embraces 
in harmonious tones, 
does the heart alone rejoice. 
Intense affection, 
genuine delight alone deserves praise.  
(Translation: P. McMahon, 2010) 
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Opera Seria: Tamerlano, HWV 18 (1724) 

Act One.  
Scene 1. Recitativo 
Andronicus: 
Esci, esci, oh signore 
Abbia libero il piede in questa regia. 

 
 
Come out, my Lord, come out 
you may go free in this palace. 

Bajazet: 
Prence, lo so, ti devo 
questo di libertà brieve momento 
e perché il devo a te, men grave’l sento, 

 
Prince, I know I owe you 
this brief moment of freedom, and because 
I owe it to you, it weighs on me alas. 

Andronicus: 
No, Bajazet, al Tamerlan tu’l dei. 

 
No, Bajazet, you owe it to Tamerlane. 

Bajazet: 
Al Tamerlan? da lui 
libertà non vigl’io, da lui che appena 
saria degno portar la mia catena. 
M’hai tu pietà? 

 
To Tamerlane? From him 
I want no freedom, from one who would hardly 
be worthy of carrying my chain. 
Do you not share my suffering? 

Andronicus: 
M’affligge allor che’l chiedi. 

 
It grieves me that you should ask. 

Bajazet: 
Dammi il tuo ferro!  

 
Give me your sword! 

Andronicus: 
Ah! Mio Signor, non mai  

 
Ah! My Lord, never! 

Bajazet: 
Tu’l neighi a me, per me pieta non hai, 
non mi’l nieghi il mio ardir: 
questo mi tragga alla mia libertade, 
o con la vostra o con la morte mia; 
indietro! 

 
You deny me your sword, you have 
no compassion for me, but my courage 
does not deny me: this will lead me to freedom, 
either through your death, or through mine; stand 
back! 

Andronicus: 
Ahi me! tu sei… 

 
Alas! You are… 

Bajazet: 
Son Bajazet ancora, 
ben ch’io sia prigionier. 
No, no, non voglio dal Tamerlan 
nè libertà, nè vita; 
io Vò morire o sia ragione, o orgoglio. 

 
I am still Bajazet, 
although a prisoner.  
No, no, from Tamerlane 
I want neither freedom, nor life; 
this be reason, or pride. 

Andronicus: 
Ferma! Signor, che fai? 
tu morir, et Asteria?  

 
Hold, my Lord, what are you doing? 
You want to die, and Asteria? 

Bajazet: 
Ahi, tu mi svegli in seno un molle affetto, 
per cui sento languir la mia costanza. 
Ah! Mio destin, troppo crudel tu sei. 
Son tra seppi e m’insulta il mio nemico,  
ne Vuol, ch’io mora.  

 
Alas, you awake in me a sweet affection 
causing my resolve to weaken. 
Ah, my fate, you are too cruel. 
I am in shackles and my enemy insults me, 
yet does not want me to die. 

Act 1, scene 1. Aria 
Bajazet: 
Forte e lieto a morte andrei, 
se celassi ai pensier miei 
della figlia il grande amor. 
Se non fosse il suo cordoglio, 
tu vedresti in me più orgoglio, 
io morrei con più valor. 

 
Resolutely and gaily would I go to my death,  
if I could banish from my mind 
my great love for my daughter. 
Were it not for her boundless grief, 
you would see me more defiant, 
I could die with more valour. 

Act 1, scene 6. Recitativo 
Bajazet: 
Non ascolto più nulla. 

 
I refuse to listen to another word. 
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Andronicus: 
Almeno udite la volantà d’Asteria! 

 
Listen, at least, to Asteria’s wishes! 

Bajazet: 
Ella è mia figlia. 
Non ti partire, Asteria 
Che di te qui si tratta.  

 
She is my daughter 
Do not go, Asteria; 
this matter concerns you. 

Andronicus: 
Ah! Che s’ella consente, io son perduto! 

 
Ah! If she consents, I am lost! 

Asteria: 
Di me? 

 
Me? 

Bajazet: 
E perché so, che il mio 
S’accorda col tuo cor,  
Per te risposi.  

 
And because I know that my heart 
and yours agree, 
I was answering for you. 

Asteria: 
Di che?  

 
On what matter? 

Bajazet: 
Il nostri nemico 
Ahi, che nel dirlo avampo di rossor 
Pardo di sdegno! 
d’Andronico col mezzo 
chiede le nozze tue 
e m’offre in premio libertade e pace. 
L’empio sa pur che fremo  
d’esserli debitor sin della vita.  
Figlia, tu non rispondi?  
Io mi credea su l’indegna proposta 
vederti accesa di dispetto e d’ira, 
ma invece tu vacilli 
sino su la ripulsa. Ah, figlia, figlia!  

 
Our enemy, 
Ah, as I say it, my cheeks blaze, 
I burn with disdain. 
Through an intermediary, Andronicus 
is asking for marriage. 
And in return is offering me freedom and peace. 
But the scoundrel well knows that I shake 
with rage at owing him anything, even my life. 
Daughter, why don’t you answer? 
I thought at this unworthy proposal 
you would be ablaze with spite and anger, 
instead, you hesitate 
even to refuse outright. Ah, daughter, daughter. 

Asteria: 
Or che il Tartaro rende la carona 
ad Andronico, 
il superbo can la fortuna cangia 
core ed affetto. 
V’è noto il don di quel suo grande 
amico? 
li cede in premio di mie nozze Irene;  

 
Now that the Tartar is restoring 
Andronicus to his throne, 
Conceit combined with fortune alters 
both heart and affections. 
Did you remark his great friend’s gift? 
His reward for my hand is to be Irene. 

Bajazet: 
E cio è vero?  

 
Is this true? 

Andronicus: 
Crudele! Tacer non posso. 
Asteria, al vostra amante non conviene 
cosi giusto rimprovero; sappiate, 
che ho chieste queste nozze 
col timor d’ottenerle, 
ma non vedo che voi  
siate pronta al rifiuto 
come che foste a rinfacciarmi ingiusta.  

 
Heartless woman! I cannot hold my tongue, 
Asteria, your lover does not merit 
this rightful reproach; know then 
that I asked for this marriage 
in fear of obtaining it, 
yet I do not see that you 
hastened to refuse it 
nor unjustly inveighed against me. 

Bajazet: 
Prence, Asteria è mia figlia, 
Vane, la risposta tu rendi al mio nemico, 
e la risposta è questa. 

 
Prince, Asteria is my daughter, 
go, take my reply to my enemy, 
and the reply is this. 

Act 1, scene 6. Aria 
Bajazet: 
Ciel e terra armi di sdegno 
Morrò invitto, e sarò forte. 
Chi desprezza pace e regno, 
Non potrà temer la morte.  

 
Let him move heaven and earth in his anger, 
I shall die unvanquished and strong. 
He who can forego peace and his kingdom 
can never fear death. 
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Act Two. 
Scene 7, Recitativo   
Bajazet: 
Dov’è mia figlia, Andronico?  

 
Where is my daughter, Andronicus? 

Andronicus: 
Sul trono.   

 
On the throne. 

Bajazet: 
Su qual trono? 

 
On what throne? 

Andronicus: 
Su quel suo nemico.  

 
On that of her enemy. 

Bajazet: 
Del Tamerlan? 

 
Tamerlane’s? 

Andronicus: 
Cosi nol fosse!  

 
Would that it were not so! 

Bajazet: 
Ah, indegna. 
e quando, e come? 
ohi, me tradito! Parla!   

 
Ah! Unworthy daughter. 
But when, and how 
alas, did she betray me? Speak! 

Andronicus: 
Testè la vidi io stesso entrar la stanza 
Del Tartaro; la quidi   
Vendetta o ambizion sole sul trono.  

 
I myself saw her enter Tamerlane’s 
chambers a short while ago; she is guided 
either by revenge or ambition. 

Bajazet: 
E tu, codardo amante, 
Che nemico potesti   
farla scender dal mio, dal proprio soglio, 
ad un altro non suo non le sapesti 
attraversar la strada?  

 
And you, cowardly lover, 
who, when her enemy, were able 
to make here relinquish her own, her own throne. 
Could you not bar her the way 
to the throne of another? 

Andronicus: 
Dissi, gridai, ma chi non bada al padre 
Piu non ascolta un vilipeso amante. 

 
I spoke to her, implored her, but she who 
does not heed her father, does not heed a 
rejected lover. 

Bajazet 
Entriam, Prence, seguiamla, 
E se non siamo a tempo  
D’impedir che vada al trono, 
O vo’che scenda o Bajazet non sono.  

 
Let us enter, Prince, and follow her, 
And if we were not in time to prevent her 
ascending the throne, I shall make her descend, 
Or my name is not Bajazet. 

Act 2, scene 7. Aria 
Bajazet: 
A suoi piedi padre esangue 
La superba mi vedrà 
Se non ha del mio sdegno e del mio 
sangue 
O timor o almen pieta. 

 
Her lifeless father at her feet 
in her pride shall she see, 
If for my indignation or for my  
blood 
she has neither awe, nor even pity. 

Act 2, scene 10.  Recitativo  
Irene: 
E per lei vengo ad impegnar quell posto 
E promesso e dovuto; e già occupato? 
Sei qualla tu che  non conduce al trono  
o brama di regnar, o molle affetto? 

 
In her name I come to take up a place both 
promised and owed; it is already filled? So you 
are the one who is not called to the throne either 
by a desire to reign, or mere affection? 

Asteria: 
Il rimprovera ancor non esce il vano.  

 
This reproach is not without point. 

Tamerlano: 
Ancor l’ardita qui? Mà dov’è Irene? 

 
This impertinent woman is still here? But where is 
Irene? 

Irene: 
Irene non verrà giammai se pria 
Sgombrato non rimira il trono e il letto.  

 
Irene will never come, if the way 
to the throne and imperial bed is not first freed. 
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Tamerlano: 
Fà ch’Asteria discenda, e abbraccio 
Irene. 

 
If Asteria can be made to descend, I will marry 
Irene. 

Irene: 
Io far scender Asteria? Ah! Se il potessi! 
Olà, chi di voi presta 
A una tradita principessa il braccio 
Contro un’usurpatrice e a pro del giusto. 
Bajazete? È suo padre, 
Andronico? È sprezzato, 
Il Tamerlano? È il reo: non trovo ajuto.  

 
I make Asteria descend? Ah! If only I could! 
Who then amongst you will lend 
his arm to a betrayed princess, 
against an usurpress and in the cause of justice? 
Bajazet? He is her father, 
Andronicus? He is spurned, 
Tamerlane? He is guilty: I can find no help. 

Bajazet: 
Fermati, oh donna, che a tuo pro 
M’impegno; a scenderà mia figlia, 
O non son padre. Odi, perfida, e tu, 
Fiero nemico, mi lascia favellar,  
O ti protesto; l’ultimo giorno 
Che m’ascolti è questo. 

 
Stay, woman, I shall defend your cause; 
either my daughter will renounce, 
or I am not her father. 
Listen, traitress, and you, haughty enemy 
let me speak, I say, 
For this is the last day you shall hear me. 

Andronicus: 
Signor!  

 
My Lord! 

Act 2, scene 10. Accompagnato 
Bajazet: 
Lascia ch’io dica. 
Asteria, che per figlia non ti rivvisi piu 
 
Dimmi: sei quella che giuro al Tamerlano 
odio e vendetta? 
Tu del sangue ottoman? Perfida, menti. 
Del tuo nemico amante 
Non ottenesti al genitor la morte, 
Per averne poi tu Reina il merto? 
Ecce il petto, ecco il capo, or via! 
Che tardi? Quest ‘ultimo ti resta 
Ancor di tuoi delitti.  

 
Let me speak! 
Asteria, whom I no longer recognize as my 
daughter. 
Tell me: are you the one who swore hate and 
revenge on Tamerlane? 
Are you of Ottoman blood? Traitress, you lie. 
Have you not secured from your enemy 
and lover, your father’s death, 
So that, when queen, it’s benefit may be yours? 
Here is my breast, here my head, go ahead! 
Why delay? This last crime, you must 
yet commit. 

Andronicus: 
Sento struggermi l’alma.  

 
My soul is bursting in my breast. 

Bajazet: 
Disumanata, un padre disperato 
Ti dimanda la morte e ti minaccia 
O a pietade o a timor, ciò non ti muove? 

 
Unhuman woman, a father in despair 
asks   you for death and threatens you, 
invoking pity, or fear, does this not move you? 

Act 2, scene 10. Recitativo  
Bajazet: 
Andiamo a mendicar la morte altrove! 

 
We shall go and beg for death elsewhere! 

Asteria: 
Padre, ferma!  

 
Father, stay! 

Tamerlano: 
Si fiacca, Asteria, dunque, 
Che di grida impotenti il suon ti scuote? 

 
So you weaken, Asteria 
since the sound of an impotent cry shakes you? 

Asteria: 
E mio padre che parla. 

 
It is my father speaking. 

Tamerlano: 
Io son tuo sposo. 

 
I am your husband. 

Asteria: 
Non per anco;  
E di qua scender poss’io 
non v’e padre che il sentier ingombri.  

 
Not yet; 
and I may still renounce, so that no father bars 
my way. 

Tamerlano: 
Scendivi dunque tosto! Ci vacilla 
Del Tamerlan sul trono, 
È indegno di posarvi anche un momento. 

 
Renounce then forthwith! She who hesitates 
on Tamerlane’s throne is unworthy of remaining 
there even a moment. 
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Irene ed Andronico: 
Asteria scende?  

 
Asteria renounces? 

Asteria: 
Eccomi scesa. 

 
There, I have renounced. 

Tamerlano: 
Eh vile!  

 
Ah! How base! 

Asteria 
Padre, troncasti as un gran 
Colpo il volo.  

 
Father, in one blow you have ruined 
a mighty plan. 

Tamerlano: 
Tornate, temerari, ai vostri ceppi. 

 
Back to your chains, impudent ones! 

Asteria: 
Padre, cor che posone a bassi affetto 
un regno, 
di vagheggiarne lo splendour e indegno. 

 
A heart that puts base feelings before 
a kingdom, 
is unworthy of aspiring to it’s splendour. 

Bajazet: 
Andiamo 

 
Let us go. 

Asteria: 
Tamerlan, non vi partite. 
Ascolti ogn’un, e piu di tutti fissa, 
Fissa in me gli occi,  
Quest’era il primo destinato amplesso 
Che portava festosa Asteria al letto; 
Giace, e vero, impotente al pie del trono, 
Ma ancor in esso vagheggiarvi puoi 
La mia illustre vendetta e I sdegni tuoi.  

 
Tamerlane, do not go. 
Listen all of you, and more than all the others, 
look into my eyes Tamerlane, look and see. 
this was to be the first embrace 
which drove Asteria to your bed; 
true, it now lies powerless at the foot of your 
throne, yet in it, you can still perceive 
My illustrious revenge, and my disdain for you. 

Irene: 
Gran donna!  

 
Noble woman! 

Bajazet: 
Oh illustre figlia! 

 
Oh worthy daughter! 

Andronico: 
Oh cor costante! 

 
Oh constant heart! 

Tamerlano: 
Segni! Ma di monarca a torto offeso 
E disperato amante,  
Siano di mille armati  
Asteria e Bajazet posti in difesa! 
Io punir vo’ con cento morti e cento  
Nel padre e nella figlia il tradimento. 

 
Scoundrels! You have wronged a monarch 
and offended a lover, 
Let Asteria and Bajazet defend themselves 
against a thousand soldiers! 
I want to punish with a thousand deaths 
the father and the daughter’s betrayal. 

Act 2, scene 10. Trio 
Asteria: 
Ecco il cor, saro contenta. 
Per morire avrem valor.  

 
Here is my heart, I give it gladly. 
We shall die with valour. 

Tamerlano: 
Voglio stragi, voglio sangue, 
Morte a te, piaghe a te, 
Per punir armo il rigor.  

 
I want massacres, I want blood, 
death on you, plagues on you, 
I shall be ruthless in my punishment. 

Bajazet: 
Ecco il petto, non mi paventa 
Per morire avrem valor. 

 
Here is my breast, I am not afraid, 
we shall die with valour. 

Act 2, scene 10. Aria  
Bajazet: 
No, il tuo sdegno mi placo, 
Col tuo core e con il mio 
Piu contento l’odiero.  

 
No, your wrath has appeased me, 
with your heart and mine together 
My hatred of him offers contentment. 
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Act 3. 
Scene 8. Accompagnato 
Bajazet: 
E il soffrirete, d’onestade oh Numi? 
La raccomando a voi, poiche a me resta 
Onde togliermi a lui la via funesta. 

 
Could you allow this, oh Gods of honour? 
I commend her to you, for my only recourse 
is to remove myself from his faithful path. 

Act 3, scene 8. Aria 
Bajazet: 
Empio, per farti Guerra, 
Dal regno di sotterra  
L’ombra ritornera. 
E l’ira degli Dei 
Al suon de’ sdegni miei 
Forse si svedliera. 

 
Fiend, to wage war on you, 
from the kingdom of the dead 
shall a shade return. 
And the Gods 
at the sound of my outraged cries 
shall be moved to wrath. 

Act 3, scene 10. Recitativo 
Bajazet: 
Oh per me lieto, avventuroso giorno! 
oh figlia cara! Oh Imperator! 
Oh amici me! Oh gia son nel cor 
qual son tranquillo in volto,   
e sai perché, mia figlia? e’l sai, tiran? 
Da’lacc tuoi son sciolto.   

 
Oh! What a happy, singular day 
Oh my dear daughter! Oh Emperor! 
friends! I’m already as tranquil in my 
heart as I am in countenance.  
Do you know what, my daughter? Do you know 
why tyrant? I am freed of your bonds. 

Tamerlano: 
Ma chi man puo trarti al furor mio? 

 
But who can save you from my wrath? 

Bajazet: 
Chi lo puo? Lo, poss’io! 

 
Who can? I can. 

Act 3, scene 10. Accompagnato 
Bajazet: 
Fremi, minacci mi rido del tuo furor, 
Di tuoho vinto l’orgoglio tuo con mio 
veleno; 
né puoi farmi morire,   
né far si ch’io non mora; 
é questa morte il mio trionfo eletto,  
gia diventa tuo scorno e mia vendetta.  

 
Tremble, threaten, I laugh at your wrath, 
at your threats, I have vanquished 
your pride with my poison;  
you can’t make me die,  
nor stop me from dying; 
This death is my chosen triumph 
bringing you shame and me revenge. 

Asteria: 
Ah! Genitor, che parli?  

 
Ah! Father, what are you saying? 

Bajazet: 
Si, figlia, io moro, addio! 
Tu resti…ahime, che dir non posso In 
pace! 
Tu resti, figlia, negli affanni, 
e questo e’l solo affanno mio.   

 
Yes daughter, I am dying, goodbye. 
You stay…alas, I cannot stay in peace! 
 
You daughter, remain beset with woes, 
And this is my sole sorrow. 

Act 3, scene 10. Recitativo 
Asteria: 
No, vo’ seguirti anch’io, io vo’ morir, 
Prence, tiranno, un ferro! Al tuo amor,   
Al tuo sdegno il chiedo. Ah padre! 
Con questa man, che per l’estrema volta 
Ora ti bacio e co’ miei pianti innondo,  
Prendi un ferro, se puoi, passami il seno, 
E guida teco la tua figlia! 

 
No, I want to follow you too, 
I want to die; Prince, tyrant, a dagger! 
I ask it of your love, of your scorn. Ah, father! 
With your hand, which for the last time 
I now kiss and stain with my tears, 
take a dagger, if you can, and plunge 
and take your daughter with you. 

Act 3, scene 10. Accompagnato 
Bajazet: 
Oh sempre Avversi Dei! Dov’è ferro o 
valeno? 
Si, figlia, in questi estremi amplessi miei 
Per pieta del tuo duol t’ucciderei. 

 
Oh eternally adverse Gods! Where is the dagger, 
the poison? 
Yes, daughter, in these my last embraces 
out of pity for your suffering, I would kill you. 
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Act 3, scene 10. Arioso 
Bajazet: 
Figlia mia, non pianger no! 
Lascia allora uscire il pianto  
Quando morto io nol vedro. 

 
Daughter of mine, do not cry, no! 
Let out your cry 
when I am dead, and cannot see it. 

Act 3, scene 10. Accompagnato 
Bajazet: 
Tu spietato, il vedrai, 
Misera figlia! Ma no ne andrai 
Lieto gran tempo, io vado 
Le furie a scatenar per tuo tormento   
Gia miro il di mancar, morte, ti sento,  
Per tuo supplizio è quest’orror.  
Su, via furie, e ministre,   
Del gran Re dell’ira!  
Io vi conosco, eccovi la! Quel crudo  
Percuotete, sbranate, lacerate, 
Si, lanciategli al core I serpi e le ceraste! 
Degni di voi que’ colpi son, si, presto,  
Ma non cessate! Ohime! Se stanche 
siete, 
La rabbia mia prendete, Meco lo portate 
La giu nel egno del furor eterno.  
Per tormentar, per lacerar quel mostro 
Io saro la maggior furia d’averno.  

 
To Tamerlano, you scoundrel, shall see it, 
Unfortunate daughter! but it shall not 
content you for long, I go 
to let loose the furies for your torment, 
I can already see the fatal day, sense your death, 
this dread shall be your torture. 
Arise, be off, furies and servants 
of the great king of wrath! 
I know you, you are there! 
Strike, shake, scratch the wretch, 
throw snakes and vipers 
these blows are worth of you indeed, make haste, 
Have no cease! Woe is me, if you tire 
take my own wrath and me with it, 
down there to the kingdom of eternal fury. 
to torment and lacerate that monster, 
I will be the worst fury in hell.  
(Handel, 1985). 
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English oratorio: Samson, HWV 57 (1743) 

Act One.  
2. Recitativo 
Samson:  
This day, a solemn feast to Dagon held, relieves me from my task of servile toil;  
Unwillingly their superstition yields this rest, to breathe heaven’s air, fresh blowing, pure and 
sweet. 
9. Recitativo 
Samson: 
Why by an angel was my birth foretold, as in a fiery column ascending from off the altar, in 
my parent’s sight? Why was my nature ordered and prescribed, as of a person, separate to 
God? If I must die, betray’d and captiv’d thus, the scorn and gaze of foes? Oh cruel thought! 
My griefs find no redress! They inward prey, like gangren’d wounds, immedicable grown. 
10. Aria 
Samson: 
Torments alas! Are not confined to heart or head or breast!  
But will a secret passage find into the very inmost mind, with pains intense opprest,  
That rob the soul itself of rest. 
13. Recitativo 
Samson: 
Whom have I to complain of but myself, who Heaven’s great trust could not in silence keep, 
but weakly to a woman must reveal it! Oh glorious strength! Oh impotence of mind!  
But without wisdom, what does strength avail? Proudly secure, yet liable to fall?  
God (when he gave it) hung it in my hair, to show how slight the gift. But peace my soul!  
Strength was my bane, the source of all my woes, each told apart, would ask a life to wail. 
Micah: 
Matchless in might! Once Israel’s glory, now her grief! We come, (thy friends well known) to 
visit thee!  
Samson: 
Welcome, my friends! Experience teaches now, how counterfeit the coin of friendship is,  
that’s only in the superscription shown. In the warm sunshine of our prosp’rous days, friends 
swarm; but in the winter of adversity, draw in their heads: Though sought, not to be found. 
Micah: 
Which shall we first bewail, thy bondage, or lost sight? 
Samson: 
Oh loss of sight! Of thee I most complain! Oh worse than beggary, old age, or chains!  
My very soul in real darkness dwells! 
14. Aria  
Samson: 
Total eclipse! No sun, no moon, all dark amidst the blaze of noon! 
Oh glorious light! No cheering ray, to glad my eyes with welcome day! 
Why thus deprived they prime decree? Sun, moon and stars are dark to me! 
17. Recitativo 
Samson: 
Ye see, my friends, how woes enclose me round: But had I sight, how could I heave my 
head for shame? Thus, for a word, or tear, divulge to a false woman God’s most secret gift, 
and then be sung, or proverb’d for a fool! 
Micah: 
The wisest men have err’d, and been deceived by female arts. Deject not then myself, who 
hast of griefs a load: Yet men will ask, why did not Samson rather wed at home? In his own 
tribe are fairer or as fair. 
Samson: 
Oh that I had! Alas, fond wish, too late! That specious monster, Dalila, my snare!  
Myself the cause, who, vanquished by her tears, gave up my fort of silence to a woman. 
Micah: 
Here comes thy rev’rend sire, old Manoa, with careful steps, and locks as white as down. 
Samson: 
Alas! Another grief that name awakes. 
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24. Recitativo 
Samson: 
Justly these evils have befall’n thy son; Sole author I, sole cause, who have profaned the 
mysteries of God; By me betray’d to faithless parlies, feminine assaults!  
To the false fair I yielded all my heart; So far effeminacy held me yok’d her slave.  
Oh foul indignity! Oh blot to honour and to arms! 
Manoh: 
Worse yet remains: This day they celebrate with pomps and sports, and sacrifice to Dagon, 
idol God! Who gave thee bound and blind into their hands: Thus is he magnified;  
The living God blasphem’d and scorn’d by that idolatrous rout. 
Samson: 
This have I done, this pomp, this honour brought to idol Dagon;  
But to Israel shame, and our true God disgrace. 
29. Recitativo 
Manoa: 
For thee, my dearest son, must thou meanwhile lie, thus neglected, in this loathsome plight? 
Samson: 
It should be so, to expiate my crime, if possible. Shameful garrulity! Had I revealed the 
secret of a friend: Most heinous that! But impiously to blab God’s counsel, is a sin without a 
name! 
Manoa:  
Be for they fault contrite, oh my son, to high disposal leave the forfeit due. God may relent 
and quit thee, all his debt: Reject not then the offer’d means of life. Already I have treated 
with some lords to ransom thee. Revenge is sated now to see thee thus who cannot harm 
them more. 
Samson: 
Why should I live? Soon shall these orbs to double darkness yield. 
Accompagnato 
My genial spirits droop, my hopes are flat; Nature in me seems weary of herself. My race of 
glory run, and race of shame; Death, invocated oft, shall end my pains, and lay me gently 
down with them that rest. 
	  
Act Two.  
36. Recitativo 
Micah: 
But who is this, that so bedecked and gay comes this way sailing like a stately ship?  
With all her streamers waving in the winds, an odorous perfume her harbinger, a damsel 
train behind? ‘Tis Dalila, thy wife. 
Samson: 
My wife? My traitress! Let her not come near me! 
Micah: 
She stands, and eyes thee fixed with head declined (like a fair flower surcharged with dew) 
she weeps, her words addressed to thee, seem tears dissolved wetting the borders of her 
silken veil. 
Dalila: 
With doubtful feet, and wavering resolution, I come, Oh Samson!  
Dreading thy displeasure but conjugal affection led me on, prevailing over fear and tim’rous 
doubt; glad if in ought my help or love could serve, to expiate my rash, unthought misdeed. 
Samson: 
Out thou hyaena! ‘Twas malice brought thee here! These are the arts of women false like 
thee, to break all vows, repent, deceive, submit, then with instructed skill again transgress.  
The wisest men have met such bosom snakes, beguile’d like me, to ages an example. 
Dalila: 
I would not lessen my offence; yet beg to weigh it by itself. What is it then but curiosity? A 
small female fault – greedy of secrets, but to publish them. Why would you trust a woman’s 
frailty then, and to her importunity your strength! A mutual weakness mutual pardon claims. 
Samson: 
How cunningly the sorceress displays her own transgressions, to upbraid me mine!  
I to myself was false, ere thou to me: Bitter reproach, but true.  
The pardon, then I to my folly give, take thou to thine. 
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38. Recitativo 
Dalila: 
Alas! The event was worse than I foresaw; Fearless at home of partners in my love, ‘Twas 
jealousy did prompt to keep you there both day and night, love’s prisoner, wholly mine. 
Samson: 
Did love constrain thee? No! ‘Twas raging lust! Love seeks for love; Thy treason sought my 
hate. In vain you strive to cover shame with shame; Once joined to me, though judged your 
country’s foe, parents and all, were in the husband lost. 
39. Aria 
Samson: 
Your charms to ruin led the way, My sense deprav’d, my strength enslave’d;  
As I did love, you did betray. 
How great the curse! How hard the fate to pass life’s sea with such a mate! 
43. Recitativo 
Samson: 
Ne’er think of that! I know thy warbling charms, thy trains, thy wiles, and fair enchanted cup:  
Their force is null’d; Where once I have been caught, I shun the snare;  
These chains, this prison house, I count the liberty to thine. 
Dalila: 
Let me approach, at least, and touch thy hand. 
Samson: 
Not for thy life, lest fierce remembrance wake my sudden rage to tear thee limb from limb.  
At distance I forgive: Depart with that. Now triumph in thy falsehood, so farewell! 
Dalila: 
Thou art more deaf to prayers than winds or seas; Thy anger rages an eternal tempest.  
Why should I humbly sue for peace, thus scorned, with infamy upon my name denounced? 
When in this land I ever shall be held the first of womankind, living or dead;  
My praises shall be sung at solemn feasts, who sav’d my country from a fierce destroyer. 
44. Duetto 
Dalila: 
Traitor to love! I’ll sue no more for pardon scorn’d, your threats give o’er! 
Samson: 
Traitress to love! I’ll hear no more the charmer’s voice, your arts give o’er! 
44. Recitativo 
Micah: 
She’s gone! A serpent manifest; her sting discovered in the end. 
Samson: 
So let her go! God sent her here to aggravate my folly! 
48. Recitativo 
Micah: 
No words of peace, no voice enchanting fear, a rougher tongue expect;  
Here’s Harapha, I know him by his stride and haughty look. 
Harapha: 
I come not, Samson, to condole thy chance; I am of garth, men call me Harapha: Thou 
know’st me now. Of thy prodigious might much have I heard, incredible to me!  
Nor less displeased that never in the field we met, to try each other’s deeds of strength;  
I’d see if thy appearance answers loud report. 
Samson: 
The way to know, were not to see, but taste. 
Harapha: 
Ha! Dost thou then already single me? I thought that labour and thy chains had tamed thee.  
Had fortune brought me to that field of death, where thou wrought’st wonders with an ass’s 
jaw, I’d left thy carcass there the ass lay thrown. 
Samson: 
Boast not of what thou would’st have done, but do. 
Harapha: 
The honour certain to have won from thee prevented by thy eyes put out;  
To combat with a blind man, I disdain. 
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52. Recitativo 
Harapha: 
With thee! A man condemn’d, a slave enrolled, no worthy match to stain the warriors sword! 
Samson: 
Cam’st thous for this, vain boaster? Yet take heed! My heels are fetter’d but my hands are 
free. Thou bulk, of spirit void! I once again, blind and in chains, provoke thee to fight! 
Harapha: 
Oh Dagon! Can I bear this insolence, to me unus’d, not rendering instant death? 
53. Duetto 
Samson: 
Go, baffled coward, go lest vengeance lay thee low, in safety fly my wrath with speed! 
Harapha: 
Presume not on thy God, who under foot has trod thy strength and thee, at greatest need. 
	  
Act Three.  
62. Recitativo 
Micah: 
Reflect then, Samson, matters now are strained up to the height, whether to hold, or break. 
He’s gone, whose malice may inflame the Lords. 
Samson: 
Shall I abuse this consecrated gift of strength, again returning with my hair, by vaunting it in 
honour to their God, and prostituting holy things to idols? 
Micah: 
How thou wilt here come off surmounts my reach;  
‘Tis Heaven alone can serve us both and thee. 
64. Recitativo 
Samson: 
Be of good courage; I begin to feel some inward motions, which do bid me go. 
Micah: 
In time thou hast resolved; Again he comes. 
Harapha: 
Samson, this second summons send our Lords, art thou our captive, slave and public 
drudge, yet dare dispute thy coming when we send? Haste thee at once;  
or we shall engines find to move thee, though thou wert a solid rock. 
Samson: 
Vain were their art if tried; I yield to go, not through your streets be like a wild beast trail’d. 
Harapha: 
You thus may win the Lords to set you free. 
Samson: 
In nothing I’ll comply that’s scandalous or sinful by our law. Brethren, farewell!  
Your kind attendance now, I pray, forbear, lest it offend to see me girt with friends.  
Expect of me you’ll nothing hear impure, unworthy God, my nation, or myself. 
Micah: 
So may’st thou act as serves his glory best. 
Samson: 
Let but that spirit (which first rush’d on me in the camp of Dan) inspire me at my need;  
Then shall I make… 
Accompagnato 
Jehovah’s glory known, their idol gods shall from his presence fly, scatter’d like sheep before 
the God of hosts. 
65. Aria 
Samson: 
Thus when the sun from’s watery bed, All curtained with a cloudy red, 
Pillows his chin upon an orient wave; 
The wandering shadows ghastly pale, All troop to their infernal jail, 
Each fetter’d ghost slips to his sev’ral grave. (Burrows, 2005). 
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Appendix D: Biographical summaries of tenor voice practitioners 

John Elwes 

John Elwes was Head Chorister at Westminster Cathedral in London and 

enjoyed considerable success as a boy soprano. Under the direction of the 

composer, he sang the part of Isaac in the world premiere recording of 

Benjamin Britten’s canticle Abraham and Isaac with the tenor Peter Pears. 

Elwes studied at the Royal College of Music in London and is well known for 

his performances of the works of Monteverdi, Rameau, J. S. Bach, Handel 

and Britten. With over one hundred recordings to his credit, he is particularly 

acclaimed for his interpretation of the Haute-contre, or high tenor voice 

(Jander and Harris, 2007) repertoire of the French baroque (Handel, 1982). 

 

James Gilchrist  

Gilchrist read medicine as a choral scholar at King’s College, Cambridge 

and practised in the medical profession before turning to a fulltime career in 

music in the mid 1990s. He appears regularly as a soloist in baroque 

repertoire with many major European early music ensembles. His recent 

performances include Damon in Handel’s Acis and Galatea with the 

Academy of Ancient Music; the title role in Handel’s Judas Maccabeus with 

The King’s Consort; Handel’s Messiah with The Sixteen directed by Harry 

Christophers; the Bach cantata pilgrimage with John Eliot Gardiner and the 

English Baroque Soloists and regular engagements as the Evangelist in the 

Bach Passions with the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, the Gabrieli 

Consort and the English Baroque Soloists. 

(http://www.jamesgilchrist.co.uk) 
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Philip Langridge, CBE  

Langridge (1939–2010) studied the violin at the Royal Academy of Music, 

commencing his working life as an orchestral violinist before singing began to 

dominate his career in his 20s. Noted for his consummate performances of 

English opera and oratorio, his vast repertoire spanned the music of major 

baroque composers including Handel, Monteverdi and Purcell to music of the 

twentieth century, particularly the vocal works of Benjamin Britten (Loppert, 

2007).  

 

Gregory Massingham  

The Australian tenor Gregory Massingham is Head of Opera and Senior 

Lecturer in Voice at the Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University. 

Massingham combines his academic commitments with a busy performing 

schedule in Australia and New Zealand. He is a regular guest artist with 

orchestras and choral groups including Sydney Philharmonia Choirs, for 

whom he has appeared as soloist in Handel’s Samson, Solomon and Israel 

in Egypt, as well as the Evangelist role in Bach’s Passions. 

(http://www.griffith.edu.au/music/queensland-conservatorium/staff/mr-

gregory-massingham)  

 

Mark Padmore 

Padmore studied music as a choral scholar at King’s College, Cambridge 

before undertaking major collaborations with prominent European early 

music practitioners, including leading roles in the French baroque repertoire 

of Charpentier and Rameau with William Christie and Les Arts Florissants. 
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Padmore also developed a lasting association with Philippe Herreweghe and 

the Collegium Vocale, Ghent, with whom he regularly performs the music of 

J. S. Bach, particularly the Evangelist in the Passions. His performances and 

recordings of the music of Handel in partnership with the English Concert, 

directed by Andrew Manze, the English Baroque Soloists under John Eliot 

Gardiner and the Gabrieli Consort with Paul McCreesh are critically 

acclaimed. (http://www.markpadmore.com) 

     

Ian Partridge CBE 

One of England's most versatile lyric tenors, Ian Partridge (b. 1938) 

studied at the Royal College of Music and the Guildhall School of Music and 

Drama. He is highly respected for his interpretations of the works of 

Monteverdi, Schütz, Handel and J. S. Bach, as well as Schoenberg, Weill 

and Britten. A broad discography discloses his proficiency in the vocal works 

of Handel, with recordings of Alexander’s Feast, Chandos Anthems, Dixit 

Dominus and Nisi Dominus under Christophers, Esther and La Resurrezione 

under Hogwood and Israel in Egypt and the Ode for St Cecilia’s Day under 

Willcocks. A Professor at the Royal Academy of Music, Partridge regularly 

gives master classes in song and early music performance throughout the 

United Kingdom and abroad and was awarded a CBE in 1992 for his service 

to music. (http://www.ianpartridge.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk) 

 

Thomas Randle 

The operatic career of American tenor Thomas Randle embraces 

repertoire ranging from Handel and Mozart to Verdi, Delibes and Tippett. He 
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appears regularly with major opera companies and symphony orchestras 

throughout Europe and the United States of America. 

(http://imgartists.com/artist/tom_randle) 

 

Nigel Robson  

Robson studied music at the University of York and is one of Great 

Britain’s leading lyric tenors. His performance repertory ranges from the 

music of Monteverdi and Handel to acclaimed performances of the operatic 

and concerted music of Benjamin Britten. Robson’s performances and 

recordings of Handel’s music include Alexander’s Feast, Jephtha and 

Tamerlano under John Eliot Gardiner with the English Baroque Soloists. 

(http://www.ingpen.co.uk/artist_detail.php?aid=77) 

 

Anthony Rolfe-Johnson  

Anthony Rolfe-Johnson (1940–2010) was one of the finest English tenors 

of the twentieth century. Appearing in many of the world’s major opera 

houses and concert halls, he excelled in a repertory spanning the works of 

Monteverdi, the Evangelist roles in the Passions of J.S. Bach, the oratorios of 

Handel, the operatic roles of Mozart and the vocal music of Benjamin Britten. 

An extensive discography displays his expertise in the works of Handel, 

including: Acis and Galatea, Belshazzar, Hercules, Messiah, Semele and 

Solomon under Gardiner; Alexander’s Feast, Samson and Saul under 

Harnoncourt; Athalia and Esther under Hogwood; Israel in Egypt under 

Parrott and Belshazzar and the Ode for St Cecilia’s Day under Pinnock  

(Noël-Goodwin, 2007). 
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Mark Tucker 

Mark Tucker is a graduate of the University of Cambridge and the 

Guildhall School of Music and Drama, London and is internationally 

recognised as an exponent of baroque music. His career includes operatic 

and concert performances and recordings with some of the world’s leading 

interpreters of baroque music, including John Eliot Gardiner, Nikolaus 

Harnoncourt, Rene Jacobs, Emmanuelle Haïm, Ton Koopman and Sir Roger 

Norrington (http://www.harrisonparrott.com/artist/mark-tucker). 

 

Alexander Young 

The English tenor Alexander Young (1920–2000) studied at the Royal 

College of Music. He appeared regularly as a soloist in opera with many 

noted British opera companies, including the Royal Opera Covent Garden, 

Welsh National Opera and Sadler’s Wells. Young was also well known as a 

concert soloist, and his many recordings of Handel’s music include Israel in 

Egypt, Jephtha, Judas Maccabaeus, Messiah, Samson, Solomon, 

Tamerlano, Theodora and the Coronation Anthems. He was Head of Vocal 

Studies at the Royal Northern College of Music from 1973 – 1986 (Rosenthal 

and Blyth, 2007). 
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Appendix E: Selected autograph manuscripts by Handel—Alexander’s Feast; 

Cecilia, volgi un sguardo; Tamerlano and Samson (.jpg files CD)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix F: CD and table of music examples discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 

 

CD Title Label Year released Catalogue no. 
A Alexander’s Feast Coro 2005 COR16028 
B Alexander’s Feast Teldec 1984 2292-42641-2 
C Italian cantatas Archiv 1982 419736-2 
D An Ode for St 

Cecilia’s Day 
Hyperion 2004 CDA67463 

E Tamerlano Erato 1987 2292-45408-2 
F Tamerlano Avie  2002 3669537 
G Samson Teldec 1993 9031-74871-2 
H Samson Coro 2002 COR16008 
 
Table 12. Key to the commercial CDs given in Appendix F. 
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Alexander’s Feast recordings 
Singer Semplice recitatives Disc details Track 
Partridge “’T was at the royal feast”  A, 1 2 
Rolfe-Johnson B, 1 2 
Partridge “Timotheus, placed on high” A, 1 4 
Rolfe-Johnson B, 1 4 
Partridge “The praise of Bacchus” A, 1 11 
Rolfe-Johnson B, 1 8 
Partridge “Sooth’d with the sound” A, 1 13 
Rolfe-Johnson B, 1 10 
Partridge “The mighty master smil’d” A, 1 18 
Rolfe-Johnson B, 1 15 
Partridge “Let old Timotheus” A, 2 8 
Rolfe-Johnson B, 2 7 
 
Singer Accompagnato Disc details Track 
Partridge “Now strike the golden lyre” A, 2 1 
Rolfe-Johnson B, 2 1 
Partridge “Give the vengeance due” A, 2 3 
Rolfe-Johnson B, 2 3 
Partridge “Thus, long ago” A, 2 6 
Rolfe-Johnson B, 2 6 
 
Singer Through-composed arias Disc details Track 
Partridge “Happy, happy, happy pair” A, 1 3 
Rolfe-Johnson B, 1 3 
Partridge “The princes applaud” A, 2 4 
Rolfe-Johnson B, 2 4 
 
Singer Da capo arias Disc details Track 
Rolfe-Johnson “War, he sung is toil” B, 1 17 

 
  
Singer 

Duet Disc details Track: time 

Partridge “Happy, happy, happy pair” A, 1 3: 2.28 
Rolfe-Johnson B, 1 3: 2.53 

 
Cecilia, volgi un sguardo recordings 

Singer Semplice recitatives Disc details Track 
Elwes “Cecilia, volgi un sguardo” C 7 
Gilchrist D 16 
Elwes “Tu armonica Cecilia” C 9 
Gilchrist  D 18 

 
Singer Da capo arias Disc details Track 
Elwes “La virtute e un vero” C 8 
Gilchrist D 17 
Elwes “Splenda l’alba” C 10 
Gilchrist D 19 

 
Singer Duet Disc details Track 
Elwes “Tra amplessi innocenti” C 14 
Gilchrist D 25 
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Tamerlano recordings 

Singer Semplice recitatives Disc details Track: time 
Robson “Prence, lo so” (Act 1) E, 1 3: 1.42 
Randle F, 1 5 
Robson “Non ascolto” (Act 1) E, 1 11 
Randle F, 1 14 
Robson “Dov’e mia figlia” (Act 2) E, 2 9 
Randle F, 2 11 
Robson “Fermati, o donna” (Act 2) E, 2 13: 4.32 
Randle F. 2 14: 1.08 
Robson “Figlia, siam rei” (Act 3) E, 3 1 
Randle F, 3 1 
Robson “Oh per me lieto” (Act 3) E, 3 14 
Randle F, 3 20 

 
Singer Accompagnato Disc details Track: time 
Robson “Lascia ch’io dica” (Act 2) E, 2 13: 4.53 
Randle F, 2 14: 1.26 
Robson “E il soffrirete” (Act 3) E, 3 10 
Randle F, 3 16 
Robson “Fremi, minaccia” (Act 3) E, 3 14: 0.51 
Randle F, 3 21 
Robson “Tu, spietato” (Act 3) E, 3 14: 5.40 
Randle F, 3 23 
 
Singer Da capo arias Disc details Track 
Robson “Forte e lieto” (Act 1) E, 1 4 
Randle F, 1 6 
Robson “Ciel e terra” (Act 1) E, 1 12 
Randle F, 1 15 
Robson “A suoi piedi” (Act 2) E, 2 10 
Randle F, 2 12 
Robson “Empio, per farti guerra” (Act 3) E, 3 11 
Randle F, 3 17 
 
Singer Through-composed arias Disc details Track: time 
Robson “No, il tuo sdegno” (Act 2) E, 2 16 
Randle F, 2 17 
Robson “Figlia mia” (Act 3) E, 3 14: 3.44 
Randle F, 3 22 
 
Singer Trio Disc details Track 
Robson “Voglio strage” (Act 2) E, 2 14 
Randle F, 2 15 
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Samson recordings 
Singer Semplice recitatives Disc details Track: time 
Rolfe-Johnson “This day, a solemn feast” (Act 1) G, 1 2: 2.19 
Randle H, 1 2 
Rolfe-Johnson “Why by an angel? (Act 1) G, 1 5: 0.35 
Randle H, 1 9 
Rolfe-Johnson “Whom have I to complain of?” 

(Act 1) 
G, 1 7: 2.44 

Randle H, 1 13 
Rolfe-Johnson “You see, my friends”  

(Act 1) 
G, 1  10: 3.25 

Randle H, 1 17 
Rolfe-Johnson “Justly these evils” (Act 1) G, 1 13: 3.45 
Randle H, 1 24 
Rolfe-Johnson “Why should I live?” (Act 1) G, 1 13: 4.01 
Randle H, 1 29: 1.23 
Rolfe-Johnson “My wife? My trait’ress!  

(Act 2) 
G, 1 19: 3.15 

Randle H, 2 5: 0.25 
Rolfe-Johnson “Did love constrain thee?” (Act 2) G, 1 20: 5.44 
Randle H, 2 7: 0.22 
Rolfe-Johnson “N’er think of that” (Act 2) G, 2 1 
Randle H, 2 12 
Rolfe-Johnson “The way to know” (Act 2) G, 2 3: 3.28 
Randle H, 2 17: 0.51 
Rolfe-Johnson “Cam’st thou for this” (Act 2) G, 2 4: 4.40 
Randle H, 2 21: 0.11 
Rolfe-Johnson “Shall I abuse” (Act 3) G, 2 11: 2.26 
Randle H, 3 3: 0.16 
Rolfe-Johnson “Be of good courage” (Act 3) G, 2 12: 2.41 
Randle H, 3 5 
 
Singer Accompagnato Disc details  Track: time 
Rolfe-Johnson “My genial spirits droop” (Act 1) G, 1 14 
Randle H, 1 29: 1.42 
Rolfe-Johnson “Then shall I make” (Act 3) G, 2 13 
Randle H, 3 5: 1.51 
 
Singer Through-composed arias Disc details  Track 
Rolfe-Johnson “Torments alas!” (Act 1) G, 1 6 
Randle H, 1 10 
Rolfe-Johnson “Total eclipse!” (Act 1) G, 1 8 
Randle H, 1 14 
Rolfe-Johnson “Your charms to ruin” (Act 2) G, 1 21 
Randle H, 2 8 
Rolfe-Johnson “Thus when the sun” (Act 3) G, 2 14 
Randle H, 3 6 
 
Singer Duets Disc details Track 
Rolfe-Johnson “Traitor to love” (Act 2) G, 2 2 
Randle H, 2 13 
Rolfe-Johnson “Go, baffled coward” (Act 2) G, 2 5 
Randle H, 2 22 
	  
 




